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1 Introduction
We live in the ‘time of monsters’, as Antonio Gramsci put it, in which every person is pitched
against the other in competition driven by individualism at all costs, in a life-denying ideology
that creates conditions that enforce and celebrate isolation and alienation. For this, ‘we have
destroyed the essence of humanity: our connectedness’ (Monbiot, 2014, cited in Kotze and
Walters, 2017:1).
The National Summit on Worker Education (2009) noted that our planet and its people are in serious
crisis1. The Summit Declaration further noted that this crisis is a capitalist crisis, and that it is
common cause across the globe that capitalism has failed humanity as a whole. The features and
effects of the crisis articulated in the Summit Declaration continue to escalate. These include:





Growing unemployment, income inequality, poor public services such as energy, sanitation
and poor education and health care for the world’s working class and the poor.
Human induced climate change that is causing havoc in several parts of the world through
extreme weather conditions:
A crisis of high food prices, food shortages and food insecurity for billions of people across the
globe whilst food is a basic necessity to sustain life.
A crisis of urban migration where humans are forced to migrate to the cities in search of the
basic means for survival2.

Now more than ever, worker education is critically important, particularly in the current context of
neo-liberal capitalism and the growing informalisation and precarious nature of work, in which trade
unions and workers are increasingly under attack, as described by the ILO:
“Unions are faced with the effects of unfair globalization, attacks on their existence by
supporters of neo-liberalism, rapidly changing technology in the workplace, undemocratic
global governing bodies and expanding informal economies in which people try to make a
living as best they can, as well as other challenges such as the worst forms of child labour
and HIV/AIDS. Learning how to address these and other issues effectively is the key to the
continuing health and growth of the labour movement. And the key to learning in the labour
movement is effective union education. Improving the funding of union education, linking it
to labour research and workplace issues, making it relevant to a broader spectrum of
working people, updating its methodologies and training its practitioners will help the
movement learn how to create the new knowledge it needs to face the challenges ahead.”
(ILO, 2007).
As the ILO points out above, union education is essential to building a strong labour movement
capable of challenging the ills of capitalism. But the quality and relevance of such education, and the
capacity of trade union educators is essential to ensuring that it helps to equip workers and shop
stewards to fight for workers’ rights and dignity.
More detailed analysis is provided later on the socio-economic context, with a statistical analysis of
the intolerably high levels of unemployment, poverty and inequality (see page 39-75).

1
2

Declaration of the National Summit on Workers Education, University of Johannesburg, November 2009
Declaration of the National Summit on Workers Education, University of Johannesburg, November 2009
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1.1 Overview and Methodology
This full consolidated report brings together the draft reports presented to the HRDC Worker
Education Committee (compromising of representatives of COSATU, NACTU and FEDUSA and
relevant government departments). There is a complementary Summary Report that synthesises
and provides a summary of findings.
Section 1: Introduction and Methodology introduces the report, outlines the research aims and
objectives, the methodological tools used, and the organisations and institutions surveyed.
Section 2: Conceptualising Worker Education looks at historical traditions and practices of worker
education, how this has changed, and the definition and defining characteristics of worker
education.
Section 3: Contextual Analysis locates worker education in its socio-economic context in South
Africa, by providing a statistical analysis of employment and unemployment, inequality, and the
demographic and social characteristics of trade union membership
Section 4: Trade Union & LSO Worker Education Provision creates a baseline of information and
provides statistical analysis on the existing provision of worker education by trade unions, Labour
Service Organisations (LSOs) and other institutions. The section analyses data on the potential
beneficiaries, mapping and profiling provision and providers along with learners.
Section 5: Situational Analysis for Worker Education briefly reviews the Education Policy Landscape
and it further contextualises worker education within the broader education policy terrain; also
focusing on the resources environment identifying key debates and constraints confronting worker
education and the institutions that provide it. It orientates political, social, economic and
technological variables identified by literature and respondents for future strategic planning.
Section 6: Education, Skills and Institutional Capacity Development Needs Analysis outlines the
purpose of worker education, flowing from earlier sections, then identifies contextual, operational
and policy barriers to worker education. It further identifies needs for skills development and
institutional capacity building based upon the data gathered. This is followed by a gap analysis at
the various levels of target groups.
Section 7: Recommendations and Proposed Funding Models puts forward a set of proposals aimed
at building institutional capacity and skills for worker education, enhancing provision of worker
education, and accessing sustainable funding for worker education.
The NALEDI research proposal identified the following phases to the research process; noting that
each report does not constitute a stand-alone report, but an aspect of the final report that is built
upon with each consecutive report/phase, and consultation with stakeholders. The proposed
timeframes have been altered according to the revised proposal to the HRDC in consultation with
the WEC:
Phase

Tasks

Timeframe/
Completed

Consolidated Final
Report

Report 1: Worker
Education Landscape
and Provision

Identify research methodologies for
the project and conduct an audit of
existing worker education
programmes

24 Jan 2018

Section 1: Introduction
and Methodology

Revised and updated findings of
Report 1 after consultation with
stakeholders

30 Jan 2018

Report 2: Revised
Worker Education

Section 2:
Conceptualising Worker
Education
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Landscape and
Provision Report

Analysis of worker education
landscape and provision

Section 3: Contextual
Analysis
Section 4: Situational
Analysis
Section 5: TU and LSO
Worker Education
Provision

Report 3: Skills and
Institutional
Development

Identify short to long term Skills
Development and Institutional
Development requirements of
Worker Education providers and
propose solutions for addressing
them

30 May 2018

Report 4:
Recommendations
and Proposed
Funding models

Develop a set of recommendations
and regulatory mechanisms for the
development of Worker Education
and Providers, with the aim of
facilitating Institutional
Development, Skills Development
and access to Funding

30 May 2018

Consultation
Workshop

Consultation with trade unions and
LSOs

July 2018

Worker Education
Conference

Consultation and Policy
Development Process

August 2018

Report 5: Final
Consolidated Report

Consolidate all previous reports into
one final report

30 June 2018

Section 6:
Edication, Skills and
Institutional
Development Needs
Analysis
Section 7:
Recommendations and
Proposed Funding Models

Final Consolidated Report
and Summary Document

Develop short summary document

Thus, this Final Report constitutes a consolidated version of Reports 1-4 in 7 sections, after
presentation to the Worker Education Committee. A Summary Report is available, which provides a
summary of the key findings and recommendations of this full report.
NALEDI was commissioned by the Worker Education Committee to conduct research on Worker
Education with the following key objectives:






To conduct an audit of current worker education programmes
To analyse current skills, required skills and scarce skills for developing worker education
To develop tools for ongoing monitoring and evaluation of worker education
To develop a vision and proposals for integrated and sustainable worker education
To develop policy and funding proposals to support our vision of worker education

The NALEDI Research Team for this project is as follows:




Project Coordinator - Liesl Orr (NALEDI Senior Researcher)
Hameda Deedat (NALEDI Acting Director)
Michael Koen (Senior Research Consultant)
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Ebrahim Khalil Hassen (Senior Research Consultant)
Musa Malabela (Research consultant)
Melisizwe Tyiso (NALEDI Researcher)
Boitumelo Molete (NALEDI Project/Research Support)
Nelly Zondi (NALEDI Admin Support)

The NALEDI research team is expected to produce the following research outputs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Matrix and analysis of Worker Education provision and ‘provider landscape’
Methodological tools for ongoing monitoring and evaluation of Worker Education
Analysis of current Skills, required skills and scarce skills for developing WE
Policy proposals for skills and institutional development
A 5 year ‘workable’ skills development plan and institutional development plan geared
towards developing a holistic worker education system that fits into other parts of the macroeducation system in South Africa.
6. Proposals for developing relationships between Union Federations and independent unions,
LSOs, university-based centres and NGOs
NALEDI conceptualised this project as a collaborative effort with Labour Service Organisations and
trade unions, as the main providers of worker education. The purpose of this collaboration was to
ensure that those most experienced and engaged in the thinking and practice of worker education
should be the main drivers of vision and policy. This is to ensure that the vision and policy proposals
are informed by practice.
To this end, 7 labour service organisations were commissioned to provide detailed analysis and
assessments of their own worker education programmes. LSOs were expected to provide the
following:









The organisation’s conceptual framework with reference to the policy and practice of
worker education
An audit of the worker and community education programmes the organisation has run or
collaborated in over the last 5 years – with some analysis of strengths, challenges,
methodology, funding sources, and gaps.
A skills audit of the organisation’s educators (using a survey questionnaire developed by
NALEDI)
A review of methodological tools and approaches to worker education both formal and
informal, with examples.
Contribution towards the development of policies, tools and proposals for the vision,
regulation and funding of worker education
A Survey of a sample of LSO learners (as part of the skills audit, using a NALEDI learner
survey questionnaire)
Relevant documentation including annual reports, educational materials, and organisational
policies (amongst others)

In order to facilitate the LSO submission of data and analysis, NALEDI developed the following
research instruments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Programme provision audit form for accredited programmes
Programme provision audit form for non-accredited programmes
LSO profile questionnaire – organisational and policy questions
Research programmes questionnaire
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5. LSO Educator Survey questionnaire (for internal and externally contracted educators)
6. Learner Survey questionnaire (to be administered during a course running during the
contract period)
The following table outlines the main areas of research focus, methods and outputs for the research
project.
Table 1: Research Questions and processes

Main Research Questions/Areas

Focus

Processes

Outputs

1. Understanding the Context of Worker
Education.

Statistics and policy
analysis

Descriptive
Analytical

Contextual
Framework

2. What is worker education?

Theoretical conceptual
interrogation

Interactive
Reflection

Integrated and
common
understanding
Landscape Map

3. Who provides worker education and
how?

Stakeholder, Programme
Descriptive
and institutional mapping

Matrix of TU and
LSO worker
education
provision

4. Vision for integrated and sustainable
worker education.

Evidence based
Descriptive
Participation and decision
Aspirational
making

Objectives and
Vision

Strategy

Recommendations
and plan

5. Road map and tools.

Needs

Analytical
Problem Solving

Gap analysis

The research methods that were followed included:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Literature Review
LSO case studies
Trade Union interviews
Educator Survey
Learner Survey
Institutional interviews
Key Informant Interviews

The analysis in this report is based on the primary and secondary sources of data listed in Table 2.
Table 2: List of Interviews and Data Sources

Method

Number

Sample

Literature Review

3 thematic areas

1.
2.

Conceptualisation of WE
Contextual Analysis
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3.

Policy Analysis

In-depth Collaborative
Case Studies of LSO WE
Provision

7 LSOs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DITSELA
Workers’ College,
LRS,
IHRG,
ILRIG,
Workers World Media Productions
NALEDI

Trade Union Education
Case Studies (Interview
Questionnaire)

21 Trade Unions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

BCAWU
CEPPWAWU
DENOSA
FAWU
HOSPERSA
NEHAWU
NULAW
NUM
POPCRU
PSA
SACCAWU
SACTWU

3 Federations

13. SACWU
14. SADTU

15. SAMWU
16. SASBO
17. SATAWU
18. SOLIDARITY
19. UASA
20. UNTU
21. NUMSA
Federations
1.
2.
3.

COSATU
FEDUSA
NACTU

39 Trade Union Educators
24 LSO educators

Trade unions and federations

Learner Survey

135 Learners

Learners attending LSO Training

University Departments/
Programmes (interviews)

5 universities

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wits GLU
Rhodes NALSU
UKZN
UJ
UCT

1.
2.
3.
4.

CHI
Social Law Project
WIEGO
AIDC
DHET (3)
DOL
SAQA
CCMA

Educator e-Survey

Organisations/Institutions 7 organisations
(Interviews)

7 LSOs

5.
6.
7.

FES
Ruskin College
ILO





ETDP SETA
HW SETA
KZN community
college

Government
Departments/State
Institutions (Interviews)

9 interviews






Key Informants
(Interviews)

10 interviews

Former Trade Unionists and Educators
Academics
(listed in the table below)

A more detailed description of research methodology and progress is outlined in Table 2 below.
Table 3: Project Research Methodology and Progress
Methodology
Literature
Review

Research instruments

Focus areas

Sample

Progress

The literature review focuses on three areas
1.

2.

Conceptualisation of worker
education and its practice in
order to provide a historical and
theoretical framework and
identify trends and key debates
A contextual review to give
background and linkages with
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Methodology

In-depth and
collaborative
Institutional
Case Studies
(LSOs)

Research instruments

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Organisational
profile
Contextual and
content analysis
questionnaire
Programme
audit
questionnaire
for accredited
and nonaccredited
provision
Research
questionnaire
Learner Survey
questionnaire
Educator Survey
questionnaire

Focus areas
issues such as skills
development, economic
planning, labour market issues
and so on.
3. A policy review to identify key
policy issues and areas and
provide a basis for policy
recommendations in phase 2
Staff numbers and job title
Years of operation
5 year provision statistics
Funding amounts and sources
Development plans
Regional provision and networks
Programme offerings





Couse focus and content
Accredited/non accredited
Materials examples
Linkages to other institutions

Learner needs reflection
Stakeholder needs reflection
Reflection on meaning of WE








Practice
History
Focus
Vision
Reflection on accreditation
Reflection on RPL
Reflection on portability

Reflection on barriers to institutional access
Institutional strengths
Institutional weaknesses
Funding model reflection
Reflection on inter-institutional cooperation

In-depth and
collaborative
Institutional
Case Studies
(LSOs)






Sample

Progress

1.



2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Ditsela
(Development
Institute for Training,
Support and
Education for
Labour)
Workers’ College
LRS (Labour Research
Service)
IHRG (Industrial
Health Research
Group)
ILRIG (International
Labour, Research and
Information Group)
WWMP (Workers
World Media
Productions)
NALEDI (National
Labour and Economic
Development
Institute)

Complete Data received
from 7 LSOs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ditsela
Workers’ College
LRS
IHRG
ILRIG
WWMP
Naledi

* Khanya College (was
unable to participate due
to tight timeframes)

Unions
SETAs
Universities
Other LSOs

Educator profile







Contact details
Experience
Qualifications
Speciality
Own learning needs
Practice reflection

Learner profile (currently enrolled snapshot)








Trade union
Education Case
Studies

Biographic
Education status
Role
Learning needs
Learning interests
Reflection on practice, access
etc.
Reflection on past WE
experiences

Interview schedule

Programme provision

(case study
framework)

Numbers
Geography
Content focus
5 year provision statistics

Provisional list:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NUM
SAMWU
NEHAWU
SACTWU
SASBO

Data obtained from:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BCAWU
CEPPWAWU
DENOSA
FAWU
HOSPERSA
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Methodology

Research instruments

Focus areas
Programme offerings
Budget allocation
Development plans
Learner needs functional
Learner needs vocational
Reflection on meaning of WE








Practice
History
Focus
Vision
Reflection on accreditation
Reflection on RPL
Reflection on portability

Sample
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Progress
SATAWU
SACCAWU
SADTU
POPCRU
PSA
NULAW
UASA
UTATU
SACWU
BCAWU
NPSWU
SOLIDARITY
NUMSA
FAWU

Federations

Institutional education strengths





Reflection on LSO provision

FEDUSA
COSATU
NACTU

In depth Interview
schedule
Programme profile
schedule and
document analysis

1-3 year Provision statistics
Programme offerings





Couse focus and content
Accredited/non accredited
Materials examples
Linkages to other institutions

Reflection on meaning of WE




Practice
History
Focus

Dedicated University
programmes for TUs
and/or workers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reflection on accreditation
Reflection on RPL
Reflection on portability

6.

In depth interview
schedules targeted at
appropriate focus area
for each respondent

Policy issues
Contextual information
Mapping components
Funding models
NQF as a framework for WE

Chris Hani
Institute

Informal/Vulnerable
Worker Organisations
7.
8.
9.

Government/
State
institutions
Interviews

Wits –GLU
UKZN
UJ
Rhodes
(NALSU)
UCT

Institutes

Policy discussion




CWAO
Social Law
Project (UWC)
WIEGO

Government
Departments/Institutions




DHET
DOL
NSF
SAQA

State institutions



CCMA
SETAs

Community Education and
Training Colleges

Key Informant
interviews

In depth interview
schedules targeted at
appropriate focus area
for each respondent

13. SACWU
14. SADTU
15. SAMWU
16. SASBO
17. SATAWU
19. UASA
20. UNTU
21. NUMSA
Federations:

Learner contacts

Programme
and
Institutional
Case Studies

NEHAWU
NULAW
NUM
POPCRU
PSA
SACCAWU
SACTWU

18. SOLIDARITY

Reflection on barriers to access
Institutional educational challenges

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.






FEDUSA
COSATU
NACTU
12 Interviews conducted
with universities (5) and
institutions/organisations
(7):
1. Wits GLU
2. UKZN
3. UJ
4. Rhodes (NALSU)
5. UCT
6. CHI
7. Social Law Project
8. WIEGO
9. ILO
10. AIDC
11. FES
12. Ruskin College

Interviews conducted with 9
government
departments/representatives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

DHET: David Diale,
DHET: Adrienne Bird
DHET: Thandi Lewin
ETDP SETA
HW SETA
SAQA
DOL
CCMA
KZN community college

KZN

Policy issues

Former union educators

10 key informant interviews

Conceptualising Worker Education

Academics

1.

Contextual information
Hstoric practices of worker education

2.

Chris Bonner, former
DITSELA
Gino Govender, former
DITSELA

Proposals
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Methodology

Research instruments

Focus areas

Sample

Progress
3.

Jeremy Daphne, former
SACCAWU and CCMA
4. June Rose Nala
5. Linda Cooper, UCT
6. Roger Ronnie, former
SAMWU (currently Social
Law Project)
7. Salim Vally, CERT
8. Sheri Hamilton, former
DITSELA (currently UJ)
9. Stephanie Allais, REAL
10. Bethuel Maserumule,
former NUMSA (currently
FES)
Educator esurvey

Educators profile

Experience
Qualifications

All federations, LSOs and
independent unions

Number of surveys submitted:
39 Trade Union Educators

Speciality

24 LSO educators

Own learning needs
Practice reflection
Worker education reflection
language of delivery reflection
Curriculum reflection
Learner Survey

Learner profile

Biography
Union

Learners attending LSO
training courses

Learner Survey Data Received
from 4 LSOs
A total number of 135 learners
were surveyed

Function
Level of education
Previous trade union education
Learning needs for job
Learning need for function
Study interest
Reflection on education practice
Reflection on language of delivery
Literacy/numeracy
Reflection on accessing WE

2 Conceptualising Worker Education
Section 2 is structured as follows:





Historical traditions and practice of worker education: provides brief reflection on the phases
of worker education and how they relate to the labour movement context during each
period
Characterising Worker Education: provides a working definition of worker education,
elaborates on the principles underpinning the practice of worker education, and discusses
the conceptualisation of worker education and workers (drawing on interviews with trade
unions, LSOs and key informants, as well as other research studies and relevant literature)
Changes in the practice of Worker Education: reflects upon how the nature and practice of
worker education has shifted in the current period in the context of changes in the
educational and trade union contexts
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2.1 The historic traditions and practices of Worker Education
Worker education played a critical role in building the trade union movement, and in broader
struggles for social transformation, particularly in the 1970s and 1980s with the resurgence of the
independent workers’ movement. (Vally, Bofelo and Treat, 2014:167).
Understanding and learning from history is an essential aspect of worker education, particularly
worker history, which draws on and reflects back workers’ own experiences and struggles:
“Worker education should go beyond training. ….it should seek to empower workers by
enabling them to challenge the ideas and concepts by which capital seeks to control them.
Worker history should play a central role in such a project. It allows students not only to
understand the concerns and ambitions of the working class, but recognizes the importance
of their own experiences, perceptions and knowledge” (Jeff Guy, SALB, 22(, 2). April 1998: 78)
It is therefore important to reflect and understand on the history and origins of worker education,
and to draw the lessons of what helped to shape worker education. Professor Edward Webster, a
former Worker Education Committee member, provided a useful periodisation of worker education
in the history of the South African labour movement. This was presented to a Worker Education
Strategic Planning Workshop in 2016, and is adapted in the box below.
Box 1: Historical Phases in Worker Education
Phase and
Period

Labour Movement
Context

Focus and Type of Worker
Education

Approach and
Developments

First Phase:
1920s and
1930s



Machine-based
production
Industrial unionism
Semi-skilled workers

-

Night schools initiated by the
CPSA (Communist Party of
South Africa)

“The history of these night
schools begins in 1935, when
Johannesburg communists
founded the first night school
in an inner city slum. They
taught by candle light, without
blackboards or desks. The
pupils sat on benches and
struggled with complicated
political doctrine at the same
time as they learned letters”(
Eddie Roux, Time longer than
Rope, 1964)

Second
Phase: 1940s
and 1950s



Formation of SACTU
(South African Council
of Trade Unions)
Unions and education
became more
ideological
Banning of liberation
movements in 1960

-

WE focuses on unions and
national liberation

Organic intellectuals
emerge as educators such as JB Marks, Edwin
Mofutsenyana and
Moses Kotane

Independent workers
movement
Liberation movements
Industrial and general
unions
Formation of FOSATU in
1979
Formation of COSATU in
1985

-

Movement based education
Rise of labour service
organisations
Involvement of academics –
Institute of Industrial
Education
Influence of popular
education approach and
methods (Freire, Boal,

Flowering of worker
popular history








Third phase:
post-1973







-

-

Working class culture –
songs, dance, plays,
worker biographies,
worker poets
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Fourth
phase: post1994



Formation of NACTU in
1986



Institutionalised
unionism
Representation gap
Institutionalisation of
industrial relations
Emergence of
institutions for labour –
CCMA, NEDLAC,
DITSELA, union
education departments





Current
phase






-

Neville Alexander, etc.)
through the black
consciousness movement
and people’s education
movement
Focus on labour law and
workers’ rights
Increasing emphasis on
formal education, at times at
the expense of informal and
emancipatory education

Globalisation and
competitiveness
Changes in the world of
work – growth in
precarious/vulnerable
workers
Fragmentation of the
labour movement

New opportunities for
labour:
-

locating and
building power
New forms of
organising and
organisation

The people’s education movement, the Black Consciousness Movement, the women’s movement
and the workers movement all contributed to building popular education practice in the 1970s and
1980s (Cooper and Luckett, 2017).
Cooper and Luckett (2017:17) highlight the role played by the Black Consciousness Movement in
popular education, in particular their role in bringing Paulo Freire’s teaching and methodology to
South Africa, and enriching it with a strong emphasis on building organisation:
“The black consciousness leaders were among the first to popularize Freire’s radical pedagogy
of consciousness raising in South Africa, and they also adapted and enriched it with some
unique perspectives. Key among these was an emphasis on organization building… as a means
to give expression to transformed consciousness, and to ensure the sustainability of the
solidarity that had been built.”

2.2 Characterising Worker Education
Worker Education in South Africa developed in the context of the liberation movement, workers
movement, and the popular education movement. A worker’s definition of people’s education
articulated by COSATU in 1987 was that it should: “…discourage individualism, competitiveness and
careerism; be directed against racism, sexism, elitism and hierarchy; promote a collective outlook
and working class consciousness; be linked as part of the struggle for socialism to production “in a
creative, liberating way” as opposed to entrenching exploitation; and build working class leadership
of the struggle for a transformed society. Education should be a way of ensuring maximum
participation and democracy; it had to serve the needs of workers and their allies and develop an
understanding among the working class “that their struggle forms part of the world struggle against
oppression and exploitation.”
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During the period of heightened mass mobilisation, worker education was explicitly linked to
building worker organisation. The purpose of worker education was understood to be about
empowering workers to build trade unions and the workers movement in order to liberate the
working class from oppression and exploitation.
Ditsela Educator Conference (2017) described worker education as “guided by working class
principles of unity, independence, solidarity and democratic methods.”
The National Summit on Workers Education held in 2009 helped to clarify the meaning and practice
of workers’ education as follows:


It is not neutral.



It has a specific orientation and is controlled by workers.



Workers’ education is part of building the unity and struggles of the working class in the
workplace, in industry, in our local communities and in society.



It instils critical thinking, collectivism and deconstructs dominant ideas.



It helps us learn from history.



It represents the voice of all sections of the working class.



It must help the class to articulate a common vision and to lead society and articulate
alternative models.



It helps the class create its own intellectuals rooted in the struggles of workers.3

In this section, we elaborate the principles and practice underpinning worker education, through a
review of studies on worker education.
Worker education is worker-controlled
A key defining feature of worker education is that it is controlled by workers for their own needs and
purposes. “The labour movement has always understood “workers’ education” to mean the
education of workers by workers for purposes that they themselves determine. As such, it has
always been a highly contested terrain, just like work itself. Its curricular content has varied. It has
been concerned with a wide range of subjects, according to circumstance. But workers’ education is
not to be confused with the education of workers that is supposedly conducted for their benefit…
which is controlled by other interests. Some measure of worker control is essential, if it is to be truly
workers’ education. As such, the education of workers by workers and for workers has also long
been inseparable from and even constitutive of democracy… The struggle for democracy, in other
words, is also a struggle for a democratic education.” (Merrill and Schurman, 2016:5).
Worker Education is Democratic
Worker education is not only premised on conveying democratic content to workers, it is intended
to challenge ‘knowledge hierarchies’ in its practice (Cooper, 2017)4. Worker education teaches
democracy in practice, through its participatory, active methods that recognize and value workers’
knowledge and experience.
“The people’s power movements of the 1960s and 1970s, especially the women’s movement, and
the mass-worker union movements organized around the same time encouraged labour educators
and others to reconsider lecture-based education and turn to more participatory styles of active
learning. The development of this style of education was heavily influenced by the works of the
3
4

Declaration of the National Summit on Worker Education, University of Johannesburg, November 2009
Input to DITSELA Educator Conference, Nov 2017.
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Brazilian educator Paulo Freire, especially his Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970). Freire attacked the
notion that students were empty vessels to be filled with information and existing knowledge.
Instead, they and the instructor should be seen as equal partners in the educational experience. His
ideas about the relationship between the teacher and the students brought democracy into the
classroom. This more democratic view of education was echoed strongly in the labour movement.
And so there was born a movement towards recognition of the existing knowledge of students,
participatory techniques in the classroom and a change in the role of the teacher from “instructor”
to “facilitator”. By the end of the 1980s, active learning methods and recognition of participant
knowledge were accepted practices in labour education.” (ILO, 2007:25)
Worker Education is Movement/Organisation Building
Popular education can be defined as “an unashamedly political process for decolonised human
development, mobilisation and building community”. (Von Kotze and Walters, 2017:3)
Merrill and Schurman (2016:xx) articulate the perspective that education is essential to movements.
“Education is of their essence. The “making,” the development [of movements]… is an educative
process without which they neither would nor could exist, at least not in the particular manner they
do”. The ways in which education builds movements is not always immediately visible, but it is
fundamental: “Education is indispensable to [a movement’s] integrity and continuity, even though
its presence and indispensable function are rarely acknowledged and usually taken for granted. The
labour movement is no exception to this rule. Its central objectives—freedom, democracy, and
justice both on the job and in the wider community—are won if, and only if, people are able to live
free, democratic, and just lives. This ability does not come naturally.” (Merrill and Schurman,
2016:9).
Thus, worker education plays a fundamental role in articulating, developing and practicing values
that run counter to capitalist hegemonic values.
Worker Education is guided by Collective Solidarity in Struggle
The international labour movement slogan, adopted as COSATU’s founding slogan, “an injury to one
is an injury to all” captures the essence of solidarity. It acknowledges that our liberation is bound up
with one another. It further understands that we see our fate in the fate of others. “Paulo Freire
(1970) in Pedagogy of the Oppressed argues that solidarity entails the recognition that liberation is a
collective project: as humans, we are implicated in each other’s liberation” (Cooper and Luckett,
2017:xx).
Solidarity implies a shared commitment to take action for change. This point is well-articulated by
Von Kotze & Walters (2017:7), who reflect that: “Sally Scholz (Wilcox, 2010) defines political
solidarity as a unity of individuals who have made a conscious commitment to challenge a situation
of injustice, oppression, tyranny or social vulnerability. Political solidarity is fundamentally
oppositional: it seeks to abolish an unjust practice or institution. A political solidarity is unified not by
shared characteristics, as in social and civic solidarity, but rather by a shared commitment to a social
justice cause.”
What is also unique about worker education is that it values and promotes collective learning, both
in form and practice. In cases where formal education courses are held, there is an expectation that
workers, shop stewards and trade union officials will “plough back” their learnings into their
organisations. This requires a vibrant and open organisation that facilitates and allows for this.
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Trade unions have been referred to as “laboratories of democracy” and as “schools of labour”,
where workers learn through collective action.5
The following quote emphasises the importance of collective learning through practice within the
union movement: “From the start of the union movement in the nineteenth century, the most
important factor in creating and strengthening unions has been working people coming together to
talk about their problems at work and devise solutions based on collective action. This tradition is
carried on today by unionists all over the world as they discuss union-related issues in union
meetings, congresses, conventions and workplaces.” (ILO, 2007:iii).
Worker Education is based on workers knowledge and experience
Worker education must be grounded in the struggles, daily experiences and knowledge of the
working class. Worker education processes “affirm two inviolate principles of labour education: all
education should be based on the actual needs and experiences of the workers; and workers have
knowledge that they bring to the educational experience which must be recognized.” (ILO, 2011:25).
This requires space and time for reflection, experimentation and exploring ideas.
“The best in worker education will surely embody the features and be like the best in the workers’
struggle more broadly. It will be a site where workers create and get the chance to use what they
already know, share knowledge with each other, learn things they did not know, reflect, produce,
decide: a site that is not just about knowing, but also about making knowledge useful by those who
possess it. The process of knowing is enriched when it is made also the process of searching for ways
to make knowledge useful, processes that must involve sharing that knowledge among others who
can know it and use it. The knowledge becomes more real, less abstract, more a part of lived
everyday reality. It is given life, not just categorized as knowledge. The organic capacity of the
working class is already and always there. In the best of worker education, that capacity is given
space, freed, allowed. It becomes a site of becoming what is possible but routinely and more often
rendered impossible. As in the strike, workers together can create the chance to move beyond, to
become more of who they can become. And so, as in the best of education, they enable themselves
better to imagine. And to strive together toward what they can more easily imagine.” (Grossman,
2016:141).
Worker Education aims to develop working class consciousness
In a society dominated by capitalist values of individualism and competitiveness, worker education
has a crucial role to play in challenging this, and developing working class consciousness. As the
following quote expresses, the process of developing class consciousness is in itself a collective
process that comes about not only through individual learning and thinking but through collective
action and doing. In this sense, building consciousness is inextricably linked to class struggle. This is
why worker education is not merely about formal education processes, but more fundamentally
about learning through organisational activism and class struggle.
“Consciousness is not merely an individual action of meditation but a process ‘helped’ and
‘supported’ by the practice of acting collectively. Indeed, as Webster et al. (2008, 9) put it, ”while
global restructuring undermines agency through demoralization and depression, creating a sense of
worthlessness and a corresponding lack of capacity, participation in movements transforms these
self-destructive feelings, generating empowerment, creativity and determination to resist.” (Serrano
and Xhafa, 2010:37).
Harvey (2000; cited in Webster et al. 2008, 9) echoes this argument, adding that the key to
psychological transformation is courage “spawned by the spirit of movement, since genuinely
5

Friedman (xx) and Cooper et al (xx)
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democratic movements assert the innate value and creativity of persons, liberating the victims of
restructuring from the dungeon of their commodity status.”
Transformative consciousness must be understood as a product of collective struggle, of people
actively changing their circumstances (Serrano and Xhafa, 2010).
Worker Education is Creative and Innovative
Sikwebu (2017) highlighted the importance of worker educators as innovators and creators, and how
the worker education process must continuously innovate in response to new conditions. One of
Ditsela’s first Educator Conferences held in 1998 was held under the theme: “New ways of seeing,
new ways of doing” in recognition of this ongoing challenge.
Creativity is also about education methods that enable workers to express themselves outside of
capitalist “realities”. One of the remarkable features of the worker education movement of the
1980s was the flourishing of creative expression in the form of worker songs, poets and plays. The
essence of creativity as a radical act is captured in the following quote by Audre Lorde, an African
American writer, feminist and activist:
“Poetry is the way we help give name to the nameless so it can be thought. The farthest external
horizons of our hopes and fears are cobbled by our poems, carved from the rock experiences of our
daily lives.” [reference]
Amongst the range of labour support organisations that mushroomed in the 1970s and 80s, there
were networks of cultural activists. For example, Cooper and Luckett (2017:19) describe how, in the
late 1970s “a group of activists from the Junction Avenue Theatre Company workshopped plays
through which worker-actors could take the story of their strikes to other workers and communities,
in order to build wider solidarity for their struggles.”
Creating Alternatives, Visioning and Dreaming
In order to challenge capitalist values and transform society, workers must be able to dream,
envision and imagine alternatives. The world of work does not afford much opportunity for this.
But educational spaces and forums, including informal processes create such opportunities.
“Paulo Freire (2014, p. 33) insisted that: ‘Reality can be transformed and must be transformed. The
fact is that my dreams remain alive; the power of my dreams leads me to say…please do not give up.
Do not allow this new ideology of fatalism to kill your need to dream. Without dreams there is no
life, without dreams there is no human existence, without dreams there are no more human beings.’
Popular education is a medium for dreaming, for imagining other futures. Solidarity is one of the
means towards that end, and, indeed, an end in itself.” (Von Kotze and Walters, 2017:2)

2.2.1 Characteristics and features of Trade Union Education
Trade union education is an aspect of worker education. While worker education may take place in
a trade union environment and trade union education may focus on workers, the two should not be
used synonymously. Worker education is broader and more inclusive in its scope and beneficiaries
including all workers – organised and unorganised, employed and unemployed, while trade union
education is specifically focused on trade union members and officials. Trade unions do sometimes
use the term worker education to refer to member education (as opposed to leadership and staff
education within trade unions).
There are certainly overlaps in the character and features and trade union and worker education.
Trade union education is also characterised by collective learning, it has a working class-basis and is
not neutral, and it based upon worker experiences:
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“Despite the wide range of approaches and programmes dictated by local circumstances, union
education around the world shares certain primary characteristics. It is group oriented, as compared
to the individual-centred approach of schools and universities. It is part of the political agenda of the
union and is therefore not at all impartial in an academic sense. It is based absolutely on the
experiences and needs of people in their workplaces. And participants are expected to take the
knowledge they have gained and share it with their fellow workers. Far from being a weak version of
the education provided by the public education system, union education is a vibrant, politicallyoriented branch of adult education with its own pedagogical approaches, modes of delivery, courses,
structures and actors.” (ILO, 2007:2).
The actors or role-players in the field of union education include both organisations and individuals.
The organisations include international confederations such as the International Trade Union
Confederation (ITUC), the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) and the Organization of African
Trade Union Unity (OATUU), the Global Union federations, national federations of unions, trade
unions, worker organisations in the informal economy, state institutions, and the ILO Bureau for
Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV). Individuals include union leaders, officials, as well as independent
educators. Labour educators are people working in union departments, university labour studies
centres and educational organisations allied to the union movement. They may also be independent
educators.
“What they have in common is that they practice union education, aimed at building the capacities
of unions. They often find themselves in difficult positions as they are expected to follow the political
directives of the organisations they work for while encouraging working people to build their critical
capacities. They themselves may lack the training or education needed for particular aspects of the
job as they face changing conditions in the workplace and new issues being raised by phenomena
such as globalization. Just as workers need lifelong learning, labour educators need constantly to
upgrade their skills in terms of pedagogy and modes of delivery.” (ILO, 2007:2).

2.3 How are workers defined?
The word ‘worker’ is used in different ways. The Oxford dictionary for instance defines a worker as
follows:
Worker (noun)
1. A person who does a specified type of work or who works in a specified way.
1.1. An employee, especially one who does manual or non-executive work.
1.2. informal A person who works hard.
1.3. Workers Used in Marxist or leftist contexts to refer to the working class.
2. person who achieves a specified thing.
3. A neuter or undeveloped female bee, wasp, ant, or other social insect, large numbers of which
do the basic work of the colony.
Of importance is that workers in the dictionary definition are doing something or achieving
something. The dictionary definitions begins to provide a sense of the ideological context of
definition, and often in Left literature workers are described in ways akin to worker bees – doing the
work of the colony. This section sketches the debates on defining workers. This is crucial as worker
education must be driven by workers, and argues that the definition of workers is contextual and
political.
Despite arguing for a contextual definition of workers two broad threads are observable in how
workers are defined. On the one hand, workers are defined by having work (i.e. some form of
employment). In this definition, a worker has the potential of acquiring, specific and general
knowledge, skills, experiences and insights which can be used in a productive way, and who then
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offers their services in the labour market for equitable use and compensation. The definition is
similar to an employee. The Quarterly Labour Force Survey (QLFS) for instance defines an employed
person as:
Employed persons are those aged 15–64 years who, during the reference week, did any work
for at least one hour, or had a job or business but were not at work (i.e. were temporarily
absent).
In the debates on ‘worker education’ in South Africa the equating of the word ‘worker’ with
‘employed’ has been at the core of disputes. These disputes are often between trade unions and
employers, with employers arguing that ‘workers’ are the same as ‘employed’. The unemployed are
thus not workers in this definition, even though they exist in communities deemed working class.
On the other hand, a wider definition of workers guides much of the work of trade unions and
worker organisations. This view of the worker, places worker in a wider context, and often does not
link the word worker to employment. The classic usage is the term ‘working class’, which describes
in a Marxist sense those that do not own the means of production. Similarly, in South Africa across
ideological spectrum of trade unions, the term is used to describe both employed and unemployed.
It is used as an umbrella term to describe those in the labour market seeking or having employment,
but also the communities that they belong to. The words ‘working class perspective’ or ‘working
class communities’ are thus commonly used terms. This report uses this wider term of workers in
the report.
The usage of the wider definition of workers is because of a lived reality including:








Changes in the nature of work: Work has changed, with distinctions such as formal and
informal work widely accepted. Work is however changing rapidly, with methods of
employment often bypassing traditional employment relationships. Examples include labour
broking and working on online platforms (e.g. domestic work, taxis).
Production and reproduction: It is important recognise all forms or work including
reproductive work. There is a tendency amongst orthodox economists to view work only in
narrow productive terms, whereas all forms of work paid and unpaid, formal and informal,
contribute to the economy and social well-being of communities
Differences amongst workers: When one speaks of a worker one is not speaking of a
homogenous group. The differences between workers are based on racial, gender and even
earnings of workers. These differences among workers are important for they provide a selfreflective lens for trade unions on how patriarchy, race and capitalism shape relations
amongst workers.
Transformative potential: Narrower definitions of worker locate them squarely in an
employment relationship. Workers are however not simply defined by the employment
relationship, they are producers in their own right and citizens with rights and expectations.

The wider lens has implications for worker education. By defining the worker widely, the needs of
workers and their organisations are wider than simply those derived from the employment
relationship. A wider definition provides space for an emancipatory education, and for union
engagement on wider questions of public policy (e.g. economic policy). It provides the space for
workers not just to preserve but transform the status quo.
As a working conception for the purposes of defining the scope of the discussion then the following
operational conceptions is held.
1. Worker is a broad term largely in reference to a class location and includes different
compositional elements of the working class. As opposed to human capital approaches this
does not require employment or potential employment for inclusion in the group but rather
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includes all elements of labour including employed unemployed, paid and historically unpaid
forms of domestic work involved in reproduction of the working class. At its essence its
implication for the second conception is the tendency to talk of working class based education.
2. Education then in this context includes all forms of formal, non-formal and informal,
accredited, unaccredited, conscious and unconscious efforts and effects that shape abilities
to recognise, deal with and resist oppression and or act in the transformation of nature and
society that is the broad human economic/development project. This is not reliant on the
particular location of the worker but can be in the context of employment, organisational
membership, community membership, family membership, citizenship and so on. It has at its
centre the creation of knowledge and engagement of knowledge that is conscious or is
consciously analysed in terms of its epistemological and ontological origin.
The section on Contextual Analysis (page 39) provides socio-economic data on employment and
unemployment, and characteristics of workers in South Africa.

2.4 Defining Worker Education
The definition of worker education across trade unions, LSOs and respondents to various surveys
endorses this wider view of worker. In this section, a definition of worker education is proposed. This
is followed by a review of stakeholder views on worker education. Finally, the differences between
‘three pillar’ model and the respondents’ views are discussed.

2.4.1 Definition
Drawing upon the views expressed in interviews and various conferences on worker education,
captured in detail in this section, a working definition of Worker Education is as follows:
Worker education is education of workers by workers (through their organisations), for purposes
that they themselves determine. Worker education is worker-controlled and working-class
orientated with a core objective of building working class unity, collective organisation and
solidarity. It is aimed at building working class consciousness for the purpose of advancing working
class struggles for progressive alternatives and against capitalism.





Worker Education gives effect to the constitutional right of democratic participation in all
forms of life
Worker Education is controlled by workers for their own needs and purposes
Worker Education empowers workers, the working class and their organisations with
knowledge, understanding and skills to challenge the system of capitalism and the dominant
forms of knowledge that maintain the system
Worker Education must lead to working class unity and solidarity

The above definition is unpacked in the following section, which reflects the views articulated in the
research process by trade unionists, LSOs, and key informants.

2.4.2 Summary of Stakeholder views
In this section a review of characteristics derived from speaking to unionists and LSOs is provided. As
noted above, the definition is derived from this process, and is grounded in the responses provided
by trade unions. There is a surprising level of commonality amongst respondents, which are
summarised as six characteristics of worker education.
1. Worker Education is controlled by workers for their own needs and purposes: Respondents
made a distinction between worker education and other forms of engagement of trade
unions with organised business or government. Respondents emphasised that worker
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2.

3.

4.

5.

education was controlled by workers, and based on objectives that the union or other
formation needed to deliver on.
Worker Education gives effect to the constitutional right of democratic participation in all
forms of life: A core part of determining objectives of the union was that it widened the
activities outside of the employment relationship. In doing so, the cultural, sporting,
educational and other aspects of life are included. For instance, respondents referenced
theatre and song as part of worker cultural life, and also part of worker education.
Moreover, respondents argued that worker education include understandings of the nature
of capitalism, social theory at one level, but also understanding the detail of policy and
especially policy alternatives.
Worker Education empowers workers, the working class and their organisations with
knowledge, understanding and skills to challenge the system of capitalism and the
dominant forms of knowledge that maintain the system: Whilst the unions sometimes
differ on what the end point should be, the need for critique and developing alternatives
was a major recurring theme across respondents. Specifically, pedagogical approaches in
worker education needed to emphasis the experiences of workers, providing conceptual and
theoretical tools that empowered workers to make sense of these experiences. Importantly,
the process for workers could be described as one of self-discovery, of an understanding
based on reflective thinking.
Worker Education must lead to working class unity and solidarity: A central aim of worker
education was building solidarity through deepening understanding and organisation. This
end of greater solidarity and unity emerges through an educational process that seeks to
reduce the organisational and institutional divides amongst unions, and to support a process
of consciousness raising across the working class. Educational activities in this sense, seek to
strengthen solidarity through defining questions and solutions through empowering
workers.
Worker education is distinct from vocational training: Worker education adopts
pedagogical approaches that spur on the agency of workers to affect change in society, and
understands workers as having important contributions to the development of all aspects of
society. This is distinct from vocational training that is geared towards workers.

A fuller description of the purpose and definition of worker education by institutions is provided
below:
Stakeholder views of worker definition (who is covered by worker education)
Unions

Some trade unionists limit
their understanding of WE to
trade union education, and at
times even more narrowly to
shop steward education.

“The beneficiaries should be shop stewards and
general workers on the floor, because it would
enhance the level of consciousness among workers
and equip them with the necessary tools to be able
to analyse the environment we are living in.”

The majority of trade unionists
interviewed view WE much
more broadly as “allencompassing” and as relating
to the working class as a
whole.

“Worker education is about the working class as a
whole, not limited to shop stewards. This includes
everybody including the community, unemployed.”
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Trade Unions Definition and Purpose of Worker Education
Trade Union

Theme

Quotations from Research Participants on the Definition and
Purpose of Worker Education

NACTU and
Affiliates

Social
participation
and working
class struggle

Worker Education is a key tool to redress the imbalances that were
created by the apartheid regime.

COSATU,
Affiliates and
Provinces

Worker power
and collective
strength
Class
consciousness

We need skills, knowledge and qualifications to control the economy.
WE is more than training shop stewards to defend and represent workers
in the workplace – that is a key issue but WE includes more than that, it is
about skills for taking control of the country.
Workers must understand the purpose of a union and how to build
workers power. Workers must know that they can effect their strength in
unity and as a collective and the employers must think twice before they
do anything.
Workers need to understand from a class perspective their workplace and
production in their sector, and that they are part of the working class in a
class struggle against capitalism.
A worker needs to understand themselves as being not just an individual,
as being part of the working class.
Trade unions are essential because they close the gaps left by the
capitalist system that deliberately deskills workers and leaves them in a
position where they can be exploited. Worker Education gives workers a
different perspective of life, understanding that where you are located as
an employee is not where it ends, you are a big part of a community and
you can play a key role in community and working class struggles.

FEDUSA and
Affiliates

Counter to
bourgeois
education

Capitalist education focuses on management of the production processes
and worker education focuses on the development of the consciousness
of the worker and their representative, and developing technical skills in
dealing with capital in the process of production

Worker Control
and
Accountability
of Leaders

WE promotes democracy and the development of workers.

Social issues
and workers’
rights

Workers cannot hold leaders to account when they are not informed and
educated by the union. Trade union leaders must take mandates from
workers and report back. For worker control to be effective workers must
be empowered.
WE is education on issues that affects workers, social issues that affects
workers and workers’ rights. WE education is not as other people will
define as how to do a job better that’s not WE that’s skills development.

Distinct from
skills
development

WE is separate from skills development it teaches workers to know their
rights and social issues and political issues of the country.

Representation
of members

FEDUSA conducts workers’ education, from basic shop steward which
covers key areas such as member representation, handling disciplinary
hearings, negotiations and advisory channels, collective bargaining and
dispute resolution on both the shop floor and external institutions level.
From an organizational and representational point of view, such shop
steward trainings filter down to benefit members in general.
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Institutional understanding of Worker Education
LSO

Defining Worker Education

ILRIG

We understand workers education as collective learning for action. This learning takes
place not only in formal workshops and courses but also in workers actions like strikes,
pickets, go slows, marches, stayaways, etc. and also in workers struggle in general.
We are critical of linking workers education to post school education because it will
undermine its purpose of empowering the working class to engage effectively in their
struggles. It will also undermine solidarity.
ILRIG has begun to experiment with mass popular education techniques that are in
tune with new forms of organisation that are emerging in new social movements.

Workers
College

The Workers College views worker education from an activist perspective and sees it as
being about raising working class consciousness, promoting the values of activism and
furthering social change.
The Workers College is based on the values of critical thinking, openness, democracy,
and non-discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion and political affiliation
The Workers College conceives of workers’ education as a house made of five key
pillars:






Popular and empowering education,
community development education,
trade union education,
vocational education, and
ABET education.

These pillars have two key focuses one that is political and functional and the other
that focus in on economic and social participation. However there is overlap between
focus and types of education. Practically our conception of education translate into
programmes, projects and interventions, and site of engagement.
The institution makes a distinction between the working class as a whole, which is
broader than the labour movement and workers as represented by trade unions and in
the service of employers. Our LSO is an instrument in the services of the broader
working class, and targets trade unions and community organisations. Worker
education is a sub-category of popular education that focuses on a sub-section of the
working class i.e. workers, however, we are fully aware that there are other branches
of popular education that focuses on environmental, community, gender, cultural etc.
struggles of the working class in various spheres of society.

WWMP

Workers’ education is the education and training that empowers workers and their
organisations politically to organise and respond to the issues and challenges that
confront and threaten them.
Workers are all those who sell their labour power in various forms to earn a living. We
mainly (but not exclusively) target vulnerable/marginalised workers since they bear the
brunt of attacks of neo-liberal capitalism.
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We utilise predominantly Freirean participatory methods in education, including
consultations with target groups about their needs and priorities for education and
training.
LRS

Worker education can be understood as activities that strengthen organisation,
empower workers and provide political understanding of struggles. It can further be
understood as collective learning for action.
Now emphasis is being placed on trade union education being accredited, skills based,
modular and certificated. This means that trade union education is moving away from
collective learning for action, and more towards individual learning for the acquiring of
skills.

NALEDI

In a capitalist system the dominant ideas are those of the capitalists – worker
education is essential to counter and challenge the dominant bourgeois ideology.
We conceive of worker education as wider than the formally employed, and wider than
those working, should include the unemployed. The main purpose of worker
education is to educate and empower workers to change the world.
Worker education must include the development of knowledge and skills, and
collective learning and action. There must be a balance between collective and
individual learning forms and processes. Any form of individual certification must
contribute towards building working class organisation.

2.4.3 Moving away from the ‘Three pillars’ approach
In the context of the research undertaken, one of the major challenges is that worker education has
been defined as having three pillars. These are:




Worker empowerment/ Political education
Worker management and educational training
Worker vocational training and education

The respondents to the survey only emphasised the first aspects, of worker empowerment and
political education. Conceptually, worker education is seen as distinct from engaging in social
dialogue or in vocational training. Worker education may cover how one engages in social dialogue,
or what knowledge workers need, but is a distinct activity. The table below describes the
differences across these approaches and what trade unions need to do.

Worker education

Worker management

Vocational training

Definition of workers

Workers as citizens
and agents of class
transformation

Workers as social
partners

Workers as producers

Characteristics

Building organisations

Negotiations

Negotiations

Pedagogical
empowerment

Integrative bargaining

Implementation of
system

Determined jointly
with social partners

Mostly determined by
employers and unions
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Building worker
culture
Raising consciousness

at shop floor. Wider
context of skills
development
legislation

Determined by
workers

The distinctions are important to note as they reflect a complex but necessary set of engagements
that unions and their social partners need to engage in. The distinctions thus indicate a conceptual
stretching of ‘worker education’ to cover a wide range of activities. The respondents cautioned on
this conceptual stretching arguing that involvement in social dialogue and vocational training is
important, but leads to a focus on issues of implementing agreements at the expense of building
organisational capacity. In practice, worker education however informs and shapes the engagement
of unions at other levels. To illustrate, a large number of courses in trade union start with (a) doing
the work of the union as a member or shop steward before (b) going on to the wider training in
social theory and political education. The linkages between the three activities are thus important,
because worker education provides a basis for effective engagement at other levels.

The diagram below provides a version of these linkages across activities, and indicates what is
distinct about worker education. In a sense, worker education in the diagram described below is
about workers having a space to conceptualise and determine a range of actions at other levels.
Figure 1: Worker Education

Source: Concept Note on Worker Education drafted by Michael Koen of the Workers College for the Worker Education Committee, July
2017
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2.5 Educator reflections on the practice of worker education
Almost 100% of respondents made reference to popular education, democratic, participatory,
drawing on experience of the participants, learner centred and flexible and to a lesser extent but
perhaps implied by others responsive to the immediate needs of participants. This is definite
evidence of an approach and traditions emerging from the 70’s and 80’s and influential amongst the
current educator group. This group averaging in age at 45, implies their early practice exposure takes
place from the late 80’s to early 90’s.
When contextualising these responses through a question asking for influences on their practice,
three distinct patterns emerge. Firstly there are a number of direct references to Paulo Freire in
about a third of the response set, secondly to individuals often in or from the same organisation or
closely associated organisations and thirdly adult education studies or university departments.
Although Freire and dialogic approaches are frequently mentioned, the description of practices in
general tends to suggest a combination of learning theory is employed; retaining some elements of
Freire and constructing meaning, along with more mainstream adult education theory from the likes
of Kolb, Lewin and others focusing on experiential learning, with the integration of the notion of
starting from the participants own life experiences of work and struggle.
What may prove interesting from an analytical point of view is the Newman concept of the third
contract in trade union education (see Figure 2 below) and to what extent that third contract
between participant and organisation (TU) has been strained over time. The responses to how
worker education has changed in the last 20 years and the main problems confronting worker
education certainly suggest that this has been the case.
Figure 2: Newman’s concept of a third contract- being democracy and worker control in worker education

2.6 How has Worker Education changed in the current period?
A tension with the historic worker education tradition has emerged in the present period, with
worker education increasingly being undermined and weakened, according to both the studies
reviewed and research interviews.
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The historical approach to Worker Education, which was “explicitly grounded on the liberatory role
of education as part of the workers’ struggle for socialism” is in direct contrast with the approach
that has become dominant in the post-apartheid period, “prioritizing career development and skills
training for competiveness in the capitalist market” (Grossman, 2016:134).
Similarly, Andrew, Grossman and Vally (2002) discuss a worrying change in the meaning and
approach to worker education since the 1980s
“… from that of a shared resource which can be drawn upon in order to advance the
collective interests of the working class, into a notion of ‘experience’ as a commodity which
is individually owned and can be exchanged for qualifications to be tendered on the
capitalist labour market.”
As Hamilton (2014), drawing on Cooper (2005) has argued, with the transition to a liberal democratic
political regime, worker education has gone from having “a strong emancipatory objective,
emphasising the value of experience in the collective struggle to build new knowledge and in
developing democratic participation and decision-making for a socialist society” (Cooper, 2005: 3) to
one in which “a human capital approach to worker education, which emphasises individual access to
vocational educational and training and upward educational and economic mobility” (Cooper, 2009:
1) has become dominant within trade unions. Unions now “outsource” the training of shop stewards
to accredited private providers in order to access training funds available through Sector Education
and Training Authorities (SETAs) (Hamilton, in press). At the level of terminology, this has led to a
rise to dominance within policy discourses of terms like “adult education” and “lifelong learning”. Of
the latter term in particular, Mojab (2009: 5) wrote that it “shifts the burden of increasing
adaptability to the workers and at the same time, offers it as a ray of hope for a more democratic
engaged citizenry”. Stated another way, implicit in this shift in conception is the incorrect notion that
unemployment can and should be attributed to “deficits” among the un- or under-employed — to a
“skills gap”. In fact, unemployment is a structural problem of the economy, not the result of deficits
related to those seeking employment.
Another key development affecting worker education in post-apartheid South Africa was the
introduction of the “National Qualifications Framework” (NQF) in the mid-1990s, which imposed a
standardised set of principles, guidelines and definitions for the creation of a national certification
system for educational qualifications, overseen by the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA).
Hamilton (2014) cited Jones’ (2013) observation that the NQF “looks both ways… [to] social
upliftment through enabling access to educational opportunities for people to improve their lives,
but at the same time commodifies education, training and experience and ascribes it with a market
value; a credit currency”.
Different approaches to union education
The changes in legislation and the institutional landscape in South Africa has raised criticism that the
focus is primarily on providing vocational training, as described above . (see Vally, Wa Bofelo and
Treat (2013) and Cooper (2005; 2009).
The shift being explained are important, and occur in several interviews conducted for this study.
Three changes are noted, that are summarized in the graphic below:
Emancipatory approach

Human capital approach

Objective

Emancipatory education

Individual access to mobility

Educational Setting

Linked to worker struggle and
workplace

Academic institutions and skills
development institutions
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Pedagogy

Collaborative and values
worker knowledge

Expert driven

The criticism of the human capital approach is thus concerned with increasing integration and
assimilation of workers into a system which promises individual mobility, without addressing the
structural nature of exclusion. In a sense, the forms of education centered on the individual,
fragment the union into individuals. This breaks chains of solidarity and the power of the collective.
It also raises an additional question: should worker education be concerned with individual mobility
at all? Three answers to this question emerge from the interviews:
1. There is no fundamental contradiction between vocational training and worker education.
2. Vocational training can be considered worker education if it builds skills needed to be an
effective union member.
3. Worker education should not be concerned with vocational training, and should purely focus
on building the movement and building worker organization.
The debate is unresolved in South Africa, partly due to finances of trade unions. At present unions
are unable to allocate sufficient funds to worker education, and are increasingly reliant on funding
for programmes via the SETAs. This combination means that trade unions are required to both use
the system of skills development with an emphasis on vocational skills, and through that attempt to
build organisational competencies.
LSO educator responses to this issue included common responses of shifts in content, freedom of
content, professionalisation and accreditation. For example, “Education is more well-packaged and
professionalised but it feels like there is less “heart” in the work and the passion for broader social
justice issues is not as strong as before.” This captures the broad issues of the values implicit being
left behind as the nature of the struggle transforms and stronger focus around progression,
careerism and professionalisation emerges.
“While in the past workers used to be taught by the peers, increasingly worker education is being
treated as a specialised field practiced by specialist worker education activists. The good thing about
this is that we now have institutions and people dedicated exclusively to the development and
empowerment of trade unions and their members, the downside is that trade union education
practice might lose its popular education roots and become fossilised in formalised worker
education institutions”
Another common response was the observation that large scale worker and membership training
has virtually disappeared.
This section reflects the views of trade unionists and key informants (former trade unionists and
experts on worker education) regarding how worker education has changed. In order to reflect the
views of those interviewed we have organised this section by themes populated by quotations from
interviews. Some of the changes mentioned below are the result of general organisational
weakness in trade unions, while others are related to external factors, such as the political context,
and funding, amongst others.

2.6.1 Declining organisational strength and vibrancy
Worker education has always been very closely linked to organising and organisation building.
Organisational vibrancy builds vibrancy in worker education. To the extent that there are fewer
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campaigns and declined union activism, this impact on worker education, precisely because worker
education has always had a strong organic and informal component.
As highlighted at the Ditsela Worker Education Conference, “Unions lack the necessary
organisational vibrancy needed to drive the programmes, campaigns and key activities that they
yearly set themselves.” This was linked this to the increasing bureaucratisation of trade unions. It
was also pointed out that campaigns are often poorly supported by members because “workers feel
marginalised”.

2.6.2 Education no longer prioritised
Unions spend far less on education than previously, according to interviews. “One of the areas I can
highlight is the strong aversion of unions to spend resources on workers, which means education,
they will rather prioritise other things. And when you are in education you will feel that it looks like
education is not taken seriously anymore and leadership will only discover that when things are
bad.” (Provincial Educator)

2.6.3 Local education committees have died out
Local education committees used to be an important vehicle for local-level education. “We used to
have training for all the shop stewards. We had basic shop steward training, intermediate and then
advanced, so that the shop stewards they would understand where they are and what is happening.
We knew that our shop stewards were well trained. The training was covering every shop steward
in the local. Actually, we used to have local education committees (LECs). COSATU will train the LEC
and the LEC will train all locals in the area. That’s how the union would work. They are gone now,
the LECs, that is the challenge.” (Provincial Educator)

2.6.4 Shift from workplace-based worker education to institutionalised
education
A number of unions have pointed to the neglect of the workplace by unions in their organising
strategy over the last two decades, and the dire consequences this has had for union organisation
and for workers struggles. The same applies to workplace-based worker education.
“Unless workplaces become the centre of worker education, no grassroots basis of such can be
found in the labour movement. The failure to fund Worker education and even finding other fiscal
solutions has a grave danger not only to education itself but it is as catastrophic as the failure to
increase the levels of organisation at the factory floor.”
Some argue that basic worker education offered at workplace and local level, has now been
displaced by “institutionalised education that only takes place in fancy, expensive hotels”. It was
further raised that the costs of such education are extremely high compared with how worker
education was conducted in the past. However, it must be noted that to deliver quality local and
workplace-based education requires strong internal union education capacity.

2.6.5 Shift from collective worker empowerment to skills development
Trade union education and worker education has been negatively affected by the drive for
certification and the emphasis on the skills development paradigm. “Now emphasis is being placed
on trade union education being accredited, skills based, modular and certificated. This means that
trade union education is moving away from collective learning for action, and more towards
individual learning for the acquiring of skills.” (LRS)
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“When I started working for the union around 2003 I realized that between 2003 and 2009 we were
still in touch with membership but that started to change with the change in union leadership. We
became more into skills development than worker education”. (Union Educator)
“For us to build the unions it’s not about me the educator, it’s about what members need down
there. I might be offering skills development but they don’t want that but case handling. So I must
take my personal development plan and say ‘workers what do you need tell me’ and plan according
to what workers want not what I think members need,” (Union Educator)

2.6.6 Provision of WE is outsourced and no longer controlled by unions
Worker Education is increasingly provided by external service providers, rather than directly by
unions themselves, with an accompanying decline in union control over worker education content
and methods.
“What has changed now is how unions implement WE, and how they train shop stewards and
workers, it’s no longer the same. It’s no longer done by trade unions its done outside of the unions,
and when it’s done outside of the unions you only get people who theorise about what is the trade
union and what is a shop steward – they don’t know what is happening.” (Provincial Educator)
“Over the last 20 years the first thing that has been a problem is that most of the education is taken
up by LSOs and universities. Trade unions have sub-contracted service providers, so even the
internal resources of education have dwindled over the last 20 years.” (Federation Educator)

2.6.7 Weakened capacity of educators
“There are fewer affiliate educators in provinces, with a high turnover. We do not have the same
capacity that used to be there.” (Provincial Educator)
The reasons for the weakened capacity are both internal to unions and external. On the one hand,
the decline in prioritisation of funding and support for worker education by unions themselves has
weakened union capacity. On the other hand, the funding that has been made available by SETAs is
only payable to accredited service providers. This has had the consequence of weakening internal
union education capacity.

2.6.8 “Postman” attitude to worker education
One educator further elaborated on the weakened capacity in education using the analogy of a
postal worker. “Many of the unions do not even have provincial educators. And then it is treated in
terms of proximity – who is close? Go to that meeting. When you ask for progress reports on
education that comrade that has attended the meeting says ‘I am not an educator I was just asked to
go to the meeting’. So it is what I refer to as a ‘postman attitude’ to education, because the
‘postman’ might not understand the content of the letter and how important it is, but all the
‘postman’ does is that he must get rid of the letter. If he sees children playing outside he gives it to
them, if there’s a dog inside he doesn’t go anywhere closer he puts it at the gate if you don’t have a
letterbox.” (Provincial Educator)

2.6.9 Declining worker control and solidarity
A number of research participants identified a decline in worker control in unions, related to
contestation for political positions and resources by leaders. “In the past emphasis was placed on
solidarity and worker control, unfortunately right now we see contestation of officials and leaders
which is not an ideal situation. So there has been a change and we need to rebuild what used to
work in the past, while also building in a new situation to avoid further deterioration that is
happening in the current context.” (Provincial Educator)
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2.6.10Rise in autocratic leadership
The decline in worker control is directly linked to the rise in leadership that is not accountable to the
collective. This has also impacted on the provision of worker education.
“I think that it starts with the leadership, like we said this is an honest interview. Because some of
the leadership have fear that if we have developed members then they will know what is right so we
will not end up training them. Because if we don’t train them they will not know how to challenge
what is not right, if we don’t teach them what is the constitution and they quote a quote that is not
relevant because they don’t have an understanding. But we need to go and train our members and
not be scared that someday they will take my position.”(Union Educator)
“You find workers who have this thing that ‘no, no I am scared to raise my voice because maybe I
can be charged or expelled’. We need to change the mind-set of the leaders who want to have their
voice as the final one and cannot be questioned, what do you call it? Autocratic? Yes, autocratic
leaders. We need to have democratic leaders who lead but allow other people to raise their voices.”
(Union Educator)
“Workers cannot hold leaders accountable when they do not know, you have a situation where
leaders are a law unto themselves because of the ignorance of workers. You have some leaders that
wants to maintain the information gap between them and the structures below them, to the
ordinary workers – and that is one of the challenges that confronts the labour movement.”
(Provincial Educator)

2.6.11Finances, service providers and union investment companies causing
disunity in unions
“Material things also have a contribution. Money is an issue – who is controlling the purse of the
organisation it also causes disunity in the organisation.” (Union Educator)
Trade unions are multi-million rand operations. There are numerous service providers clambering to
get access to contracts, and to gain access to trade union members as a market. With all of these
resources and lucrative contracts at stake, there are attempts by private service providers to
influence decisions within unions. In some cases private service providers have become directly
implicated in leadership contestation. This has multiple effects on trade union organisation and
worker education. Firstly, it creates a climate of division, with fierce leadership battles for control
over assets. This means that there is less attention and focus on building worker organisation and
worker education. It also contributes to an increasing lack of transparency over union matters, such
as union finances. For worker education to flourish access to information is essential.
Another dimension of this growing influence is that the voice of capital is increasingly louder in
union structures. Workers learn not only through formal education courses, but more essentially
through what takes place in meetings, through learning from their leaders conduct, and so forth.
Nowadays, some unions offer a slot during their congresses and Central executive committee
meetings to the union investment companies and other financial service providers.

2.6.12Unions and party politics
Some COSATU educators referred to the impact that ANC factionalism has had on COSATU-affiliated
trade unions, who have become embroiled in internal factions, with a resulting shift in focus from
union activities, in particular, worker education. “We never had proper education and training
because the majority of our unions were held up by politics of whether Zuma must fall, starting from
Zuma must go up.” (Provincial Educator)
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There are different approaches to political affiliation across the Federations. Whereas COSATU is
explicity in alliance with the ruling party, other federations are independent from direct political
affiliation. Nevertheless, most unions have ideological and political leanings. It is essential that
unions guard their right to independence (in action and decision-making) from the state, employers
and political parties, to ensure that they are able to take a clear stand on issues that affect workers.
Education can play a critical role in creating space for critical and strategic thinking.

2.6.13Education is limited to shop stewards rather than general membership
“The other thing is just that now the focus is on the shop steward so the beneficiaries are just shop
stewards but I think even actual members needs this education. Because you know the shop steward
basically they are elected and every now and then they’re seen leaving the office and they come
back with these bags they never really filter down that information. The masses still don’t have that
education which they really need. Like I am saying that is not only information that they will use in
their workplace but even back into our communities because it’s also about political issues, local
government issues so if that information can also reach those people down there. Because when
they go back to their communities they able to go back and use that because if it only reaches shop
stewards that’s also my problem that it end there and is only the select few that gets to benefit, but
if somehow its inclusive to everybody…” (Union Educator)

2.6.14External Funding dictates content
Trade unions now have access to state funding through SETAs. While this is a positive development,
it comes with negative consequences in terms of the content and delivery of such education.
“COSATU used to have regular winter schools and summer schools with political and ideological
education with different topics. Now the shift has to do with external funding due to the fact that
we were using NSF funds, including for local office bearers training. And it was dictated that you
must include the NSDS 3 (National Skills Development Strategy). But some of the workers are not
interested in that they are interested in worker education and political education.” (Provincial
Educator)

2.6.15Materials are less accessible to workers
Some educators highlighted the concern that materials are not always accessible to workers,
including materials for mass mobilisation such as strike pamphlets, which are often written in
technical language.
“The disadvantage of written education materials is that it depends whether workers would be able
to read. The other disadvantage is on the layout, because people nowadays are more excited about
things that are more bling. If you look at the pamphlets of our last national strike on state capture, it
was not that much accessible and it was a bit difficult for people to be mobilised or for people to
look at it. It was loaded with content and explaining why we are going on strike but it was not a bit
simplified and is not something a person can pick up in a taxi-rank and be able to learn what is
happening.” (Provincial Educator)

2.6.16Informal forms of trade union and worker education through arts and
culture have declined
“Worker education has changed, because in the past we used to have culture and art being part of it.
There would be role plays and drama, there would be poems rendered by poets from the ordinary
workers depicting the situations that we find ourselves in, and offering some alternatives or remedy
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to the challenges that confront us. You had active participation of members in their own education
with the experiences that they draw from wherever they are.” (Provincial Educator)

2.6.17Trade unions are not using avenues for communication with workers
“In the past there was much emphasis placed on communication with workers, whether through
pamphlets, newsletters, general meetings. Nowadays workers must rely on mass media. Trade
unions are a bit backward about using new technology like social media to communicate with the
working class and the youth.” (Union Educator)

2.7 Why is worker education important?
Trade union educators highlighted the critical importance of worker education in this period, and
expressed frustration with declined union funding and support for education, as well as the
difficulties related to available funding that is geared towards skills development and neglects
worker education is historically practiced.
“It’s important because we are more into skills development now, but if we neglect political
education workers will not know what their rights are and we will only be building comrades who
concentrate only on their own skills. It’s a right thing for skills development because it’s a career
path, but it’s important to educate workers about the trade union and being part of the collective.”
(Union educator)
“It’s extremely important so that people are not exploited. You know that if they don’t know,
workers are always exploited.” (Federation educator)
It is clear that given the challenges facing the working class and workers currently, in the form of
casualisation and growing precarious work, massive unemployment and inequality, declining share
of income for the working class, strong working class organisation and worker education are needed
now more than ever.

2.8 Trade Union and LSO educator views on the nature of change
in worker education and problems confronting worker
education within trade unions today
Educators were asked to identify the largest obstacle confronting worker education. Between
resources and union budget and allocation the 29% of respondents identified resource related
constraints as the largest impediment.
The other large constraint set deals with internal issues such as a dislocation from broader goals
careerism, threatened leadership and a lack of prioritisation, union fragmentation and shortage or
capacity of educators.
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Figure 3: Largest Obstacle for Worker Education
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This effectively represents 41% of responses. The twin components of labour movement support for
and management of education and resource constraints account for the majority of the obstacles
facing worker education. In turn this suggests that resource mobilisation is probably a precursor but
not a guarantee of building sustainable worker education within the labour movement without
parallel development and reprioritisation with unions.
Key problems for trade union education (from some of the union interviews)
The following categories of responses emerged from the interviews conducted with unions and
LSOs.
Problem category
Resources

TU institutional
support

Content

Observations by different groupings
Lack of budget (TU) 10% etc.
Lack of funding (LSOs)
Expense of education (university)
General studies self-funded and therefore individual and career orientated
Lack of Political and organisational support and space
Leadership don’t want real critical thinking
The politics of the day (dominated by factionalism which inhibits open debate)
Lower levels of organic (informal) education
Poor systems for capturing learner information and tracking participation
Over-reliance on LSOs, with many learners not having received basic SS education
Topic content has not kept up with contextual changes
OHS focus always limited
International experience limited
Too much focus on legal education
Legal education poor quality
Legal education functional not polemic
The balance of skills (functional) and consciousness (ideological)
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Methodology

Participatory – but has become a habit disconnected from its origins and purpose
TU education model lacks the worker control element at a classroom level (see the
models of Newman) looks more like corporate model

Participants

Participant expectations
Youth – relevance
Education and expensive meals and hotels
‘Professional workshop participants’
Broader Worker Education is non-existent (member and worker)
Repeated programmes in one location have a dropping level of participant
experience and knowledge but content and methodology doesn’t change
People don’t have a reading culture generally
Language issues
Needs are assumed
Centralised curriculum planning
Accreditation not based on needs of workers

Research

Educator respondents frequently cite funding shortages as a major problem for WE in a trade union
context. Concerns were raised that the responsiveness of Trade union organisations to a trained
shop steward or member is likely to be less receptive than in the past.
The most common concepts relating to union education traditions are those of democracy and
participation, along with values of equality and solidarity. This is contrasted with current problems
which most frequently were seen as resulting from a fragmentation of the labour movement,
sometimes seen as a result of defeats by neoliberal forces.
Regarding the how worker education has changed over the years, respondents identified shifts in
content, freedom of content, professionalisation and accreditation. For example, “Education is more
well-packaged and professionalised but it feels like there is less “heart” in the work and the passion
for broader social justice issues is not as strong as before.” This captures the broad issues of the
values implicit being left behind as the nature of the struggle transforms and stronger focus around
progression, careerism and professionalisation emerges.
“While in the past workers used to be taught by [their] peers, increasingly worker education is being
treated as a specialised field practiced by specialist worker education activists. The good thing about
this is that we now have institutions and people dedicated exclusively to the development and
empowerment of trade unions and their members, the downside is that trade union education
practice might lose its popular education roots and become fossilised in formalised worker
education institutions.”
A loss of skilled educators in the labour movement, is also cited frequently as a key change.
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3 Contextual Analysis
3.1 Introduction
South Africa is described as a high inequality, high unemployment country. This overarching context
has implications for worker education. These interactions between worker education and the
broader context are important to explore, because they inform and shape each other. In practice,
there is a feedback loop between the design of worker education programmes and wider changes in
the economy. This is a crucial insight as worker education seeks to find a mix between two goals:
1. Responses to environment: Trade unions and other worker formations are forged in an
environment of relationships between workers and the economic system. This broad statement
is as true for unions regardless of ideological orientation.
2. Proactively creating alternatives: Unions consistently develop policies on a range of issues
aimed at creating a fairer society. Workers education projects should ideally ensure that
alternatives are co-created through democratic participation. Equally important is building
understanding of alternatives that have been agreed to.
This section aims to provide a context and statistical review of labour market data as it relates to
worker education. To this end, this section is structured as follows:


Reviews of labour market data to describe trade union members and non-unionised workers



Describes wider conditions regarding economic growth, employment and inequality



Links developments on the economy and labour market data in relation to questions of
worker education.

The interactions between the environment and worker education programmes is discussed in a
separate discussion. In this section, the focus is on locating worker education programmes in the
context of economic data. Two sources of data are explored:


Economic growth, employment and inequality derived from international and national
datasets; and



Employment data on trade union membership derived from the Quarterly Labour Force
Survey. Data from the third quarter of 2017 is used, as this is the latest available.
Importantly, the data provides historic data, and where relevant comparisons between 2008
and 2017 are made.

3.2 Employment and structural unemployment
In this section, a demographic picture of employment is painting, indicating the structural nature of
unemployment. Next, the focus shifts to the employed were the distinction between trade union
members and non-trade union members is explored. In the following section, the challenges posed
in terms of unemployment are explored in greater detail.
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3.2.1 Unemployment and Employment
This section provides an overview of issues on unemployment and employment in South Africa and
compares trends from 2008 to 2017. It emphasises two overarching points:
1. Structural nature of unemployment
2. The shift in employment from manufacturing to services.

3.2.2 The Structural Nature of Unemployment
This section reviews the official and expanded definition of unemployment, as they provide different
estimates of unemployment in South Africa.
The headline covering the unemployment rate in newspaper, is the official unemployment rate. The
figure below shows that between 2008 and 2017, the official unemployment rate has grown by 5%
from 2008 to 2017.
Figure 4: Official unemployment rate (2008 - 2017)

Official Unemployment rate
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Note: All data for the 3rd quarter of each year
Source: Statistics South Africa, 2017

The data shows that the official unemployment rate remains extremely high standing at 27.7% in
2017. Most worryingly, unemployment using the official definition was 22.8%. Over this period, the
unemployment rate increased by 4.9%.
The official measure however excludes unemployed workers who are considered discouraged
workers (i.e. they are no longer seeking employment). When one includes discouraged workers the
unemployment rate grows significantly. This is shown in the figure below. The data shows that using
the expanded definition of unemployment, 36.8% of workers are unemployed. In comparison, the
expanded unemployment rate in 2008 was 29.5. Here again, a significant increase in the
unemployment rate increased by 7.3% between 2008 and 2017.
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Figure 5: Expanded unemployment rate (2008-2017)
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The severity of unemployment in South Africa is however captured more transparently if one
considers the actual numbers of employment and unemployed. These are shown in the table below.
The table shows that the number of unemployed has grown by 2 million new people in South Africa
between 2008 and 2017. When using the expanded definition, there are an additional 3.3 million
more unemployed South Africans in 2017, when compared to 2008. Employment rose less quickly,
with 1.6 million new jobs being created from 2008 to 2017.
Table 4: Changes in employed and unemployed (2008, 2017)

2008
Official
Expanded
Employed

2017

4,299
6,094
14,549

Difference

6,210
9,422
16,192

% Change
1,911
3,328
1,643

44.4
54.6
11.3

Note: All data for the 3rd quarter of each year
Source: Statistics South Africa, 2017

As worrying as these numbers are, they still do not paint an accurate picture. The next measure
being used combines two categories in the labour force data to provide a measure of structural
unemployment. The two categories are:


Discouraged workers



Those unemployed for more than 1 year

Table 5: Discouraged workers and long term unemployed “structurally unemployed”

Thousands
Discouraged work-seekers
Long-term unemployment (1 year and more)
Total

Jul-Sep 2008

Jul-Sep 2017

1,093
2,552
3,645

2,436
4,181
6,616

Difference
1,343
1,629
2,972

% Change
122.9
63.8
81.5

Note: All data for the 3rd quarter of each year
Source: Statistics South Africa, 2017
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The numbers when compared in this way presents a startling, and at first reading leaves one
incredulous. The data for instance indicate that the number of discouraged work-seekers have
grown by over 100%, and long-term unemployment by 63.8% between 2008 and 2017. The numbers
are however derived from official labour force data and are thus official data. Taken together this
provides a measure that structural unemployment has increased significantly in South Africa. Simply
stated, 6.6 million South African can be described as structurally unemployed using this convenient,
simple but still accurate calculation.
This overall picture is challenging but is even more challenging when one speaks specifically of youth
unemployment. Youth unemployment remains a major challenge, possibly the single biggest
challenge in South Africa. This is shown in the table below, which compares unemployment rates by
age in 2008 and 2017 by age. It shows that the unemployment rate has grown significantly for those
aged 34 and younger.
Table 6: Labour force characteristics by age group - Expanded definition of unemployment

Percentages
National
Unemployment rate
Employed / population ratio (Absorption)
Labour force participation rate
15-24 years
Unemployment rate
Employed / population ratio (Absorption)
Labour force participation rate

Jan-Mar 2008

Jul-Sep 2017

30.9
45.8
66.2

36.8
43.3
68.5

56.4
17.0
38.9

64.5
12.8
36.1

25-34 years
Rates (%)
Unemployment rate
Employed / population ratio (Absorption)
Labour force participation rate

33.6
56.6
85.1

42.5
49.6
86.4

35-44 years
Rates (%)
Unemployment rate
Employed / population ratio (Absorption)
Labour force participation rate

22.0
66.0
84.6

29.2
63.0
89.0

45-54 years
Rates (%)
Unemployment rate
Employed / population ratio (Absorption)
Labour force participation rate

17.0
62.7
75.6

23.2
62.1
80.8

55-64 years
Rates (%)
Unemployment rate
Employed / population ratio (Absorption)
Labour force participation rate

13.4
41.4
47.8

16.6
41.3
49.5
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3.2.3 Shifting composition of employment
Even though unemployment has increased, just over 1, 6 million jobs have been created between
2008 and 2017. This is shown in the table below. The explanations on this trend is highly contested
and discussed later in this section.
Table 7: Employment growth 2008 to 2017

Jul-Sep 2008
Both sexes

Difference

Jul-Sep 2017

14,549

% Change
1,643

16,192

11.3

In this section, the focus is on an important change in the composition of employment, which
represents a structural change in the levels of employment by sector.
First, there has been a change in which sectors employ workers. The graph below shows the
percentage contribution of employment by sectors in 2008 and 2017.
Figure 6: Percentage share of employment by sector (2008 and 2017)

Employment % of Total 2008 and 2017
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Finance
Transport
Trade
Construction
Utilities
Manufacturing
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Agriculture
0.0
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20.0

25.0

2008

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2017

The services sector and government employment have all grown considerably both as a total and as
a proportion of the entire labour market.
Second, since 2008 the manufacturing sector has lost 300 000 jobs, while the community, social and
personal services has increased by 775 000 jobs. This indicates an increased reliance on the services
sector, and specifically government for job creation.
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Figure 7: Changes in the number of employed by sector (2008 to 2017)
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This change in structure of employment is significant, indicating that public sector jobs have
increased but that jobs in manufacturing have not increased. Equally important is that jobs in the
financial and business services sectors have increased. A broad conclusion is that service sector jobs
have increased but that jobs in manufacturing and trade have decreased. It is this data that is
captured under the term deindustrialisation.
The broad change in the proportion of employment by sector, however has had gender implications.
The following graph shows the changes in employment by gender and calculates the differences in
males and females employed in economic sectors. The data shows that women have befitted more
from the growth in public sector employment, and men have gained both in the public sector and in
the financial sector. The decline in manufacturing jobs has seen a large decline in the number of men
employed.
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Figure 8: Changes in male and female employment by sector (2008 and 2017)
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3.2.4 Informal employment
Another important feature is whether workers are employed in the formal or informal sectors. The
table below is lengthy but is reproduced to highlight three features of the split between formal and
informal employment.
First, the number of formally employed is much higher than informally employed but that the
informal sector is growing quickly. In South Africa just under 87% of workers are employed in the
formal sector, which is relatively high. Between 2008 and 2017, the informal sector however grew by
18.1%, compared to 12.5% in the formal sector.
Table 8: Employment by industry and sector (2007 and 2018)

Thousands

Jul-Sep 2008

Jul-Sep 2017

Difference

Total employed

14549

16192

1643

11.3

Formal and informal sector (Non-agricultural)

12390

14069

1678

13.5

Mining

% Change

340

446

106

31.2

2055

1749

-306

-14.9

107

153

46

42.4

Construction

1180

1365

185

15.6

Trade

3339

3286

-54

-1.6

823

988

165

20.1

Finance

1769

2463

695

39.3

Community and social services

2773

3616

843

30.4

Manufacturing
Utilities

Transport

Other
Formal sector (Non-agricultural) Total
Mining
Manufacturing

3
10113

11379

1266

12.5

338

440

102

30.3

1821

1535

-286

-15.7

Utilities

104

150

46

44.2

Construction

870

951

81

9.4

2246

2169

-77

-3.4

Trade
Transport

608

715

107

17.6

Finance

1639

2248

609

37.2

Community and social services

2484

3169

685

27.6

3

3

0

-12.2

2278

2689

412

18.1

2

6

4

184.3

234

214

-20

-8.6

Other
Informal sector (Non-agricultural) Total
Mining
Manufacturing
Utilities

4

3

0

-9.4

310

414

103

33.2

1094

1117

23

2.1

Transport

214

273

58

27.2

Finance

130

215

86

65.8

Community and social services

289

447

158

54.8

Construction
Trade

Other

0
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Agriculture
Private households

810

810

1348

1313

For all values of 10 000 or lower the sample size is too small for reliable estimates.
Due to rounding, numbers do not necessarily add up to totals.

Second, sectors that are job creating are also those are experiencing higher levels of informal growth
in employment. The shaded areas in the table above show that growth of informal work in the
finance and community and social industrial sectors has grown significantly, by 65.8% and 54.8%
respectively. The correlation between areas of employment growth on the one hand, and growth of
informal work on the other hand, is a significant trend to look at in the future. It is unclear if such a
relationship will continue, as both the financial and government sectors are unlikely to grow in the
future due to slow economic growth. In such a context, it is unclear whether overall jobs will grow,
or whether currently formal jobs will become informal.

3.3 Trade Union Membership
These changes in the economy have in turn changed the composition of the trade union itself. The
Quarterly Labour Force Survey (QLFS) provides data to distinguish between trade union members
and non-trade union members. This section highlights key aspects of the data, with reference to
issues of worker education. The core message that emerges is that worker education could be
segmented into training for trade union membership, and training for non-union members, as well
as for the employed and unemployed.
The analysis in this section starts with a discussion on the demographic characteristics of trade union
members. An important aspect of this analysis is the discussion on formal and informal employment.
Next, the analysis discusses salary determination and job satisfaction. The discussion covers:


Determination of salaries by collective bargaining



Job satisfaction

Finally, the section discusses the access to a range of benefits.

3.3.1 Overall changes in trade union membership
In reading the data that follows, it is crucial to remember that most South African workers do not
belong to a trade union. The graph below shows that 28.6% of workers are members of a trade
union, compared to 68.8% that are not organised in a trade union.
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Figure 9: Are you a member of a trade union?
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Figure 10: Percentage of employment compared to percentage of union membership (2017)
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The following figure shows the large total increases in public sector, financial and retail union
membership alongside a decline in primary sector employment such as agriculture and mining. This
tends to follow the pattern of absolute job losses and job gains.
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Figure 11: Comparative union membership 2000 and 2017 by main industry
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This change in sectoral membership for unions has had a strong influence on the labour movement
and many of the strategies it employs. We see today a far more service sector orientated trade
union movement than that of 16 years ago. Focusing in on 2017 the following figure shows
unionisation rates per main industry in Q3 2017.
The data compares employment with unionization levels, and shows that the community, social and
personal services accounts for a sizeable proportion of unionization in South Africa.
When compared to each sector, currently the highest unionisation rate in South Africa is to be found
in the mining sector with 80% followed by Electricity and Gas at 66.5% and the more public sector at
49.9%. Unsurprisingly the lowest unionisation rate is in the Household grouping with 0, 4%b
followed by Agriculture at 6.8% and construction at 12.2%. Those sectors with higher proportions of
more vulnerable forms of employment such as construction and agriculture clearly tend to fare less
well in terms of union membership.
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Figure 12: Union density by economic sector (2017)
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3.3.2 Duration of contracts and underemployment
The data presented here is for the duration of contracts. A comparison between union and nonunion members is presented, which shows that trade union members are more likely to be
employed on a permanent contract, as compared to workers who do not belong to a trade union.

Figure 13: Trade union membership by duration of contract
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Source: Statistics South Africa, 2017
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Figure 14: Non-Trade union membership by duration of contract
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This may also suggest that the efforts to change the nature of contractual employment in more
recent amendments to the law have not fully achieved the desired consequences, but this will
require further longitudinal analysis going forward. Nevertheless, it illustrates a key strategic area for
trade union planning and development.
The graphic illustrates the extent to which unions can potentially organise amongst vulnerable work
forms, where the vast majority, some 93% of members are in permanent employment. This
compares with 77% of non-trade union members, as shown in the graphic below.
The type of contract is important to read trends presented below on access to benefits, setting of
salaries and job satisfaction.

3.3.3 Race
The table below shows that across all races there are more non-unionised workers than unionised
workers. Across all groups, 68.8% of workers are non-unionised. Within each racial group, there are
differences but even these differences are within a range of 8-10%.
Table 9: Percentage trade union membership by race

Union Member
Non-Union
Do Not Know
Total

African/Black
Coloured
Indian/Asian
White
Total
29.4
27.9
21.2
24.4
28.6
68.2
68.5
76.5
72.4
68.8
2.4
3.6
2.3
3.2
2.6
100
100
100
100
100

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2017

In arguing for this similarity of membership across race, the number of people in each race group
remains important. In terms of actual numbers of trade union membership, African/Black account
for 79% of membership, Coloured 11.7%, Indian/Asian 2.0 and White 7.3%.
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Figure 15: Trade union membership by Race
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3.3.4 Gender
The gender distribution of the trade union is listed in the table below.
Table 10: Trade union and non-unionized workers by gender

Unionised
Male
30.3
Female
26.6
Source: Statistics South Africa, 2017

Non-unionised
66.5
71.4

Do not know
3.2
2.0

Total
100
100

For both males and females in the labour market, overall unionisation rates remain low. Only 30.3%
of males and 26.6% of females that are employed belong to a union. The figure below provides a
breakdown of gender by main industry group. It shows that the proportion of unionised women is
highest in private households – mostly domestic workers – and in the public sector, with low
proportion of unionised women n the construction and mining sectors. This reflects the employment
compostion of these sectors which are female-dominated and male-dominated respectively, due to
the gendering of eomplyment patterns. Occupations associated with caring and household work
(nursing, teaching and domestic work) are predominated by women.
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Figure 16: Gender by industry
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There is however considerable variance in the gender composition when data is disaggregated to
main industry level however union membership follows the general employed demographic closely
again. This is shown in the figure below which compares the percentage of women employed in a
sector with the percentage of union members in a sector.
Figure 17: Percentage of women employed in a sector compared to percentage of union members in a sector (2017)
90.0
80.0
70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

76.978.3

34.136.9

31.132.3
11.912.8

62.264.4

47.651.2
28.126.6
11.612.6

% of total employment

40.942.4
19.219.1

% of union membership

3.3.5 Age
Trade union membership by age is an important indicator of the future growth of trade unions. The
graph below shows the percentage of trade union members within each age grouping. The analysis
shows that between ages of 35 and 64, more than 30% of the employed belong to a trade union.
This number is significantly lower for those below 30. The tendency for unions not to bring youth
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into its ranks is clearly illustrated by membership as a proportion of total employment in the
younger age categories. Here the 20-24-year-old age group sees a unionisation rate of 12.1%.
The absence of any school curricula explaining the role of unions in the struggle and the purpose of
unions today linked to generally negative media sentiments around unions6 most likely plays a role
in this. But unions also need to prove their worth to workers by being visible in the workplace and
by making significant gains for young workers.
Figure 18: Unionisation rate by age group

% of age group that are TU Members
Total SA
75+
70-74
65-69
60-64
55-59
50-54
45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
15-19

28.6%
0.0%

0.0%

10.0%
13.5%
32.9%
35.7%
35.1%
34.4%
33.1%
31.0%
26.9%
21.8%
12.1%
1.4%
5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

40.0%

The challenge of organising young workers is made clearer when one compares the percentage of
trade union members by age group with the overall employment levels. This is summarised for age
group 29 and younger below. The full data is presented as an annex to this report. The data shows
that in virtually every sector unionisation lags the percentage employed in each sector.
Table 11: Union membership and employment for workers under the age of 29

Trade Union

Agriculture; hunting; forestry and
fishing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity; gas and water supply
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade
Transport; storage and communication
Financial intermediation; insurance; real
estate and business

% of trade union
membership that are 29
years or less by industry
14.5%

% of employment in each
sector

12.9%
16.7%
9.5%
10.7%
30.8%
16.3%
17.6%

15.8%
24.2%
13.3%
28.0%
35.7%
25.1%
25.5%

26.4%

6

This is further discussed in the ETDP SETA Trade Unions Sector Skills Plan update 2015/16 prepared by CoOperative for Research and Education.
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Community; social and personal
services
Private households
Other
Total

8.8%

15.7%

0.0%
0.0%
14.2%

10.8%
0.0%
22.9%

3.3.6 Educational Levels
The table below tabulates the highest educational level for unionised and non-unionised workers.
The data combines categories to create a clearer picture of educational levels by union membership.
The data shows that most of those employment have completed some part of high school (33.2%) or
have a matric certificate with no exemption (28.8%). Trade union membership is in fact highest in
the category of Matric No Exemption, standing at 32.6% of all union membership.
Table 12: Highest educational level by union membership
Trade union
member

No
Schooling

Prima
ry
schoo
l or
less

High
school
(Matric
not
complet
ed)

Matric
(No
Exempti
on)

Matric
(Exempti
on)

NTC
(All
level
s)

Diplom
a or
certific
ate
with
less
than
matric

Diplom
a or
certific
ate
with
matric

Highe
r
Diplo
ma

Univers
ity
Educati
on

Othe
r/ Do
Not
Kno
w

Yes

0.5%

4.9%

22.4%

32.6%

3.2%

2.6%

0.9%

16.5%

2.3%

13.7%

0.4%

No

2.8%

37.8%

26.9%

2.4%

1.5%

0.7%

6.4%

0.8%

5.8%

1.0%

Do Not Know

0.5%

13.9
%
4.8%

28.3%

36.2%

3.1%

1.9%

0.5%

11.6%

1.0%

7.2%

4.8%

Total

2.1%

11.1
%

33.2%

28.8%

2.7%

1.8%

0.7%

9.4%

1.2%

8.1%

1.0%

An interesting feature of the data emerges when trade union and non-trade union members are
compared by subject choice. The graph below is of importance. It shows that trade unions subject
choices by highest levels are closely linked to general management qualifications or those linked to
the public sector, or non-professional employment within sectors. In sectors, related to
technological advancement on requiring a professional qualification, trade union membership is
lower.
Figure 19: Subjects by trade union membership (2017)
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Subjects by trade union memberships
Primary agriculture
Hospitality
Architecture or environmental design
Communication
Tourism
Mechatronics
Philosophy; religion or theology
Home economics
Marketing
Other
Information technology and computer science
Industrial arts; traders or technology
Computer science
Psychology
Finance; economics and accounting
Arts; Visual or Performing
Business; commerce and management studies
Other
Civil engineering and building construction
Mathematical sciences
Office administration
Management
Social sciences or social studies
Engineering or engineering technology
Engineering
Life sciences or physical sciences

Public administration or social services
Military sciences
Electrical infrastructure construction
Law
Languages; linguistic or literature
Safety in society
Health care or health sciences
Physical education or leisure
Agriculture or Renewable natural resources
Libraries or museums
Education and development
Education; training or development

0%

10%

20%

30%
Yes

No

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Do not know

Figure 20: Trade union membership education status by main industry
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Employed education status my main industry
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

No schooling

Less than primary completed

Primary completed

Secondary not completed

Secondary completed

Tertiary

Other

The above figure shows the high concentration of tertiary qualifications in the public sector,
followed by finance and manufacturing although in these industry groups tertiary qualifications are
only third most frequent.
Manufacturing carries the highest number of union members who have not completed grade 12.
This makes it an important area for labour absorption of people who would not otherwise have
access to employment, also suggesting a clear priority for engagement by these unions. South
Africa’s Industrial policy since 2008, has focused on building a more competitive and robust
manufacturing sector and skills development has played a key part of this. As such and given the
general failure of RPL based access discussed below, there is potential leverage for unions to
improve the education profile of membership and workers in general in this sector.
If public sector components of unionisation are controlled for the education status of union
members does indeed alter dramatically. Whilst the decrease in unionisation decreases across the
board given the prominence of state employment in the labour market, the most significant decline
occurs in the groups with higher education status. The unionisation rate amongst the tertiary
educated employed falls from 39% to 18%. From those holding matric from 28% to 23%. See
Appendix One for complete figures.
This has significant implications for union organising and education strategies at industry and
federation level.
The extent of the increasing level of education of union members is captured in the following table
where the rate or proportion of union membership with higher level education status changes is far
higher than the rate of change in general employment.
Table 13: Unionisation rates by educational level

Trade union membership

Total
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Yes
No schooling
Less than primary
completed
Primary completed
Secondary not completed
Secondary completed
Tertiary
Other
Total

No
0.5%
3.2%

3.0%
8.8%

Do not
know
0.5%
2.2%

1.7%
23.5%
36.3%
34.4%
0.4%
100.0%

4.9%
38.7%
29.7%
13.9%
1.0%
100.0%

2.7%
28.7%
39.4%
21.7%
4.8%
100.0%

2.2%
7.0%
3.9%
34.1%
31.8%
20.0%
1.0%
100.0%

Figure 21: Employed education status by main industry

Profile of Trade Union Members by Education Status and
Industry
Other
Community; social and personal services
Transport; storage and communication
Construction
Manufacturing
Agriculture; hunting; forestry and fishing
Other
Community; social and personal services
Transport; storage and communication
Construction
Manufacturing
Agriculture; hunting; forestry and fishing
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

No schooling

Less than primary completed

Primary completed

Secondary not completed

Secondary completed

Tertiary

80%

90%

100%

Other

The figure representing education status of all employed workers is significantly different to that of
the unionised education status. In the public sector it seems that unions are more successful at
recruiting members with tertiary qualifications than those without. Wholesale/retail is the most
significant employer of those with grade 12 and high school who have not completed grade 12
suggesting a significant scope for organising in this sector.
Government unionisation is highest overall at 51% followed by manufacturing at 35% both higher
than the national average of 28, 8% while wholesale retail and Financial are significantly below the
national average at 18% and 21% respectively.
In manufacturing unions have not been as successful in recruiting tertiary qualified workers. The
table below show unionised workers in the government sphere as 69% of tertiary qualified workers
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and only 23% in the case of manufacturing. However, there is far greater comparability at the level
of grade 12 with 50% unionisation in government and 45% in manufacturing. A reversal occurs
amongst those who have not completed secondary school where 33% are organised in
manufacturing and only 23% in government.
The table below provides an educational profile for highest educational level by union membership.
Table 14: Union membership by industry and highest educational level
Industry
Agriculture; hunting; forestry and
fishing

Educational
Level
No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed
Secondary
completed
Tertiary
Other

Mining and quarrying

No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed
Secondary
completed
Tertiary
Other

Yes

No

Total

8.9%

Do Not
Know
12.5%

1.6%
11.3%

23.9%

12.5%

23.0%

14.5%

11.1%

53.2%

44.1%

14.5%

8.8%

9.1%

3.2%

2.4%

2.4%

1.6%

0.8%

25.0%

1.1%

100%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

0.8%

3.4%

1.3%

6.3%

3.4%

5.7%

3.4%

6.9%

12.5%

4.2%

33.8%

28.7%

12.5%

32.5%

39.6%

34.5%

50.0%

38.8%

15.0%

23.0%

12.5%

16.5%

12.5%

1.1%

100.0%

100.0%

1.1%
100.0%

Manufacturing

No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed
Secondary
completed
Tertiary
Other

100.0%

8.4%

11.3%
50.0%

44.8%

0.4%

1.2%

0.8%

4.8%

4.8%

4.6%

2.8%

4.6%

1.7%

3.9%

38.4%

38.0%

40.0%

38.2%

41.4%

33.1%

40.0%

36.2%

12.0%

17.2%

11.7%

15.2%

0.4%

1.1%

6.7%

1.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
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Electricity; gas and water supply

No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed
Secondary
completed
Tertiary
Other

Construction

No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed
Secondary
completed
Tertiary
Other

Wholesale and retail trade

No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed
Secondary
completed
Tertiary
Other

Transport; storage and
communication

No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed

1.9%

2.3%

1.9%

3.8%

2.5%

1.9%

2.3%

11.1%

2.5%

18.1%

20.5%

11.1%

18.4%

25.7%

31.8%

22.2%

27.2%

47.6%

40.9%

55.6%

46.2%

1.0%

2.3%

100.0%

100.0%

3.3%

2.9%

6.7%

11.9%

4.0%

11.1%

6.0%

7.3%

12.0%

7.2%

43.3%

48.3%

52.0%

47.8%

26.7%

22.7%

20.0%

23.2%

12.7%

5.1%

4.0%

6.0%

1.3%

1.7%

8.0%

1.8%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

0.4%

1.0%

2.3%

3.4%

3.0%

3.2%

0.6%

2.6%

3.0%

2.2%

33.1%

35.7%

35.0%

35.2%

52.7%

46.1%

46.0%

47.4%

10.3%

10.4%

10.0%

10.4%

1.3%
100.0%

100.0%
2.9%

0.8%

0.6%

0.7%

3.0%

0.8%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

0.8%

0.8%

4.0%

5.7%

1.2%

4.5%

25.8%

36.0%

0.8%
2.7%

5.1%

3.4%
24.3%
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Secondary
completed
Tertiary

46.0%

37.0%

45.9%

39.9%

22.2%

14.9%

18.9%

17.1%

Other
100.0%
Financial intermediation;
insurance; real estate and
business

No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed
Secondary
completed
Tertiary
Other

Community; social and personal
services

No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed
Secondary
completed
Tertiary
Other

Private households

No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed
Secondary
completed
Tertiary

1.1%
100.0%

0.5%

2.5%

2.4%

1.2%

2.4%

1.3%

1.9%

1.2%

1.8%

28.5%

31.0%

15.9%

29.9%

41.3%

37.4%

41.5%

38.5%

26.0%

26.0%

37.8%

26.5%

0.2%

0.6%

2.4%

0.6%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

0.2%

1.8%

1.8%

6.5%

2.6%

4.0%

0.8%

3.4%

1.3%

2.1%

10.6%

35.1%

17.9%

22.5%

29.4%

27.9%

38.5%

28.8%

57.1%

24.7%

35.9%

41.1%

0.3%

0.7%

3.8%

0.5%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

8.3%

14.3%

8.3%

16.7%

0.4%

1.0%

19.2%

19.1%

7.9%

7.8%

50.0%

48.2%

71.4%

48.3%

33.3%

13.6%

14.3%

13.7%

100.0%
Secondary
completed
Tertiary

8.1%
100.0%

0.2%

Other
Other

1.1%
100.0%

0.9%

0.9%

1.9%

1.9%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

50.0%

33.3%

100.0%

50.0%

66.7%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
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Total

No
schooling
Less than
primary
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary
not
completed
Secondary
completed
Tertiary
Other

0.5%

3.0%

0.5%

2.2%

3.2%

8.8%

2.2%

7.0%

1.7%

4.9%

2.7%

3.9%

23.5%

38.7%

28.7%

34.1%

36.3%

29.7%

39.4%

31.8%

34.4%

13.9%

21.7%

20.0%

0.4%

1.0%

4.8%

1.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

The general problem of unionisation in the dispersed and large sector of wholesale retail is apparent
in the low percentages organised overall at only 18%. There is therefore significant scope for
expansion in this area although it is acknowledged as a generally difficult sector to organise. This
industry group does however suggest a higher organisation rate at the grade 12 and tertiary level at
21% and 20% respectively.
The financial industry grouping however shows a low level of organisation at grade 12 and tertiary at
22% and 18% respectively as compared to 32% and 34% for primary and less than primary school.
Further analysis is necessary here, but it may suggest less successful organising at a traditional white
collar occupational level than in the government sector by way of comparative example.
The most common general education post school qualification for a trade union member is a
Diploma with grade 12. This is followed by a bachelor’s degree and then a certificate with Grade 12.
The limited development of those without grade 12 through RPL is noticeable in the lowest
components on the figure below. Combined they represent approximately 29 000 such learners. This
can be contrasted against the number of union members that did not complete grade 12 which
stands at 843 000 in 2017 suggesting only 3,5% of these learners have benefited from RPL access to
general post school education other than AET or in some instances lower NTC levels.

3.4 Determination of Salaries
The figure below provides shows the sharp divide between unionised and non-unionised workers in
terms of how salaries are determined.
Figure 22: How are salary increments determined?
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How is salary increment decided by trade union membership

Do not know

No

Yes

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Yes

No

Do not know

Negotiation between myself and
employer at company

1.8%

10.0%

10.4%

Negotiation between union and
employer

71.6%

1.7%

6.5%

Bargaining council or other sector
bargaining arrangement

21.0%

3.2%

4.8%

Employer only

5.4%

76.0%

60.9%

No regular annual salary increase

0.0%

8.6%

1.7%

Other

0.2%

0.5%

15.7%

100%

p<=0.000
Source: Statistics South Africa, 2017

The analysis shows that 71.6% of union members’ salaries are determined between union and
employers, and a further 21% are covered by collective bargaining. In total 92.6% of union members
have their salary increment set by a negotiation between union and employers, either at the
workplace or at a collective bargaining process. In contrast, 76% of non-unionised workers salaries
are determined only by the employer.

3.5 Job Satisfaction
Union members report higher levels of job satisfaction than non-unionised members. The figure
below shows that 86.9% of union members reported being satisfied with their work.
Figure 23: Job satisfaction by union membership
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Job Satisfaction
Total

72.3

Do Not Know

27.7

79.2

Non-Union

20.8

66.0

34.0

Union Member

86.9
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
Yes

13.1
50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

No

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2017

3.6 Access to benefits
An additional difference between unionised and non-unionised is in terms of access to benefits. The
table below provides a summary of access to leave, pension and medical aid benefits. The analysis
describes the access rate for each group (i.e. unionised and non-unionised members).
Table 15: Access to benefits by trade union membership status

Unemployment Insurance
Fund
Pension
Paid Leave
Maternity/ Paternity Leave
Paid Vacation Leave
Paid Sick Leave
Medical Aid / Health Insurance

Unionised
63.4

Non-Unionised
54.4

89.6
89.6
90.7
87.1
77.3
67.8

27.1
27.1
40.9
43.9
33.4
11.9

Note: All results are significant with p value => .000
Source: Statistics South Africa, 2017

3.7 Migration and worker education
The movement of people from one area to another is an important feature of the South African
labour market. This note explores the movement of people from one area to another in South Africa
at three levels, using data from the 2017 Mid-Year Population Estimates and the Community Survey
2016. These are:


Migration into South Africa



Migration from one province to another



Reasons for migration
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The note argues that worker education curriculum need to focus attention on issues of migration to
combat xenophobia and ensure that exploitation of workers in precarious employment is reduced.
The literature uses terms such as “in-migration” to indicate a movement from part of a country to
another, and “migration” to indicate a movement into a country, and “emigration” to indicate the
movement out of a country. These words are used in the conventional sense in this note.

3.7.1 Migration into South Africa
A surprising feature of the data presented in the Community Survey 2016 is that the number of
foreign-born persons declined from about 2,2 million (4,2%) in Census 2011 to around 1,6 million
(2,8%) in CS 2016. This is shown in the table below.
Table 16: A comparison of number of persons who reported that they were born outside South Africa

Census 2011

Age group

CS 2016

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

0-4

39 724

38 707

78 432

19 154

18 708

37 863

5-9

29 054

28 852

57 906

18 968

19 512

38 479

10-14

24 888

23 911

48 799

18 687

21 213

39 900

15-19

51 090

42 041

93 130

29 972

29 495

59 467

20-24

182 258

126 915

309 172

82 205

75 919

158 123

25-29

260 124

160 588

420 712

144 442

107 459

251 900

30-34

212 943

114 879

327 822

147 201

99 531

246 732

35-39

150 729

78 436

229 165

141 582

77 844

219 426

40-44

98 860

55 523

154 383

97 071

49 741

146 812

45-49

68 062

44 592

112 655

65 110

34 240

99 350

50-54

52 088

37 775

89 863

44 155

26 722

70 877

55-59

38 785

29 850

68 634

32 314

24 222

56 535

60-64

32 242

27 304

59 546

23 269

18 035

41 305

65-69

25 769

22 342

48 111

21 163

17 977

39 140

70-74

19 586

17 311

36 898

15 597

16 566

32 163

75+

25 078

28 566

53 643

17 151

23 318

40 469

1 311 280

877 592

*2 188 872

918 040

660 501

*1 578 541

Total

Source: Community Survey, 2016

The exact number of foreign-born persons in South Africa is open to question for two major reasons.
First, given a context of xenophobia respondents to the survey may not have felt comfortable to
respond to the question, or choose to not answer the question. It should be however noted that the
“not answered” responses are deemed normal. Second, and more importantly, is that the presence
of undocumented migrants, working often in precarious employment.
The link between precarious forms of work on the one hand, and undocumented migrants on the
other, is crucial to understand. Simply stated, undocumented migrants provide a form of cheap
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labour which is unregulated. Several studies have documented conditions for these workers working
under exploitative conditions.
Of interest is that relationships between South African and foreign workers differ in context. Janet
Munakamwe and Zaheera Jinnah (undated) provide a textured picture of relationships, indicating:


a shared working class identity superseded nationality-based identities in Mpumalanga



a sense of tension and disunity had emerged and was manifested in numerous cases of
xenophobic incidents and uneasy working relationships between locals and foreigners in the
Western Cape.



Sources of division are however not merely about division across the country, but also
related to the nature of the work contract.

3.7.2 Provincial changes
The movement from one province to another indicates a continuation of urbanization in South
Africa. Statistics South Africa notes the following trends in the 2017 Mid-year Population Estimates:


Gauteng and Western Cape received the highest number of migrants for all periods. The
Eastern Cape and Gauteng experienced the largest number of outflow of migrants. Due to its
relatively larger population size, Gauteng achieves the highest number of in and out flows.



Gauteng, Mpumalanga, Northern Cape, North West and Western Cape provinces received
positive net migration over all 3 periods. For all periods the number of international
migrants entering the provinces was highest in Gauteng, with Western Cape ranking second.

The table below provides greater detail on the current and predicted patterns for migration patterns
within provinces on which the assessment by StatsSA is based.
Table 17: Migration patterns by provinces 2006-2021 (Projected)

2006-2011

2011-2016

2016-2021 (Projection)

OutInNet
Outmigrants migrants migration migrants

InNet
OutInNet
migrants migration migrants migrants migration

EC

512 305 153 823 -358 482 499 543

173 372

-326 171 515 648

191 435

-324 213

FS

149 393 120 146 -29 247

154 405

133 492

-20 913

160 107

147 246

-12 860

GP

419 366 1 323 985 904 619

481 263

1 462 553 981 290

544 875

1 595 106 1 050 230

KZN

322 018 257 968 -64 050

340 228

277 867

-62 360

360 830

307 123

-53 706

LIM

372 131 216 247 -155 884 392 905

249 137

-143 767 417 453

278 847

-138 606

MP

178 826 231 420 52 594

194 958

258 961

64 003

212 271

285 678

73 407

NC

68 296

72 441

75 752

3 311

76 832

82 502

5 670

NW

172 074 258 766 86 691

191 413

289 177

97 764

207 662

317 261

109 599

WC

142 758 414 826 272 069

159 513

451 885

292 372

175 831

485 560

309 729

69 453

1 157

Source: Mid-Year Population Estimates 2017, Statistics South Africa
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3.7.3 Reasons for migration
In the 2016 Community Survey provides a level of granular data that provides insights into why
people move broken down by type of municipality. The data is presented below:
Table 18: Main reason for moving to the current place by MIIF code

Main reason for moving to the current place

A

B1

B2

B3

B4

Total

Divorce/Separation

37 226

8 487

3 939

5 508

4 828

59 988

Education

201 295

69 575

38 816

45 251

74 235

429 172

For better municipal services

53 793

9 734

6 170

8 938

5 604

84 240

Health

15 613

7 033

4 303

7 779

9 303

44 030

High levels of crime

26 057

5 554

2 874

3 709

1 760

39 955

Job loss/retrenchment/contract ended

23 113

9 091

5 529

12 349

16 551

66 632

Job transfer/take up new job opportunity

158 846

66 654

36 529

67 460

35 459

364 948

Look for paid work

215 317

73 283

36 530

58 461

40 551

424 141

Moving as a household with a household member

152 401

52 815

32 665

50 895

39 038

327 814

Moving to live with or be closer to relatives/friends

299 876

102 857

56 608

98 351

108 845

666 537

New dwelling for household

546 540

159 341

81 039

102 732

62 377

952 029

Other business reasons

18 459

4 672

3 426

5 016

3 365

34 937

Political instability/religious conflict/persecution

5 091

1 490

1 069

1 390

1 944

10 983

Retirement

13 790

3 491

6 586

6 054

2 326

32 247

Start a business

8 382

3 572

1 758

3 846

3 144

20 702

Other

101 715

31 534

16 050

26 504

20 101

195 904

Total

1 877 514

609 183

333 892

504 241

429 429

3 754 260

Source: Community Survey, 2016

Statistics South Africa indicates that


Most persons moved because the household had to move into a new dwelling,



Followed by those who moved to be closer to their loved ones.

The results are represented in the table below, which provides data on the total responses.
Table 19: Main reason for moving to the current place (2016)

Main reason for moving to the current place

Number

%

New dwelling for household

952029

25.4

Moving to live with or be closer to relatives/friends

666537

17.8

Education

429172

11.4

Look for paid work

424141

11.3

Job transfer/take up new job opportunity

364948

9.7

Moving as a household with a household member

327814

8.7

Other

195904

5.2
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For better municipal services

84240

2.2

Job loss/retrenchment/contract ended

66632

1.8

Divorce/Separation

59988

1.6

Health

44030

1.2

High levels of crime

39955

1.1

Other business reasons

34937

0.9

Retirement

32247

0.9

Start a business

20702

0.6

Political instability/religious conflict/persecution

10983

0.3

3754259

100

Total
Source: Authors calculations based on Community Survey, 2016

The data thus shows that migration patterns cannot simply be explained with reference to job
search but requires in addition an account of changing family circumstances. Surprisingly, the
reasons for moving are consistent across type of municipality.
Table 20: Reasons for migration by type of municipality (MIIF classification)
Type of Municipality
Reasons

A

B1

B2

B3

B4

Total

New dwelling for household

29

26

24

20

15

25

Moving to live with or be closer
to relatives/friends

16

17

17

20

25

18

Education

11

11

12

9

17

11

Look for paid work

11

12

11

12

9

11

Job transfer/take up new job
opportunity

8

11

11

13

8

10

Moving as a household with a
household member

8

9

10

10

9

9

Other

5

5

5

5

5

5

For better municipal services

3

2

2

2

1

2

Job loss/retrenchment/contract
ended

1

1

2

2

4

2

Divorce/Separation

2

1

1

1

1

2

Health

1

1

1

2

2

1

High levels of crime

1

1

1

1

0

1

Other business reasons

1

1

1

1

1

1

Retirement

1

1

2

1

1

1

Start a business

0

1

1

1

1

1

Political instability/religious
conflict/persecution

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

Source: Authors calculations based on Community Survey, 2016
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3.8 Economic Growth, Unemployment and Inequality
Having outlined the challenges of employment and provided a profile of trade union membership,
and migration, this section discusses wider economic strategy questions with reference to worker
education. The section starts with questioning the prevailing wisdom that economic growth is
enough. Next, the debate on economic strategy for South Africa is discussed focussing on questions
of market concentration and financialisation.

3.8.1 Is economic growth enough?
The overwhelming response to these crises of unemployment has been to focus on increasing
economic growth. The rationale guiding this perspective is as follows:


Growth in the economy supports new investments



These new investments yield profits, which support employment growth

This perspective – deliberately simplified here – is the dominant perspective in South Africa. It is a
perspective widely shared, including amongst trade unions. Historic and projected economic growth
however remains low, and certainly lower than the 5 to 7% economic growth, and proponents of
this perspective argue is needed to reduce unemployment.
The debate on economic growth and more broadly economic development is a longstanding area of
dispute between trade unions, business and government. Within and between the social partners
there are disputes that are extensively discussed elsewhere (ref). The focus here is not to discuss
these debates in any detail, but rather to highlight core features of the debate. Three core features
are outlined below.
First, South Africa faces a challenge of both high inequality and high unemployment. The
International Monetary Fund (IMF) has conducted a study on the relationship between inequality
and unemployment and finds that South Africa is an outlier in this regard. The challenge in reducing
both inequality and unemployment is a demanding challenge, and one for which there are no easy
answers.
Figure 24: Unemployment versus inequality across countries
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Source: Anand R, Kothari S, Kumar N, 2016

Second, as noted earlier in the report, the unemployed are remaining unemployed for longer. This is
an important finding in that it shows that the current efforts at stimulating economic growth have in
fact worsened conditions for the unemployed – there are more people unemployed, and they are
unemployed for longer. It is this finding that is described as a ‘crises of unemployment’.
Third, economic growth is unlikely to resolve questions of unemployment in medium term. The
graph below shows the National Treasury estimates for economic growth indicates that until 2020,
economic growth is projected to be less than 2%.
Figure 25: Projected economic growth in South Africa
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Source: National Treasury, 2017

These three core features of the economy speak to worker reality in that the prospects for social
mobility via job creation in the economy is unlikely over the short term, unless changes in policy are
adopted. The three features outlined above, have a direct relevance to worker education in that:
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Worker education programmes could be developed to meet different objectives, including
lessening the number of jobs that are lost, changing policy on industrialisation or even
focussing on debating the importance of economic growth.
The context of high inequality and high unemployment and low economic growth is a
context for increasing levels of adversarial relations between workers and employers. In
some interpretation, the context would suggest an opportunity to deepen the crises.
However, such an outcome cannot be assumed, as worker organisations will need to protect
jobs and to do so ensuring that enterprises remain operational.

The stark contrast in access to services by union membership status indicates that the importance of
organisation for accessing benefits.

3.8.2 Market concentration and union responses
A major insight guiding union alternatives is focused on understanding the concentrated nature of
the economy. Fine & Rustomjee (1996) for instance trace the rise of Minerals-Energy Complex,
which linked big business and government in an accumulation path. The impact of a highly
concentrated economy and a structure of accumulation is a compelling insight that begs another
question – what levers for resistance and more equal outcomes exist for trade unions? This question
is discussed in the report with reference to initiatives of worker education. In this section, the focus
is on market concentration in South Africa.
South Africa’s economy is dominated by large players. Arguably, this provides an environment suited
to unionisation. This is the bases for an argument that the unions and business are “insiders”.
Nattrass (2000) argues this point. She argues, that the dominant strategy undertaken by the postapartheid distributional regime (see Seekings and Nattrass, 2005) was one that consolidated the
power of insiders, which have captured the benefits the transition, to the detriment of outsiders.
Whilst, this understanding can be criticized (Hassen,2011), the conclusion that the informal rules
around ensuring rapidly rising private sector investment as a catalyst for growth and employment
may not of have been institutionalized across government. Specifically, those arguing for the
“insider” theory fail to account for why despite “market friendly” conditions, private sector
investment failed to meet the targets envisaged in GEAR.
An alternative explanation developed by trade unions argued that the macroeconomic strategy of
government failed to create conditions for employment and economic growth. For example, the
Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) raised an ideological objection to GEAR buttressed
with an empirical assessment of the envisaged goals. It noted that the targets for deficit reduction
and reduction in spending, were met, and that this increased the social deficit. More worryingly, it
noted that resultant private sector investment did not follow as the strategy predicted, and that
unemployment had increased. Aspects of this empirical assessment were disputed, especially
whether social spending had decreased in real terms. The ANC belatedly acknowledged that social
spending had decreased, noting in its discussion paper on the “second phase” that educational
spending had decreased in real terms during the GEAR period (ANC, 2012).
These are historical debates that have an important contextual relevance for trade unions even
today. The most immediate relevance is that the historic debate and contestation over economic
policy, required worker education too reach twin goals. First, worker education needed to develop
an alternative vision and strategy for South Africa, which translated into various policy proposals.
Significantly, many of the proposals were endorsed across federations, for instance at the Jobs
Summit, and in various sectoral social dialogue processes. This does not ignore policy differences
within trade unions, it rather indicates that worker education on alternatives were constructed in
relation to a set of economic strategies deemed to empower large capital, against working class.
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Second, institutions developed during this period under various labour legislations were
implemented. The implementation of these institutions covered collective bargaining, education,
dispute resolutions and a range of other activities. Unionist had the task of preparing shop stewards
and members to participate effectively in these new institutions. In a sense, the unions were
required to create capabilities of resistance and capabilities to institutionalise gains simultaneously.
In the recent past, the divisions on economic policy have narrowed as coalitions emerged against
“state capture”. These coalitions against state capture sought to restore investor confidence, ensure
that South Africa was not downgraded, and lay the building blocks for a wider agreement on
economic restructuring. It is too early to assess whether such a coalition will result in social and
economic pact, however these developments have implications for organization and education in
trade unions.
A good example is the agreements on a minimum wage. Once again, unions will be attempting to
bed down and implement decisions on the minimum wage, while at the same time developing
proposals for a possible negotiation towards a social compact. Unions have a further complication in
that many of the workers who will benefit from a minimum wage are not unionized.
The context is thus one of many contradictions. Specifically, worker education will need to confront
the contradictions between important goals of securing and consolidating hard-won gains by
workers, while at the same time battling a set of economic conditions that replicate inequality and
unemployment.
Of the many issues that emerge, one of the major challenges is that of financialisation. According to
Mohamed (2017)
The growth of the financial services sector and financialization of the economy has led to
misallocation of capital within the economy that has hindered much needed structural
economic change.
The process of financialisation specifically shifts resources away from productive investment to
financial instruments which provide returns. The data indicates that regardless of the economic
strategy in South Africa and the ensuing debates and developments, the process of financialisation
continues apace. This raises a wider question of how trade union education engages with a process
that exists out of the immediate day to day experiences of workers and even debates on sectoral
strategies, but has an overarching impact on worker’s lives. The question raises questions on what
role conscientisation plays in worker education. This is an important question as shown in the
discussion of data derived on trade union education programmes.

3.9 Worker Education in A High Inequality, High Unemployment
Context
This section links the data presented above to questions on worker education in South Africa. This
section thus answers the question, so what. It answers this question, with reference to the histories
of worker education, and to the challenges that have emerged since democratisation.

3.9.1 Institutionalisation of worker education
Several authors have charted an argument that the combination of democracy and neo-liberal
economics has had a profound impact on worker education. Cooper (2005) describes this as a shift
from emancipatory objective of the working class as whole to a system of individual access to
vocational education and training for social mobility. The argument developed is one of unions
increasingly linking their training to institutions run by government, often with tripartite
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representation and linked to financial and other resources. This has been the arch of the criticism of
the state of worker education in South Africa.
The criticism is an important one but raises more question than it answers. Most importantly, the
question arises as to how a strong emancipatory tradition was eroded through increased
institutionalisation. The demands for sector education bodies and for commitment to finances
worker education are in fact hard-won victories of the working class. In a sense, they are an outcome
of the much-praised worker education before the dawn of democracy. Key questions that emerge
are:


What processes and events erodes this tradition, and has an emancipatory project linked to
education retained at least a semblance in society?



In the context of high inequality and high unemployment is access to vocational training
possible, while worker consciousness is raised?

3.9.2 Varying Approaches to Conceptualising worker education
Underpinning the argument on institutionalisation is the distinction between two conceptions of
worker education. These are:


Radical and collectivist conception of worker education, which seeks according to Vally, Wa
Bofelo and Treat to “not merely for improved working conditions but for deeper collective
self-consciousness and greater self-determination”.



Reformist and individualistic conception of worker education, which emphasis on
accreditation processes and the standardisation of union education programmes and
activities.

The distinction is a crucial one to make and opens an avenue to discuss various linkages between
worker education and training of workers. The possible configurations are outlined in the grid below.
The grid suggests two dimensions on which worker education can be understood. These are:


Orientation of the trade union



Rationale or aims of training

Box 1: Grid on worker education
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The grid complicates the picture, for instance raising the prospects of collectivist action being geared
to reformist ends. An example of this, could be seen trade union mobilisation around politicians with
questionable ethical choices and holding alliances opposed to the working class. This is to illustrate
that simple distinctions between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ worker education is unlikely to yield informed
recommendations. This paper is located within this complex environment.

3.10New challenges and alternatives
Vally, Wa Bafelo and Treat make a significant point:

While the legacy of worker education in South Africa is a rich and proud one from which an
enormous amount can be learnt, new developments brought about by ongoing capital
accumulation as well as the waxing and waning and changing forms of class struggle have
brought forward new challenges. Only a few of the most notable among these are the
widespread casualisation of labour and the rise of “precarious work”; social, political and
economic challenges arising from the movements of migrant workers, including xenophobia;
and the accelerating ecological crisis wrought by continuing, unfettered industrial expansion.
The union movement in facing the many challenges is part of an ongoing redefinition of policy
agendas. Most notably issues around climate change, and specifically in South Africa on a ‘just
transition’ has seen attempts to link economic, gender, environmental and other goals into a
coherent programme. Importantly, such campaigns bring together worker education and student
and community organisations to develop and construct alternatives.
The development of these alternatives requires informed union members for policy development
process to be democratic and driven from the shop floor. The policy process is however complex and
requires worker organisations to participate in policy development and legislative processes.
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3.10.1Pedagogical possibilities
Worker education in South Africa has been heavily influenced by the pedagogical insights of Paulo
Freire and Neville Alexander. The intent was clear – a people’s education would support
conscientisation of workers and in so doing mobilise workers towards not only better working
conditions but changing the context in which working conditions are determined.
Today, workers especially in the public service however need to maintain registration with
professional bodies. This legal requirement for registration includes “continued education” - a
process of continuous and accredited learning that is needed to stay registered as a nurse, teacher
or a social worker. This is just one example of the multiple – maybe even contradictory - needs of
workers. In this instance, would a clear demarcation between professional training on the one hand,
and worker education on the other hand be feasible? Would it for instance be possible to change the
very nature of professional training? One route out of this dilemma is to see no sharp distinction
between professional training and worker education. The example of the public service worker is
illustrative. Workers in other sector require certifications, and increasingly qualifications are
requirements for promotions. This might be described as a ‘credential game’ where certificates
trump skill. Unions have for instance argued convincingly argued for Recognition of Prior Learning
(RPL) in part as a response to increased needs for formal education.

In such a context, what are the pedagogical strategies that can be envisaged? Can a formal system of
certification coexist with a worker education that seeks to transform the very system on which
certification is premised? The report in reviewing the available programmes learns from current
experiences to answer these questions.
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4 Trade Union and LSO Worker Education
Provision
4.1 Creating a baseline of information and analysis of provision
Moving from the conception of worker education this section provides an overview of the provision
of worker education by various institutional forms and with different areas of focus and
methodology. The broad definition of worker education lying on a continuum with key criteria such
as worker or at least worker based institutional control serves as a basis of evaluating form and
appropriateness.
Where Worker education meeting this type of criteria is found deeper consideration of curriculum
and methodology is included in the analysis. In preparation for further phases of research
preliminary data around issues of resources, qualifications and providers is included that will have
relevance in building strategic and operational capacity.
From the environmental scan and key informant interviews the following may be found in the
provision of worker education.











Union Education departments
Labour colleges
Union training centres
The Global Labour University network
Occasional instructor programmes
Educational programmes
Adjunct labour education
Allied organizations
The ILO Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV
Labour educators

The provision discussion focuses on Curriculum and Coverage. It is difficult to assess the general
quality of the education in statistical form. Learners were asked to rate education they had received
and various sample materials from unions and LSOs were reviewed in order to comment on quality.
Coverage is also a difficult assessment concept. As a precautionary approach, in line with the
intended analysis use for strategic planning, coverage was taken at the lowest possible element, that
is having received some form of worker education be it a one day seminar or a year-long multi block
qualification based course.

In additional rudimentary estimates as to the potential universe of learners has been made also to
facilitate planning and policy recommendations. Here again General estimates are made and then a
range provided to indicate a cautious presumption.
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4.2 Population of Worker Education Learners
4.2.1 The Trade Union Landscape
According to the Department of Labour as of May 2017 there were 189 unions registered in South
Africa.
Unions vary in terms of size, focus, the nature of the sector organised and the workers employed in
these different sectors.
What is apparent from what data is available is that union membership is highly concentrated in a
few large unions despite the large number of 189 trade unions. This is an important planning
consideration in that WE efforts are concentrated in relatively few trade unions and LSOs. This trend
is further strengthened in a number of medium size unions in the range of 30 000 to 70 000
members. From unions sampled and literature sources we can estimate that approximately three
quarters of national union membership resides in just 20 large to medium unions.
Of these unions the top 10 represent 55% of total union membership in the country.
Union membership is further concentrated in federational form. Approximately half of the 189
unions are affiliated to a trade union federation Although federation level membership is difficult to
assess, using press, literature and federation websites it appears that 5 federations represent 95
affiliates in South Africa with a claimed combined membership of around 3 535 000 would represent
approximately 89% of total union membership in the country. Again this is significant in strategizing
reaching members with trade union focused worker education as the federations represent
organising points outside of the larger unions but still with significant potential for economies of
scale.
An organisationally targeted intervention for union focused provision of WE would focus as follows;




Approximately 20 trade unions7
7 LSO’s
Federations

Table: Concentration of union membership
Concentration of union membership
Number of Members
20 Unions
2 935 000
15 unions
2 672 000
10 unions
2 178 000
5 unions
1 320 000
Federated Membership
3 535 000
National membership

3 941 903

Proportion of national union members
74%
68%
55%
33%
90%
100%

4.2.1.1 The problem of precarious work for Worker Education

7

It is not suggested this is a strict limitation it is simply to developing a sense of where targeting can have the
most impact in the current landscape
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Whilst it is fine to estimate the total union membership and shop steward base in order to see
where there are concentrations of union membership it is equally important to identify where there
are significant gaps in worker education and union membership for that matter.
In the contextual section it was observed that union membership tends to be concentrated in
permanent work forms. Trade union education tends to follow concentrations of union organisation.
Labour market shifts towards flexibilisation and growth and decline between different sectors are
very important factors in determining who receives worker education and for whom there are
significant access issues.
Again the contextual section identified the growth in public sector employment and the relevant
stagnation of manufacturing with declines in primary sectors such as mining and agriculture.
The following figure shows union membership following this same trend.

This combined with a strong shift in flexibility in the labour market also shape the nature of access to
WE.
Between 2000 and 2017 permanent employment proportionally dropped from 73% to 61% of formal
employment8. Non-permanent jobs increased by 371% in this same period. Historically it is very
8

Own calculations based on QLFS data
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difficult to organise workers in these types of employment and this has seen a relative decline in
union density.
(Macun, 1993) reports union density reached a peak in 1991 of 51%. This was in fact due to a
contraction in employment between 1990 and 1991.
Worker education was at a very vibrant and creative high point at this time as detailed by many
respondents when asked how WE has changed over the past 20 years. It no doubt reached a larger
number of the labour market and was less confined to formal employment influencing much of civic
and community education.
Despite nearly doubling numerically union density has dropped from this high to around 28%
according to StatsSA QLFS Q2.
Figure: Historical employment and union density

However after the increase in non-permanent work is isolated it is apparent that the decline in
density is a function of labour market changes and not necessarily union penetration in the labour
market as a whole. The following figure shows that union density amongst permanent workers is still
high at 43%. But union density amongst workers with limited and unspecified duration contracts is
The comparative data for 2000 shows a proportional decline in permanent jobs. This was a tendency
that began to emerge from the beginning of the 1990’s and accelerated with the reintegration of the
economy into a global and competitive one which saw large scale layoffs in the traditional sectors.
Unions have therefore as a proportion coped surprisingly well.

Figure: Union membership in different types of employment 2017.
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Source: StatsSA QLFS Q2.

The implication for this and other aspects of the union membership profile and the understanding of
the universe of learners for WE are significant. If WE is to have the transformative impact intended
and identified in its historical practice and contemporary interpretation, it simply has to overcome
the traditional barriers to worker organisation. They are one in the same obstacle. This is important
for strategic evaluation and policy recommendation.

4.3 Trade Union and LSO provision Coverage and Curriculum
(organised workers)
This section assess current levels of provision within the labour movement and the organisations
linked to these organisations. Provision here based on the data is an indicator of people in
workshops or on programmes. The assessment of LSO provision is for 4 years while for trade unions
it is focused on 2016/17.
Unorganised worker data is generally not covered in this section of the report but considered under
the needs analysis and target group polulations discussion.
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4.3.1 LSO Coverage
Provision is just an indicator of some WE not the extent or quality thereof. It is not assumed for
recommendation purposes that the coverage is complete in terms of needs being met. It is simply an
attempt to create a snap shot of current provision.
For LSO provision there is a clear concentration in Gauteng, W Cape and KZN which mirrors the
current location of LSO’s. This suggests there is no really national level LSO provision with some
provinces quite severely under provided. Given that LSOs and unions tend to focus on different
content areas of provision this is indicative of a serious gap in provision. Currently using learner
population estimates these figures indicate nearly 6.2% of shop stewards received some training
from LSOs in the previous 4 years. It is clearly not a general top up for skills of the general population
of shop stewards given factors such as turnover after elections and so on.
The other significant problem of coverage is that it mirrors the unionised workforce leaving out the
many youth, unemployed and those in more precarious work forms. There is also a considerable and
growing provision focus of community orientated and access to justice focused efforts amongst
some LSO’s. Data in terms of general engagement public seminars and community support and
activism based projects have limited data but when added to the data of recorded provision the
community focus of LSOs went up from 7% to 27%. This is an area of significant importance for
policy and planning going forward.
Table 21: Total Training Conducted by 5 LSOs 2013-2016

Total trained

Gauteng

% of total
trained

TU
membership

Estimated
Shop
stewards

% of estimated
Shop Stewards

1 053

28,3%

1 114 770

17 071

6,17%

North West

169

4,5%

317 995

4870

3,47%

East Cape

213

5,7%

326 854

5005

4,26%

Limpopo

235

6,3%

346 209

5302

4,43%

KZN

742

19,9%

596 982

9142

8,12%

38

1,0%

78 284

1199

3,17%

Free State

210

5,6%

240 033

3676

5,71%

Mpumalanga

134

3,6%

314 477

4816

2,78%

W Cape

933

25,0%

606 352

9286

10,05%

3 727

100,0%

3 941 9569

60 36610

6,2%

Northern Cape

Total

9

This figure is derived from a QLFS STATSA query. See the contextual section for more detail.
This figure is an estimate of the shop steward population. This is discussed in the potential learner populations
identified in the needs analysis section of the document
10
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Data such as age and gender were not available for all participants as collected by different LSOs
however a fairly representative number gives an indication.
Table 22: Demographic of those trained

Number Educated
Average age

41

N=1027

Number below 30 years of age

112 or 6.6%

N=1690

Over the age of 30

1491 0r 88.4%

N=1690

Male

1071 or 63.4%

N= 1603

Female

619 or 36.6%

N= 1603

Sex Analysis

Again this is not a typical worker demographic and only seeks to establish who is currently being
educated. Potential learners form a much wider group of youth, unemployed and so on.
In terms of accreditation approximately 21% and additional 7% engaged in a long course programme
normally with more than one sitting. For example a certificate level programme would normally
consist of 5-6 blocks of 5 days at a time. The in depth and advanced provision role of LSOs is
therefore quite limited in this context.
Much of the day seminar and short course programmes are either top up or substitution for union
education efforts.
Table 23: LSO provision by type of programme

Programme Type
L4 certificate
Degree programme
Competence certificate with assesment(L5 equivalent)

Participants
85
64
579

%
2,3%
1,7%
15,5%

Non Accredited Long course

244

6,5%

Unaccredited short course and seminars

2375

63,7%

other
Total

380
3727

10,2%
100%

This equates to an accredited or accredited equivalent of 19,5% of LSO provision. Of the estimated
shop steward population this equates to 1,2% of the shop steward population.

4.3.1.1 Unions Accessing LSO provision
Using data where organisational membership was specifically provided the following general picture
of union access emerges. For data from ILRIG, Ditsela, Naledi and Workers College across all forms of
education the following union participants are recorded across the last four years.
Category of union

Number of participants

%
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Large Unions

1282

71%

Public sector unions

817

45%

Private sector unions

989

55%

federations

52

3%

Community Organisations

75

4%

Total

1806

There were a total of 70 participating organisations which is a significant spread11. 22 organisations
had 5 participants or less nationally across LSO provision. The 15 organisations making the most use
of LSO provision are as follows.12 These 15 unions made up 67% of the total participant group.

Rank

Union

Participants

1

NEHAWU

139

2

SADTU

120

3

SAMWU

113

4

SATAWU

113

5

POPCRU

103

6

HOSPERSA

95

7

SACTWU

74

8

NUMSA

69

9

NUM

61

10

CSAAWU

58

11

SANCO

57

12

DENOSA

55

13

NUPSAW

54

14

SACCAWU

51

15

CEPPWAWU 44
Total

1206

11

A full list of organisations is provided in Appendix 5

12

It should be noted however that these totals do not differentiate between long programmes and short courses.
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Not all data provided was specific to the organisations or provided background. Some LSOs are
actively engaged in building worker organisation in vulnerable or non-traditional areas of
organisation or engaged around community and development issues. The 4% of community
organisations is those where direct numbers for organisations were provided. It was possible to
assess a general number of 580 participants at education events focused on these groups. If added
to the above total community and access to justice orientated participation rises significantly to 27%
of the total. This is important for a few reasons. Firstly it is a clear indication of the broad scope of
the worker education continuum and that careful consideration needs to be made to foster worker
education that is focused on practical organising and access to justice activities and how an overall
integrated system can further develop and support such efforts. Secondly it suggests a specific need
for these forms of engagement and a broadening of scope of supporting efforts.
Organisational differences in governance also tend to impact the focus of LSO organisations. There is
some distinction between those LSOs that are directly governed by trade unions and those that are
not, with the latter tending to have a wider scope of engagement. In part this may relate to
competition for funding resources generated by an organisation between different components of
civil society.
In terms of accredited or certificated longer programmes there are similar patterns of use however
they are more concentrated.
Category of union

Number of participants

% of total
participants

Large Unions

505

75%

Public sector unions

277

41%

Private sector unions

388

58%

federations

15

2%

Community Organisations

54

8%

Total

673

There is a higher concentration of 75% of learners from the 15 largest unions in the country and just
as in general provision public sector focused unions have a strong presence.
Here 47 organisations participated with nearly half (23) having 5 or less participants. The 15
organisations with most participants constituted of the total participants.
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Rank

Union

Participants

1

SAMWU

72

2

SADTU

69

3

SANCO

57

4

NUMSA

51

5

SATAWU

50

6

NEHAWU

44

7

POPCRU

38

8

IMATU

37

9

SACTWU

36

10

NUM

28

11

CEPPWAWU

20

12

SACCAWU

16

13

DENOSA

15

14

PAWUSA

14

15

HOSPERSA

12

Total

559

From union interviews and from data it is clear that different organisations have different use
strategies for LSO services. These include top up and more advanced courses where the union
provides a basic shop stewards orientation for shop stewards. Some under resourced unions use the
LSO provision as a mainstay of education provision and others are motivated to coordinate
participation due to a specific topic or curriculum area. Participation is also at times stimulated by a
particular project aimed at building capacity or organising strategies.
The planning implication is that LSOs must cope with a wide range of participant and organisational
needs and expectations. This is hampered by a lack of coordination between unions and LSOs and
between LSOs.

4.3.1.2 LSO Learner Survey
A learner’s survey was conducted sampling 135 learners attending LSO workshops or programmes.
The following table profiles the nature of these learners. As this education is often a bit more
specialised this cannot be assumed to be a typical profile of all shop stewards but distinct trends are
apparent and mirror the demographic data relating to trade union membership presented in the
contextual section.
63% of learners are male and an average age of 42 was found. This is in keeping with the data for
LSO participants generally. Respondents were typically in the organisation for a period of 13 years
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and in a particular position for 5 years. This suggests for elected positions that many respondents are
serving more than one term .
Table 24: LSO Learner profile

Demographic
Male
female
average age
average years in current organisation
average length in current position
Highest qualification
post grad
degree
diploma
certificate
Grade 12
less than grade 12
No response
Position in Union
Official
Shop Steward/Office Bearer
N=135

63%
37%
42
13
5
6%
4%
29%
10%
43%
9%
2%
34%
66%

This represents a more educated subset of the general membership subset and is influenced by a
disproportionate number of responses from one LSO learner group with a more accredited focus.
Four LSOs contributed data to this section from current or recent learners. The nature of the
programmes therefore influence the demographic further, where for instance one of the
programmes had a larger number of officials participating. There is also a strong representation of
the public sector in much of the LSO education provision which tends to elevate education levels.
This profile would be atypical of many sectors for which WE is in most need which should be
considered in the planning process.
The 52% of respondents with a Grade 12 or less is a significant number.Manyof these respondents
commented on the issue of accreditation as representing the opportunity to bridge into higher
education for those without grade 12 or those with grade 12 but without the needed marks to enter
degree programmes for example. 52% is in keeping with the proportion of union members with
similar education levels nationally as represented in tables 12 however the respondent group of this
survey had a lower proportion of degrees and and higher degrees (10%) than the general
membership sample from the Quaterly Labour Force Survey (16%) but a higher proportion of
Diplomas and certificates at 39% as opposed to QLFS at 21%.
It is a relatively low sample of learners at 135. It would however be useful to follow this up as a
regular and agreed data collection approach between all LSOs in the future. For those LSOs working
with workers in precarious job environments the unionisation and general level of education is likely
to be much lower and union education provision in particular as very few of these workers are
organised into unions. Generally those shop stewards who reported have other content would often
have also attended induction or basic shop stewards.
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Other general data from the learner survey is used in identifying needs in terms of skills, information
and curriculum. This data is used in the needs analysis component of the report.

4.3.2 Trade Union and Federation Coverage
Union Provision data suggests that union provision is by far the most significant contributor to WE
with a trade union and emancipatory focus. It is also the locus of non formal WE and general
membership and general worker education, in the form of general meetings and other experiential
and organic WE learning forms. The needs analysis sections deal with this in more detail.
Trade unions are the primary provider of basic trade union focused worker education. All unions in
the sample reported accessing SETA based funding for worker education and providing from their own
budgets as well.
Table: Union provision of Shop Stewards education in 2016/7
number trained number of ss
% of shopstewards number
in 2016/7
trained
members
Union A
Union B
Union C
Union D
Union E
Union F
Union G
Union H
Union I
Union J
Union K
Union L
Union M
Union N

98
8 879
584
121
62
1 628
900
45
200
120
1 237
491
681
15
15 061

485
13 314
1 500
140
470
1 906
1 250
126
480
600
3 500
550
1 385
930
26 636

20,2%
66,7%
38,9%
86,4%
13,2%
85,4%
72,0%
35,7%
41,7%
20,0%
35,3%
89,3%
49,2%
1,6%
56,5%
total membership
Sample of total
membership
50th %
Average

of

69 831
271 826
250 000
12 000
82 000
99 000
140 000
154 000
50 000
115 000
235 000
210 000
67 000
64 000
1 819 657
3 942 000
46%
42%
57%

The sample represents unions of different size and capacity and in total represent 46% of the total
union membership in the country. ‘Coverage’ in this instance only means generally a shop steward
attended some form of worker education conducted by the union and or contracted providers. This
does not include vocational education. The source of funding was generally a combination of own
account money but some unions do use seta funds for this form of shop steward education.
This provides an average coverage of 56.5%, but such a figure should be approached cautiously given
that generally unions with a solid record keeping system and already doing a fair amount of training
responded to these information requests. The bottom 50% of unions covered 42% and less of shop
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stewards. The 50th percentile therefore probably represents a more realistic coverage for the larger
and better organised unions.
Based on the learner survey conducted as part of this research 60% of shop steward attending LSO
offerings reported having attended at least 1 training workshop of their own union before. Given
that many of the shop stewards attending LSO training have been shop stewards for some time i.e.
more than one term 60% is a relatively low number.This also has practical implications for the
education process in that 40% of those accessing LSO programmes have not even been inducted as a
shop steward. This is a reality commented on by some LSO and federation based educators who
often have difficulty dealing with content when participants do not have basic union knowledge.
Again this is indicative of a serious gap.
For small to medium unions three dynamics are observable. Some small to medium unions do indeed
fund and conduct significant amounts of union based WE. These unions cover a group that is
significantly different in capacity (financial and human for doing this). Of this grouping where there
are financial and or human capacity issues In certain instances, they are able to access SETA funding
and educate a large grouping of shop stewards, however this is often not on an annual basis and the
content has in the past often been restricted and provider choice limited. They are also often access
the LSO training offers that are state or donor subsidised and or access federation level provision of
education. This is seen in the large variety of unions accessing LSO provision in section 3.3.2.1. below.
In terms of internal provision this second group has been estimated as achieving coverage of between
20 and 30%. An overall coverage of 35% has been used as an estimate for calculating the need and
cost of extending education within this target group.13
Federation based provision also contributes. This generally plays two roles. A specialist role focused
on broader national and polemic issues and also a support role topping up and in some instances
stepping in for weaker affiliates with little or no education activity. This is done either directly or
through coordination between stronger and weaker affiliates. Federation efforts are naturally more
generic in nature tending to be focused at the level of locals. This has significant potential for
decentralising provision in the future.Federations have limited own budgets based on affiliation fees
and rely significantly on skills levies and general government support for these education efforts.
Federations also coordinate with the CCMA and LSOs around provision and offerings.
More recent increases in support from the NSF sees the extent of federation provision potentially
extending. This is discussed under resources for provision.

4.3.3 Curriculum
There is distinct difference in the nature and focus of delivery between LSOs, trade unions and other
providers for that matter. Unions tend to focus on basic to intermediate shop stewards training with
a focus on unionism, history, political education and representation often mixed in. LSOs do
relatively little basic shop stewards coverage and are more focused on more generalised labour
studies fusing economics, politics and a functional area. Trade union functional areas cover concepts
like labour law, administration bargaining and so on.
There is however amongst some unions and LSOs a component of developing organising techniques
for non-traditionally organised and less secure work types. This will often be at a fairly basic shop

13

This is used as a precautionary approach for gap calculation purposes covered in the needs analysis and
recommendations.
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steward level but often mixed in strong analysis of neoliberal impacts on justice and the labour
market.
Programmes can generally be divided into the following categories. This will serve as a base line
indicator to track provision data in future and assess funding and other interventions impacts.
There is a detailed LSO curriculum map provided in Appendix 3.
Table: General Curriculum Content focused matrix for LSO and TU provision
Category of content

Focus areas

General Labour Studies

Labour economics
TU history/theory
International labour Rights
Labour law general
Industrial relations systems SA
Gender
Globalisation and economics
CCMA/Council representation
OHS
organising
Disciplinary and grievance
representation
Policy development
Policy analysis
Administration
Research
Train the Trainer
SDF
Leading and managing organisations
IT skills
Media and communication
IT Literacy
Collective bargaining
Human rights
Marxism and political economy
Politics and economics SA
Community development
Activism
Gender
Globalisation and neoliberalism
Participatory action research
Literacy

TU functional Skills

Emancipatory

General and Basic Adult
education
Basic Shop stewards

Academic literacy
TU Induction
TU history
representation

There is of course overlap in these broad categories and methodology can use content from any area
in an emancipatory fashion.
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The following graphs do not imply completely discrete categories as even functional skills will often
be covered with a political component in mind. Rather these proportions are based on course focus
derived by the title of the course.
Figure: LSO provision based on curriculum focus

Of this the 23% of accredited provision coverage had the following curriculum focus.
Figure: Accredited Curriculum focus

Trade Union Curriculum Focus
Worker Education requirements is a complex combination of different curriculum. This also depends
on the nature of education a worker or shop steward may already have attained and the purpose of
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the WE. It is however necessary to a set of core curriculum in order to estimate worker education
needs.
The starting point is the historical curriculum that have evolved in trade unions over the last decades.
These are also provided with time estimates for costing and projection purposes.
The survey of trade union education provision identified the following broad categories of training
interventions;
Figure: Trade Union provision curriculum focus
Trade Union Reported Training Content
gender
9%
Health and safety
and HIV
6%

Basic shop
stewards
(includes
Induction)
36%

politics/economics
16%

labour law and
representation
(incl CB)
33%

These are general categories of education. The following are more specific course provision examples
Topic

Non accredited
Union

Basic induction and union constitution

1-2 days

Bargaining and negotiation skills, employer policies and agreements

3-4 days

LRA and amendments (basic labour rights)

2-4 days

Handling Unfair Dismissals

3-5 days

Political and socio economic Issues

1-4 days

Industrial policy and planning, industry agreements

1-4 days

Health and safety training

2-5 days

Women in leadership

1-3 days

ABET

Various approaches

Computer Skills

1-2 days

Financial management

1-5 days

Trade
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Vocational seminars14

Half day to 3 days

Trade unions generally follow one of two approaches which are based on content specific focus or a
three level approach. I.e. an integration normally of;








Trade union history and constitution
Labour rights and labour law
Representation
Collective bargaining
Gender
Politics and economy
Industry and agreements.

The proportion of content focus normally changes through the basic, intermediate and advanced
approach. Time frames for training in this approach varies from union to union but in general it is
between 3-5 days per level.
This practice is probably the simplest to use for purposes of estimation. The general practice has been
to educated shopstewards progressively over time. Ideally this would happen in a year but this is
seldom the case as there is insufficient time off for such education, unions are not able to afford this
extent of education events.
Figure: LSO learner reports of previous union training.
LSO Learner Reports of Previous TU Training
gender
13%
Health and
safety and HIV
9%

Basic shop
stewards
(includes
Induction)…

politics/economics
15%
labour law and
representation (incl
CB)…

The research has also collected and merged various course and programme offerings from union and
LSO curriculum this gives a detailed overview of the type of curriculum and coverage available. This
is provided in Annexure 1.
Federations also tend to focus quite differently in their education efforts at a more general level
with polemic content. However federation educators report often coming across participants with
limited basic union orientation and having to work this form of content into the delivery system. This

14

There are some unions particularly in the public sector that also provide vocational training of
various forms. This is recommended as an area for further research in the future..
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is somewhat similar to the LSO experience and suggests that the system as developed will need to
keep this tradition of flexibility and responsiveness to learner needs in mind so as not to become
blindly driven by curriculum, particularly in the accredited forms or forms that may contribute to
accreditation.

4.3.3.1 Accredited: Trade Union focused WE qualifications
There are currently two Unit standards based qualifications available and have been available for a
decade.

Qual /
Prog ID

Qualification Title

58337

Further Education and
Training Certificate:
Trade Union Practice

NQF
Level
04

SGB Development 150

ETDP SETA

63369

National Diploma:
Trade Union Practice

NQF
Level
05

Task Team - Trade 260
Unions

ETDP SETA

Originator

Min
Credits

Primary or
Delegated QA
Functionary

NQF
Level

Provision of the qualifications.
Ditsela and the Elijah Barayi Memorial Training Centre are currently the only labour based accredited
providers of level 4 certificate in trade union practice listed on the SAQA database although the
Workers College is in the process of developing this area..
Accredited providers of the Further Education and Training Certificate: Trade Union Practice on the
SAQA database are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Breakeven 59(PTY) Ltd
DITSELA LABOUR INSTITUTION
ELIJAH BARAYI MEMORIAL TRAINING CENTRE
Institute for Quality - Education, Training & Development
Mako Centre for Health t/a Mako Institute
Motheo Skills Entity
Sizani Consulting cc
T Mabuya & Associates CC

Of the non trade union based providers, Motheo Skills Entity is the only organisation which actively
promotes offering the qualification on its websites. The Mako institute is an NGO focused around
health care issues and the others are business focused entities who presumably use this to train
shop stewards on behalf of clients. The Workers College is currently registered with the ETDP SETA
and is in an advanced stage of registration for this qualification.
Providers can be accredited to offer a specific unit standard as well.
National Diploma: Trade Union Practice
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According to SAQA as of December 2018, there are currently no providers currently accredited to
offer this qualification. The Workers College is currently registered with the ETDP SETA and is in an
advanced stage of registration for this qualification.
Again providers may be registered to provide specific unit standards, however if the principle
fundamental unit standard focused on trade union needs (258100
Explain the theory of
15
political economy) as per the discussion of the SGB or a unit standard such as analyse working class
theories, or Conduct negotiations to advance the interests of workers, no providers are registered
for these unit standard.
These are both so called legacy qualifications. The last date for enrolment is the 30/6/2019 and are
thus still relevant in the immediate future.
IHRG report an attempt to register for accredited Health and safety components in their education
and the Workers College applied to CHE for the establishment of a number of different qualifications
in 2016. Two are at Level 6 and four at level 5
1. Labour Studies Diploma

H/PR971/E001CAN

2. Higher Certificate in Labour Economics

H/PR971/E002CAN

3. Advanced Certificate in Labour Law

H/PR971/E003CAN

4. Higher Certificate in Gender and Labour Studies

H/PR971/E004CAN

5. Higher Certificate in Labour Studies

H/PR971/E005CAN

6. Higher Certificate in Political and Social Studies

H/PR971/E006CAN

Four of these have now been provisionally approved and engagement is ongoing on the others.
An occupationally based trade union qualifification has been referred by the ETDP SETA to QCTO for
development but was in the process of final amendment for resubmission to SAQA at the time of
writing. This is not relevant to current provision, but is discussed under the needs analysis and
recommendations sections of the document.

4.3.4 General Assessment of trade union and LSO Provision

15

•

The bulk of union focused emancipatory and functional education takes place within the
unions themselves. They are by far the most important site of this delivery.

•

Unions that are smaller and under resourced tend to rely entirely on external funds outside
providers to educated representatives.

•

There is generally very limited general membership education.

•

There is a need to coordinate and support from better resourced unions to under resourced
unions.

•

Union focused WE and WE vocational training is severely underprovided. The reality is many
shop stewards receive no education at all and those that do it is often of a rudimentary
nature.

•

Union education efforts in many cases focus on induction and basic shop steward function
components relating to representation

•

There is generally very limited general membership education

The author served on the trade union task team SGB
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•

SETA funding has emphasized accredited education which in turn has increased reliance on
universities and private providers diluting the potential of developing capacity while
retaining an emancipatory context and sub frame to the education. In turn this reinforces
the hegemonic nature of knowledge and skills provision in favour of the status quo.

•

LSOs currently reach a small proportion of union representatives

•

LSOs do have a variety of focus and strategy providing an interesting mix and focus of
specialisation. They are together more than the sum of their parts. Yet they tend to compete
for the same funding and the output so will frequently overlap in delivery areas depending
on what funding is available

•

This is a potentially very useful mix of organisation level skills and capacity but it needs
coordination to be effective

•

Roughly a quarter of numerical provision of LSOs is currently accredited

•

There is already a lot of very good materials and curriculum but its delivery is atomistic and
tied to project type funding constraints drastically reducing access and potential impact.

•

LSOs also tend to support different components of working class struggles partly because of
their differential focus and geographic location. In terms of learners they will often focus on
supplemental areas not being addressed by unions.

•

Despite the increasingly educated nature of membership as more formalised programmes
are developed there is a growing realisation that an exclusionary AET gap exists.

•

LSOs are not playing a sufficiently supportive role in specialised areas to trade unions and
other constituencies. In part this is due to the nature of regional presence.

•

There is no real national level LSO provision. Provision tends to be concentrated in KZN, W
Cape and Gauteng where LSOs are located.

4.4 Other Institutional provision
A number of other institutions are also drawn into the provision of Union focused Education. Some
of these are discussed in the next section to describe the landscape. This does not include vocational
training elements

4.4.1 Bargaining Councils, the CCMA and Universities in the provision of
Workers Education
The provision of this education is of course debatable as to wether it constitutes worker controlled
forms of education. Whilst labour does have representation on the governance structures of
bargaining councils and the CCMA the extent that this translates into control of content and values
expressed in the education requires consideration. The significant level of the provision is necessary
however from a baseline perspective and therefore provided below.
Bargaining councils play a variety of roles in worker education and in the case of larger bargaining
councils have collaborative relationships with SETAs in doing so. Focus areas include vocational
training and representational and bargaining skills. The South African Local Government Bargaining
Council is such an example where representatives sitting on labour relations forums were trained in
representational issues using SETA funding.
Bargaining Councils also organise or coordinate health and safety training such as in the building
industry which is subject to specific regulations in this regard.
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Another significant initiative was the development of a collaborative offering between the CCMA,
Bargaining Councils and specific public universities to offer dispute resolution training for those
wishing to be CCMA commissioners or bargaining council dispute officials and trade union and
management representatives engaged in dispute handling. It is an NQF level 8 course offered by the
following university departments.
The CCMA and Bargaining Councils have partnered with Public Universities to deliver a Programme
in Labour Dispute Resolution Practice (LDRP). Now in its fourth year of delivery, this partnership
involving six universities has made excellent progress, with strong student uptake and interest
experienced.
The qualification is pitched at post-graduate level (NQF level 8), is credit bearing and certified. Four
universities currently offer the LDRP Programme as a post-graduate diploma and two universities
offer it as a certificate course pitched at NQF level 8. The universities apply Recognition of Prior
Learning (RPL) policies and procedures when considering applications from those who may not
automatically meet the admission requirements for the qualification.16
University

Department

Name Of Qualification

University of the Witwatersrand

WITS School of Law Mandela
Institute

Labour Dispute Resolution
Practice PG Certificate

Stellenbosch University

Faculty of Law Department of Certificate Programme in Labour
Mercantile Law
Dispute Resolution Practice(CLDRP)

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University

Labour and Social Security Law
PG Diploma in Labour Law Practice
Unit

University of the Free State

Centre for Labour Law (as part
PG Diploma in Labour Law
of Dept. of Merc Law)

University of the Western Cape

Faculty of Law, Social Law
Project

University of KwaZulu-Natal

UKZN School of Law (Institute
PG Diploma in Industrial Relations
for Professional Legal Training)

PG Diploma in Labour Law (Labour
Dispute Resolution Practice)

The CCMA also provides a number of other training components that are not accredited, or
qualification based and usually charged at a nominal facilitator rate. These include
“Dedicated courses are offered for shop steward leadership, trade union officials, employers,
managers and advice officers. The objective is to practically assist in the daily use of labour law and
CCMA processes. The focus is on ‘training for learning and doing’, entailing hands-on skills
development. This involves workshops, presentations and seminars. Topics covered concentrate on
the interpretation and practical application of key aspects of labour law and process. This includes
latest developments in labour law jurisprudence. .” 17

16
17

June 2017 - https://www.ccma.org.za/Training/Programmes
https://www.ccma.org.za/Training/Programmes
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Other courses include






Preparation for and Representation of Parties at CCMA Arbitration Hearings.
A workshop on Dealing with Unfair Discrimination in the Workplace.
A workshop on an Overview of the Labour Law Amendments.
Specialist workshops on specific aspects of the Labour Law Amendments.
Specific services based upon user requests and needs (where within the CCMA’s
capacity).
Other components of training cover workplace relations, conflict management and managing
discipline in the workplace, negotiations and shop stewards taining.
The CCMA is a significant provider of education to organised and unorganised workers. It does this
through engaging/providing to Unions, individually or a targeted open offering and to federations
and to unorganised worker through training at and through advice centres both labour focused
advice centres and general community legal advice centres.
Data for the CCMA’s national provision is as follows
Table: CCMA National WE Provision
Target Organisations

Participants

Contact days

Union

2128

3023

Advice office

1329

1762

Total

3457

4785

These are mostly 1 Day seminars with some extending to 2 and 3 days. Hence the table reflects the
contact days separately from the number of participants. The average contact days for union
focused is 1,4 days as opposed to 1,3 days in terms of advice centres reflecting a slight tendency
towards the longer courses.
This is where unions have been specifically identified as recipients in the ccma data. However the
provision may well be larger than this where many courses simply indicate all users/stakeholders as
beneficiaries and this obviously may well include labour representatives.
The most popular up take courses for union groups included, and












Best Practice for Advanced Shop stewards and unions
Best Practice for Union Officials
Best Practice for Shop Stewards
Preparation and Representation of parties at arbitration
Case Handling for Shop stewards
Managing workplace Discipline
Presentation on Dealing with Retrenchment
Presentations on Preparing for disciplinary hearings and Dealing with dismissals fairly
Short session on How best to use the CCMA and the Law
Effective Negotiations Skills
Employment Equity Act
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Regulation of non-Standard Employment (S198A-D
Organisational rights
Preparing for Disciplinary Hearings
Unfair discrimination

The geographic support and unions uptake of this education is provided in the following table
Table: CCMA WE provision Geographic and Union
Participants

Training days

Unions Engaged

EAST LONDON
Advice office

496

496

Union

52

52

SATAWU

MEWUSA

CWU

SATAWU

SOCRAWU

NEHAWU

Detawu

IMATU

NUMSA

NUM

VArious

ECPE- PORT ELIZABETH
Advice office

0

0

Imatu

Union

126

207

Detawu
FREE STATE

Advice office
Union

51

76
EKURHULENI

Advice office

209

209

Union

250

262

GAU- JOHANNESBURG - VAAL
Advice office

187

269

BCAWU

SAMWU

AMCU

Union

599

1048

NUMSA

NACTU

NUM

SACWU

SADSAWU

SACCAWU

NEHAWU

Inqubela Phambili Trade Union

POPCRU

SANSAWF

Solidarity

SARAWU

Workers’
College

GAU-TSHWANE
Advice office

11

33

Union

61

61

KWA ZULU NATAL
Advice office

0

0

Union

194

212

IMATU

SAMWU
LIMPOPO
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Advice office

7

7

SAMGWU

NUM

VFU

Union

213

292

NUFBWSAW

BCAWU

Various

NEHAWU

NUMSA

SAMWU

COSATU

MPUMALANGA
Advice office

0

0

Union

446

518

SAMGWU

NORTHERN CAPE
Advice office

12

36

Union

43

129

NUMSA

SACCAWU

139

245

NAMCU

SACCAWU

IMATU

Various

NORTH WEST
Advice office
Union

Various

WESTERN CAPE
Advice office

194

194

Union

167

439

Whilst there are some unions that seem to use the CCMA services systematically this is often not the
case. This suggests a need for a more focused strategy on engaging the CCMA. The course content
focuses frequently on the elements of the shop stewards best practice. This is a concern as it would
seem that shop stewards education is in this instance too being outsourced. There is however clearly
a demand. In the case of some of the training areas there is good sense in engaging the CCMA’s
expertise, e.g. arbitration, CCMA rules etc. However the costing of CCMA offerings is generally very
reasonable in that it charges a subsidised rate by facilitator and not participant as in many of the
private providers. This is very attractive to unions that may not have resources for education.

4.4.2 Universities and provision of Labour studies
Currently there are a number of University departments that offer some form of labour study
programme. Of those there are but a few who have some form of trade union collaborative
component.
These are the following programmes







The Global labour university based at Wits
The Industrial and Labour Studies programme with the Workers College at UKZN
The Neil Aggett Centre at the University of Grahamstown which collaborates with trade
unions wishing to participate in design focus and development of programmes’
The social law project which has some collaborative elements based at UWC
Trade Union Learning Practitioner programme at the UJ
Elements of the school of education at UCT
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The exact number and complete set of course content for these specific programmes still requires a
finalisation of data. Longer term programmes are of course more difficult to enumerate as they are
to secure funding. Thus for example a five year part time degree programme at UKZN varies in its
annual intake dependent on funding. Where funding cycles do not match the 5 year period the
Workers College at times has found it difficult to continue supporting the enroled learners and
therefore cut back on new entrants. The data does suggest that here there needs to be specific
consideration for medium term programmes of 1 year and longer term programmes that exceed
this. Reporting from participating universities needs to be structured in terms of intake,current
participants and throughput rates.
Of a more general provision nature Universities offer a number of Labour Studies, labour Law,
Industrial Relations and Labour Relations, Diplomas, Post Grad Diploma’s, Degrees, and Post
Graduate Degrees. A strong example is the SWOP programme at Wits University.
Industrial: Organisational and
Labour Studies
Management and Labour Studies

UKZN
UWC
UCT

Industrial: Organisational and
Labour Studies
Comparative Labour Studies

UJ
Management College of Southern
Africa (MANCOSA)

UKZN

Higher Certificate in Labour
Studies
Master of Laws in Labour Studies

Level 7-9
7-9
7-9
10
5
9

The labour studies focused programmes are provided in the table, whilst the full list of other
registered qualifications can be accessed in Appendix 4.
Asmentioned in the previous component a number of universities offer general labour law
programmes and more specific ones in collaboration with the CCMA and Bargaining councils. The
tendency of SETAs to have favoured university providers has seen large numbers of worker learners
in these institutions. Whilst exact numbers of such learners is hard to quantify, it is apparent from
the following section on resources that SETA supported university and private providers currently
account for more worker learners than LSOs on an annual intake basis. Thes problem of this is
discussed further in the needs analysis and recommendations.

4.5 Provision Summary
The various components of provision can then be summarised in the following matrix. Other
institutional providers have not been specifically included in this phase of the enquiry.
Table 25: Trade Union Focused WE Provision

Providers

Coverage

Funding

Main Focus

Accreditation

Focus Group

Trade unions
and
federations

21 000-24
000

Union
budget and
SETAs

Basic Shop
Stewards, Trade
Union skills,
Political education

Mostly Non

mostly shop
stewards

35%18

18

see the discussions on union provision. This varies by type of union and with union concentration. A range is
provided to include federation based top up. Unions often include federation training in their reporting and thus a
range because of the possibility of double counting.
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there is no general
membership
education
estimated data
6 LSOs

3727 over 4
years 6.2%

NSF, DOL,
Donors

1,6% per
year

Labour Studies,
Political and TU
Skills

Union linked
and unlinked
programmes

Unions,
SETAs, NSF,
DOL

Labour Studies
and Labour Law

union 2128
Advice
Offices 1329

Private
providers

1000 and
upward22

Mostly
Accredited

officials and senior
union leadership

Mostly L5-L7

Short and long
programmes 4-5
days to 5 years

Non union
linked 100021
CCMA

Shop stewards,
more senior
leadership and
officials and
officials

Usually longer
programmes 3
days to 5 weeks

Range 9001100
Trade union
linked
programmes
between
150-30020

19.5%
accredited
L4 and L5 toL7

950 per
year19

Universities

728

Unions,
SETAs,
Govt.

Labour law and
Dispute,
bargaining and ss
best practice

short
programmes 1-3
days

full time shop
stewards, senior
shop stewards and
officials

SETA

Generic Skills

Mostly
Accredited

Shop stewards and
more senior
leadership

Mostly short
programmes 2
days to 2 weeks

19

This figure is an average and varies year to year significantly by funding availability
This is still a preliminary estimates based on the union linked programmes such as the GLU
21
This is an estimated figure based on limited data from SETAs for programme support
22
This is an estimated figure based on limited data from SETAs for programme support
20
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5 Situational Analysis
5.1 The Policy Landscape of Workers Education in a High
Inequality, High Unemployment context
5.1.1 General Policy Context
The National Integrated Human Resource Development Plan 2014-2018 identified five strategic
outcome-oriented goals. The five outcome goals identified therein are;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Universal Access to Quality Foundational Learning
Expanded Access to the Post-Schooling Education System
Capable Public Sector with Effective & Efficient Planning & Implementation Capabilities
Production of Appropriately Skilled People for the Economy
Improved Technological Innovation & Outcomes

Under outcome 4, goal statement 4.5 states, “Develop a National Worker Education Framework &
Implementation Plan.”
It is toward this end that the current research seeks to understand and conceptualise worker
education, as far as possible quantify existing resources and provision and develop proposals towards
such a framework and implementation plan for the consideration of organised forms of labour.
Post school education and training refers to “all education for people who have left school but require
education opportunities” (Department of Higher Education and Training, 2010). In this respect, post
school education includes the TVET and higher education sectors, as well as adult education and
training, and the programmes offered by the respective Skills Education Training Authorities (SETAs).
An extensive policy framework has emerged over the past years complete with strategy plans for the
development of skills, economic and social development. The educational framework is covered in the
following;
Education and skills legislative and policy framework:











Adult Basic Education and Training Act, 2000 (Act 52 of 2000)
Higher Education Act, 1997, (Act 101 of 1997)
National Qualifications Framework Act, 2008 (Act 67 of 2008)
Skills Development Levies, 1999 (Act 9 of 1999)
Skills Development Act, 1998 (Act 97 of 1998)
Further Education and Training Colleges Act, 2006 (Act 16 of 2006) Continuing Education And
Training Act, 2006 (ACT NO. 16 OF 2006) (as amended).Further Education and Training
Colleges Amendment Act 1 of 2013
South African Qualifications Authority Act, 1995 (Act 58 of 1995)
National Education Policy Act (1996): articulates the policy, legislative and monitoring
responsibilities of the Minister and formalises the relations between national and provincial
education authorities.
General and Further Education and Training Quality Assurance Act No. 58 (2001): establishes
UMALUSI as the quality council for FET colleges.
White Paper for Post School Education and Training approved by Cabinet November 2013
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SAQA, Guidelines for best practice for learning that does not lead to a qualification or part
qualification (march 2015) draft for public comment
National policy for the implementation of RPL October 2014
Department of Higher Education and Training (2012). Policy on Professional Qualifications for
Further Education and Training College Lecturers. Pretoria: Department of Higher Education
and Training.
Human Resources Development Strategy for South Africa (HRD–SA) 2010-2030
National Policy On Community Colleges 2014
Department of Higher Education and Training (2011). National Skills Development Strategy III.
Pretoria: Department of Higher Education and Training.
Education White Paper 4 - A Programme for the Transformation of Further Education and
Training. Pretoria: Ministry of Education.
Department of Higher Education and Training (2012). The establishment of a South African
institute for vocational and continuing education and training (SAIVCET). Pretoria:
Department of Higher Education and Training
Implications of fees must fall for worker education - report of the commission of enquiry into
higher education and training to the president of the republic of South Africa.

The broader policy landscape around economic development and employment creation includes:





The New growth Path
The National development Plan
The Industrial Policy action Plans (various years)
Provincial Industrial Development Plans (various)

Policy trends around job creation and education and training
Within various research reports on policy contexts a number of policy trends are discernible.
At a general level, the negative impacts of South Africa’s reengagement with a neoliberally dominated
global economy with broad market orientated policy delivered hard policy lessons in the form of lost
jobs and for some time growing poverty.
This has resulted in broad policy trends including;





A move away from ‘one size fits all’ approaches.23
Attempts to better integrate different components and plan interventions that span the
extent of different supply and demand relationships. As seen in the white paper for instance
and HRD strategies spanning early childhood development to higher education, an integrated
and differentiated post school environment and so on.
Tighter financial controls through the PFMA which has proved to be something of a double
edged sword when it comes to actual role out and delivery.

23

The NDP specifically notes that the “one-size-fits-all model is inappropriate” (page 287) and that a more
differentiated approach should be adopted.
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An emerging realisation that there is not a simplistic and causal relationship between
education and skills development and job creation. (although much of the interventions
supported are still rooted in this logic)24
 Policies on employment demand are primarily concerned with the creation of employment
through an approach to industrial restructuring which enables both economic growth and job
creation. Generally referred to as labour absorptive economic growth, many strategic
proposals and many policy initiatives seek to create an economic environment that will foster
economic growth and create jobs.
With regards to economic development and job creation such trends include;








Industrial Development which focuses on Industrial Restructuring
Embedding in Industrial Strategies, Initiatives for Employment Creation
Outlining Industrial Strategic Priorities for Employment Creation – Targeting Sectors and Jobs
to be Created
Addressing in Industrial Policy the Social Dimensions of Employment Creation
Addressing in Industrial Strategy the Spatial Dimensions of Employment Creation
Promoting Self Employment to Boost Economic Opportunities
Promoting Stakeholder Participation so that Joint Responsibility is taken for Labour Absorptive
Growth

While at the level of HRD policy trends include;









There is an emphasis on partnerships with public and private employers for learners to attain
workplace experience.
There is a policy shift where public and private delivery is no longer seen as separate and
independent. The shift is towards the establishment of delivery networks which involve NGOs,
private providers, employers and public institutions in a structure which maximizes skills
development services both geographically and by audiences and communities to be served.
Flexible and Diverse Programming Structures to Maximize Responsiveness
The spatial focus in skills development has become most prominent. There is particular
concern regarding the lack of access to skills development in rural and disadvantaged areas
There is a movement towards a sector focus in skills development recognizing that sectoral
needs and dynamics may be different.
Responsiveness to Social Issues and Circumstances where such responsiveness has become
much more programmatic, and there is greater accountability to ensure that social issues are
clearly reflected in skills development programming.
A move to see education as a public good in an effort to equalise opportunities.

24

For instance the Ministerial Committee on the review of the funding frameworks of TVET Colleges and CET
colleges. (2017), concludes that in the interaction between the economy and education, that though the
education provides a foundation for development, its contribution to economic and social well-being depends
on its quality (i.e. its ability to transmit skills and knowledge) and the responsiveness of the economy in
ensuring a demand for educated labour. In the economic development context in South Africa, the role of
technical and vocational education and training is particularly crucial to the development of the country’s
manufacturing sector which at this point is seriously underdeveloped given the country’s level of
development.
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The vision in the White Paper is of a single, coordinated post-school system that should play a strong
part in facilitating the development of a non-racist, non-sexist, fair, equitable South Africa. This system
would enable general access, in urban and rural areas, to effective learning programmes at a range of
levels in different fields of learning, affording people in all contexts access to learning opportunities
that relate to their life contexts.
Here a new form of community college replaces the Public Adult Learning Centres (night schools)
straddling elements of unaccredited forms of community education and vocational training. TVETS are
bolstered and reinvigorated and more closely linked with Universities and workplaces.
Central to the concerns of worker education is the white Paper for Post School Education and Training
approved by Cabinet November 2013, the National Skills Development Strategy III (2011) and its two
year extension to March of 201825, and current engagement at Nedlac around the so called’ NSDSIV
and the Sector Education Training Authorities (SETAs) landscape Proposal2015 (NSLP 2015). The NSLP
2015 gives effect to the intentions of the 'White Paper for Post-School Education and Training: Building
an Expanded, Effective and Integrated Post-School System' (WP-PSET) released by the Minister of
Higher Education and Training (MHET) in January 2014, the aim of which being "to build an integrated
post-school education and training system that serves the needs of the nation".
The NSDS III at item 4.6 Encouraging and supporting cooperatives, small enterprises, worker-initiated,
NGO and community training initiatives;
States that, ‘Trade unions, their education programmes, as well as other worker-initiated training
programmes and NGOs play an important role in the further education and training of workers in
broader sectoral policy and capacity to effectively engage in the workplace and broader economy.
Trade unions and worker education and training initiatives are able to use the critical networks of their
organisations (e.g. shop stewards and union officials) to educate their members and other workers to
suit their needs in a manner that is also beneficial to the economy as a whole. South Africa has a long
history of worker education and training that needs to be supported and expanded. Worker-initiated
education and training can contribute to a workforce that is better able to understand the challenges
facing the economic sectors in which they operate. This would benefit the workplace, our economy as
well as the developmental objectives of our country. The NSDS III will support NGO, community and
worker-initiated skills development and training programmes. The NSF will similarly aim to support
credible and quality worker skills development, education and training programmes.”
And then identifies the following as outcomes against which to assess progress,’
“NSDS Outcome 4.6.3: Worker, NGO and community-based education programmes are supported and
their impact measured and reported on
Output 4.6.3.1: SETAs engage with trade unions, NGOs and community-based organisations in their
sector and identify skills needs and strategies to address needs.
Output 4.6.3.2: SETAs establish quality pilot projects.
Output 4.6.3.3: Stakeholders expand successful projects with support from the NSF.”
The implementation of this policy along with the growing constraints of the Public Finance
Management Act, was identified by one SETA based interview respondents as being akin to being
caught between a rock and a hard place, often resulting in inaction or the demanding of accredited
providers for worker education as a result.

25

As contained in Government Notice NO. 925 6 October 2015
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This and for a number of other reason relating interalia to bureaucratic formalities, lack of control, the
inability of SETAs to understand shop stewards as forming part of a trade union, the short term funding
cycles of the NSF and others have seen that whilst the NSDS III prioritised WE along with community
and cooperative education support the realities for WE implementation and funding support has been
somewhat lacklustre for these and a series of other reasons explored in the document.
At the same time the HRD strategy for poverty alleviation and its implementation at national and
provincial level despite attempting to move a little beyond the extremely narrow focus of the NDP
around skills for economic development and through this employment growth to a broader ‘social
and economic engagement of the population’26, has not seen any significant change to the realities of
worker education.
In October 2015 the Minister of Higher Education and Training tabled a proposed new SETA landscape
post 2018, setting out a vision for the post-school sector till 2030





Better co-ordination of skills funding through a central mechanism which can optimise
spending and the impact of delivery
Alignment with research and evaluation of the SETA system which has proposed a more
focused mandate for SETAs (moving quality assurance to the QCTO, and skills planning to the
DHET)
Recognition that many occupations are cross-sectoral and are not optimally served by the
current sectoral focus of SETAs
Recognition that institutional learning (generally funded by the fiscus, or voted funds) and
workplace learning (generally funded through the Skills Development Levy), are
complementary to occupational learning and therefore need to be funded in a
complementary manner and from a cross-sectoral perspective

Post school education and training refers to “all education for people who have left school but require
education opportunities” (Department of Higher Education and Training, 2010). In this respect, post
school education includes the TVET and higher education sectors, as well as adult education and
training, and the programmes offered by the respective Skills Education Training Authorities (SETAs).
The following key implications/changes to the SETA landscape can be deduced from the proposal:

26

The KZN draft strategy for HRD for instance states” While the HRD strategy for the province is also centred
on this approach, it has established a wider definition of demand. In the context of this strategy, the term
employment demand is substituted with the term “productive engagement of people”. Consistent with the
definition of HRD posed in the first chapter, the strategy seeks to ensure that all people are developed to their
full potential, and that all are then productively engaged in society – either economically or socially. In this
sense, “getting the best of our people” in the province means that we develop and utilise our people to the
fullest. The productive engagement of people, therefore, is not limited to the economic consequences or
successes in the labour market, but it is extended to the role people play in building and sustaining better
communities, and in advancing the general welfare of society. This extended definition is not contrary to policy
trends since it embraces and seeks to advance the social cohesion dialogue. What this definition highlights, is
that people should be prepared for, and opportunities should be created to enable their productive
engagement and to ensure, among other goals, social cohesion in society. Hence, part of the policy focus in
considering the productive engagement of people is the opportunities that are created in society for social
cohesion and the extent to which social infrastructure is established to build and sustain the welfare of
communities.” P 38
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• SETA’s support functions will be absorbed into the Department of Higher Education and Training but
constituted as Specialised Delivery Units. They will be called Sector Education and Training Advisory
Boards (SETABs) and will focus on linking employers and the beneficiaries of learning;
• SETABs will become permanent structures rather than have five-year renewable life-spans; and
• SETABs will be clustered into five synergistic groups. White Paper for post school education and
training
The white paper on post-school education and training provides a framework that coherently brings
together three major components of post-school education and training: education and training, skills
development and employment. The following key implications for skills development can be deduced:
• Development of career-orientated programmes that address real skills needs.
• Emphasis on skills development within government departments, including DAFF, DEA, DTI and
DRDLR. Inter-departmental skills programmes are ideal.
• Expansion of the role of public colleges and universities in the provision of occupational skills to the
sector.

5.1.1.1 The Quality Assurance Landscape
It is generally understood that the extension of the SETAs’ licenses to 2020 implies the automatic
extension of the licences of current Quality Assurances. The extension implies that ETQAs will maintain
their current mandate, while adopting the QCTO-related functions in phases. The functions include: •
Development of new occupational qualifications;
• Preparation of new assessment system;
• Alignment of the workplaces to take up new qualifications;
• Assisting industries to prepare assessment of new qualifications;
• Support industries to develop learning tutorials to implement the new qualifications; and
• Align policies to new QCTO prescriptions. The QCTO has opened windows on accreditation to enable
stakeholders to start applying accreditation according to the new system. The Council has, within the
constraints of resources, endeavoured to find the right approach to accelerate changes in most
systematic areas, notably in qualification development, structural development, which includes
establishment of administration, and monitoring units.

5.1.2 The South African post school environment. Is this a place for workers’
education?
The problem identified in the post school system is illustrated in the following figure. Firstly the crisis
of those mostly youth who are not in education, employment or training. Secondly the under
performance of the skills development and adult education subcomponents with far more learners
enrolled in University. As the unemployment figures presented earlier and more recent enrolments in
universities suggest that this situation has deteriorated in the last three years.
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South African Post School System :2014
Public University,
960000, 19%
Private
University,
68000, 1%

Not in Education
Employment or
training,
3001000, 59%

Public College,
702000, 14%
Private College,
79000, 2%
Public Adult
Education,
283000, 5%
Private Adult
Education, 8000,
0%

Source: Adapted from Van Schalkwyk and Sheppard, 2014

The overall education budget is also of relevance if we are to consider sustainable models for funding
of workers education. Currently the vast majority of funds are expended on primary and secondary
education. This has in part paid off, but serious questions remain around the quality of this education.
The following figure represents education expenditure estimates for 2015/16
Universities
11%

Education expenditure Estimates 2015/16

TVET Colleges
4%

Adult education
1%
Primary and
secondary
education
84%

What is currently very clear is that the TVET college and the community colleges/adult education
systems are underfunded – given the proposals in the Post-School Education and Training White Paper
and in the National Development Plan 2030 and, in respect of adult basic education, constitutional
imperatives.
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Given the programme reviews conducted in this research it would seem that regardless of the
conceptualisation worker education predominantly straddles the Adult education/TVET/University
components. Some interview respondents do however point out that a major victory may be to begin
to include components of worker education within school education to perhaps shift the
understanding of school leavers of the role of trade unions and encourage greater participation by
this grouping in an otherwise aging population of union members.
The other significant focus lacking in WE and public education in particular are the 3 million people
not in employment or education. As the most organised force in civil society it stands to reason that
beyond policy engagement by trade unions part of WE has to focus on the realities and issues of this
group.

5.1.3 WE in the post school environment: possible synergies
WE makes up a small support component of a tiny proportion of 1%. This is simply the root of the
funding related under provision problem.
A provisional estimate of a shop steward population for education of in the region of 40 000, as a
target for programmes that develop skills in a coordinated and long term process is not a an
outrageous figure when one considers there are nearly a million public university learners currently.
This can have significant implications for the economy and yet the surface is barely scratched amongst
this target group in terms of a brief induction process and basic information around rights and duties.
The membership base of 3.9 million is a strong possibility as a bridge into vocational training systems
that are proportionately underrepresented in comparison to university attendance. There are
synergies here and with the 283 000 public adult education learners.

5.2 Implications for workers education
Part of the WE discussion needs to locate itself in this environment in terms of location, institutional
form and funding support. There are different views on this extending from completely isolating a
more narrowly defined worker education concerned with the class based transformation of society
from the system to fully integrated institutional forms located under or even within the Department
of Higher education.
At a more fundamental level there needs to be consideration of what is sometimes assumed to be a
link between education and skills development, economic growth and employment creation. Whilst
there are clear linkages the nature and causality of these linkages is not so clear.
The linkage between worker education and TVET/community college/university will need to be further
explored. Current provision within worker education even if confined to trade union initiated
education spans the majority NQF. This then raises questions of institutional forms and relationships
with other institutions if a comprehensive framework and model of support is to be developed.
How does labour engage in shifting the perception of Adult education away from that of Adult basic
education and training?
What commonalities exist between trade union and community education and are these both forms
of worker education? For example; Community Colleges “must therefore be designed to be flexible in
meeting the needs of their own particular communities. The colleges must build on the experiences
and traditions of community and people’s education developed by non-formal, community-based and
non- governmental organisations over many decades.” (DHET, 2013, p. 10) However, the main focus
was on the new institutional type and there was little reference to what was to be done with the PALCs
in the interim. The White Paper said that the PALCs, now that they were the DHET responsibility, would
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be clustered into the new community colleges. Community colleges would be provided with
“adequate infrastructure and a critical mass of full-time staff” and could enter into partnerships with
community-owned, private or church run
Is it possible within these frameworks and given the span of worker education to in fact conceive of
worker education as a community of practice as opposed to a geographic community? Given the
strong commonalities of practice/methodology and focused area of engagement towards the ends of
social and economic justice, trade unions are well placed to provide worker controlled leadership to
such a community of practice. The framework and strategies for this become a priority in revitalizing
and reimagining WE that is sustained and supported by the public sector.

5.3 The WE accreditation and formalisation discussion within
labour
Much of the contestation within the conceptualisation of worker’s education that goes beyond the
opposing class interests implicit in the debate is to be found at a systemic level. Trade union and
community education traditions emphasising the emancipatory potential of education are
characterised as non-formal and or informal (this also has different implications). We suggest here the
use of accredited and unaccredited education as informal education can be used to describe the rich
traditions of organic and spontaneous learning that happens in the process of struggles most often
and are usually the most appropriate means of dealing with issues of consciousness. Formal
unaccredited education tends to happen in a specific place with a specific purpose.
With this in mind for some years now there has been an ongoing engagement around the application
of accredited learning.
The interviews and surveys conducted emphasise the divided opinion of the movement on this
question. From a policy and planning point of view this has implication going forward.
One argument holds that worker education of a trade union and emancipatory nature should not be
part of the accredited system of education which has served to undermine its potential.
The accreditation of education under SAQA in the form of the NQF is of neoliberal design and intent27
and consequence for the working class individualising and demobilising labour. The institutional
preference for funding accredited education has stripped union education departments of their
capacity and introduced private providers and higher education institutions to play the role of
movement educators.
Another argument holds that the formalisation and quality elements in fact have potential for creating
jobs and ensuring a better quality of education that is particularly useful for organisation building in
the union and broader social justice movement.
A third argument holds that there is space and indeed must be space for all these different forms of
education, if for no other reason than different people learn differently and different forms are more
or less suited to different formations and organisations purposes. This position sees the NQF a site of
struggle itself seeking to value alternative knowledge in an attempt to combat the hegemonic nature
of dominant system.
During the research Educators from trade unions, federations and LSOs when asked for their opinion
of the benefits of and drawbacks of accreditation tended to respond in the following categories’

27

Based on critiques of the human capital approach. This is discussed in the introduction, needs analysis and
recommendations sections of the document.
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Accredited Education
Advantages

Disadvantages

None at all

None at all

It unlocks funding

Encourages careerism and individualism

It provides opportunities for employment

It undermines the value of unaccredited
education

It provides access to higher education

Rigid and predefined not responding to the
needs of trade unions

Improves quality and accountability

Bureaucratic and difficult to access creates a
gate keeping effect

The constituency wants this education

Undermines collective learning and action

Provides a sense of personal affirmation and It can increase the poaching of shop stewards by
achievement
companies
Easier to get time off for it

It depends on how strong the union organisation
is.

Unaccredited Education
Advantages

Disadvantages

It ensure the independence of knowledge

None at all

It is flexible and responsive to immediate worker Lack of recognition
needs
Doesn’t put pressure on people to pass

Some people do not want to participate

It can be worker controlled

Can lack structure or be

It is interesting in these response sets that the education economic development and job creation
discussion enjoys consideration on the one hand and the emancipatory vs incorporations threat is the
other major theme. It is apparent from the policy environment that there does exist some space
however, how and if this is taken up will need to be carefully tactically considered. In some respects,
there are refrains of the registration debate that gripped the labour movement in the late 70’s and
early 80’s.
Educators responding to a question on their opinion of learners wanting accreditation ranged from
0% to 100%, with many saying it is hard to answer the estimate. In the learner survey 75% of
respondents felt all WE should be acctedited whilst 23% felt that it should be a mixture of accredited
and non accredited. 2% did not respond to the question. Illustrating the mixture opinion one
respondent for example stated, “We need to also value non- accredited education as it has made us.
Accredited education would help us show the knowledge we have acquired and get recognition for
it.” Napsawu respondent (union in Swaziland). Other explanations of the response included access
issues for higher education, WE playing a bridging or RPL role for those without grade 12 or
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sufficiently good marks to access university, a number of respondents identified comparability and
portability as an issue whilst others identified employer recognition and cv and career prospects as
important. Another important group of opinion related to motivation and self esteem of learners.
The LSO programmes that the learner surveys were drawn from may well have influenced this picture
as they tended to be from formal programmes and union based participants. Should more
emancipatory based programmes have been sampled there is a a likelihood that some respondents
would reflect the purely non accredited option. This in part reflects the extent of the human capital
notion is ideologically pervasive, but it is a very strong response set that needs to be bourne in mind.
For to ignore it is to risk being dismissive of learner opinion. This would be an interesting area for
follow up of broiader worker and learner surveys on this issue.
Perhaps more appropriately planning must assess how different forms of education delivery suite
different circumstances and needs and can be put to different objectives so as to ensure that funding
does not simply follow current provision which is after all shaped by a context and situation which the
very purpose of much of WE seeks to change.
Given the current provision of WE across the labour movement it is apparent that currently accredited
and unaccredited forms of education do co-exist. It is also apparent that the nature of trade union
education has changed over the last 20 years. Given this and the context in which we currently operate
if this reality persists; is it desirable unaccredited and accredited forms of education to be linked, and
if so how? We need to further invertigate through more detailed case studies, whether and how this
is already occurring in institutions like Ditsela and the Workers College through adaptive RPL processes
and institutional linking. Furthermore, it may be useful to explore whether there is potential in sub
regulatory frameworks such as the SAQA released draft Guidelines for best practice for learning that
does not lead to a qualification or part qualification in 2015.

5.4 Challenges and Barriers To WE identified by Trade Unions
and LSOs
Earlier we noted a number of difficulties facing worker education, particularly in a union focused
form which accompanied analysis of how WE has changed over the last 20 years. In this section we
focus on organisational level responses and particularly examine barriers in the current context and
PEST situation.
-

Lack of Funding

-

Funding reporting requirements that takes more time

-

Writing popular materials

•
As highlighted above these include: sustainable funding sources, slow
process of accreditation,
•

Depleting financial and political support for worker education Careerism

•
Participating organisations bring their weaknesses and contradictions into
the governance structures of this LSO, to be large extent LSOs face the same
organisational and ideological challenges as the organisations they serve as their
leadership, facilitators, boards etc. are drawn from the same constituency and
subject to their orthodoxies.
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The participants also are a reflection of the modern day cadre/activists, with all
the concomitant problems and weaknesses they carry, as they are sourced from
the pool of cadres in the very organisations in which traditions of solidarity and
popular struggles are on the decline.
•

Funding remains the key challenge

Our limited capacity and the related challenged of lack of funding.
Long programmes are very difficult to get participants for because of the time off.
We may need to go back to night classes like in the old days because of time off.
The number of trade union leave days is too few. Full time shop stewards in bigger
and more organised workplaces tend to get much more education.

As trade unions and LSOs a general perception of organising WE and the difficulties this poses
suggested the following proportional Chart. The most significant need currently perceived is that of
time off for WE where it is seen as unimportant and an annoyance to the employer. This was
recorded as even a more significant problem than the funding environment and must be a clear
priority item in strategic planning and policy development.

Other barriers identified included the lack of a clear and coordinated policy and strategy based
approach to accredited and non accredited learning and ways to integrate these different forms of
learning.
The unorganised nature of the work force in the growing numbers of the precariously employed
labour market.
Worker based research is also significantly limited and not sufficiently integrated with education
practice. There is a lack of evidence based approach to education particularly in functional areas of
education.
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The two major issues of Time off and resources ( a slightly broader conceptualisation of funding) are
considered in turn. These become a clear focus of the needs analysis and recommendations later on.
A third very significant barrier has already been identified in the contextual data relating to the
flexibilization of the labour market. This is also a focus area for needs analysis and
recommendations.

5.4.1 Time off for WE
Time off for WE was identified by trade union and LSO educators alike as the most significant barrier
(even marginally ahead of funding availability) to WE. Learners also identified time off as a problem.
Paid time off for union activities including education is part of a broader set of rights generally
referred to as organisational rights.
Many factors impact on the issue of time off
These include
The law, the priority placed on this issue by trade unions in policy engagement and collective
bargaining, the status of WE and employer attitudes and the cost of time off.
Each of these factors are considered in turn;
The law
Part A of the labour relations Act 1995, covers such issues as access to the workplace (section 12),
subscription deductions (section 13), general union meetings (section 12), the election of shop
stewards(section 14), leave for trade union activities (section 15), access to information (section 16)
and rights to establish thresholds of representation for all unions (section 18). This is in general
contemplated as something that would be the subject of collective agreement, generally referred to
as a recognition agreement, meaning that rights established in law are minimum rights which can be
improved upon through collective bargaining. Part B deals with collective agreements, closed shops
and agency shops.
The LRA was consciously constructed to promote larger unions and hence prefers unions to have a
majority status. Thus different rights are accessible at different levels of representation. Sufficiently
representative unions or two or more unions acting together that are ‘sufficiently representative can
access section 12, 13 and 15 rights while a majority is necessary for the recognition of shop stewards
(section 14 and access to information (section 16). However, S19 provides that, “Registered trade
unions that are parties to a council automatically have the rights contemplated in sections 12 and 13
in respect of all workplaces within the registered scope of the council regardless of their
representativeness in any particular workplace.”
Section 12 is key to the organic non formal WE often available for general membership and workers
more generally and again organisational rights in general are key to this purpose. When a worker is
being recruited, given feedback on a collective bargaining process, or being represented in a hearing
WE is taking place. Thus whilst paid time off for training was identified by educators as a key barrier,
WE in a more general sense and the gap in provision to general membership and the large number
of unorganised vulnerable workers, suggests that general access to workers and sufficient time in
doing so is also a critical barrier.
Here section 12 states’

“12.

Trade union access to workplace
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(1)

Any office-bearer or official of a representative trade union is entitled to enter the
employer’s premises in order to recruit members or communicate with members, or
otherwise serve their interests.

(2)

A representative trade union is entitled to hold meetings with employees outside their
working hours at the employer’s premises.

(3)

The members of a representative trade union are entitled to vote at the employer’s
premises in any election or ballot contemplated by that trade union’s constitution.

(4)

The rights conferred by this section are subject to any conditions as to time and place
that are reasonable and necessary to safeguard life or property or to prevent the undue
disruption of work.”

The law provides no paid time off for general meetings with workers. This must be negotiated.

The law dealing with time off for training of ‘trade union representatives’ is found in section 14,
which specifically requires a majority threshold.
S14 (5) Subject to reasonable conditions, a trade union representative is entitled to take
reasonable time off with pay during working hours (a)

to perform the functions of a trade union representative; and

(b) to be trained in any subject relevant to the performance of the functions of a trade union
representative.
Section 15 deals with Leave for trade union activities for office bearers of a trade union specifically
not, ‘trade union representatives.’

“S15(1)
An employee who is an office-bearer of a representative trade union, or of a
federation of trade unions to which the representative trade union is affiliated, is entitled to
take reasonable leave during working hours for the purpose of performing the functions of
that office.
(2) The representative trade union and the employer may agree to the number of days of
leave, the number of days of paid leave and the conditions attached to any leave.”
Whilst S15 does not specifically mention training it is arguably extendable to this.
The law then requires a union to be a majority to have time off for training, establishes no minimum
level for this, which must be negotiated and does not necessarily require leave to be paid in the case
of shop stewards.
An employer and or union can of course agree to organisational rights below the thresholds of
representativity but such engagements would be subject to the limited power of the union in such a
situation.
The practical implication for WE is that organisational rights and particularly S14 rights are critical to
advancing the reach of provision of WE. There are many workplaces where there would exist shop
stewards in the conventional sense who are not recognised as ‘trade union representatives’ in terms
of the act. Secondly there exists a patchwork of recognition agreements across different workplaces,
and workplaces within sectors, and across bargaining councils providing for different amounts of
time off for WE and also the extent to which this is paid time off.
Apppendix 6 carries a set of extracts from the LRA in reference to this section.
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The extent of time available also depends on the status of a shop steward. These collective
agreements deal with the establishment of full time shop steward positions as these are also not
prescribed as a minimum in the act. The public sector unions seem to have done better than the
private sector in achieving same. The following table from research on organisational rights
conducted by NALEDI (Rees, 2017).
Bargaining Council

Paid time-off per year

Full time shop steward

PSCBC

15 days

Yes

SALGBC

15 days

Yes

Textile

8-10 days

YES

Contract cleaning BC, KZN

6 days

Yes

Metal and engineering

5 days

No

Motor

none

No

“The importance of shop steward rights, particularly paid time-off, is shown by industry wide
organisational rights demands. This is reflected in the achievement of a minimum of five days paid
time off for shop stewards in 2011 and the demand by NUMSA although unsuccessful, to increase
this, tabled during the 2014 metal and engineering negotiations. 28 It is also seen in the Public sector
co-ordinating bargaining council resolution in 2012 to increase shop steward paid time-off from 10
to 15 days29 and the increase to six days paid leave for shop stewards annually in the KZN contract
cleaning bargaining council.30 There are also indications that SAMWU wants to increase shop
steward’s paid time-off beyond the current 15 days per year (SAMWU legal).”
Other agreements provide days off but not paid and a multitude of different notice periods and
procedural requirements exist for accessing these rights. Furthermore such agreements often refer
to time off in general and not training specific time off which means that time off is shared between
various union functions, such as attending a provincial congress and education. This makes it very
difficult for trade unions to organise education related time off and in many instances impossible to
plan for in a consistent and uniform way. It also means that smaller workplaces will be able to access
less WE and contributes to the general difficulty in organising workers in more flexible work
arrangements.
The question of thresholds of representation also means that in multiple union workplaces some
may be able to access WE at a shop steward level and others not. Section 18 of the act allows for the
setting of such thresholds, of ‘exclusion’. Section 18 states
“An employer and a registered trade union whose members are a majority of the employees
employed by that employer in a workplace, or the parties to a bargaining council, may conclude a

28

http://www.meibc.co.za/images/upload/2011Conditions-of-Employment.pdf download 31/10/2012. MEIBC settlement
agreement 1 July 2014 – 30 June 2017 downloaded from NUMSA web site.
29 PSCBC Resolution 1 of 2012: Agreement on salary adjustments and improvements on conditions of service in the public
service for the period 2012/13 – 2014/15. Downloaded from http://pscbc.org.za/
30 Clause 19.4 GG 38468 13 Feb 2015, Bargaining Council for the contract cleaning services industry (Kwa-Zulu Natal):
Extension to non-parties of the main collective agreement. Downloaded from http://www.bccci.co.za/.
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collective agreement establishing a threshold of representativeness required in respect of one or
more of the organisational rights referred to in sections 12, 13 and 15.”
Section 21 (8A) does however empower a commissioner of the CCMA to grant section 14, shop
steward rights, below the majority threshold where the union is already entitled to section 12, 13
and 15 rights and where no other union has shop steward rights.31
Presumably this clarifies the nature of section 15 rights as being subject to a ‘sufficient’ threshold
and not a majority one.
(2)

A representative trade union is entitled to hold meetings with employees outside their
working hours at the employer’s premises.

Union approach to issues of time off
The contextual data surrounding current union membership showed a distinct concentration
amongst permanent full time workers and within this a concentration in the public sector. Union
approaches to organisational rights and in particular paid time off for education and general
meetings possibly reflects this reality but does little to reverse this trend.
In terms of WE these two aspects of organisational rights and the extent to which workers are
directly involved in struggling for these rights is critical.
The importance of the general meeting is well captured by the following interview response,
““The question of general meetings is not a minor one. It is the same as asking what is the
union? If you believe that the union is the office, the officials and the office bearers, the
workers’ general meeting is simply reduced to where you tell workers what the union has
decided. However, if you understand that the worker members are the union then you must
recognise that the factory or workplace general meeting is the foundation for democracy and
accountability for the election of leaders, for decision making in the union and for engaging
with the employers.”32
The approach to these issues is considered in the following extract from the Naledi research (Rees,
2016)
There were very few respondents who specifically mentioned as most important the need for
organisational rights to hold meetings of workers, including workplace general meetings.
After probing several respondents acknowledged this as important with some stating that this is
what they had meant by the organisational right of access.33
In the view of one respondent the general meeting is so important that other rights become
useless without it. “In your organisational rights agreement you must have agreement of time-offs
for meetings because that is very much important. Otherwise the organisational rights agreement
is useless because you end up not having space for workers to have meetings.” And “you don’t
need a classroom to train workers you need meetings to train workers, you don’t have to spend
money to call a workshop or something like that, you need meetings” (SAMWU former President).
Again if the demands unions place in central bargaining forums provide clues as to what unions
consider as important organisational rights, then paid time-off for workplace general meetings
31

There are various conditions that must be considered. For example if a union is not a majority but organises a
lot of workers in a particular part of a workplace.
32
IHRG (2014) Strengthening Workers Rights in the Workplace Section 6-30
33
LRA s12 Trade union access to the workplace has as part of its provisions that a representative union can hold
meetings of employees outside of their working hours at the employer’s premises.
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does not always seem to be one of these. The minimum floor for general meetings recorded in a
2011 Metal and Engineering Industries Bargaining Council agreement is once every three months
(quarterly) with the conditions around when it’s held and for how long agreed on at plant level.34
One respondent suggested that the reason why there is no demand to improve on this is because
their collective bargaining conferences are dominated by representatives from larger companies
who already have provisions for regular general meetings (written or unwritten). The Education
Labour Relations Council (ELRC) which covers employees in public sector education allows for 8
hours of paid school time per year for members to partake in meetings and activities such as
voting whilst the General Public Service Sector Bargaining Council (GPSSBC) provides for one
general meeting per month during lunchtime plus 30 minutes whilst in municipalities there is a
right to a two hour general meeting every month.35
The seeming prioritisation of shop steward rights (including rights for full time shop stewards)
over other kinds of organisational rights is also reflected in the understanding of various groups of
shop stewards. A group of SATAWU shop stewards working at the OR Tambo International Airport
were asked what organisational rights they need and which are the most important, responded
firstly by outlining what they need as shop stewards, which was: greater time-off, facilities or full
time status. It was only after facilitator probing, that they also talked about general meetings.36

Despite a greater focus on shop steward related organisational rights this is also skewed in favour of
certain types of employment and employers.
On shop stewards training the tendency for SETA based funding to prefer accredited forms of
education serves to further divide the nature of WE into those that can access more time off in
larger workplaces with better paid permanent work and those in smaller workplaces and then those
unorganised vulnerable workers.
The majority requirement in law for shop steward rights coupled with the notion of setting
thresholds through collective bargaining to exclude minority unions also means that different classes
of shop stewards are created with very different realities in terms of the accessibility of WE. Whilst
the general goal of building stronger unions and centralised bargaining are very important the
impact of these attempts on WE provision is divisive and counter-productive.
“Winning organisational rights seems to be largely focused on the period when the union is
introduced. Once this has been achieved it does not form part of an ongoing process and challenge
at the workplace and in the union supporting the building of workers’ workplace organisation. The
exception to this seem to be the later tabling of demands around shop stewards (more paid time-off
and full time status) or for the agency shop. It is however unclear the extent that these are demands
driven from the ground rather than from other union structures, including head office. Either way, as
a once off event or in later demands around shop stewards and union income, the involvement of
workers seems limited. This blunts organisational rights as a set of tools which could be adapted in
relation to how employers structure the workplace and in relation to the specific challenges and
divisions workers might need to overcome in order to exercise control over their union.”

34

http://www.meibc.co.za/images/upload/2011Conditions-of-Employment.pdf download 31/10/2012. The textile
bargaining council also provides for a quarterly general meeting.
35 GPSSBC resolution no 1 of 2013: Organisational rights agreement; SALGBC Organisational Rights Collective Agreement.
http://www.salgbc.org.za/index.php?option=com_jdownloads&Itemid=110&view=view.download&catid=143&cid=886
36 NALEDI/IHRG work with SATAWU ORT shop stewards in 2013
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The status of WE
Worker controlled worker education is generally misunderstood and generally little value given to it
by employers and to some extent the state. It is commonly associate with lower quality education
that has limited relevance to workplace and broader social issues. The non accredited nature of WE
has in the new skills environment also contributed to this. It may well be argued that even amongst
trade unions there has been a decline in priority given to workers education and amongst workers
themselves, unaccredited education is often seen as less valuable from an individual perspective. As
the general education of the trade union membership demographic has increased this tendency has
increased. These impressions make shop stewards and workers in general less likely to be willing to
sacrifice time over the weekends etc to pursue worker education. Some key informants also point
out that was that their experience is that with the greater intensification of work and with
casualisation and irregular working hours, workers are fatigued and exhausted. This means that
they are less likely to attend weekend programmes. This is not to say that workers do not, they do
sacrifice time however it is to identify a trend that is likely to become stronger over time.
Different target groups for WE is also important to consider. Non-formal education that occurs
spontaneously and in the normal course of organising workers is seldom considered education at all,
and yet is arguably one of the most important forms of WE. Whilst this as a process happens in any
event the extent of involvement of workers and membership at a workplace level in union matters
and issues of control and bargaining in the workplace goes to the very centre of the principles of
union democracy and workers control.
Part of securing time off for worker education must be seen in the value placed on it by various role
players. This means developing a clear narrative around worker education and its value that is the
basis for popularising it.
Employer attitudes and the cost of time off
Employer attitudes are informed in relation to questions of profit and by extension productivity but
also by the approach of organised labour and the state to different issues. Skills development in
general, even from a human capital approach, is viewed as being a short term cost with a longer
term return. The limited and uncoordinated approach by many unions to the issue of workplace
skills development has been a signal by employers to react similarly. Employers would far rather
pass the costs of education onto society in general and then employ human capital of higher value.
The extract at 7.2 below from a recognition agreement, also demonstrates how the skills system sets
up incentives for accredited education for the employer.

The systemic bias against non accredited forms is also captured in the extract where the employer
believes they cannot claim on the basis of a non accredited course attended by a shop steward?
In some sectors education time off is granted on the basis of unpaid leave and the workers then
either uncompensated or paid for by the union and increasingly by funds raised for the education.
One of the main costing anomalies in approaching WE is the question of time off as a consideration
of wages.
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The larger the workplace the more a general meeting with paid time off represents a significant cost
over and above shop steward time off. The reverse of this is true for smaller workplaces. Consider
the following: A small workplace with 15 workers, 11 of whom are trade union members, with 2
shop steward elected in terms of s14; and a workplace with 800 workers, 700 of whom are union
members and 10 shop stewards elected in terms of s14.
A 5-day training course for shop stewards on paid time off would constitute 1.3% of the production
time while a 1 hour meeting during working hours would be equal to 0,4% of the month’s
production time in the small workplace. For the larger employer, the shop steward’s absence
equates to only 0,3% of production time over a month and nearly 0,5% % of production time for the
month.
If the meeting is 2 hours long this moves up to 0,8% for the small employer and 1% for the large
employer.
Of course, WE doesn’t only represent a cost to an employer. A well-educated representative can
actually represent significant cost savings, as can a well-informed worker, however employers
seldom see it in this way.
According to Trading Economics the average gross wage in South Africa in January 2018 was R20004
per month whilst in manufacturing this was R17595 and low skilled wages R3950. At the average
manufacturing wage the cost of I week of WE per shop steward would amount to approximately 248
million 0,01% of the total wage bill. Using the difference between the manufacturing and low skilled
average wage which is R10773/month the total cost would be R152 million. (0,006% of the total
wage bill) The reality is still far from this however.
If we take the estimated shop steward provision rate at 35% receiving some WE in a year (which is
likely to be less than 5 days) as a basis at full pay this would represent R53 million per year. Given
that a significant proportion of time off is unpaid this is likely to drop again by half, thus in the region
of R25 million per year. In comparison to the total wage bill this is a fractional amount 0.0011%. If
the wage bill is only calculated on the basis of skills levy paying employers this rises to 0.0017%.
Even taking the general average wage at R20 004, a week’s training for all shop stewards per year
would only represent 0,018% of skills paying employers salary bill and 0,012% of the total salary bill
at R282 million.
It is of course difficult to calculate the cost of general membership education in terms of time off but
using a similar principle a day’s training per year for all union members would theoretically
represent between R2.6 and R3,2 billion or 0,11-0,14% of the national salary bill. The reality is that
logistically this is unlikely to be feasible but it is nevertheless useful to consider as a principle.
Conclusion for recommendations
Time off for WE at a membership and shop steward level is a significant barrier to realising the
objectives of WE but a complex issue intermingled with union tactical organising considerations in
attempting to exclude other unions. There is no specific minimum standard in the law and it is
therefore subject to negotiation. This in turn means planning is made very difficult because of the
multitude of different sector and or workplace arrangements.
It is only a right in most instances for majority unions and this coupled with labour market shifts and
union organising patterns serves to create different classes of shop steward with different access to
WE. The systemic preference for accredited education means that those with sufficient time off
possibilities makes these divisions even more pronounced.
Flexible employment forms are difficult to organise and the organisational rights particularly those
that require a majority become an even more remote possibility.
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General meetings are a very important WE opportunity which is not approached with any systematic
or materials supported education approach in mind. It is also often not high on the priority list for
negotiating into recognition agreements. This is an important component of building worker
democracy and control and worker education could play a far more developed role in this regard.
Some unions use model recognition agreements however these are not kept up to date well and not
constructed with any concrete educational plan in mind.
It is a particular problem for longer course formats. Ideally an accredited certificate would need
about 30 days of contact time to ensure adequate success rates. This can be squeezed to 25 days but
this is far from optimal. Even the most progressive recognition agreements do not reach 30 days per
annum. The public sector agreements have the best provision for time off and these are located at
15 days.
The extreme difference between paid time off for public and private sector workers manifests itself
in public sector workers accessing more worker education. In federation level training, public sector
workers are in the vast majority. This also reflects membership composition, where COSATU for
instance, is made up of a majority of public sector unions, however, the skewed participation of
public sector workers in federation-based education programmes, is exacerbated by access to paid
time off.
There are costs involved in terms of time off but these are not necessarily prohibitive.
There is insufficient infrastructure currently to facilitate after hours study approaches.
Specific recommendations related to the barrier of time off
Further research is needed into the practice of developing organisational rights in workplaces.
Different forms of education delivery particularly for vulnerable work forms need to be developed
and experimented with. Advice centres and e learning do play a role here.
Mass based learning approaches, supporting materials and the development of organisers/full time
shop stewards and office bearers can support more systematic plans to engage membership.
E-learning is a possibility to overcome some of these problems but needs to be developed in an
accessible way and generally supported by other learning forms. Its best use currently is as a top up.
The provision of accredited forms of education may need to be slowed to place less substantial time
demands. These are run in many cases as full time equivalents. This is in part a question of funding
cycles as multi-year programmes are harder to manage.
Alternative delivery formats such as after-hours lectures and available facilities offer significant
promise but these are subject to infrastructure availability and upscaling capacity. Such approaches
do however involve a gender blind view around access and should be treated as supplemental.
A general strategic review of the law and employer engagement on time off needs to take place.
Skills policy and legislation could be approached as a potential way of dealing with some of the
financial implications. For example employers could record shop stewards attending non-accredited
WE as part of their work place skills plans. Another potential avenue is to develop policy in terms of
funding time off from skills levies however this would most likely come out of other line items. Tax
deductions for learner time is another possibility even where this is non-accredited. Linking this to
some form of quality assurance for non-credit bearing course work may potentially assist here.
Increasing the available accredited worker education may encourage more participation from
members and shop stewards. Complementing this with RPL design and integrated materials
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development between accredited and non accredited levels could also serve to increase the value of
such education to individuals.
The promotion of worker education that targets the misconceptions and misunderstanding around
WE would also assist in dealing with some of the erroneous and negative perceptions that are held
by many role players and stakeholders.

5.5 Resources for WE
It is important for this research which covers conceptual, provisional and policy elements to consider
the driving forces in these areas. Of these driving forces a key element for analysis is resource
existence and provision as well as potential resources.
In considering what constitutes resources for worker education, we take a broad approach.
Resources are not simply financial and or human in nature but are co-created and constructed in
action and struggle. They reflect the state of the movement as much as they may be an enabler or
detractor from the potential of it. This includes a general political and social environment. Concepts
such as solidarity, social cohesion, ubuntu and so on can and should all be considered resources
then, in this context.
It is perhaps useful to see resources differently, holistically and in solidarity. Solidarity is a resource,
and it has historically been a means for sharing resources. It is possible to raise resources differently
and from different sources to provide sustainability and appropriate independence for the nurturing
of critical thought and the creation of alternative knowledge. To borrow the term coined by Loren
Baritz in describing the social sciences forsaking independence and pandering to the will of capital to
produce more productive and docile workers, how we conceptualise our resources may determine
whether we too become “the servants of power.”
There is a growing movement of building alternatives to capitalism, developing a solidarity economy:
“Forms of solidarity economy built on the principles and values of cooperation, equality, selfdetermination and democracy, exist and are taking shape in many parts of the world. These forms
include household economies, barter economies, collective economies including cooperatives,
worker-controlled economies, subsistence market economies, community budgeting, participatory
budgeting, community-based local currency exchange systems, and ethical trading, among others.
Labor organisations have also provided spaces for building capacities in the struggle to defy
capitalism. (Serrano and Xhafa, 2011:iii).

5.5.1 Worker education resource Assessment
Emancipatory and trade union focused education
The principle resource that drove worker education in South Africa and elsewhere was an economy
of solidarity. This is captured in the international slogan later taken on by COSAS and others of “each
one teach one”.
This education happens informally often in the practice of resistance and provides culture and ethos
to worker education. Whilst hard to quantify the opinions expressed by many is that this has
reduced in extent and intensity since the 70’s and 80’s for example and is linked to individualism,
consumerism, the changing nature of the organised workforce, and so on. In short many express a
crisis in the solidarity economy.
The rise of formalisation of education, first into union halls, then expensive hotels, has come to
replace some of these more organic forms of education.
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The rise of accredited education and the human resource model of much of the NQF have also had
an impact on the solidarity based forms of education which are increasingly seen as second or poor
substitutes for more formalised and preferably accredited forms of education.
Solidarity breakdowns between workplace and community based struggles have also diminished
solidarity based education practice.
We should however not assume this no longer exists and it can coalesce rapidly in spikes of
resistance at community or workplace levels.
Tradition and pedagogic practice as a resource
As discussed earlier in Sections, there is a rich tradition and pedagogic practice within the workers
movement, popular education and adult education movements more broadly. This must be
understood as a resource which the trade union movement and LSOs are able to utilized and build
upon. This is further discussed in Section 0 which outlines worker education provision, and includes
a section on trade union and LSO educator’s influences, and the support they draw on in education
work.

5.5.1.1 Union budgets and foreign donors (financial resources that are
solidarity based)
The second source of resources lies in union allocations and historically donor based funding. The
latter is an internationalised form of solidarity economy for these forms of education. There is
limited empirical evidence to show exactly the extent to which these donor based resources have
declined post-apartheid, but certainly the general opinion is that such support has declined
considerably. All of the LSOs in the study have experiences a loss and/or decline of donor based
funding, leading them to set up relationships with new funders or seek for alternative sources of
funding.
Many donors cite the development that South Africa has been classified by the UN as a middle
income country and should therefore be self-sufficient. This is a particularly class and inequality
blind conception, however it is often cited by these organisations. Again it is not that it does not
exist but that it has reduced to the country and the organised labour sector in particular. Labour is
generally considered to be well organised and self-sustaining. Again, this is an oversimplification of
the realities of the organised and unorganised and the vast differences that distinguish larger and
smaller union formations in South Africa.
Union revenue from membership fees and later investment company support has not significantly
risen to take the place of donor funding. The oft cited 10% of income for education arose within the
Cosatu affiliates but very few have been able to achieve this threshold.
The rationale for this failure of unions to spend more on education varies. For some it is the
generally under sourced nature of organisations moving increasingly from a mobilisation platform to
a service orientated model. This also sees then scarce resources allocated to more service-orientated
functions such as legal fees, and where there is education, towards more service-oriented functional
education such as labour law. This can of course be used as an organising tool and frequently is, but
the tendency seems to still be toward resolving issues through the law as opposed to solidarity. We
can therefore also conceptualise worker education resources in terms of what is covered and how it
is covered.
Another view holds that limited spending has an impact of less questioning and docile membership
that allows current leadership to retain positions.
Education itself in the movement has become an increasingly specialised skill set. Its specialisation
can have the effect to create an artificial shortage of skills in this domain.
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Materials and resources – again with the decline in a solidarity economy for worker education
resources there is also a tendency towards the atomisation and competition emerging between
providers of workers education and in the context of emancipatory education and trade union
education this has witnessed the competition for scarce resources between LSOs who will
collaborate at a more superficial level usually.
There are various sources of funding income for worker education. It is very difficult to estimate the
exact amount of funding that is channelled into WE on an annual basis for a number of reasons,
including, poor record keeping and/ or poor information management, bureaucratic barriers to
information access, a general lack of transparency around financial issues. In some instances, WE is
ignored or made part of a more general category of reporting. Even with some data available it is
very seldom broken into more specific cost components. For the purposes of broad estimation,
some informed guesswork can generate a broad figure of current expenditure, but it is emphasised
that this is a rough estimate that is generated to provide perspective on issues not an accurate
costing of WE inputs.
There are various possible income streams that can be considered, here we look at the current and
existing income streams.
The following table shows the current identifiable income streams to worker education. Some
estimates of the amounts have been made, therefore these figures should be interpreted cautiously.
Data is difficult to access from all of the stakeholders, due to bureaucratic barriers. 37
Funding source
Lower limit
LSO, union and union federation SDL (0,2%-0,4%)
R31 542 000
Union Budgets (this is a very rough estimate)
R80 000 000
LSO self generated
R1 100 000
DOL advice centres
R3 757 896
DOL to LSOs and Union federations
R16 065 100
International solidarity
R15 000 000
Totals
R147 464 996
LSO total budget
R49 417 676
R98 047 320
Spend per learner with LSO
R6 715
spend per learner without LSO
R4 641
Best estimate
R186 550 496

upper limit
R47 313 000
R63 084 000
R135 000 000
R150 000 000
R1 250 000
R1 500 000
R3 757 896
R3 757 896
R16 065 100
R16 065 100
R22 250 000
R30 000 000
R225 635 996
R264 406 996
R49 417 676
R49 417 676
R176 218 320
R214 989 320
R10 274
R12 040
R8 342
R10 177

Based on the estimates that were made, and comparing cost per learner in the PSET system as a
comparative marker, the current income probably lies between the lower limit and the midpoint or
around R180 million. However, it is emphasised that these are extremely rough estimates. The table
is useful in identifying sources of income and giving some sense of proportion. It is definitely not
meant to indicate total spend on worker education. The methodological approach is to estimate the
gaps in provision and then estimate the cost of these gaps; and steps that can be taken to close
these gaps and estimate what this would cost. Gaps by definition exclude current provision.
More importantly these income streams are not equally spread at all. The concentration of
membership in a few large trade unions means that there are some relatively wealthy trade unions
achieving good economy of scale, and a large number of unions that are just barely organisationally
viable (or not viable at all) based on current membership income.

37
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External support for education in such situations can have the undesirable effect of being a lifeline
for organisational costs, making these organisations overly responsive to external control.
Also, between various primary target groups for WE, such as officials, shop stewards, full time shop
stewards and members, there are quite different levels of funding available depending on factors
such as available time off, and union proportional spending on education, and so on. Not all of this
education provided can be considered real trade union or worker education, however. This must
also be borne in mind particularly when assessing funds linked to the skills development levy. The
clear preference for university provision means that many participants are receiving longer term
education access but there exists no or little actual worker control over content, either directly or
institutionally through their trade unions. The totals above include this kind of provision.
Analysis of External Sources of funding

The data suggests that as a proportion of skills levies raised, trade union education currently enjoys
approximately 0,2% of the total. This is clearly too low. There are marginal top ups from Department
of Labour and some other sources such as foreign solidarity providers. The following figures do not
include union internal budgets.
As mentioned there has been increasing reliance on the SETAs as a source of education resources.
There also seems to be a gradual increase in these allocations from SETAs along with a slow move
away from accredited programmes only to enable short term skills programmes. Despite these
trends there is still underutilisation of these potential resources.
1. SETAs are immensely bureaucratic institutions which have become even more so with
tightening regulations on the part of DHET, but more particularly treasury.
2. SETAs will insist on independent implementers (providers) at arm’s length from beneficiaries
(unions and union members/shop stewards etc.) In part this has slowed the enthusiasm and
uptake by unions.
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3. SETAs at first insisted on accredited education where few providers existed who could satisfy
the need for an understanding of the labour movement and the need to go beyond a simple
replication of a set of skills.
4. Very few unions attempted to set up provider centres. A notable example here is NUM.
5. SETAs not wishing to constantly rotate and open to tender for providers have used public
HETs as a short cut for fund provision. This will probably change with new regulations being
implemented, however.
6. A number of SETAs report that there is often budget not utilised in trade union projects for a
combination of reasons mentioned above.
Table: NSF Funding directed at WE
R(000)

R (000)

R (000)

2015/16

2012-2016

Contract
value

Federations

R1 575

R10 087

R11 539

LSOs

R5 408

R29 168

R34 841

Trade union education
Total

R6 983

R39 255

R46 380

NSF Total

R4 357 162

R14 412 173

R20 651 537

% trade union education

0,16%

0,27%

0,22%

NSF

Annual average

R9276

Table: SETA resource mobilization for WE 2015/16 financial year
Sample of 7 SETAs

R (000)

R(000)

R(000)

2015/16

Trade union
projects

SETA Income

TU %
allocation

MerSETA

R2 958

R1 349 480

0,22%

Health and Welfare SETA

R1 800

R534 301

0,34%

ETDP SETA

R1 075

R792 603

0,14%

LGSETA

R1 400

R558 000

0,25%

Food and Beverage
Manufacturing Industry
SETA

R773

R307 107

Wholesale Retail SETA

R1 227

R894 260

budget union
allocation

%

R5 000

0,63%

0,25%

R7 580

2,47%

0,14%

R9 500

1,06%
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CHIETA

R1 300

R484 735

0,27%

Total

R10 533

R4 920 486

0,21%

Estimated Average

R1 505

Estimated SETA Total

R24 07538

Estimated Skills Levy
Total TU share

R33 351

Funding is still grossly sub-optimal for a number of reasons, and in turn reflects very poor economies
of scale. 0,2% hardly seems like a priority skills area in terms of the NSDS III.
There is too little provision and as such education tends to be centralised, for example, a national or
provincial workshop. This immediately translates into accommodation and travelling expenses.
This also means being confined to a block release format of education which in itself has severe
pedagogical limitations in terms of learners having less review time.
A few SETAs that responded to information requests provide a little more insight as to the current
extent of support.
A previous research process for the development of a SSP in this area shows the allocation of funds
but the relatively low uptake. The box below contains an extract from (CORE, 2015/6)

Trade union analysis according to the Annexure 2 WSPR Submission 2014/15 financial year
Out of the four unions (AMCU, SAMWU, UASA, and FAWU) that paid the skills development levy
in 2014/15, ETDP SETA has to date paid the following amounts in mandatory grants: To UASA with
a total value of R64 136.52 and to SAMWU with a total value of R55 565.84.
Table 2.7: Discretionary grants awarded and paid by ETDP SETA (2014/15)
1

Federation

2

Trade Union

3

Amount
Awarded

4

Amount
Paid to
Date

5

Percentage
of the
awarded
amount
paid out

6

COSATU,
NACTU,
FEDUSA
and
CONSAWU

7

-

8

R1 100 000.00

9

R269 500.00

10

How has the
money been
distributed
between
the various
federations?

11

25%

16

22%

12

38

COSATU

13

-

14

R 660 000.00

15

R146 019.00

Based on 16 SETAs at an average of 1.5 million for TU projects
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17

Communication
Workers Union

18

R216 720.00

19

R0

20

0%

21

NUM

22

R 420 000.00

23

R0

24

0%

25

SACTWU

26

R227 500.00

27

R0

28

0%

29

FEDUSA

30

Hospersa

31

R960 000.00

32

R240 000.00

33

25%

34

No
Federation

35

IMATU

36

R94 710.00

37

R61 087.95

38

65%

39

SAPU

40

R225 000.00

41

R196 875.00

42

88%

44

R3 903 930.00

45

R913 481.95

46

23%

43

Total

Table 2.8: Discretionary Grants for Teacher Union Institutions (2014/15)

47

Federation

48

Trade
Union

49

Amount
Awarded

50

Amount
Paid to
Date

51

Percentage
of the
awarded
amount
paid out

52

COSATU

53

SADTU

54

R1 550 000.00

55

R775 000.00

56

50%

57

NACTU

58

PEU

59

R500 000.00

60

R0

61

0%

62

FEDUSA

63

SAOU

64

R700 000.00

65

R261 500.00

66

37%.

67

No
Federation

68

NAPTOSA

69

R750 000.00

70

R0

71

0%

72

NATU

73

R500 000.00

74

R0

75

0%

77

R4 000 000.00

78

R1
036 500.00

79

26%

76

Total

Both the above tables present a disappointing picture of the application of funds. Despite the
funds being awarded it would appear that only a quarter of the funds are actually utilised by the
unions/ federations. This raises a number of questions regarding serious application of the funds,
the importance of union education, the capacity to absorb funds, governance oversight regarding
the funds as well as oversight from the ETDP SETA officials. In future this may well become an
issue that the Auditor General’s office may focus on. Further research may be necessary to detail
the full extent of the barriers to accessing such SETA based funding.
According to the report on Trade Union Allocations for 2015/16 Financial Year
For this financial year, only those trade unions or federations that submit WSPRs/ARTs or pay
skills development levies, will benefit from the discretionary grants. The trade unions that meet
this requirement are as follows: NUM; SACTWU; POPCRU; SAMWU; AMCU; IMATU; UASA;
NUFAWSA and PAWUSA.
Table 2.9: Allocation per Union Programmes recommended by the ETDP SETA
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Programmes

Unions

Allocation

Practical Labour Law Course
(University of Cape Town)

NUM

20

SAMWU

15

SACTWU

10

POPCRU

10

AMCU

15

IMATU

10

PAWUSA

10

UASA

Withdrawn for
this financial year

60 candidates @ R11 900.00 =
R714 000.00

Practical Labour Law
Programme (Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University)
40 candidates @ R13 500.00 =
R540 000.00

NUFAWSA 10

A collection of SETA responses to 2018 information requests
ETDP SETA response to the 2018 request for information
The ETDP SETA recognises trade unions as a constituency and thus allocates funding to them on
an annual basis. Further, those- who are paying levies to the SETA (there are about 30 plus), get
Mandatory grants for skills development as per the SDA- the implementation of which will be in
their WSP/ATR. ETD (Education, Training and Development) unions are also separately supported.


Mineworkers, metalworkers, nurses, PSA, COSATU, clothing and textile, etc unions
affiliated and supported.



For the 2017/18 financial year the following was supported:



Teacher trade unions:



SADTU- R2 000 000



PEU- R500 000



NAPTOSA- R500 000



SAOU R1 000 000



NATU- R500 000



NTEU- R100 000

For the others there was an allocation of R4 000 000
ETDP SETA supported 18 through letters of award. However, according to the SETA, “the
response and the capacity to deliver in trade unions is extremely limited and only 5 of the unions
responded and spent their allocation”.
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The following programmes were delivered:


Leadership and management



Contract management



Maths



Time management



Communication



English communication

However, the majority of learners have been given individual bursaries and these include anything
offered as a full qualification.

The number of beneficiaries is: 462
ETDP SETA also supported Ditsela with the Level 4 learnership- 50 learners and their own staff
with 20 bursaries
Chieta 2018 response to the information request
Grant amount was R 720 333,33 for Trade Unions
Trade Union Learning Practitioner Programme in Partnership with University of Johannesburg
There were 40 beneficiaries on the programme for 2017/2018 financial year
FoodBev SETA 2018 response to the information request
SETA spend R 6,142,859.67 includes (Travel, Accommodation and Training cost)
Trade union Practice and Trustee Training
313 (FAWU and FEDCRAW)
MERSETA
In 2016/17, the merSETA’s executive agreed to make R20 million available for worker education
and training. The amount was prorated between the dedicated merSETA unions, based on the
member numbers in the sub-sectors. There were five unions participating in the merSETA’s subsectors at that point, namely NUMSA, Solidarity, UASA, MISA and CEPPWAWU. Multiyear
contracts were concluded with the unions, but some were not in a position to take up the
offer. In 2018, LIMUSA has also become a member of the merSETA’s statutory committees.
The merSETA responds to civil society support / training interventions on an ongoing basis,
specifically in terms of DHET reporting requirements in line with NSDS lll, Point 4.6, which refers
to civil society, co-operatives and worker education, as well as to a focus on women, youth, rural
communities and people with disabilities. In this regard there are dedicated budgets approved on
a year-on-year basis for NPOs/CBOs, PwDs, etc.
The education / training interventions are varied. However, the main focus of the union
agreements is on shop steward training at introductory to advanced levels. The respective unions
use their own customised training programmes for this purpose and the training could vary in
length between one to three days. Union contracts also vary according to additional interventions
included in the contracts, which could include training on specific pieces of legislation, providing
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bursaries for members for higher education programmes/courses, as well as programmes
dedicated to female beneficiaries, EXPOs, etc.
In the civil society context, the training interventions are primarily skills programmes focused on
the merSETA’s core business, namely manufacturing and engineering. Some NGOs also include life
skills and entrepreneurship.
The number of beneficiaries also vary, e.g. MISA has a relatively small representation in the
merSETA’s subsectors and there will only be 127 beneficiaries, whereas NUMSA’s footprint is
much more extensive and there could be up to 1000 beneficiaries for introductory shop steward
training. In the NPO/CBO/PwDs contracts, the numbers are relatively small. For example, there
are 20 NPO-specific contracts, on average aimed at training 20 learners on skills programmes of
maximum 50 credits per learner.

The recommended courses by the SETAs show the preference for university based and accredited
instruction delivery. ETDP and FOOD and Bev show an increase in allocation although the exact
uptake likely to be lower (given past practice).
Institutional capacity of recipient organisations seems to be a major impediment to higher uptake
rates but this is in part because of the nature of the SETA requirements.
As a general reflection on annual reports for the 2016/17 financial year it seemed that larger
proportions were allocated to civil society more generally and SSME support in particular. The box
below has a brief review of information available from SETA annual reports on trade union provision
Agricultural Sector Education Training Authority SETA
No data found.
Bank SETA
No data found. AS an interview follow up the SETA did indicate it was in talks with Nehawu.
Construction Education and Training Authority SETA
Chemical Industries SETA
The CHIETA has the following programmes that are relevant:
Trade Union Learning Practitioner Program (R 1,500,000.00)
Culture Arts, Tourism, Hospitality and Sports SETA
No data found.
Energy and Water SETA
The Energy and Water SETA has a sub-programme that includes support for trade unions. It
reports supporting 15 trade unions in the 2016/17 financial year.
Education Training and Development Practices SETA
The ETDP SETA has two sub-programmes that can be considered relevant to worker education.
These are:
Training and development of Trade Union Federations (R 872 000-00)
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Teacher Union Institutes that received ﬁnancial support for approved interventions (R 2 260
000-00)
Financial and Accounting Services SETA
Has a budget for the wider objective, but no dedicated funds for trade unions.
Fibre, Processing & Manufacturing SETA
Has a budget for the wider objective, but no dedicated funds for trade unions.
Food and Beverage Manufacturing Industry SETA
Has a budget for a programme called “Trade Union Practice” which spends R 773 000-00.
According to budget documents there is still a ‘balance’ of over R 6 million for the year.
Health and Welfare SETA
Has a budget for the wider objective, but no dedicated funds for trade unions.
Insurance SETA
Has a budget for the wider objective of supporting trade unions, but no dedicated funds for trade
unions.
Local Government SETA
Has a budget for the wider objective of supporting trade unions, but no dedicated funds for trade
unions.
Media, Advertising, Information and Communication Technologies SETA
No information available.
Manufacturing, Engineering and Related Services SETA
Has a budget for the wider objective, and indicates that 5 unions have received financial support
in the KPIs. The current allocation of R20 million has significantly increased from what was
reported in the 2015/16 annual report.
Mining Qualifications Authority SETA
Programme with trade union and other beneficiaries, but no budget information.
Public Service SETA
Documents not available. Site looks really odd, and might be hacked.
Safety and Security SETA
No information available by objective.
Services SETA
The report notes that there is “massive support” for trade unions. A budget could not be clearly
identified.
Transport SETA
Wholesale and Retail SETA
There is a programme objective, and several programmes termed “trade union capacity building”.
Each of these four projects is over R 1.9 million that is in a discretionary reserve.
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One of the principal impacts of SETA driven support has been a concentration of funds moving to
private providers and universities in general. These universities are not necessarily those that have
labour engaged programmes such as the Global Labour University, at Wits. Labour law skills
development most specifically has seen such diversions.
Some SETA respondents and trade unionists indicate that they are suspicious of accredited providers
understanding worker issues and the union culture as contributing to the low uptake by unions. In
some instances union capacity may be an issue but the low uptake is most likely a more general
systemic problem.
From the sample of unions that detailed their SETA related programmes it was apparent that a lot
more of these funds go to these kinds of providers training relatively few people than for instance is
directed towards LSOs and even unions themselves in delivery. The Mersta response above however
clearly demonstrates that this need not be the case. The is strong support for union run programmes
such as basic shop stewards training.
For example, in the course of a year (2016) the following list of providers were used by just 5 unions
for SETA funded programmes in excess of R10 million.
 GLU/Wits post grad
 Potch univ
Labour law certificate
 UWC Economics
 UNISA Labour Law Certificate
 NMMU Labour Law Certificate
 Rhodes Financial Management
 Stellenbosch Labour Law Advanced
 Juta
 Mark Berger Training
 Break Even
 DND Lwazi Institute
 Bruniquel & Associates
 Umsizi Skills
 Kungawobantu
 GMZ
With the exception of ETDP SETA and More recently HWSETA, LSOs have received very little support
from SETAs directly. This has come from the NSF and the DOL predominantly. By way of comparison
in 2015/16 supported LSOs to the tune of R5,4 million. Roughly half the amount.
As mentioned there is a sense that SDL based funding has increased more recently. There was a call
for specific LSOs to submit funding applications and federations have received upscaled support. The
NSF has as a target for 2017/18 the support for 7500 learners receiving Worker education.
There is however still a systemic level bias away from worker controlled WE in the system that needs
to be addressed through the process of building WE.

5.5.2 Union and LSO culture and people
LSOs and unions have two principle resources being financial and in the form of capacity and
political orientation.
A profile of educators suggests a skilled and very experienced cadre of educators. One observation
however beyond the skewed gender and age dimensions is that many functionaries tend to have a
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focused education background and there is perhaps a gap in terms of certain functional expertise.
This is often brought in on projects requiring this from a group of independent providers with labour
movement sympathies and background.
Educators are predominantly male and over 40. There is very limited AET experience in the group
however general adult education is well established. These low levels of AET are significant for two
reasons as a potential skills gap. Firstly it is identified as a learner skills gap by many educators (more
so amongst LSO educators) and secondly this problem is likely to be more significant amongst nonpermanent workers who are largely unreached by workers education at the moment. Should a more
integrated system of WE emerge this may well prove a significant barrier to progression and
articulation.
LSO educators as a group have surprisingly little direct union experience with only 37% having
worked in a union and none of them office bearers. LSO educators are more likely to have been in
their current organisation for a long period (averaging 8 years) suggesting low turnover whereas
trade union educators would seem to have a higher turnover with only 3.7 years on average in the
position although most of these respondents had been in the labour movement for a lengthy period
of time. There is also a notable lack of AET experience, identified as an important component of the
needs analysis.

male
female
Average age
% above 40
average time in current Position
Length of time in the labour movement
Union experience
Office bearer experience
WE experience outside current LSO
Adult education experience
AET/ABET experience
Tertiary education teaching
Highest qualification
degree
post grad
certif/diploma
matric
Qualified assessors/moderators
Race
Coloured
White
Indian
African

LSO Educator Profile
n=27
59%
41%
46
89%
8,0
15,4
37%
7%
63%
76%
11%
26%

TU Educator Profile
n=19
74%
26%
48
84%
3,7
17,6
100%
32%
28%
19%
1%
0%

33%
44%
15%
7%
33%

32%
26%
26%
16%
7%

22%
22%
4%
52%

11%
16%
5%
68%
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The aging nature of LSO and Union educators for that matter suggests the potential of a skills gap
developing and efforts are required to begin building new layers of educator capacity.
Trade unions and LSOs and the cadre working in these organisations represent a significant values
based and cultural asset that is hard to estimate in direct value because it is so fundamental to what
WE was, is and could become. This is one of the critical areas of focus in the needs and institutional
development analysis along with the recommendations section.

5.5.3 Conclusions of resource provision
We have built very little broader delivery capacity and institutional momentum towards labour
controlled research and educational capacity. Because of scarcity there also exists the problem of
over control of the outcomes of research and the instruction. Learners tend then not to be genuinely
engaged with critical thinking but rather with criticising thinking of a particular status quo or set of
institutions. This may have short term functionality but it bodes ill for the long term emancipatory
prospects of a worker education for the working class in general.
Funding in its current form is inadequate. Furthermore, it has the additional problem of unintended
consequences, including deepening the divide amongst workers generally with vulnerable workers
able to access almost no WE, membership very little and then key target layers having very uneven
access.
Without the institutional independence both in terms of ideas and financial support there is little if
any opportunity to actively develop new knowledge that is working class orientated and can be
counter hegemonic in outcome.
Funding cycles are too short from SETAs in particular (usually a year). It is hard to allocate for a
degree or diploma qualification where a funding cycle is only a year-long but the qualification 3 years
for example.
As mentioned SETAs will often prefer public HEIs as providers. This has meant that we have not built
the requisite knowledge production and interpretation capacity within worker education often
sourcing this out to institutions that in large part make up part of the hegemonic orientation of
those with power.
Unions have for the most part not gone beyond governance in actively engaging in the broader
worker and community education functionalities often referred to as vocational training. There is at
a deeper level a contestation over skills that cuts to the heart over struggles for the value created by
labour. The NSDS III calls for SETAs to support quality pilot projects for further mainstreaming and
NSF support. Organised labour represents a natural custodian of the vocational skills for various
sectors but no such project of a union based vocational school has been attempted. It is here that
resources for combining the community and the employed with the unemployed can be fused and
emancipatory concepts mainstreamed into the vocational components. Worker controlled higher
education institutions offer the potential for alternative but it is inevitable that if the same
mainstream process are used to control and create functionality in such an institution the outcome
is likely to simply again reflect the hegemony as it exists.
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6 Education, Skills and Institutional
Capacity Development Needs Analysis
Following from mapping out provision of WE, in terms of the definition of workers education
developed in the conceptualisation and contextual sections, this part of the report focuses on the
needs identified for WE in order for it to satisfy a set of social and organisational objectives that are
expressly in the interests of the working class.
The baseline of provision in terms of coverage (numbers) and curriculum (content) is now contrasted
with what would need to be provided (in terms of coverage and curriculum) to meaningfully impact
on the identified objectives for WE. As part of this process an organisational capacity analysis is also
conducted, focussing on the main providers of WE.
This allows for the identification of gaps in terms of:
1. Provision to Identified target groups
2. Organisations
3. Resources to achieve a closing of the gaps identified in provisions and organisational
capacity

6.1 Needs Analysis Methodological Introduction
Whilst there are a number of definitions and approaches to needs analysis there are many
commonalities in the approach. Reality, such as time frames and budgets often determine the exact
choices and sometimes compromises necessary in process and methodological approach.
In order to preserve some continuity with previous work of the HRDC Worker Education Technical
Task Team the approach detailed here draws from and adapts the recommendations pertaining to
needs analysis, found in Appendix 1of the 2013 Framework for Worker Education Document.
This combined with the definition of worker education developed through this research process and
combined with data on provision of WE and the providing organisations along with contextual
factors into a needs analysis process. The objective is to develop strategies and recommendations
that address the objectives identified in the needs analysis and from these a set of
recommendations.

6.1.1 What is a needs analysis?
Need Analysis is the process of identifying and evaluating needs in a community or other defined
population of people. The identification of needs is a process of describing “problems” of a target
population and possible solutions to these problems.
A need has been described as:
 A gap between “what is” and “what should be.” (Witkin, 1995)
 “A gap between real and ideal that is both acknowledged by community values and
potentially amenable to change.” (Reviere, 1996)
 May be different from such related concepts as wants (“something people are willing to pay
for”) or demands (“something people are willing to march for”). (McKillip, Need Analysi
Tools for the Human Service and Education. Applied Social Research Methods Series Volume
10., 1987)
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“According to Strohauer39 a needs assessment is the process of identifying performance
requirements and the "gap" between what performance is required and what presently
exists. On a macro level, an assessment of needs will take place in alignment with strategic
goals, and will of necessity include organizational, occupational and individual needs. On a
micro level an assessment is done to clarify a problem and identify a gap, against which an
intervention may be identified and implemented.

In order to enable effective needs assessment, the following has to be noted.







Assessment is the evaluation of needs, barriers and resources
A Needs Assessment is conducted before an activity is planned
It must be stressed that “Want” and “Need” are not synonyms and that the worker
education framework will sufficiently contain the core and elective options.
Needs are contributing factors, as in What needs to be resolved to help close a gap, and
Needs often relate to barriers. Wants are possible solutions, a proposed means to filling
the gap
Gaps are the spaces between what currently exists and what should exist.” (Social Law
Project, 2013)

Focus area of needs analysis employed here
These are commonly described as stages or phases of needs analysis in the literature. In reality this is
something of an iterative process and is not always entirely sequential. An iterative process is one
that involves sharing ideas in a process of consultation, feedback and refinement. As such the
research process envisages a series of consultations and workshops with key stakeholders.
Identifying the audience and purposes for the analysis
This is important for linking the contextual realities to identified problems and confirming the
objectives of any planned actions in relation to the audience or users of the needs analysis. This
simultaneously lays the foundation for various levels of planning; Strategic, tactical and action
planning. It also sets the boundaries for planned actions.
Description of the target population and service environment
This serves to adequately describe the population for which actions will be planned. It is drawn from
the contextual analysis in previous research phases. This is used to develop models and projections
for budgeting and planning purposes. For example it is important to distinguish between union
members, shop stewards and union officials and estimate the approximate numbers of these
populations in order to plan programmes and cost these. Perceived needs are also important to
identify target groups for costing purposes. Where there is a lack of data it is then necessary to
develop estimates through triangulated methodologies that can serve as realistic assumptions in the
development of planning. Triangulation refers to cross verification from two or more sources. In
other words, using a combination of several research methods.
Needs identification
This identification requires the prior input of a description of the current situation: the baseline
information set.
“This stage is important as it provides a baseline of what is available. By asking the question: “What
do we know?” we are able to collect data that is the foundation of the Gap Analysis. It answers to:
 What is the current state?
39

Training Needs Assessment: A Systematic Approach, Joan Strohauer, DoE
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Where should we be?
How do we compare to others?
What’s new?
What’s important?” (Social Law Project, 2013)

Along with the questions identified above, this analysis relates to provision and is disaggregated in
matrix form between content or curriculum, numerical provision – the number of current learners,
providers, and forms of provision.
Needs identification is often in relation to identified barriers to attaining the desired objectives given
the purpose of the arising actions. In other words what are the gaps?
Needs assessment
The needs assessment moves into a planning phase. It is important for consolidating the gap analysis
and examining the resources available to more clearly define the gaps and estimate the actions and
resources necessary to address these gaps. This will provide tools for final planning along with
recommendations, and possibly options available but is not prescriptive of these. They are fed into
broader consultation and can act as a basis for a task team or coordinating committee to implement
testing and development towards addressing gaps. Again where a paucity of data exists best
estimation based on empirical evidence is used often along with precautionary strategies for such
estimation.
Needs are prioritised and core recommendations are developed around these.
Identifying the audience and purposes for the analysis.
(McKillip, Need Analysi Tools for the Human Service and Education. Applied Social Research Methods
Series Volume 10., 1987) describes this as identifying the uses and the users.
The audience for the analysis includes trade unions, workers, Labour service organisations and other
education providers, policy makers, government, the HRDC and other skills development Quality
authorities.
The uses of the needs analysis can be arranged hierarchically and speak to the purpose of WE.
Given the definition of worker education developed in this research the objective of the needs
analysis process becomes;

6.2 Contextual Purpose of worker education
The purpose of worker education is to achieve social and economic justice through working class
organisation and education.
This is achieved through WE contributing to strategic objectives
1. Increasing solidarity based action
2. Developing engagement skills for negotiation, representation and policy development.
3. Contributing to minimum standards and compliance in the labour market.
4. Consolidating coverage of protected workers through strategies such as centralised
bargaining.
5. Building engagement with other economic and policy actors through social dialogue and
other mechanisms of direct engagement.
6. Increasing organised sections of the working class
7. Improved organisational systems and capacities focused on the objective.
8. Linking different components of organisation within the working class
Source – key informant interviews, contextual analysis and learner and educator surveys.
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Needs assessment objectives
To make such a contribution WE must,
 Meet certain definitional criteria that focus such efforts broadly enough to have broad
contextual impact but specific enough (not simply all adult education) to have meaningful
planning components and measurable impacts.
 Consolidate and build on the rich history of WE in South Africa and in trade unions in
particular in order to advance broad strategic objectives such as building solidarity in action.
 Acknowledge, value and cultivate existing working class knowledge and understanding of
the political economy, production systems and struggles in these areas and create a
platform for the development of new working class knowledge.
 Use WE to support building organisation and organising vulnerable segments of the work
market and society.
 Extend the provision of WE to workers in general, beginning with key target groups.
 Build institutional capacity that is worker controlled.
 Interface meaningfully with the existing skills development and education systems in South
Africa in a way that promotes the values and approach to WE.
 Build working class and union capacity to begin to lever skills development and over time
even vocational training back under control of working class institutions.
 Meaningfully promotes labour standards and compliance.

6.3 Barriers to these objectives
Barriers to these objectives were identified in the first phases of the research and are summarised
below.

6.3.1 Contextual Barriers







The casualisation of labour
Diminishing levels of trade union density
Growing groups of unorganised and marginalised sections of the working class, (vulnerable
workers, migrants, women, casualised workers, unemployed workers and in particular
youth)
Changes in commitment and union culture as these impact on the relative importance of WE
Changes in the demographic of union membership.
Very uneven capacity and development amongst different trade unions and even more so
when unorganised and vulnerable workers are considered.

6.3.2 Operational barriers








Resources available for trade union education and WE more broadly.
Internally mobilised resources by unions
State provided resources
Disconnected and isolated efforts to build WE from amongst trade unions, LSOs and other
providers.
Contestation over scarce and limited resources amongst providers.
Difficulty in navigating complex state and stakeholder bureaucracies as seen in low uptake of
SETA pledged funding
Large enclaves of unorganised working class members making provision logistically difficult.
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Worker based research is also significantly limited and not sufficiently integrated with
education practice. There is a lack of evidence-based approach to education particularly in
functional areas of education

6.3.3 Policy barriers









Lack of availability of time off for WE activities
Very limited integration with other forms of post school education and training which may
be a strength of the form of education but it has meant no mainstream state budget support
Lack of Recognition of effective worker representation as a critical and scarce skill in the
South African Labour Market
Lack of recognition of the role of WE in creating an active citizenry.
Lack of systems providing recognition and articulation between different educational forms
and delivery methods.
The promotion of formalised accredited education above other forms of WE often linked to
or effected by resource access and allocation.
Policy and systemic assumptions that skills create jobs and economic growth.
The lack of a clear and coordinated policy and strategy based approach to accredited and
non accredited learning and ways to integrate these different forms of learning.

Whilst there are many barriers to the realisation of WE objectives the three most consistently
identified barriers that form the basis of developing the recommendations are;


The lack of sufficient and sustainable financial resources and the consequent lack of many
other resources such as infrastructure



The lack of time off for WE



The problem of coordination and collaboration

The barriers of funding and time off have been discussed under the section of provision.
The casualisation of the labour market and the inability of unions to engage with this can also be
considered a key barrier identified in the contextual analysis. It is dealt with strategically under the
gap analysis as there is no meaningful penetration by organised labour here.

6.4 Description of the target population and service environment
Altschuld (2000) points out three levels of target groups and their respective needs: Level 1
(Primary) targets are the direct recipients of the services; Level 2 (Secondary) targets include the
individuals or groups who deliver the services; and Level 3 (Tertiary) involves the resources and
inputs into the solutions (e.g., buildings, salaries, facilities, etc.). Our analysis here considers Level 1
as primary, the beneficiaries, Level 2 as organisational recipients and level 3 as those organisation
that significantly influence the environment in which WE occurs.

6.4.1 Level 1: Primary targets
Broad target groups of potential WE recipients were initially identified through the contextual
research.
Within these groupings there are specific key subgroupings that represent the most immediate and
strategically important recipients based on developing and satisfying the needs generated by the
objectives of WE or they represent a particularly large gap that significantly undermines the
objectives of WE.
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Broad groupings identified are outlined in Table 26 below.
Table 26: Population of potential Worker Education learners

Employed workers (formal including Agri)
Non-Unionised Workers (formal)
Unemployed Workers (formal)
Unionised workers (members) (formal
including Agriculture)
Vulnerable workers (casualised) (formal)
Vulnerable workers Unionised
Vulnerable workers non-Unionised
Informal workers excluding Agriculture)
Women Workers formal
Women workers informal
Women workers vulnerable
Women workers vulnerable Unionised
women workers vulnerable non-unionised
Migrant and refugee workers

16 192 000
12 250 000
6 616 000
3 942 000
5 230 541
255 715
4 974 826
2 689 000
7 145 465
1 075 461
2 514 477
104 198
2 410 278

Amongst Union members shop stewards were identified as the key strategic group described below
and amongst the employed Vulnerable workers were identified as being a large gap and also
characterised by strong needs for socioeconomic justice. The second tier analysis of organisations
also surfaced some key primary targets such as Educators in unions, Union officials and so on. The
broader needs still addresses other groups mentioned above and recommendations have been
developed around the gaps in provision to these groups.
The characteristics and enumeration of these first two groups are focused upon below.

6.4.1.1 Shop Stewards
Shop stewards are clearly the key linkage between workplace, workers and members and trade
union resources, structure and support to workers. Throughout interviews with key informants and
trade union educators this has been emphasised. In number terms shop stewards represent a
significant cadre. The number of shop stewards for all trade unions in South Africa for this study has
been estimated at approximately 60 000. 40
It is not particularly easy to estimate the number of shop stewards for a few reasons. Firstly the
union response rates were less than would have been hoped meaning we are dealing with a smaller
sample. The nature of workplaces and number of workers and members in such workplaces differ
significantly. Different trade unions with different infrastructural capabilities are possibly more and
less efficient in ensuring shop stewards are in place in various workplaces. The Labour relations act
suggests certain formulas for determining the number of shop stewards in a workplace but these are
based on the number of members per workplace for which there is not data. Furthermore unions
are of course free to negotiate better representation levels with management in workplaces. Finally
data of shop stewards and workplace and membership levels in workplaces are very sensitive to
unions and the Department of labour does not provide such data.41
Nevertheless to move to the process of gap identification and recommendation some form of
estimate needs to be made. For this purpose a few data sources have been used. We do not need a
40
41

see the recommendations and calculations below
See the methodological constraints notes of the case study on trade unions SSP for trade unions for the ETDP SETA.
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highly accurate number, rather a realistic ballpark figure is useful. This is for a few reasons. Firstly
there is a significant under provision which we understand anecdotally. Secondly whilst shop
stewards are key primary targets for worker education there are much larger groupings not being
reached by the type of WE as defined by the criteria developed in this set of reports. Thirdly it is not
a simple arithmetic progression that x number of shop stewards need a shop stewards course as
there are different curriculum and skills considerations associated with this role. As such the
following represents an attempt to derive a working target population within a range.
The (CASE, 2013) Cosatu Shop Stewards study had an estimate of total COSATU shop stewards at
30000 as a basis for drawing its sample in this quantitative analysis of shop steward demographics
and opinions. At the time the case study reflected that the membership department of COSATU put
the federation membership across 21 unions at 2 063 085. This provides an average ratio of 68, 7
members per shop steward.
The second source was data collected in this study which requested membership and the number of
shop stewards in the union. It is noteworthy that data provided was often an estimate as suggested
by round numbers provided. i.e. 500 shop stewards as opposed to 512 for example. But these are in
all likelihood functional figures for the purposes of doing broad costing estimates and estimating
gaps in provision to this key grouping of recipients.
The following table shows the data used for this estimate of the ratio of shop stewards to
membership. As the data was initially a little thin some other sources for union membership and
shop stewards were used in a few cases. 19 unions listed below, with a combined membership of 2
583 657 reported having 48 023 shop stewards. This sample represents 65% of all union members.
This provided a ratio of 53.8 workers to every shop steward. The 50th percentile was 77.5 members
per shop steward.
Union
Union 1
Union 2
Union 3
Union 4
Union 5
Union 6
Union 7
Union 8
Union 9
Union 10
Union 11
Union 12
Union 13
Union 14
Union 15
Union 16
Union 17
Union 18
Union 19
Total

members
SS number
Ratio
64 000
930
68,8
82 000
470 174,5
115 000
600 191,7
67 000
1 358
49,3
84 000
1 400
60,0
271 826
13 314
20,4
12 000
154
77,9
210 000
550 381,8
320 000
7 000
45,7
154 000
126 1222,2
235 000
3 500
67,1
172 000
10 000
17,2
99 000
1 906
51,9
154 000
2 000
77,0
69 831
485 144,0
250 000
1 500 166,7
140 000
1 250 112,0
50 000
480 104,2
34 000
2 583 657

1 000
48 023

34,0
53,80
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Sample % national union membership
Estimated numberof shop stewards based on sample

65,5%
73 338

1:53,8 as a ratio which is somewhat lower than the 2013 COSATU union only estimate42. This sample
though was also dominated by some very large well organised unions. There are 189 registered
trade unions in South Africa many of which would represent smaller groupings and would probably
not be that well represented in terms of shop steward structures. As the purpose of the estimate is
ultimately to assess provision gaps and provide a base for costing recommendations it is appropriate
to adopt a conservative methodology and also provide a range.
In this research sample the spread of the ratio of member to shop steward differed from the lowest
of 1:17,3 to the highest of 1:1222, 2. The most impactful outlier however was the 20.4 ratio figure
union. The most impactful outliers in the sample were removed for comparison purposes providing a
rounded estimate ratio of 62. The sample still represents 2 257 657 members or 57.3% of all
membership.
Unions were also asked to report on the number of staff employed to estimate a general population
of officials. Unions providing this information represented a smaller sample of 47.9% of
membership.
The range of ratios were then averaged to provide a reasonable middle estimate of the shop
steward population for the purposes of estimating coverage, gaps in provision of WE and budgets to
close these gaps.
This is simply an estimate not an attempt to definitively define the shop steward population as many
variables such as the size of workplaces, organisational capacity, the law on organisational rights etc
impact on the actual number. The different ratios provide a range of between 51 000 and 73 000
shop stewards. The average ratio estimates 60 000 shop stewards. Again, the purpose of the
estimate is to provide a functional number against which to develop planning processes.

Estimation of the Shop Stewards
population

Ratios

National union membership 2017
National union membership 2012
Ratio shop steward to members(current
research sample 19 unions)
Estimated Ratio Adjusted for most
impactful outliers ( 17 unions)
50th percentile ratio Current Sample of 17
unions)
2013 Cosatu SS research ratio
Average ratio
ratio of officials to members
Estimate rounded off for calculations
Current national union provision Estimate

3 941 903
3 633 802
53,8

73 338

2 583 657

65,5%

62,0

63 579

2 257 657

57,3%

77,0

51 194

68,7
65,3
1 125

57 378
60 366
3 504
60 000
21 000

2 063 085

56,8%

1 888 657

47,9%

42

35%

Estimated
National SS
population

Number of
union
members
covered by
the sample

sample
proportion

CASE 2013 COSATU Shop Stewards Survey
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LSO provision
LSO annual estimated Provision

3 727
960

6,2%
1,6%

Parties can simply substitute different values from upper and lower values during planning purposes
to adjust the budgets. For officials it is likely that the actual number is higher than this as smaller
unions tend to have lower officials to member ratios to a point but then are also at lowest limit
resource constrained meaning the employment of fewer. The sample was not robust enough to
explore these possibilities however. Again this is for broad level estimates and gap assessments.

6.4.1.2 Shop Steward Characteristics that impact on Provision and Needs
Shop steward turnover is a healthy democratic process but can and does present logistical and
resource demands on Worker education and Worker organisations.
The Cosatu 2013 shop steward survey suggests that many shop stewards serve more than one term
there is still a relatively high turnover. “Shop stewards were asked to state the number of years they
had been a COSATU affiliated shop steward and the number of years ranged from 0 to 42 years. The
average number of years was 5.2 years with a 25% percentile of 1 year, 50% percentile of 3 years
and 75% percentile of 7 years. Error! Reference source not found. shows that the majority (86%) of
espondents fell in the 0-10 year category.” (CASE, 2013, p. 67) 50% of the respondent had been shop
stewards for 3 years or less.
The last conclusion reached in the study suggests a single term turnover of around 50% which is
significant and has most definite resource implications.
This is important for two reasons. Firstly it means that few unions are able to reach all their shop
stewards with a full complement of shop steward training in time. Secondly, a lack of early training
could well in itself increase the turnover; and thirdly, the training of shop stewards who are no
longer shop stewards can still be considered a more general investment in worker education.
The use of trained skills is also a complex consideration as workplaces will often have more than one
shop steward and functionally different duties may be divided up amongst shop stewards. Of course
in smaller workplaces the role is likely to be more demanding.
Ideally a shop steward would progress through the traditional basic, intermediate and advanced
stages of education within a term of office and include at least one further or advanced module in
either labour law or political and economic component. In time equivalent this would roughly
equate to around 4 weeks of training. By way of comparison some L4 and L5 certificates with
notional study hour requirements of 120 credits have been constructed around a 5 week block
release system. These systems generally do rely on take home assignments to complement the
contact time and make up the required 1200 hours represented by the 120 credits. A 5 week bloc
release programme only constitutes roughly 20% of the contact time of the notional study hours
necessary for a full certificate. This is very intense and leaves little time for bridging other skills such
as critical reading etc that would be useful skills in further developing learning capacity. Ideally one
would wish to construct a minimum of a 6 block programme of 20 credits per block to complete a
certificate in a one year time frame. However, both funding and time off to attend such a format
have proven difficult to achieve this in practice.
It is nevertheless useful to point out that a trade union related qualification in terms of the formal
skills system, whether we consider the legacy TUPQ qualification under the ETDP SETA, or the new
QCTO developed trade union qualification and part qualification that would make up shop steward
functionality, would constitute considerably more time in training than shop stewards currently
receive.
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Shop steward responses in the COSATU 2013 shop stewards survey reported that the top 3 most
important duties of shop stewards relate to, improving working conditions, wage negotiations,
fighting dismissals and resolving disputes. This was followed by, addressing health and safety
concerns and improving benefits. These all tend to fall into the Trade union functional skills
grouping.
The characteristics of shop stewards is an important aspect in assessing the WE needs of this critical
group. The following box extracted from the (CASE, 2013) study provide an insight. Whilst this is
limited to COSATU affiliates in 2013 it still represents a significant proportion of the shop steward
population.
Time in the union
A COSATU affiliated union and the number of years ranged from 0 to 42 years. The average
number of years was 10.9 years with a 25% percentile of 5 years, 50% percentile of 9 years and
75% percentile of 17 years. Error! Reference source not found. shows that close to six in ten
57%) of the respondents fell in the 0-10 year category.
Number of years as a shop steward
Shop stewards were asked to state the number of years they had been a COSATU affiliated shop
steward and the number of years ranged from 0 to 42 years. The average number of years was 5.2
years with a 25% percentile of 1 year, 50% percentile of 3 years and 75% percentile of 7 years.
Error! Reference source not found. shows that the majority (86%) of respondents fell in the 0-10
ear category.
Type of shop steward
The majority of the shop stewards reported that they were part-time shop stewards (87%), with
only 1% reporting that they were shop stewards who were not recognised by management as
shown in
Gender
Out of the 2 051 respondents that were interviewed, just over two-thirds (69%) were males.
Error! Reference source not found. shows that in all the unions except in DENOSA, a higher
roportion of males than females were interviewed. NUMSA had the highest proportion of male
respondents (89%) followed by NUM, CEPPWAWU, CWU and SATAWU. In DENOSA, just over
three-fifths (63%) of the respondents were females.
Age
Just less than two-fifths of the respondents (38%) were aged between 40 and 49 years followed
closely by those aged between 30 and 39 years (36%) implying that just less than three-quarters
(74%) of shop stewards interviewed were between 30 and 49 years old. Only 1% were 60 years or
above as shown in Error! Reference source not found. below.
Education
Overall, just less than two-fifths (39%) had completed secondary education, and slightly below
this proportion (36%) had completed tertiary education. Very few respondents had only achieved
up to a primary school level of education (3%). 22% of all shop stewards had completed education
levels less than secondary education.
Out of the 731 respondents who reported that they had a tertiary qualification, almost half had
diplomas as presented in Error! Reference source not found. below. There was a similar
roportion of those who had certificates (21%) and those who had degrees (22%).
Ownership of television, radio, DSTV, computers, laptops and cell phones
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The majority of respondents had a cellphone (99%), television (97%) and radio (89%) in their
dwelling unit. Three-fifths of respondents (60%) reported that they had DSTV at home and 52%
had internet access (either from their cellphone, home, workplace or friend). Smaller percentages
reported that they owned a computer (34%) and laptop (27%).
Access to internet
Respondents with a tertiary education have the highest percentage of those with access to
internet (74%), compared with only 24% of respondents with less than a secondary education.
Over one third (36 %) of respondents access the internet from their cell phones and one-quarter
(25%) accessed the internet from a work computer. A smaller percentage (15%) accessed the
internet from their personal computers, 29% of respondents used internet for work purposes
today, 27% for reading the news while an equal percentage (10% each) used the internet for
personal reasons and social networking.

6.4.1.3 Vulnerable Workers
It is important to consider particular need groups where very little Worker education is occurring
and where general union protection is less functional in the labour market.
For purposes of calculating groups of need and vulnerability here, we must make some assumptions.
Firstly, better remunerated occupations generally mean workers have a wider recourse of action to
meeting the socioeconomic and justice objectives of worker education. Secondly, we have already
observed that amongst permanent workers the unionisation rate is in fact relatively high and
normally other permanent workers in the same workplaces tend to enjoy protection and
advancement by extension, whether they are union members or not. Our calculations show this
group to be approximately 7 019 459 workers. These workers are generally in higher level
occupation and part of formal sector groupings. Whilst this grouping could well benefit from broader
worker education topical awareness they are not amongst the most significant need group and have
the constitutional right and practical opportunity to become part of trade unions and enjoy the
benefits described earlier in the contextual section where trade union membership correlated with
better conditions etc.
The second observation is in occupations where union membership is lower the instance of labour
market flexibility, or stated alternatively worker vulnerability, is higher. The unionised proportion of
this group of workers in very low at 3,4% and the women component of unionised
disproportionately lower at 1,2%.
Here the research is able to enumerate the following groups which have also been gender
disaggregated.
Vulnerable workers by lower income level main occupation in formal sector employment43
Main occupation grouped
Unionised
Nonnon-unionised Women %
Unionised
women
Domestic workers
410
705 885
677 087
95,9%
Elementary Occupation
32 311
1 342 051
510 885
38,1%
Plant and machine operators
34 112
398 915
42 939
10,8%
and assemblers

43

STATSA. LFS 4th Quarter 2017
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Service workers and shop and
market sales workers
Clerks
Total
Unionised percentage
Women unionised %

31 524

645 796

378 416

58,6%

20 284
118 641
3,4%
1,2%

289 744
3 382 391

204 467
1 813 794

70,6%
53,6%

There are clear sex based skewed distributions in domestic work, service and shop workers and
clerks.
Collectively this group of more vulnerable workers in lower level occupations who do not have union
membership represent roughly 3,4 million workers. The presumption is that this group receives very
little WE and are probably as a group those in greatest need of same.
Given the low unionisation rate and the lowered likelihood of shop stewards networks effectively
representing the 3,4% of workers that are organised here it is a fair presumption that Union led WE
efforts directly contribute very little to this segment of the labour market and even less so
proportionately when it comes to women even though women represent a higher overall proportion
of the group.
It is also a numerically significant group overall constituting almost the same number of totally
unionised workers (3,9 million). This is therefore considered as a group a particularly significant WE
gap area. There are some LSO and NGO organisations that provide direct assistance to this grouping
but relatively limited worker education as such. Any strategy intended to meet the objectives must
therefore consider this grouping in a proportionate way.
The difficulty in considering and strategising around this group is that there is very limited current
worker education involving this group by trade unions. However, CWAO, WIEGO and other LSOs do a
significant amount of worker education with vulnerable workers including informal education in the
form of strategising meetings. Usual methods used amongst organised sections of the workforces
such as proxy education efforts such as through shop stewards are not applicable.

6.4.2 Curriculum and Content Needs for the primary target group
The previous section dealt with identifying target groups numerically and exploring the gaps in
coverage. The research also surfaced perceived needs of these primary recipients in terms of what
WE would focus on in covering these gaps. This section may be useful in final planning and
coordination of programmatic role out. It is used to inform some of the recommended pilot areas in
the recommendations section.
The research asked organisations, educators and learners to reflect on education and training needs.
Respondents were asked to comment on either gaps they perceived in learner knowledge and skills
while learners were asked to comment on their perceived knowledge and skills needs. The
distinction between knowledge and skills is somewhat artificial but it assists in soliciting a fuller
response set.

6.4.2.1 LSO and trade union educator’s opinions
The perceived gaps were somewhat different between LSO and trade union educators. This in all
likelihood relates to the particular subject matter and also focus of the organisation. Thus for
instance trade union educators, no doubt exposed to a lot of basic shop stewards training rated
knowledge of trade union constitutions and roles of shop stewards as a more important gap than
LSO educators. The following table sets out the relative importance of knowledge gaps reflected as a
% of total responses across all items.
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Trade union educators identified knowledge gaps
knowledge of TUs in society/history and TU culture
Understanding the union constitution/roles and functions of TU and SS
Ideological theory and political awareness
Values/attitudes
Knowledge of the workplace/collective agreements
Legal LRA,BCEA,OHS Basic Understanding/worker rights
how to link TU and community struggles
Worker control and working collectively and democracy
gender
n=39
LSO Educators identified Knowledge gaps
Political economy and ideology
don’t know their rights/labour law/how to exercise rights
knowledge of TUs in society/history and TU culture
gender equality
Basic labour economics
OHS
values and solidarity
how to sustain struggle
how to attempt other ways of organising
N=24

% of all
responses
21%
15%
15%
13%
10%
10%
3%
10%
3%

17%
17%
13%
13%
13%
8%
8%
8%
4%

When combined as in the following figure the knowledge gaps identified point to fundamental trade
union knowledge relating to history culture and role in society as the most important gap followed
by ideological and political awareness which was expressed variably as class consciousness,
ideological orientation, class analysis, national political awareness. For interpretation it should be
noted that these reflect opinion on relative importance and not relative absence of particular
knowledge.
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knowledge gaps identified by educators
OHS
Gender
Worker control and working collectively and democracy
how to link TU and community struggles/sustain…
Knowledge of the workplace/collective agreements
Inderstanding the union constitution/roles and…
Values/attitudes/operational solidarity
Legal LRA,BCEA,OHS Basic Understanding/worker rights
Ideological theory and political awareness
knowledge of Tus in society/history and TU culture
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Skills gaps were also identified and a number of knowledge responses were in fact moved into the
skills categories. Given the difference in skills and less likelihood that a skill is the same subject
matter as what is being covered in the learner interaction it is more likely that skills responses would
constitute an opinion as to relative absence. Again there was some difference to be noted between
the response sets of LSO and trade union educators but more convergence than in the consideration
of knowledge.
Trade union educators identified skills gaps
Representing members and handling grievances /case
management
IT
communication Presentation and Public Speaking
organising and campaign skills
Writing, minutes and understanding what is read
Financial management skills
negotiation
Information gathering
Leadership skills
Organizational Development
n= 35
LSO Educators identified skills gaps
reading and understanding and writing
mathematics
analytical and conceptual skills
interpreting legislation and other documents
communication
confidence
n=22

26%
14%
14%
14%
9%
6%
6%
6%
3%
3%

36%
18%
18%
14%
9%
5%
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Trade union educators identify representation skills as the most critical gap and area to be
addressed while LSO educators saw literacy, and numeracy and critical thinking as the most notable
gap. This however was also high on the list of trade union educators.

Skills gaps identified by educators
Organizational Development
Leadership skills
Information gathering
negotiation
IT skills
organising and campaign skills
Financial management skills/ mathematics/ wage calcs
communication Presentation and Public…
Writing, minutes and understanding what is…
Representing members and handling grievances /case…
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Taken together with communication skills the second to 4th most common responses make up 47%
of total responses which is a significant proportion. This suggests a distinct need for developing a
stronger AET focus within the movement particularly as associated with the longer programmes in
the movement. This needs to be considered along with other learner support programmes and
preferably integrated with the content of other priority knowledge areas. Examples of responses in
this area provided in the box below.
Responses describing AET related skills gaps
Basic mathematical skills, analytical skills, history, (English) writing skills in some instances
Reading and writing is a major problem, many of learners are struggling with literacy and
comprehension
The key gap has been their ability to comprehend and interpret a given text. This means that most
of them need to take up basic reading and writing skills courses, or basic academic writing skills
course that will empower them with the necessary skills to read, understand and articulate the
content in a text. This is particularly important given part of their role is to be able to read policies
and legal documents without which they won’t be able to perform efficiently their role.
Not so much knowledge but analytical and writing skills
Participants generally find abstract thinking, conceptualising, writing and representing what they
feel and think very challenging
Reading and writing ability, and lack of understanding of international working class struggle and
solidarity
Poor reading and writing ability, and low level of social consciousness
Taken with the contextual information relating to skills there is thought need as to how such skills
needs can be met within and beyond the labour movement. Some interview respondents also
highlighted the reluctance of people to read and the loss of a reading culture.
Trade union identified Knowledge and skills needs by recipient group
Unions were asked to identify key needs for knowledge and skills for different groupings of potential
learners, being;
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i. Shop stewards
ii. Office bearers
iii. Officials
iv. Members
The proportional responses are provided in the boxes below
Box: Trade Union identified Knowledge needs

Box: Trade union identified Skills needs
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6.4.2.2 Learner needs perceptions
In a learner survey conducted by participating LSOs, of LSO participants, respondents were asked to
describe their information and knowledge needs. This is not assumed to be representative of all WE
learners as a large portion of the sample of 135 learners were from more advanced programmes and
were responding in terms of their own needs. For this reason when planning curriculum views of this
sample should be balanced with those already featured from educators and trade unions. Going
forward this research could be extended to begin to take in larger numbers of trade union
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participants in basic shop stewards courses for examples and membership during general meeting
processes. This is discussed in the recommendations section.
Of the response set,Labour law and representation were identified as the top set of needs
representing 26,8%. This was followed by labour economics and bargaining at 24.3%.

LSO Learner Percieved Information and
knowledge needs
Labour Law and case Handling
Labour Economics and bargaining
Organising and servicing
Politics and activism
gender
other
Research and Information
Computers and online union Info
Info on further study/Curriculum
Health and safety
skills development
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

The next three largest response sets were Organising and recruitment, Politics and activism and
gender.
The following table gives a clearer indication of the interpretation of these categories by the
learners.

skills development

Health and safety

Info on further study/Curriculum

Computers and online union Info
Research and Information

This related to workplace processes and
facilitation skills
Health and safety, this didi not include the
HIV/AIDS subset. There were no respondents
from a Health and safety related programme
and this would tend to provide a lower number
in responses
A number of learners explained they would like
further education opportunities but did not
have information about what that LSO would or
could offer.
This included responses related IT skills,
information available online and social media
use. Membership info related to organising
overlapped with this response category.
This category included straight forward
research skills, being able to find and access
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other

gender

Politics and activism

Organising and servicing
Labour Economics and bargaining
Labour Law and case Handling

information, and using database systems to
develop information processing. There is some
overlap between this category and the IT and
organising sets.
Other included a range of skills focus areas such
as, writing minutes, project management,
problem solving and communication
Gender related to areas of gender in
leadership, collective bargaining and
organisation
Politics and activism broadly included
responses around political economy and
broader civil society engagement. The nature of
learners and course focus would likely see this
category increasing in focus.
This included issues of servicing, strategy and
tactics, information on members to plan
organising. Another common focus was
organising in difficult or changing economic
circumstances.
The responses to the two largest categories are
broken down in the graphs that follow
The responses to the two largest categories are
broken down in the graphs that follow

In order to get a clearer picture of the two largest response categories the proportion of susets of
responses are provided in the following two charts.

LSO Learner Needs Labour Economics and Bargaining
Category Breakdown
bargaining
information (CPI),
financial info and
company
performance
29%

Barging skills and
process
25%

Labour Market,
workplace
change, industry
and policy
46%

The largest focus area was in the broader labour economics area where learners were often
concerned at the level of industry level performance, job creation and retention and labour market
regulation.
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LSO Learner Needs Labour Law and Case Handling
Category Breakdown
Case handling
and
representation
42%

Labour Law
(rights and
legislation)
58%

The labour law category is divided between learners wishing to have better insights in terms of their
rights and those of members and more specific knowledge needs relating to representation
processes. The later is clearly premised on knowledge of rights first.
One response group of students were from a qualification based set of programmes. They were
asked what qualification they would like to do next. More than 90% responded with a degree or
diploma in labour law or labour studies and related fields of Human resources Management and or
public administration. Learners in these programmes seem to have a clear learning path in mind.
The broader sample indicated a more diversified need often relating to progressing with an area of
education just completed.
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6.4.3 Level 2 (Secondary) targets
Level 2 (Secondary) targets include the organisations and individuals working within these
organisations that deliver capacity development to the primary target groups. The initial research
identifies a number of these organisations. There is also at time overlap between individuals
delivering capacity as primary recipients and part of secondary organisations. A typical example here
would be a union or LSO educator. For ease of constructing projects initiatives that develop capacity
of such individuals are classified under primary targets and those that develop other organisational
resources are classified under secondary targets.
The following organisation types were identified by the research process. In attempting to meet
gaps identified in the needs analysis by these organisations would be of primary importance.

Nedlac participating
federations
All Trade Union
Federations
Independent unions
LSO

3

Direct Constituency
3 941 902 members
2672000 (68% of all union members)
263 000 members (7% of all members)
1 006 930 members
(25% of all union members)
2 745 000 (70% of all union membership)

5

3 530 500 (90% of all union membership)

94
7-10

LSO other and labour
focused CAOs

12-20

406 902 members (11% of all union members)
In theory collectively LSOs provide to all workers and all
members in particular but some have more specifically
defined populations
Focus on community based and often vulnerable
workers, women, casualised workers etc. This includes
labour focused advice centres
Advice centres generally deal with a lot of labour related
matters. In theory they provide to society without the
means as a whole.

Trade Unions
Large Trade unions
Medium trade unions
Small trade unions

Number
189
16
5
169

Community advice offices 312

Universities

6

Community Colleges
Adult learning centres

9
provincial
and 2347
PULCS
unknown

Other private providers

Universities and private providers together provide to
more learners than LSOs
The community college development is still very early –
in principal they will provide to NQF level 1-4 learners.
They will also provide non accredited education to
communities based on need.
Examples include
•
Juta
•
Mark Berger Training
•
Break Even
•
DND Lwazi Institute
•
Bruniquel & Associates
•
Umsizi Skills
•
Kungawobantu
•
GMZ
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Provide on a similar NQF level to LSOs including the
Trade Union Practice certificate
The development of capacity at an institutional level is a key term of reference. The secondary target
group is therefore the focus of the Institutional Analysis and Institutional Capacity Development
recommendations.

6.4.3.1 Institutional Capacity Analysis
Institutional capacity is broadly defined by (Bhagavan, 2004, p. 3) as follows: “Our definition of
“institutional capacity” thus encompasses, on the one hand, the functions (tasks) that institutions
should have the competence (ability) to perform, and, on the other, the resources (human, technical
and financial) and structures they need to that end. For ease of analysis, we subsume relations, rules,
values, behaviour, etc. within the concept of “structure”.
Much of the institutional capacity development literature in the non-profit sector is linked to the
classical micro-economic criteria and techniques to institutional analysis and development
championed by the World Bank in the mid-1990s under the (optimistic) heading of “new institutional
economics”. The intention of the micro-economic approach is to bring market forces and
competition to bear on donor programmes and projects, which are seen as “contracts and
agreements linking principals and agents, i.e. owners, contractors, consultants, participants and
beneficiaries” (Morgan and Qualman, xx).
This is generally aimed at a single institution. However organisations seldom work in isolation to one
another and often have as their goal the transformation of the economy and society. In the context
of worker education, we deal with clusters of institutions often across networks. (Bhagavan, 2004)
goes on to observe that, “Clusters and networks call for analyses of, and changes in, the structures
and modalities of interaction between institutions, which are exercises of a different category than
dealing with hierarchies in individual institutions. In designing and implementing … initiatives, much
more attention is devoted to the context (political, economic and social), the “enabling
environment” and the actual manifestations and limitations of local “ownership and commitment”.
It is recognised that it is essentially an ongoing process of change rather than creating and “handing
over” a “product”. (Bhagavan, 2004, p. 2)
Promoting Innovative educational approaches and partnerships
ILO proposals for building union education capacity and practice (ILO, 2007:iii):
 create a baseline of information on existing structures, programmes and personnel and
identif union education needs at all levels in the labour movement;
 promote dialogue between all the partners involved in union education to improve the
coordination of activities, focus resources more effectively and create needs-driven
opportunities, especially for unions in developing countries;
 encourage innovative pedagogical approaches, delivery instruments and partnerships which
promote the creation of new educational programmes, curricula and course materials based
on the needs and aspirations of workers and their unions;
 develop union education networks for knowledge sharing, capacity building and influencing
social and economic policies;
 initiate union education activities to promote the ILO’s Decent Work Agenda.
In the institutional development analysis here and the recommendations the notion of organisations
working in groups or clusters is an important focus to create change. It is the barriers that exist
between institutions for example competition between LSO’s, political differences between unions,
the skills bureaucracy between SETAs and Unions that need to be dealt with.
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Whilst the brief calls for the development of WE capacity, once this is understood as a function of a
cluster of institutional capacity, within certain structures from a current base level of delivery and a
national context, it is clear that WE capacity cannot be developed in isolation to broader institutional
development.
The second important observation is that this is not a once off set of steps or simply a matter of
securing more funding that will get rid of the barriers, rather it is a long term project that needs to
be approached with care and time. Throwing money at the problem without the support of creating
engaged and cooperative networks could have more undesirable consequences than what it helps.
Institutional capacity development is also not simply adding new capacity but also the strengthening,
mobilising and changing of existing capacity.
The more focused the organisational main function is related to WE the more fundamental total
organisational capacity development is a prerequisite for success.
Thus we can compare LSOs and trade unions. Trade unions have a broader array of functions for
which WE is both an output and input whereas LSOs have WE as a direct and central functional
focus. This does not mean that WE capacity can be developed within and amongst Trade Unions
without some form of institutional change but that it is necessary to adapt proposed interventions
to these realities.
The impact of contextual factors on the education practice of Labour Service Organisations
The follow section details the review by LSOs of the contextual factors impacting on their education
practice. The section looks at political issues broadly and internal to trade unions, economic, social
and technological factors.
Funding environment
 Local and global austerity measures has led to a decline in donor funding for projects.
 The shift in solidarity funding from Northern funding partners to other regions
 State funding is important but has been limited.
 Skills levies based funding has been limited, inconsistent, bypassed unions and LSOs as
providers and fractured workers education in favour of accredited provision.
 Unsecure and variable funding patterns limits the possibility of developing long term
programmes and investing in building institutional capacity.
 WE has been adopted by many Universities as a profitable arena that also demonstrates
social commitment, but undermines worker controlled delivery of WE.
 The nature of funding accountability and bureaucratic requirements can stifle uptake.
Economic context
 Continuous fluctuations in the SA Rand exchange rates in relation to foreign donor currency
create uncertainties for planning.
 Neoliberal policies and ongoing attacks on the living standards of the poor working class are
reflected in changes in the labour market and increasing precarious work forms. Union
organisation finds it difficult to reach and support these workers.
 Economic slow downs place pressure on jobs and undermine union power to address issues
such as skills development and time off for training.
 Economic context breaks down solidarity.
The post school education environment, in particular the NQF framework/Accreditation
environment
 The different approaches to Worker Education between unions, accredited and tertiary level
education institutions create some challenges.
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The poor/lack of effective support that the accredited training framework (e.g. the National
Skills Fund) contributes historically to traditional Worker Education efforts and initiatives.
Non accredited education incorrectly is given less status despite results. For example, “Even
though our modules are not accredited participants to our programs are most often poached
by the employers. Certain participants that were on the accredited H&S training as provided by
the employers are confident that they take away more from the training than what is available
elsewhere.”
Even though Participants are more likely to want accredited courses, yet what we offer is
enriched by its flexibility and responsiveness to the changing context.
There is still emphasis on the human resource paradigm and not much challenge of the
dominant gated and bordered pedagogy of established, mainstream education and treatment
of worker education and popular education as ‘juniors’ in the education arena.
This becomes reflected in the painful partnerships and collaborations LSOs and unions have
with Higher Education institutions and LSO struggles with advancing the accreditation and
registration process.

Lack of resources committed to education by trade unions
 The unions are not allocating a lot of resources to health and safety training. Their view is
that health and safety does not fall within their scope of organising. The union’s main focus
is organizing and political education. Health and safety is not a priority because it is not
regarded as political education. Dominant power relations are both reflected and
reproduced within union education programmes; therefore health and safety has become
the individual shop stewards responsibility. Although participants to our programme are
most times able to implement what they have learnt we often find that more senior
leadership in unions have to play catch up to the shop stewards’ newfound knowledge and
confidence. We addressed the above in our Case Management programme that was run in
2016 by targeting more senior officials and full time shop stewards. (IHRG)
Trade union organisational environment
 The current trade union education only caters for the shop steward layer and other top union
officials. Ordinary workers and rank and file workforce are not catered for, nor given any
political education and worker rights training.
 The failure of most trade unions to genuinely prioritise OH&S union education and their
inability independently resource the education and secure access to the range of OH&S services
required to service members/workers.
 The failure to implement/use OH&S as an organising tool and regard the training and
application of OH&S laws as equal to other labour laws ‐ to address the dominant Employer’s
OH&S culture of neglect.
 Very male dominated TU environment with strong patriarchal tendencies and the emergence
of many protocols that can feed into hierarchical processes – challenges our attempt at
working in a more gender equal way. Also the divisive political approaches within the trade
union movement challenges our principle of working in a non-aligned manner and with all
worker related organisations struggling for social justice
Political divisions in the trade union movement
 within and between different unions and union federations has negatively impacted on WE
and research. This creates an environment where positions are entrenched and people are
cautious as opposed to open and exploring in learning.
Technology
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Technology has had a positive impact on our communication with participants through our
website (although our website is currently down), electronic newsletters (however we do
not have dedicated person to do this currently) and WhatsApp group. Participants and other
workers are able to communicate without having to come to office physically - this is
especially true in the context of our advice work. However we have not been able to utilize
technology to be able to offer digital or remote learning opportunities
Mobile technology/telephones has enhanced communication with and between
participants, e.g. the increasing use of the WhatsApp platform to engage with participants
who do not have access to e‐mail and other forms of communication.
Where the high cost of data poses a challenge for the use of the above platform (e.g.
participants in the Agricultural sector), the use of the SMS option.
Technology is incorporated into some learning initiatives as a resource, such as databases
and online information sources and social media platforms for communication
Use our events and workshops to open emails and encourage workers to create email
accounts with our support. We send them materials on these accounts
Technology is pivotal as it creates an opportunity to make company information, and other
forms of information - that will aid unions in their bargaining processes - more accessible.
Technology threatens jobs.
Technology is dividing often between haves and haves nots.

6.4.3.2 Institutional Capacity Development: SWOC analysis General
(Bhagavan, 2004) identify a number of generic capacity areas key to a sustainable process of
institutional/organisational capacity development. These are:
 Information and knowledge
 Competence and ability (so-called “human resources development”)
 Governance, institutional economy and institutional finance
 Technical and infrastructural resources
 Policy arena
 Policy instruments (Institutional framework)
For the purposes of developing institutional capacity building recommendations a SWOC analysis
was conducted. As the strengths and weaknesses component of SWOC tends to be internally
focused capacity areas similar to those identified by (Bhagavan, 2004) but more specific to the WE
and LSO and union context have been used.
The purpose of the SWOC analysis is to identify issues that potentially impact on programmatic
delivery of worker education by the key implementing organisations which are trade unions and
Labour service organisations. These are not the only issues identified by respondents but rather a
collection of the main thematical content so as to give some focus to the output. The other reality is
that organisational SWOCS will differ from one another just buy virtue of the historical development
and decisions taken in organisations. This is not therefore meant as a diagnostic tool for any one
organisation to use. Where appropriate particular organisations are mentioned by name so as to
identify a good practice example that may be of use to the broader community. This generalised
SWOC is developed a means for identifying certain policy priorities, potential interventions and
different ways of categorising different organisations. Ideally the data is presented to trade unions
and LSOs for reflection and amendment where necessary and then used as a basis for planning and
assessing the recommendations.
Development of a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Challenges approach
From the information provided by LSOs who conducted their own internal SWOCs as part of the
research process a number of key fields of analysis were derived, against which generalised
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assessments have been developed from the data provided by the LSOs themselves along with data
from key informants and trade union interviews.
Strengths and Weaknesses
Strengths and weaknesses generally relate to internal issues in an organisation or in this case
clusters of organisations. From the data a number of more specific focus areas surrounding strengths
and weaknesses emerged;
The fields of analysis are
Information, knowledge, Programmes/curriculum
This category describes what the organisations know and understand about the world and the
objectives towards which they are directed and are able to share and grow in others. It covers
programme focus and curriculum that has been developed or is planned by the organisations.
Human capacity
These are the competence, abilities and skills along with knowledge focus areas of people that these
organisations use in an attempt to achieve their goals.
Governance, Infrastructure and resources
The category of governance, infrastructure and resources relate to those organisational components
that allow functions to be performed. This includes physical resources (offices, furniture It
equipment etc) organisational systems (procedures, policies norms and practices) and financial
resources.
Functional focus
This category describes the focus areas of organisational provision and information and knowledge
endeavours it is essentially a subcategory of the main grouping information/knowledge and
programmes.
Linkages to Institutions, supporters, constituency and beneficiaries
This describes the relationships with different types of constituencies that the organisations have.
In terms of the needs analysis framework developed this element of the institutional cluster SWOC
focuses on “primary Targets”.
This relates to how organisations relate to other organisations acting in similar or the same policy
arenas. Organisations seldom work in isolation to one another and often have as their goal the
transformation of the economy and society. In the context of worker education, we deal with
clusters of institutions often across networks.
“Clusters and networks call for analyses of, and changes in, the structures and modalities of
interaction between institutions, which are exercises of a different category than dealing with
hierarchies in individual institutions. In terms of the needs analysis framework developed this
element of the institutional cluster SWOC focuses on so called ‘secondary targets.’
Policy arena and Access to accredited education
In terms of the needs analysis framework developed this element of the institutional cluster SWOC
focuses on so called ‘tertiary targets.’
Geographic presence
The geographic presence of research and WE delivery by LSOs
Opportunities and challenges
Generally in this methodology opportunities and challenges are externally focused elements for
strategic planning. This links to the needs analysis framework which identifies barriers to achieving
certain needs. The opportunities and challenges component of the SWOC then focusses in on these
barriers but is not limited to them.
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As trade unions and LSOs a general perception of organising WE and the difficulties this poses
suggested the following proportional Chart. The most significant need currently perceived is that of
time off for WE where it is seen as unimportant and an annoyance and cost to the employer. This
was recorded as even a more significant problem than the funding environment and must be a clear
priority item in strategic planning and policy development.

6.4.3.3 Strengths and Weaknesses of LSOs as a cluster
Programmes/curriculum
Strengths
There exists a wealth of programmes, materials and archives between the LSOs. (historical and
contemporary)
This covers the majority of important fields (See Section1)
The materials and curriculum are of good standard and care goes into the development of such at
appropriate levels and standards. The high quality and accessible nature of many of the materials
and curriculum design mean these are both an excellent base for RPL practice given the experiential
focus of much of the design methodology. They are also unique resources in this regard. Given the
quality of materials it is relatively easy to port these to accredited formats should this be needed.
The curriculum and materials generally cover the main components of emancipatory, and trade
union functional capacities needed in the labour movement.
There are some very good examples of the development of knowledge distribution systems that are
IT based and automated.
Here the key example is the various MNC and bargaining focused database systems developed and
available online from the LRS.
The strength of political economic analysis in the labour movement generally and in LSOs means that
a lot of the content has overlap with higher education level analysis and often course content in the
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humanities fields. LSOs are therefore well place to assist workers who wish to, to progress into
higher education fields if they have not or take up specific areas of enquiry that affect workers.
Weaknesses
There are some specialist areas of materials and curriculum that are not as well developed as other
areas. Examples here could be for example engaging in production and industrial engineering
negotiations.
There is also a tendency for the compartmentalisation of knowledge in to constituency focused
enclaves, such as gender. Stated differently there is insufficient mainstreaming of these concepts.
Programmes and Materials are not put in accessible repositories and not generally well shared
between LSO organisations. There is also limited materials access and sharing between LSOs and
academic institutions for example.
E-learning materials have generally not been developed locally but are accessible through ILO
initiatives for example and other labour centres. These tend to be a little to generic and would
definitely benefit some of the labour movement as a delivery mechanism.
Basic Adult education materials etc have not been developed particularly the type that would deal
with the sort of conceptual themes involving emancipatory political, economic and similar forms of
education. Critical thinking development and so on. The workers college has some examples of an
attempt at these by way of assisting in the bridging process to accredited forms of education.
Knowledge databases have not been generally developed and or used by LSOs for the dissemination
of knowledge. The exception is the LRS databases. Ditsela and Workers College are experimenting
with information management techniques for student access and instruction similar to those
employed by higher education institutions – for example Moodle by UKZN (an online learning
system).
Generally LSO websites are not as useful as they may be primarily focussing on what the
organisations do, their policies and programmes and so on.
Human capacity
Strengths
Staff of the LSOs are one of the biggest assets of the WE movement. There are a number of veteran
educators and Researchers who trace back to struggles of the 70’s and 80’s. The small nature of the
organisations means that many of the values carried by this cadre have been passed on to newer
staff. This resource is however rapidly coming to an end.
The average age of LSO educators is 46 with 89% of the sample being over the age of 40. Staff
turnover seems relatively low with the average length of service in an LSO at 8 years and the length
of time involved with the labour movement (normally in another LSO at an average of 15 years).
This is generally an educated workforce with 44% having a post graduate qualification. Most have
specialised in adult education is some way, which is on the face of it a strength but can also be seen
as weakness in terms of a lack of diversity of knowledge focus)
There has been a wealth of knowledge created and articles penned by LSO staff over the years.
Strong research ethos amongst LSO staff generally but clearly concentrated in research orientated
LSOs such as LRS and Naledi.
There are a number of different research specialities represented in different research focused LSOs
but given that this is a very small population of staff it is vulnerable to shock.
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There are a group of external LSO support consultants, who are drawn in on a project basis by a
number of LSO’s. This is in part a strategy to access skills in a flexible manner on a needed basis on
the part of LSOs and in part because of the desire not to be organisationally constrained by such
individuals. This group is well versed in the discourse and narrative of trade unions and LSOs and
generally have the potential to add significantly to the capacity of LSOs. These individuals also
commonly work across a broader array of constituencies. This group is to be distinguished from
other service providers who are generally less aligned providing functional support such as IT or
auditing services etc.
The staff and collaborators of Traditional LSOs and those that have a broader constituency focus
probably represent the most concentrated group concerned with developing alternate organising
and focussing on the challenges of the impact of the changing labour market and forms of work on
worker representation. They do have linkages into global union federations and academia (some of
whom have similar concerns) and to a lesser extent government (although such concerns clearly
exist in the Department of Labour for instance)
Weaknesses
The educator profile of LSOs is old at 46 which suggests that there will be a rapid and large scale
skills exit over the next 10 years.
There is very little experience amongst LSO educators of Basic forms of Adult education (only 11% of
respondents reported experience here) which weakens the abilities of these institutions to provide
basic skills of literacy and numeracy which are essentially building blocks towards other forms of
education. It also limits the capacity of the organisations to act as bridges/ conduits to other forms
of accredited education (this is not considered a weakness by all LSOs or commentators).
There is limited experience of working in a trade union and less of leadership positions in trade
unions (37% and 7% with office bearer experience respectively) which may limit some of the
potential to reach leadership in transformative efforts and organisational development efforts more
broadly amongst trade unions)
There does exist areas of skills deficiencies amongst LSOs and these were self-identified as:


Distance learning and e learning methodology



AET (ABET) facilitation skills



Higher level IT skills – using spreadsheets and other software beyond word processors and
presentation software (e.g. PowerPoint and Word)



(this is less of an issue in research focused LSOs)



Popular writing skills



Materials development – Both accredited and unaccredited forms



Assessment related skills for certified and accredited forms of education (not seen as a
weakness by all)



Multilingual capabilities

Specific content/subject skills are not strongly present across this grouping. For example there are
relatively few seasoned negotiators, trial focused labour attorneys, quantitative statistics specialists,
qualified economists, and so on. These specialists tend to be hired in on need and there is therefore
relatively little opportunity for peer learning and transfer of knowledge and skills.
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There is no systematic plan for the development of human capacity amongst and often even within
LSOs. (There are exceptions – for example the Workers College of Durban has attempted to develop
assessment and moderation skills amongst all staff in the organisation, other LSOs provide for
sabbaticals, Ditsela has achieved bursaries through the ETDP SETA for staff, etc. There is also
relatively little collective development of thematic areas and issues between staff of LSOs. Again,
there exists exceptions such as the Ditsela educator conferences but these are sporadic events
based interventions rather than programmatic and focused development of all human capacity
around thematic issues of relevance to the labour movement.
Collegiate support at an inter-organisational level is often constrained by virtue of political barriers
and the scarcity of resources which tend to set LSOs up in competition for institutional survival. This
acts to suppress the potential for spontaneous collaboration between individuals which becomes
mediated through an organisational lenses and by organisational imperatives (or perceived
imperatives)
Infrastructure and resources
Strengths
Most LSO do have financial and management policies in place however the rigour with which these
are followed varies. Work related process tend to be normative in nature however in larger
organisations and sometimes as a result of leadership imperatives more bureaucratised processes
have been developed.
A number of LSOs have developed Quality Management systems or can easily convert existing
policies into such systems for the purposes of attaining accreditation. Converting these policies into
practice however remains a challenge.
Most LSOs have adequate equipment levels for current staffing including copying facilities and IT.
Several have resource centres but these tend to be used less and in some instances have fallen into
disuse or archiving, for a number of reasons covered in the weakness column.
Weaknesses
LSOs generally have fairly limited infrastructure in place and the infrastructure as it currently exists is
non-sustainable in nature. Offices are mostly rented, physical assets such as furniture and IT
depreciate and IT does so particularly quickly.
Funding levels are generally insufficient to scale up to efficiencies in delivery which is made worse by
the fact that delivery is generally based on rather expensive methods of hotel and similar based
residential programmes.
salaries as a
income to
self
total
% of
number other
programme programe
total income generated
expenditure salaries
expenditure of staff overheads expenses
expenditure
LSO 1
R16 162 283
R78 463 R18 489 064 R7 181 005
38,8%
14 R5 678 354
R5 629 705
30%
LSO 2
R8 660 052
R854 490
R7 031 664 R3 716 039
52,8%
10 R614 778
R2 700 847
38%
LSO 3
R5 700 599
R64 435
R6 837 043 R4 285 172
62,7%
10 R1 192 599
R1 359 272
20%
LSO 4
R6 500 605
R45 872
R6 559 905 R3 431 360
52,3%
8 R620 849
R1 669 830
25%
Total
R37 023 539
R1 043 260 R38 917 676 R18 613 576
42 R8 106 580 R11 359 654 -R1 894 137
Proportion
2,8%
47,8%
20,8%
29,2%

On average direct programme costs using the 2015/16 year as a basis across 4 LSO’s saw
approximately 30% spend. Salaries constituted 48% and other overheads 21%. Salaries are a major
cost proportion and this varies from organisation to organisation depending on the nature of the
work. Organisations that do more research than education are likely to have a much higher salary
proportion of total expenditure as opposed to an organisation conducting a lot of hotel based
workshops for example. Where organisations have not done well largely as a result of insecure
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funding is to expand the amount of education that takes place using staff more efficiently across
more education delivery. This is because salary costs as an input component at a project based level
represent a relatively small proportion of cost. Two thirds and above of the cost is attributable to
unrelated costs of conferencing.
A five day workshop with 25 participants would typically have the following cost ratio.
Example budget
Unit cost
units
Facilitator cost*
3500
Venue conference
350
Accomodation and additional meals
650
materials and printing
150
materials development
3500
transport costs
200
Total

number
5
5
4
1
5
2

Total
1
25
25
25
2
25

R17 500
R43 750
R65 000
R3 750
R35 000
R10 000
R175 000

%
10,0%
25,0%
37,1%
2,1%
20,0%
5,7%
100,0%

That LSOs do not have dedicated facilities is a major provision weakness. It is also a weakness that
there do not exist campuses that could take advantage night course and weekend delivery
mechanisms at a very limited additional cost for local learners. Here the accommodation and
conference costs are 62% of the total.
LSOs are not very self-sufficient with self-generated income from sales, membership fees and
interest constituting only approximately 3% of total income.
LSO have not been able to accumulate large reserves and given the nature of funding overlaps with
project income and accounting cycles frequently run into deficit. Here for example the 2015/16 year
analysed across the 4 LSOs represented a 1.9 million rand deficit.
Total funding support for 7 LSOs is estimated for the 2015/6 financial year to be in the region of R50
million. Using staffing numbers and outputs that were available to estimate expenditure for LSOs
where there was not data provided. If one includes expenditure of organisations such as Khanya
College, workers advice centre etc the operational budget probably lies between R60 /70 million
from all sources.
Hypothetically if it were decided that LSOs should provide a representation course including some
labour law and some representation skills this would usually constitute a 5 day course
(accredited/unaccredited). At the current cost structures (See excel) if LSOs were to educate 25% of
shop stewards on a residential workshop basis for a 5 day period it would cost an estimated R82
000 000 for 530 workshops using a standard cost structure. This would just be for one off course for
5 days at a cost. This is before any diversity of curriculum development, research information
distribution functions and administration for 7 separate organisations.
Resource centres have largely fallen into disuse for a number of reasons.


Education does not happen where the resource centre is – i.e. education happens at
conference venues not at LSO venues.



The internet is often the preferred method of gaining information access as opposed to
going to a venue.



Resource centres require maintenance and staff costs which are not easily funded.



There has been a failure to create digital archives of materials for reasons related to funding,
value placed in this and at times copyright.



LSOs generally have limited access to online libraries for staff and learners. These can be
expensive so this is mostly a funding question.
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Functional focus
Strengths
One of the notable strengths of LSOs in South Africa is the range of functional focus represented by
LSOs collectively. Most LSOs bring a specific niche focus area to the work they conduct. For example,
health and safety, collective bargaining, unorganised and or vulnerable workers, etc. These
specialisations are emergent as a conscious strategy to have to some extent a definable identity
linked to a specific need, but also emerges as an organisational culture and practice overtime. This
represents a difficult to define and cost concept but it is a key value. This value proposition is gestalt
in nature in that collectively their whole they represent is greater than the simple sum of the parts.
Any strategy needs to find a way of building on this strength.
Of the LSOs that participated in the research directly we can observe the following functional focus
Ditsela has developed capacity to run large scale education interventions and was the first of the
LSOs to attempt fully and independently accredited education in the form of the Trade union
practice qualification. This is a level 4 qualification aimed at shop stewards mostly. Pedagogics and
practice has also been a feature of Ditsela engagement for example through the annual education
conference hosted by the organisation.
IHRG has health and safety expertise not shared by most LSOs. IHRG has expressed an interest in
attempting to have some of its programmes accredited.
ILRIG has for some time focused on the impacts of neoliberal globalisation as a specific focus and
also attempted to develop alternative organising systems integrating community and union based
efforts. The annual globalisation school has been a feature for a number of years. ILRIG highlights
the dangers of accreditation systems emphasising the emancipatory and active role of education.
Workers College has for some time developed knowledge and skills in acting as a RPL bridge to
Higher education in the form of a degree programme offered through UKZN. It has also recently
achieved provisional CHE accreditation for a number of certificate level L5 qualifications covering
different focus areas including gender and labour studies, Labour studies, Labour economics, politics
and social development and an advanced certificate in labour law at level 6. These would still serve
as the bridging programmes to a degree that were played by certificated programmes in the past.
Workers College has also engaged community based activists over the past years in its programmes
but this has largely been in the form of one organisation.
LRS has a strong research capacity and focus on collective bargaining along with strong IT integration
through database systems. Their annual bargaining conference is a hallmark. LRS has expressed
interest in accreditation of some offerings. It acts in functional support of collective bargaining of
trade unions and has a well maintained publication in the form of the bargaining indicator series.
Workers World Media Productions, as the name suggests focuses on the development of messages,
narratives and skills related to collecting information and telling workers stories. It also has a strong
information dissemination role.
The Chris Hani Institute has historically played a focused research role and linked strongly with
postgraduate linked study programmes. It is currently going through a refocusing process but still
with a strong research function. Political economy and development of ideological knowledge is a
critical form of engagement.
Naledi has a long research focused tradition and capacity and networks in support of this. It has
various focus areas in the form of programmes which are linked to areas of enquiry.
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Other LSOs also represent more specific focus areas. Wiego for example has a strong constituency
focus in terms of gender and nature of work. Casual workers advice centre similarly has constituency
focus linked to legal representation strategies and supports advice centres.
These functional focus areas can be divide into knowledge creation, knowledge dissemination and
knowledge building (education) activities. Most LSOs tend to play all of the roles in varying
proportions. This is sometimes strategic but also sometimes a necessity in competing for funding.
However, this aspect could also be considered a weakness.
Weaknesses
The relatively specialised nature of LSOs means they are vulnerable to funding shifts. Different
funders tend to focus on specific areas which can change from time to time with shifts in policy,
government strategy, international donor concerns and focus areas etc.
LSOs have been forced to compete for a very limited pool of funding support. As such they at times
have added functional focus or topics that are currently either popular for funding or more easily
accounted for in funding terms. (For example number of learners in a workshop)
In order for functional speciality to be of greater impact there is a need for strong inter organisation
coordination and cooperation. Again the competitive funding environment tends to undermine such
efforts although there are differences in political and strategic approaches as well. Whist there is
some cooperation between LSOs this is somewhat limited and no institutional structure or form
exists for cooperation around WE and knowledge production.
Not all focus needs be completely singular organisation in nature. Indeed there are complementary
trends emerging that could be built upon but are not because of limited coordination. For example
CHI and Naledi are currently engaged in WE research as has the Workers College. CWAO focuses on
the development of paralegal support for casualised and mostly unorganised workers. CHI and
Naledi have engaged in research on this topic in the past and Workers College has developed a
Labour law module but also engaged and expressed interest in developing general paralegal
capabilities. There are also independent labour supporting consultants in the network working on
similar areas across unions and communities. However these efforts are however largely happening
in isolation or uncoordinated.
Linked to geographic presence the functional specialty has limited value.
Organisational form and Linkages to institutions, constituency and beneficiaries
The LSOs are NPOs with different specific organisational forms such as Trust, S21 company and
constitutional based organisation. Some are membership based such as the Workers’ College and
LRS. Most organisations are either formally or informally non-partisan to political and or trade union
formations. This is a general strength.
The starting dates of various LSO’s











ILRIG – 1983
LRS – 1986
Workers College - 1992
Naledi – 1993
IHRG at (UCT)-1980
Ditsela- 1996
WWMP - 1999
Trade Union Research Project -1986-2002
Khanya College – 1986
CWAO - 2011
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Industrial Health Unit (UKZN) – 1986 -2003
Chris Hani Institute - 2003

The two LSOs within the UKZN fold have changed form or shut down. This was largely as a result of
funding difficulties.
Varied relationships and funding sources, (some LSOs receive more state funding than others) means
that collectively there is relatively good space for freedom of thought and action. However in
specific circumstances this may be limited.
There does exist linkages between some LSOs and institutions, in particular universities. The
Workers College has for example a long standing relationship with UKZN and a more recent one with
DUT. Ditsela with Wits and UJ, IHRG with UCT, TURP and IHU within UKZN in the past, and so on. This
is a useful linkage for creating a resource base but also access programmes.
Weakness
This area can have limitations in terms of constituency engagement. Most LSO were formed in a
different period of labour movement development that was characterised by different labour
market conditions in terms of trade union density and the nature of the labour market. This has
limitations in terms of responding to changes in labour market.
There have been attempts to change focus but this is not always been easy within an organisation.
Funding has also meant that some organisations have ceased to exist. Whilst there are greater
efforts in some quarters to address issues of community organisation and precarious work forms this
is currently not the main provision of LSOs or trade unions for that matter but probably the area of
greatest exploitation and need.
Some LSOs are organisationally linked to certain labour formations which can have a limiting effect
on reach and impact within WE. For example, NACTU was not part of Ditsela for a lengthy period of
time.
Political and ideological differences have effected relationships and sustainability of some
organisations.
The relationships with institutions such as universities are indeed useful however they are vaguely
structured sometimes by MOU and from some experiences it seems often depend at a functional
level on leadership within the LSO and the particular University faculty or programme. These
relationships tend to create a power dynamic where the universities can and at time do dictate
content areas and define knowledge. This is in terms of the definition of worker education a
significant problem as there does need to be some form of worker control exercised over the
knowledge production and education. It is not simply where workers are participants in education.
Correcting power imbalances is important to counter these tendencies. In this regard the Workers
College gaining Provisional Higher Education Institution status is initially symbolically important.
How this space comes to be defined and used to engage other HEIs will be important for strategizing
future inter institutional relationships at this level.
Policy arena and Access to accredited education
Strengths
LSOs generally have highly developed and critical insights into labour market and political economy
locally and globally. This has become part of the culture of these organisations flowing from the
needs that saw their establishment and also speaks to the quality and commitment of many of the
Educators and researchers.
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This definitely finds its way into educational practice and pedagogics, curriculum and programme
focus.
There has been an ongoing engagement with policy issues such as accredited WE and different LSOs
approach the issue differently. As a strength there has been a wealth of experience generated and
recorded and reflected upon through efforts of some LSOs to walk the accredited route revealing
advantages, realities and false presumptions and disadvantages. There have also been practical and
tactical lessons learned. There is also a good body of work from LSOs that reflects critically around
the issue of the skills development framework in South Africa in general and its application in a WE
context more specifically. These useful elements are captured in the discussion around accreditation
and hopefully inform the strategic recommendations going forward.
Weaknesses
LSOs became somewhat bogged down in the principle debate around accreditation as an issue. In
some respects it has become something of a red herring to deliver. The reality however has been
that LSOs have probably not accessed the funding that could have been accessed through SETA
based processes because of this issue whilst private training providers and universities have
benefitted significantly from WE related income.
The bureaucratic and organisational demands of accredited forms of education have seen some
LSOs delay engagement with this area despite the intention to at some point offer the same.
It is however a reality that accredited education does not suite all constituencies or all issues. As a
weakness LSOs and trade unions have failed to resolve the debate in such a way to make use of the
terrain and opportunities in it. For instance funding that could be going on WE that targets
communities, vulnerable workers and organising efforts in these areas of greater need is spent on
mainstream shop stewards skills and ideological education which could well be covered using the
accredited mantle for funds access.
Geographic presence
Strengths
There are historical concentrations of LSO support in KwaZulu Natal and the Western Cape and not
just Gauteng. This represents something of a strength but this area is more generally linked to
weaknesses
Weaknesses
This is one of the principle weaknesses of LSO provision currently. LSOs are concentrated in Gauteng,
Cape Town and Durban. Most of their activities are limited to city level in their own provinces. There
are some national programmes, but these are sporadic and do not come near to addressing the
need. It is very difficult to coordinate LSO delivery as it cuts across different funding sources, issues
focus, provincial level delivery, and so on. Some LSOs do have points of presence in two main cities
usually Cape Town and Gauteng. The data on LSO provision however reveals that delivery is
therefore very concentrated to three cities. There are some provincial participation but this requires
funding for residential participation. This concentrated and patchwork of geographic delivery limited
to residential events is one of the weakest points of LSO WE delivery. Specific strategies will be
needed to deal with this problem.
For reference data see Section 4 on provincial delivery.

Table: Total Training Conducted by 5 LSOs 2013-2016
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Total trained

Gauteng
North West
East Cape
Limpopo
KZN
Northern Cape
Free State
Mpumalanga
W Cape
Total

1 053
169
213
235
742
38
210
134
933
3 727

% of total
trained

28,3%
4,5%
5,7%
6,3%
19,9%
1,0%
5,6%
3,6%
25,0%
100,0%

TU
membership

1 114 770
317 995
326 854
346 209
596 982
78 284
240 033
314 477
606 352
3 941 95644

Estimated
Shop
stewards
17 071
4 870
5 005
5 302
9 142
1 199
3 676
4 816
9 286
60 36645

% of estimated
Shop Stewards

6,17%
3,47%
4,26%
4,43%
8,12%
3,17%
5,71%
2,78%
10,05%
6,2%

This education is also constitutionally limited within these geographies with the vast majority of
workers educated from indefinite period contract shop steward origin, and generally from medium
to large and better established unions. Some LSOs do attempt to focus on other workers and even
communities but where these efforts are made they then tend to be geographically limited.
Opportunities and challenges
Opportunities and challenges generally relate to the environment. The analysis drawn from LSO
submissions and trade union and key informant interviews focuses on LSOs as a cluster of
organisation as in the previous section and opportunities and challenges are recognised in terms of
the potential of this cluster of organisations to contribute substantively to the objectives of WE
identified in the needs analysis process.
The Needs analysis methodology identifies this purpose as
Contextual Purpose of worker education
To achieve social and economic justice through working class organisation and education.
This is achieved through WE contributing to strategic objectives
1. Increasing solidarity based action
2. Developing engagement skills for negotiation, representation and policy development.
3. Contributing to minimum standards and compliance in the labour market.
4. Consolidating coverage of protected workers through strategies such as centralised
bargaining.
5. Building engagement with other economic and policy actors through social dialogue and
other mechanisms of direct engagement.
6. Increasing organised sections of the working class
7. Improved organisational systems and capacities focused on the objective.
8. Linking different components of organisation within the working class

44

This figure is derived from a QLFS STATSA query. See the contextual section for more detail.
This figure is an estimate of the shop steward population. This is discussed in the potential learner populations
identified in the needs analysis section of the document
45
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Strategies need to expressly recognise the danger of institutionalism identified by Michel’s as the
“iron law of oligarchy.” This is always a danger to these forms of planning and the logic of
institutional capacity building initiatives. This also means that LSOs considered as a cluster must be
done so in a manner that integrates considerations with broader interlinkages to other provider
institutions, trade unions and stakeholders. It should also be noted that for LSOs and trade unions
many of the external opportunities and challenges have significant overlap.
Contextual Opportunities
Improved education levels of many trade union members, largely driven by changes in the public
sector, as compared to a number of years ago present the opportunities for more advanced
curriculum and more directly engaging union membership in research processes. This along with
increasing levels of IT capacity and access to the internet means greater opportunities for e-learning
approaches. (There are of course problems with this too. On the one hand this tends to create
different sectoral imperatives and methodologies such as e learning generally mean a decline of
collective learning and the opportunity to collectively shape meaning, historically a hallmark of
worker education.
Technological advances in media that can assist with both media and educational capacity and
access for the target groups
Contextual Challenges
It is difficult for LSOs to engage the most marginalised of workers as their traditional institutional
relationships with trade unions and funders have focused on more traditional areas of trade union
organisation.
The profile of union members has been changing as a function of labour market changes and the
extension of education. Members generally have higher education qualifications these days and
have grown in expectation for accredited forms of education. This places pressure on LSOs to
provide a form of education that may not be appropriate for the purpose of education. Participants
come from increasingly diverse levels of education and capacity. This makes curriculum
development and education practice more challenging.
LSOs that are attempting to address the more marginalised and vulnerable workers are confronted
with significant resource constraints. There has not really been an emergent organising model out of
advice office support approaches whose efforts are largely individual case support.
A growing digital divide which threatens to leave more groupings of workers further behind. LSOs
have not generally been able to address these problems
It is difficult for LSOs to engage the most marginalised of workers as their traditional institutional
relationships with trade unions and funders have focused on more traditional areas of trade union
organisation.
The profile of union members has been changing as a function of labour market changes and the
extension of education. Members generally have higher education qualifications these days and
have grown in expectation for accredited forms of education. This places pressure on LSOs to
provide a form of education that may not be appropriate for the purpose of education. Participants
come from increasingly diverse levels of education and capacity. This makes curriculum
development and education practice more challenging.
LSOs that are attempting to address the more marginalised and vulnerable workers are confronted
with significant resource constraints. There has not really been an emergent organising model out of
advice office support approaches whose efforts are largely individual case support.
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A growing digital divide which threatens to leave more groupings of workers further behind. LSOs
have not generally been able to address these problems
Operational Opportunities
SETA’s are beginning to move away from insistence on accredited forms of provision. This is not
uniformly so but offers some opportunity for LSOs to receive funding from these sources.
NSDS funding priorities include community focused organisation and skills development amongst
marginalised and unemployed workers.
This provides opportunity for those LSOs focusing on these areas and different approaches to
organising vulnerable components of the labour market.
The Workers Education Committee has the potential to create the space for collaborative and
coordinated efforts across the complementary competencies of LSOs. This may also assist with the
navigation of the complex bureaucracies associated with skills development. This will however
require state cooperation and support.
Worker education has been targeted as a priority since NSDSIII, although this has had limited
impacts in significantly improving funding in this regard.
There does exist an opportunity for main stream LSOs to begin to collaborate with advice centres for
example to build relationships with these organisations and state regulatory functions in an attempt
to reach more marginalised segments of the working class.
Operational Challenges
Unions are not allocating the same level of resources for WE. This has multiple implications for LSOs.
Better resourced unions could well afford to support LSO education programmes on a paid for basis
(even if at cost) but tend not to do this. Unions are mobilising SETA based resources but historically
SETAs have insisted on accredited provision. This is finally starting to change as a result of trade
union engagement on the matter, but requires further engagement for SETAs to be fully aware of
trade union needs.
Union record keeping systems are often fairly poor which makes assessing needs and targets difficult
for LSOs
Unorganised and marginalised workers do not present an easy point to interface with logistically as
an organisation which often has knock on implications to accounting and accountability for funds.
External donor funding has declined to South Africa and also tended to be more centrally rooted
through the state.
State funding to LSOs is generally via the DOL or the NSF and in a few cases SETA’s. This is generally
all at ministerial discretion and subject to availability. Growing budget deficits have meant greater
austerity in government spending along with tighter PFMA regulations. This has the potential to
further choke already significantly marginal state support.
LSOs have not significantly developed capacity in the arena of labour law, labour rights and aligned
qualifications in this regard which education is key to unions but currently largely outsourced to
universities and private providers. This is in part because of SETA based funding but also because
LSOs have not had the opportunity to really focus in on developing such capacity because of relative
funding constraints. Staff with these competencies can be relatively expensive.
LSOs are forced to compete for a limited set of resources for organisational survival which
significantly effects relationships between LSOs but also between trade unions and LSOs.
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Where accredited education may be considered an appropriate form of WE with specific objectives
the operational demands on LSOs may well be prohibitively high.

Policy Opportunities
Some SETAs have begun to acknowledge and fund unaccredited forms of trade union representative
training in the past two years. E.g. HWSETA, ETDP SETA
The ETDP SSP research around trade unions recognises trade union representative as a critical and
scarce skill. Trade union representatives in SETAs need to take this issue up
Policy Challenges
Lack of time off remains a key problem area especially for longer programmes that are not
accredited but also any accredited programme is generally problematic from a time off perspective

Finally as an exercise beginning to examine the use of information management various LSO
websites were examined and a monitoring matrix for future developments in this area was
constructed.

6.4.3.3.1 LSO website status WE and Information/Knowledge dissemination
Websites should be a key form of information and knowledge dissemination amongst LSOs and
unions. The reality is that they frequently are not. Websites were accessed on the 20 April and then
again on the 24th of April to assess the presence of websites and then make an overall assessment
of the state of LSO websites. At the same time a methodological rating system has been developed
for organisations to self-rate the functionality of their internet presence. The organisations are not
individually rated here but organisations have been mentioned by way of good practice indicators.
The following websites were accessed:
www.lrs.org.za/
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www.wwmp.org.za/

http://www.wiego.org/

http://www.ditsela.org.
za/
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http://khanyacollege.or
g.za
/programme/educationliberation

http://www.cwao.org.za
/index.asp

http://workerscollege.or
g.za/
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http://www.naledi.org.z
a/

http://www.ilrig.org/

www.chi.org.za/
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http://www.ihrg.org.za/

Of the 11 websites 3 were not currently functional.
Of the remaining 8 websites the Wiego website is an international site but included here as a good
example of a resource rich site.
Of the remaining 7 national websites 4 carried very little to no knowledge resources for example
research, education materials, or information resources such as wage settlements, legislation etc
although one of these carried an up to date newsletter publication of the organisation.
Some sites had very little contemporary news although some employ automatic news feed apps. The
news however is not organisationally generated.
Some sites contained a fair amount of information, but it required updating.
In general the sites seem to be constructed from a rationale of advertising the organisation and what
it does more than anything else. The intended audience seems to be the potential or existing funder
more than the user or the constituency. Some sites have student access functionality such as Ditsela
and Workers College and it is presumed they do or will have further functionality and information
available to these users accessing.
Despite this few sites carried current Annual reports in narrative form and none financial reports.
Annual reports that are there vary considerably in depth and breadth of coverage of organisational
activities.
All the organisations receive funding and presumably must account for such funds in a narrative and
financial method. The absence of such reporting is therefore quite surprising.
2 of the national sites really stand out which are the LRS and WWMP sites. The WWMP site serves a
specific media and education purpose and is constructed with this in mind with a variety of mediums
used (print, Audio and video). It is regularly administered and updated having a host of 2018
materials that is not simply from an automated news feed.
The LRS site serves as a platform for the database systems as well as archiving and featuring
organisational publications very well. In this case the bargaining indicator. The CWAO site is also very
functionally developed with resources aimed at its target audience. It has up to date information in
the front but some of its information resources are extensive but a bit dated.
Lessons
Lessons drawn from reviewing these sites and interviews include the following.
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Good sites are purpose driven and integrated technology allows sites to play multiple roles. E.g.
house a database, a resource archive and feature current news.
There is a lot of work that an organisation needs to develop to feature on a website. Articles need to
be written on research conducted, publications put together; and with databases, new data
captured and processed. This requires significant coordination and production which is generally not
possible in the case of a very small organisation.
Once a website is a useful resource it then needs to be advertised and constituencies informed of its
existence.
Websites must be maintained to retain someone looking for information or knowledge.
Organisations will need to adjust to or implement the notion of solidarity based collective
knowledge and resource creation. It is technically simple to make training resources available online
for non-profit use or use by a selected group of organisation but in general this is not the current
practice.
There are no list serve links found on the sites reviewed and also very little inter organisational
linkages made clear. If we are to consider WE as a community of practice it may be functional to
begin to develop sets of interlinked resources featured through all of the existing sites.
Self-rating system
From a methodological perspective the following criteria are suggested for organisations to begin to
assess the functionality of the web presence and the extent to which it contributes to worker
education and the development of capacity within the organisation and the community of LSO and
trade union WE practice and the purpose of WE in supporting wider socioeconomic transformation.
Criteria
Is the site present
How up to date the website is

Research information carried

News and other information carried
 Relevance to main target groups
 How up to date it is
 Archive created and searchable
Worker education resource materials carried

Governance transparency (publish Annual
reports)
Financial transparency (publish audited
financial statements)

Rating Guide
Yes 10 No 0 (5 for temporary technical non
presence)
Information on events and articles or info
produced by the organisation in the previous 12
months (1-4) previous 6 months (5-7) 3 months
and less (8-10)
Organisational research outputs in the last 12
months (4-6)
Organisational and other relevant research
linked or downloadable (7-10)
Score out of 10

Other organisations products linked or
downloadable (2-4)
Core organisational materials (5-7)
Most organisational materials and (8-10)
Previous year (current) 10
A year’s gap 2016 report in 2018 – 5
More than two years or greater gap – 0-3
Previous year (current) 10
A year’s gap 2016 report in 2018 – 5
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Strategic Transparency (publish strategic plans)
Constituencies identified and focused
Links to a community of WE practice

More than two years or greater gap – 0-3
Current plans and intended programmes (5-10)
Previous plans (1-4)
Score out of 10
Score out of 10

6.4.3.4 Trade Union SWOC
The nature of strengths and weaknesses within trade union provision of WE is often significantly
different between different unions. It is therefore more difficult to speak of a cluster of
organisations in the same way as LSOs. There are discernible differences between provision between
larger and better resourced unions and smaller organisations.
Programmes/curriculum Strengths
There is an abundance of historical materials dealing with the core issues of emancipatory, political
economy and trade union functional skills. These are regularly updated.
Some federations have developed comprehensive materials for shop stewards education in the past
as has been done for local office bearers and also around political, ideological and socioeconomic
issues.
There are some good online resources on some union websites. For Example SADTU has a very good
history and induction into SADTU publications featured on their home page. There are a wealth of
modules on a host of topics including gender, financial management, organising and case
management, etc. to be found on the site. There are also links to different education forums. Finally
the site also contains an extensive 10 part study circle based course entitled communist university.
The Communist University is also featured on the NEHAWU site and in both instances is innovatively
formatted for whatsapp.
The extent of internet access obviously varies between sectors and membership profiles but where
it is likely high in the public sector for example there exist good examples of online knowledge
resources.
Trade unions focus programmes mostly on:
 Basic induction and union constitution
 Bargaining and negotiation skills, employer policies and agreements
 LRA and amendments (basic labour rights)
 Handling Unfair Dismissals
 Political and socio economic Issues
There are also programmes dealing with the following although they are less common between
unions:
 Industrial policy and planning, industry agreements
 Health and safety training
 Women in leadership
 ABET
 Computer Skills
 Financial management
 Office bearer training
These do cover the core functions of shop steward leadership.
Some unions such as DENOSA and SADTU, for example, do have vocational training curriculum
developed. This is in a fairly specific area of provision.
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Standalone gender programmes do exist and are generally considered a strength.
Previously mass based lunch time education took place which was a particular strength however this
practice has declined more recently.
Programmes/curriculum Weaknesses
There are some specialist areas of materials and curriculum that are not as well developed as other
areas. Examples here could be for instance engaging in production and industrial engineering
negotiations.
There is also a tendency for the compartmentalisation of knowledge in to constituency focused
enclaves, such as gender. Stated differently there is insufficient mainstreaming of these concepts.
The risk is that gender programmes become lost in a mainstreaming process and should remain as a
specific focus and enjoy greater mainstreaming to realise the potential more fully.
Programmes and Materials are not put in accessible repositories and not generally well shared
between union organisations.
E-learning materials have generally not been developed by unions often because of internet access
rates. However some unions do keep materials on-line. This is however not a widespread practice.
There has been very limited general membership education materials development. In part this is
because of the logistical problem associated with membership education and also this normally
would occur in organic ways through meetings etc. However the general media development and
message development of posters and support materials for shop stewards to strengthen
membership education in such organic settings needs greater attention and resourcing.
Materials for general membership, such as strike pamphlets are written in increasingly academic and
inaccessible language. There is a need for improved popular materials writing and development
skills.
Very few unions have managed to develop and implement effective AET/ABET education. As in the
case with LSOs, Basic Adult education materials etc have not been developed particularly the type
that would deal with the sort of conceptual themes involving emancipatory political, economic and
similar forms of education. Critical thinking development and so on. SACTWU is an example of a
union attempting such an approach.
Health and safety is a topic generally not well developed in curriculum and programme form by a
number of unions but as in other areas the sector will often dictate the extent to which this is a
focus.
Trade union websites and magazines are key information delivery, as well as accountability and
transparency mechanisms. A good publication and web presence is a time consuming activity that
requires dedicated resources. The quality of information and passive education and information
dissemination through these media varies dramatically between different unions. A number of
unions do not have functioning websites; and where they do they are poorly populated with
information.
Similarly social media use for education purposes varies but is generally relatively poor.
A snap view of 12 large unions (80 000) and above members showed the following number of
followers. One union seems to have attracted large followings whereas the others seem to average
more or less similar numbers. Smaller unions often don’t have a presence or the presence is very
limited.
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Twitter
6348
5428

Face Book
Union A
2092
Union B
5218
Union C
6010
Union D
344
2950
Union E
1399
4918
Union F
23000
159638
Union G
2433
13156
Union H
5519
9563
Union I
647
8004
Union J
3625
4881
Union K
4507
14619
Total
53250
231049
Larger public sector unions seemed to have larger followings on Facebook.
Human capacity Strengths
Although there has been high turnover amongst trade union educators, most full-time educators
have significant trade union experience (averaging 17.6 years)
Federations have education structures, particularly at national level.
Some unions have education structures at national (and in some cases, provincial level).
This is a well-educated group with over 32% holding degrees and a further 26% post graduate
degrees.
Human capacity Weaknesses
The educator profile in trade unions is overwhelmingly male (80%) and older (with an average age of
48 years, and 90% over 40 years)
There is high turnover of trade union education staff.
In many unions, local, provincial and even national education structures are not functional.
Federation and union education capacity is very limited at provincial level, and almost non-existent
at local level.
Trade union educators are often drawn into taking up other union responsibilities (within the
context of human resource/capacity constraints) which makes education programmes suffer.
Outsourcing of worker education to accredited private providers (such as universities) due to SETA
requirements has had the consequence of weakening internal union capacity.
Infrastructure and Resources Strengths
Most unions have offices, administrative and organising staff at national, provincial and (in some
cases) local level.
There are considerable resources available to medium and large trade unions who constitute over
three quarters of the national trade union membership. In addition, a number of union investment
companies exist which can contribute to worker education and potentially assist in the development
of infrastructure for trade unions.
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It is estimated that unions currently spend approximately R115 million on education. (Please note
this is a very general estimate based on limited data.
Infrastructure and resources Weakness
There is huge unevenness between the allocation of resources from national to provincial and local
level, with many local offices having very limited infrastructure and resources. Some local offices do
not even furniture, functioning phones, never mind internet, emails and functioning IT systems and
hardware.
Policy arena and Access to accredited education strengths
The benefits of accredited trade union education are:
The potential for learning pathways for workers from basic to high levels of education/qualification
Packaging and formalisation of education programmes with well-developed materials and education
resources
Bringing worker education into mainstream education where for instance, universities are
developing worker and trade unions programmes as part of their curriculum – some courses are
customised for trade unionists and others that allow for interaction between trade unionists and
students
Creating opportunities for trade unionists to study up to PhD level on labour-related issues
Policy arena and Access to accredited education weaknesses
The issue of accreditation has affected worker education negatively because of the tendency to only
value the programmes where there is going to be a certificate.
Most SETAs only fund accredited education programmes which further marginalises and undermines
non-accredited trade union education, putting pressure for all programmes to become accredited.
It can lead to an exodus of skilled trade unionists, who are recruited to management positions
having been trained by the unions.
Accredited education is highly formalised and can be bureaucratic. It does not have the strengths of
informal organic education which is more responsive, adaptable and can respond to immediate
challenges more flexibly.
Universities and other accredited institutions do not have clear policies to promote access, such as
RPL and bridging courses, amongst others.
There is very poor articulation and linkages between trade union education and formalised
accredited forms of education.
Unions should be leading on vocational education (but the area is dominated by employers who
recoup huge grants from SETAs).
There is no clear policy and provision of paid education and training leave for workers education.

Geographic presence Strengths
Public sector unions have greater geographical spread of local leadership, given the nature of public
sector employment (with public services in all localities).
Private sector unions’ offices and locals are located in industrial areas aligned with concentration of
employment in the sectors they organise. This creates potential for concentrated worker
organisation hubs in industrialised localities.
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Geographic presence weaknesses
Trade union programmes tend to be centred in larger metros, with very little reach into rural areas
(although as mentioned under strengths, public sector unions reach all areas).
Opportunities and Challenges
Trade unions are clearly the principle delivery mechanism for Worker Education as is apparent when
we compare provision by trade unions and LSOs. Whilst there is research capacity in unions this is
generally outsourced to LSOs or university institutions. Research capacity in unions is utilised for
developing strategy and responding to policy demands, rather than building knowledge from a
worker perspective.
Opportunities
There are a few large trade unions in South Africa that represent the largest proportion of union
membership. This group could be viewed as the “top 15-20”.
Most union members belong to a union that is part of one of the large federations in the country.
Federations could act as a focal point for delivery where unions do not have sufficient internal
capacity to develop education.
There are possibilities for unions with poor capacity to still engage in Worker education using
different delivery models from the costly residential hotel model that seems to have become the
norm.
While not all unions have widespread geographical presence, particularly at local level, public sector
unions have locals across all districts, with the potential of providing shared infrastructure to other
unions without such.
Union trusts and investment funds have significant resources at their disposal and some of these
could be mobilised to provide much improved infrastructure for education.
The ETDP SSP research around trade unions recognises trade union representative as a critical and
scarce skill. Trade union representatives in SETAs need to take this issue up.
Challenges
There are a number of general challenges relating to worker education from a trade union
perspective that have been detailed in an earlier component of the report. These related to changes
in the contextual environment, organisational changes, and functional aspects of the delivery of
trade union efforts.
Key points highlighted include:
 Increasing bureaucracy in trade unions and declining organisational strength and vibrancy
 Rise in unaccountable and autocratic trade union leadership, and a decline in worker control
and democracy
 Trade unions are increasingly contested as a market, with service providers and union
investment companies causing divisions and disunity in unions
 Education is no longer prioritised to the same extent by unions, especially at local and
workplace levels
 There has been a shift from organic, workplace-based forms of education to institutionalised
(hotel-based) forms of education
 There has been an increasing drive for individual certification and skills development at the
expense of collective worker empowerment
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Worker education is increasingly outsourced to external providers, and no longer under the
control of worker organisations
The decline in international funding and support for internal union education programmes,
and the focus of state (SETA) funding on accredited programmes, has led to weakened
union education capacity
Informal forms of union education through arts and culture have declined

A number of the points raised here reflect organisational weaknesses in worker organisations, which
relate to the broader political context of demobilisation and a decline in solidarity. Worker
education is inextricable linked to organisational strength and environment; and at the same time
worker education can play a profound role as a catalyst for building organisational strength and
vibrancy.
Contextual challenges
The key contextual challenge is the changing nature of the labour market that has seen precarious
work forms increase dramatically. Unions and traditional organising and bargaining strategies have
proved ineffective which has seen union membership growth confined to more permanent work
forms and also concentrated in state institutions which has generally experienced the largest
component of job growth.
This has also had a gendered dimension. The consequence is a large group of unorganised and highly
vulnerable workers who are largely unrepresented. Young workers are also seriously underrepresented. Community advice centres and some NGOs provide some support mostly to individual
workers and there is some education efforts to help workers represent themselves as such
organisations generally do not have standing at the likes of the CCMA and Bargaining Council dispute
mechanisms. Whilst there is sporadic and anecdotal collaboration between labour and these
organisations, it is generally not directed at worker education. The support sector here is fragile and
under resourced and there is also at time some suspicion between organised labour and such
providers.
Sectoral differences in the nature of work and workers
The main challenge facing trade unions, related to the above section, is the changing membership
profiles of, which are increasingly made up of predominantly public sector workers, with very little
representation of vulnerable workers. The implications of this are that the federations are likely to
be increasingly narrow in their focus on defending their members’ interests.
Conclusions
Unions already deliver to key target groups of shop stewards, officials and Office bearers in relatively
substantial numbers. This is uneven between unions and between geographic areas. Very few unions
have dedicated education infrastructure.
Unions are well placed to deliver basic and intermediate levels of worker education to these key
groups. Officials and full time shop stewards have increasingly been pushed towards private
providers and universities however.
The unevenness of delivery and capacity suggests that federations are critical in closing some of
these gaps and interfacing between demanding skills bureaucracies and less capacitated unions. The
type of education delivered by federations in this instance would need to expand to basic shop
stewards education and at the same time efforts should be undertaken to build capacity for this in
less capacitated unions.
Currently unions have not been able to adapt to changes in the labour market and broader
strategies will be necessary to attempt to organise these segments of the labour market that may
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require broader alliances at an operational level and building LSO capacity to begin to have a
broader effect in this area.

6.4.3.5 Other LSOs and Community Advice Centres
Research focused on community advice centres conducted on behalf of CHI (Wilderman, 2015)
highlighted a significant demand in communities for assistance in dealing with labour and workplace
issues.
“In terms of the 129 advice centres surveyed telephonically, all provide labour-related services with
almost thirty percent spending more than 50 percent of their time dealing with workplace and
labour-related issues. This shows a high demand for labour-related advice in communities where
they operate. Only 17% of respondents said that less than 10% of their cases are labour-related, and
another 40% dedicate between 10% and 50% of their work to labour-related issues. Among the
most common labour-related issues that advice offices deal with are first of all, unfair dismissals,
followed by wage arrears, and issues with payments to UIF, pension fund, etc. The research points to
the fact that the most common sectors of the economy where advice offices operate are: farm work,
domestic work, retail, construction, security, general laborers, and mining.” (Jesse Wilderman, 2015,
p. 3)
A further important finding is that most of the workers that come to community advice offices for
support are vulnerable workers, and the vast majority are not members of trade unions. They are
largely unorganized (82%).
“The telephonic survey pointed to the fact most of the workers assisted in the 129 advice centres
are South African citizens (87%, compared to only 6% foreign workers). At the same time, only 7% of
community advice offices identify their clients as belonging to trade unions, while 82% responded
that workers who approach them for help are not union members.” (Jesse Wilderman, 2015, p. 35)
Rees (2018) summarising Wilderman et al (2015) highlights that there are various reasons for labour
broker workers and casual workers choosing to use the services of advice offices, including:




There are no fees;
The office is close to where they live;
The help they get is not restricted by industry, workplace or bureaucracy.

Wilderman et al’s (2015) research goes further to argue that advice offices may be more effective in
organising a changing workforce, because:
“They engage in issues beyond the workplace;
 They will engage workers even if they are less than a majority;
 They offer “organising spaces;” and
 They play a role in ensuring that laws are both known and enforced.
They suggest that although advice offices are based on individual and legal advice which might
undermine agency and collective action, this actually depends on “how these advice offices engage
with workers, build organisation and seek to exercise power.” (Jesse Wilderman, 2015)” (Rees,
2018:82, citing Wilderman et al, 2015).
Rees (2018:82) states that: “This suggests that because there are advice offices who are willing to
offer education, to involve workers and to test out new forms of organisation that this “may provide
these workers with the spaces to develop their own tools and organisations that speak to their
realities.” (Wilderman et al, 2015)”
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Rees (2018: 83) concludes that whilst there are changes in the organisation of work, there are
potential opportunities as well as new sources of worker power. This challenges unions to “explore
and understand emerging alternative organising structures and approaches to empowering workers
without viewing them as competition but rather to see how they can engage… CAOs [community
advice offices] could be one of these alternative approaches.” (Wilderman et al, 2015)”
Scope of Community Advice Offices
Advice offices mainly offer legal advice and support, however the research noted that they also
engage in communication and publicity for the general public regarding cases of worker abuse, for
example. However, only a small percentage of advice offices help workers to organise and engage in
strikes and public protests:
“More than half (58%) of advice offices also speak out about cases of abuse of workers by employers
in the media and at public events, and encourage workers to join or create unions. At the same time,
very few advice offices (18%) help workers to organize strikes, protests or pickets. This suggests that
while many advice offices go beyond simply using the law and legal institutions in attempts to
enforce workers’ rights, most of them are not designed to engage in collective or confrontational
action. (Jesse Wilderman, 2015, p. 38)
The ways in which workers come to advice offices includes word of mouth, as well as public
activities:
“… with regard to forming long-term relations with the workers they assist, advice offices say that
clients often inform others about the advice offices – ‘spreading the word’ (96% of respondents) and
many also engage in activities that advice offices organize (76%); occasionally previous clients
become staff members and volunteers at the advice offices that assisted them”. (Jesse Wilderman,
2015, p. 40)
These activities constitute an important and valuable form of worker education. Two examples from
the CHI research, cited below, offer services that include representation of workers.
The case of MWCC
“In the case of the MWCC, they ensure that those who have benefitted from the centres’ become
volunteers-- crudely referred to as "informers". The purpose of the informers is to keep the centre
posted about workplace related problems and also to solicit advice from MWCC on behalf of their
fellow workers, advice which is usually offered over the phone. These same informers might also
represent their fellows in workplace hearings, relying on telephonic guidance from paralegal officers.
This strategy proves very effective, according to one interviewee, as it assists in dealing with understaffing barriers to service delivery; the centre has only one professionally trained paralegal who
cannot be in many places at one time but can offer services to many clients in a day through the
phone.”
“The advice centre is part of a stakeholders’ forum called the Mpumalanga Access to Justice (MAJ),
which includes government departments, trade unions, and community–based organisations.
Government departments include the DoJ, Department of Social Development (DSD), Department of
Health (DoH), South African Police Services (SAPs), and Correctional Services. The union, FAWSA,
which is an independent farm workers union, is also part of the forum. The office works closely with
DoJ to ensure fair treatment of its clients and to "win the hearts of prosecutors" in cases which
involve rape and domestic violence in particular. In addition, the centre partners with "Friends of the
Court" who report back challenges clients face at the courts and assist with "missing dockets", which
is a common problem in the justice system. MAJ usually stands-in for Masisukumeni at CCMA if the
former is not available to attend cases because of limited human and financial resources. There
exists an integrated referral system between these different organisations as summarised in the
diagram below.”
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The CWAO (Casual workers advice office) in Germiston has taken the issue of representation far
further. In September 2016, CWAO, Black Sash and others took the CCMA to court and won the
right for advice offices to represent workers under certain circumstances.46 Non-unionised workers
representation rights at conciliation and arbitration proceedings are limited by rule 25 of the CCMA
rules CWAO supports casual workers in a number of ways, including in exercising their rights under
s198 of the LRA to permanent employment, whilst also advancing struggles for improved wages and
working conditions (Rees, 2018).
Education work
Examples of programmes supporting casual and vulnerable workers including the following:
WIEGO runs workshops with SAWPA (South African Waste Pickers Association) to help them to
understand their rights and strategise around engaging local government authorities to advance
their rights. They also have exchange programmes with waste pickers from India and Uganda. An
interviewee from SAWPA reflected on these exchange programmes as follows:
“We learn how to manage waste, like in India they have large co-operatives, and there is
involvement of the municipalities who provide “some half loaf of bread” for the work that is done.
We learn practically what to do with the waste, where to take it and what to do.”
SAWPA members also receive training from COPAC on how to establish co-operatives. The main
education need identified by the SAWPA interviewee was with regard to co-operatives: “We need
to teach waste pickers how to run co-operatives, because the municipality refuses to work with
individuals, so we need those co-operatives. We try to see that all waste pickers formalise cooperatives.”

6.4.3.5.1 How are these advice offices funded and sustained over time?
The model is that advice offices are supposed to be free. However, there are some that do charge.
However, the overwhelming majority covered as part of this report do not charge and rely on donor
and or other funding. The two major donors in the CAO sector, according to a recent mid-term
evaluation are the Mott Foundation and the Foundation for Human Rights (FHR). However, 40% of
the sector is not funded and hence, rely on community contributions and volunteers. Other funders
include the Ford Foundation, the Raith Foundation (local private foundation) and HIVOS. In addition,
there is limited subsidisation by government.
There are some fundamental differences between advice offices established in the 70s and today. At
the time the law was very limited and there was not much one could do through the advice process,
meaning organising became a natural outlet for problem solving. The labour market was initially
fairly undersupplied and rigid in its nature, with strong racial bias and a lack of rights. Today there
are “15 different statutes to turn to”, Friedman quoted in (Jesse Wilderman, 2015, p. 24) and the
labour market and flexibility within it a fundamentally different proposition often bypassing these
statutes to some extent. But more importantly, this renders organising as an alternative strategy a
lot less effective than in the past. Another fundamental difference, is that although advice centres
were the springboard to the formation of larger powerful union formations in the apartheid period;
currently many CAOs are aligned with the state apparatus which can have the tendency to fuel
hostility towards alternative organising forms and organisations engaging in such processes. Finally,
the post 1994 LRA dispensation sought to promote trade unions as the exclusive basis for worker
representation at the CCMA, which in practice excludes the advice office formation from performing

46

The Casual Workers' Advice Office and Others v CCMA and Others CASE NO:J645/16 (21 September 2016)
(LC)
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such tasks. However, as highlighted earlier this has recently been challenged in the case taken up by
the CWAO.
Education and enforcement are key tools of building power for workers:
Advice offices spend much of their time and resources seeking enforcement of the existing laws for
workers and the poor more generally. These laws are helpful but not sufficient; while there are
many protections for workers on paper, lack of knowledge and the institutions of enforcement
create a situation of unequal power between workers and employers. Advice offices hope to
empower workers to fill this gap through education and aiding workers in managing the processes of
enforcement.
More broadly, the hope is that this process will build a broader culture of resistance that will spread
among workers and communities. This study found some limited examples of this approach working
in stories of collective grievances and collective fight back among some advice office clients.
Most advice offices also have no legal authority to speak for or represent workers at regulatory
agencies, so these advice offices are forced, to some degree, to teach workers to represent
themselves. In such ways, the education and enforcement process could have the potential to
become organising and mobilising tools that build leadership and spread tools of resistance.
Institutional resources, knowledge of the law, and relationships with enforcement agencies are
sources of power, particularly when supporting marginalised workers who have so little of these
things: Most advice offices have relationships with local enforcement agencies and are able to use
those relationships to bring greater levels of government engagement (or threat of government
engagement) to worker-related grievances. Although the resources of these offices tend to be very
limited, employers view individual worker grievances with more concern when they know that there
is a formal organisation supporting the worker. In this way, the advice offices bring an increased
level of accountability and institutional power into conflicts between workers and employers. These
same relationships with enforcement agencies also allow some advice offices to help workers more
easily navigate often slow and cumbersome processes to enforce their rights. (Jesse Wilderman,
2015, p. 49)
Recommendations
As stated at the outset, the challenge facing unions in SA in seeking to organise amongst precarious
workers (who are growing in numbers as compared to the traditional union base of permanent
manufacturing workers) is a global phenomenon and the international experiences (as outlined in
section 3) provide an indication as to what unions are doing globally to recruit such workers.
Tangible examples are provided in the case of what the AFL-CIO is doing in the US and Unite in the
UK. These examples, coupled with what is emerging in relation to the CAO network in SA, could
provide some important pointers to the labour movement – as the aim of this report was to look
outside of organised labour to see what is emerging and then draw on those experiences to develop
an approach moving forward.
There is also the need to look for and explore further where trade unions and advice offices
collaborate and methods, benefits, and draw backs of such collaboration.

6.4.3.6 Other Providers
6.4.3.6.1 Bargaining Councils and the CCMA
Bargaining councils play a variety of roles in worker education and in the case of larger bargaining
councils have collaborative relationships with SETAs in doing so. Focus areas include vocational
training and representational and bargaining skills. The South African Local Government Bargaining
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Council is such an example where representatives sitting on labour relations forums were trained in
representational issues using SETA funding.
Bargaining Councils also organise or coordinate health and safety training such as in the building
industry which is subject to specific regulations in this regard.
Another significant initiative was the development of a collaborative offering between the CCMA,
Bargaining Councils and specific public universities to offer dispute resolution training for those
wishing to be CCMA commissioners or bargaining council dispute officials and trade union and
management representatives engaged in dispute handling. It is an NQF level 8 course offered by the
following university departments.
Bargaining councils generally have strong union representation and unions have very direct interests
in these organisations. There is a fair amount of worker control in this instance.
The CCMA itself conducts a fair amount of training which varies from a half day seminar to a few
days.
The concern with CCMA based instruction is that the primary mandate is dispute settlement and not
realising the socioeconomic interests of labour. The approach to law in general is then to see it as
neutral, a referee. This fails to educate our representatives in a politically conscious way and also to
build a tactical approach to education around the law.

6.4.3.6.2 Universities
Organisational strengths and weaknesses
Universities are currently the main other provider for higher level skills and accredited courses.
There are a few universities with dedicated programmes at different levels that have some more or
less direct relationship with labour. These are the following programmes


The Global labour university based at Wits



The Industrial and Labour Studies programme with the Workers College at UKZN



The Neil Aggett Centre at the University of Grahamstown which collaborates with trade
unions wishing to participate in design focus and development of programmes’



The social law project which has some collaborative elements based at UWC



Trade Union Learning Practitioner programme at the UJ



Elements of the school of education at UCT

SETA funding also enables unionists to enter a number of other university provided programmes
especially in labour law but these do not generally have much in the way of worker control or
influence.
There are a number of campuses that do have labour study components but these are usually
dominated by the general student body and there exists no specific connection to labour other than
labour being considered a subject.
These various programmes which are not really considered worker education have nevertheless
been detailed in an earlier section of the report under the description of provision.
The commentary that follows is more specifically focused to those mentioned programmes. A lot of
the observations around the strengths and weaknesses at organisational level for these programmes
are common but may vary in extent between the different institutions. They are often also,
simultaneous strengths and weaknesses.
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The first concern is that the programmes have some connection to labour but this is tenuous and
ultimately these programmes are only accountable to the university administration process. This
means that the content and approach are really at the discretion of the university. Where specific
relationships exist there is some opportunity to influence. Thus for example the Workers College has
an MOU with UKZN that allows access to the programme through the Workers College programmes,
and the university assists with quality assurance through acting as an external examiner of these
programmes. The experience of this programme is however that the level of influence of the College
on the content and teaching of the programme are often more dependent on who is running the
programme at a given point. Thus there have been periods of close collaboration in terms of College
facilitators teaching parts of the course and developing content areas and other periods that see
content directed very much by the university. The concern is that programmes could easily begin to
educate with a mainstream and relatively conservative discourse.
The Neil Aggett Centre at the University of Grahamstown collaborates very directly with trade
unions wishing to participate, in design focus and development of programmes.
The flip side of the control issue is that academic freedom is more easily preserved in the university
climate.
Another potential weakness in these programmes is the extent to which the universities can select
their participants.
Funding is a major concern for such programmes and few organisations can have the facility for
accommodation for learners. This means that learners are very centrally located. The GLU has
provided some scholarship opportunities through funding organisations which include
accommodation but this is quite limited. Thus the postgraduate opportunities are quite specific to
Gauteng.
Other problems relate to the length of the courses which either means near full time study or block
release formats as an alternative. The Degree through UKZN takes five years to complete on a part
time basis. University fees are generally paid in full for these courses. These funds must in turn be
generated via funding organisations. SETAs are not very keen on long term funding commitments.
The NSF is a better option here although it is still possible that a major funding shift leaving students
with access problems mid degree.
The content of the courses can be somewhat detached from the immediate interests of labour
although this can also be a strength. The GLU programme which is postgraduate in nature responds
to this issue arguing that it is not the role of the programme to cover negotiation or organising but
rather it is a form of MBA for labour that focuses on broader level and critical thinking to capacitate
unionists to engage policy and sector based issues. Whilst this is a potential strength there is still a
need to guard against the danger of becoming too detached from the needs. Building worker
centred knowledge needs to maintain a very strong linkage with the immediate needs and
perspectives of workers.
Some key informants expressed concerns that university based education is a career pathing
opportunity and simply leads to exits from the labour movement. Different programmes attempt to
deal with this in different ways. The GLU programme for example conducts longitudinal follow up
and found that over 85% of graduates stay in the labour movement globally and an even higher
proportion in South Africa. This is indeed a high percentage and comment from the GLU suggests
careful selection is also part of this. However many of the participants of such a programme are full
time officials or fulltime shop stewards, who generally do remain in the labour movement for longer.
This is a concern and it is suggested that other longitudinal studies such as this are conducted in
other centres.
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Another strength is the strong academic capacity represented in these programmes amongst staff
who are generally labour sympathetic. There is also strong institutional capacity behind these
programmes that give access to learning resources.
Opportunities and Challenges
There exists an opportunity to improve the engagement with such programmes through more
formal organisational linkages between LSOs and the universities. This could also be explored
through research linkages that see collaboration around common research themes. The building of a
worker education degree is also an opportunity to bring in collaboration.
The further development of learning pathways and extending offerings across the country also
represents such an opportunity.
Funding and university requirements remain a challenge as does the lack of control around content
and pedagogy.

6.4.3.7 General conclusion for Secondary level target groups and
organisational capacity development
The general assessment of institutional capacity suggests the need firstly for better coordination of
WE across institutions. LSOs collectively represent a tremendous but significantly underutilised
resource to the labour movement. The skills development landscape has deve
The general assessment of institutional capacity suggests the need firstly for better coordination of
WE across institutions. Unions are providing but under current constraints relating to time off,
available funds and organisational capacity still deliver far less than what is needed by workers. This
has generally negative organisational consequences for trade unions and the working class more
generally. Trade unions at this point have simply not been able to break through the barrier of
flexible and informal work forms with traditional organising methods. To address this issue different
strategies must be developed.
LSOs collectively represent a tremendous but significantly underutilised resource to the labour
movement.
The skills development landscape has developed an artificial demand for private provider and
general university provision to worker learners particularly but not limited to labour law focused
provision. This is largely because of accreditation requirements but also to some extent funds
accounting requirements.
Whilst there are progressive academics and academic programmes in universities these need to be
specifically identified and supported whilst the rest of the general provision is pulled away from
these institutions towards worker controlled education, in this instance in the form of the LSOs.
This will require significant capacity development of these organisations and a central coordination
mechanism, but potentially this can shift the WE landscape significantly. Some practical steps that
can be taken in the short term is the development of a quality control mechanism within a central
coordinating body that can support both LSOs and unions/federations in the development of quality
programmes. Through engagement with the skills structures a list of recognised service providers,
thus quality assured, that unions can use for both accredited and non-accredited WE can then be
used for the access of skills funding through SETAs.
LSOs are also well placed and already engaged in trying to support community development and
supporting vulnerable work forms. This has potential to be developed further in building capacity
here through legal advice and simultaneous WE.
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Capacity development in unions will also be necessary for the direct provision by unions to shop
stewards, through such funds channels, however care will need to be exercised to ensure this does
not result in internal funds for WE being diverted elsewhere in the organisation. In the long terms
such unintended consequences could have severely negative consequences for WE.
In order to operationalise these suggestions it will be necessary to build a target for different
proportions of provision by different groups of organisations identified here in order to reach a
threshold of minimum level of provision.
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6.4.4 Level 3 (Tertiary)
(Tertiary) involves the resources and inputs into the solutions (e.g., buildings, salaries, facilities,
etc.).They may be in institutional and or issues that need to be addressed between such institutions.
This often relates mainly to the context. Whereas level one looked at the population to be provided
for and level 2 the institutional capacity description at level 3 the importance of the analysis is
whether this macro institutional environment is enabling to the provision to primary beneficiaries
and the institutional capacity building for the primary organisation that do this delivery.
There are a number of institutions that make up this environmental landscape including


Department of Labour



Nedlac



The Sector education and training authorities



The national skills fund



Department of Higher Education and Training



Council for Higher Education



Quality Council for Trades and Occupations



Union Investment Companies

 The Human Resources Development Council
Other Resource issues at a tertiary level include


Union direct spending on WE



Foreign donor support



The International labour Organisation

 International labour movement and global union federations
The description of the tertiary target areas in the needs analysis helps to clearly identify a group of
institutional actors with whom any programme to close identified gaps will be necessary.
Financial and infrastructural resources
A broad estimate for current income was previously developed. In addition the financial aspects,
targets and funding sources are dealt with in the financial sustainability component of the
recommendations.
There is currently very limited infrastructural capacity for delivery of WE. Logistics for transport and
accommodation routinely constitute the largest part of expenditure in WE programmes. Very few
unions and no LSOs have this type of resource.
The cost of infrastructure provision will need to be calculated in order to assess the feasibility of
lowering the cost of provision and thereby enabling the addition of capacity at an organisational
level and the upscaling of provision.
Capacity development for such upscaling along with infrastructural demands will also need to be
costed.
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6.5 Needs Identification and analysis
This forms the basis of analysing the gaps in provision. It is an initial description of what is the
current state in terms of provision at level 1-3 of the target groups/areas. Needs identification
focuses most on the primary beneficiaries using level 2 and 3 as contextual and strategic reference
points.
Here the identified needs are evaluated. (McKillip, Need Analysis, 1998) Which are the most
important? Do any of the needs conflict with other needs? Is there consistent agreement across
levels of target groups about the relevance and importance of the needs?
We refer back to the objectives of the needs analysis then to help prioritise these needs.
This is a complex analysis looking at multiple variables simultaneously.
The integrated nature of the barriers dictate an integrated response to these barriers in the form of
recommendations.

6.5.1 Needs Assessment
The worker education needs developed through the research process are outlined here.

6.5.1.1 Rebuilding worker controlled Worker education in a human capital
orientated skills development paradigm
1. Need to strengthen and extend worker controlled worker education confronting a narrow
human capital approach and conception of worker education.
2. Need to extend the reach of Worker education to provinces more equally and to extend
worker education beyond metro centres.
3. Need to extend the reach of workers education to the broader membership and workers in
general.
4. Need to consolidate worker education in a way that supports organisation building and
transformation.
5. Need to strengthen union representation and role in vocational training forums

6.5.1.2 Extending the provision of workers education
6. Need to extend the provision of basic shop stewards training
7. Need to extend the intermediate and advanced training of trade unions
8. Need to extend the reach of worker education and consolidate or at least support
representation of highly vulnerable workers in the labour market.
9. Need to extend the curriculum of WE to fill gaps in curriculum and respond to needs arising
from the change in labour market and other contextual factors.
10. Need to address general education gaps of workers in a post school education environment
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11. Need to make better use of electronic formats of information management and education.

6.5.1.3 Organisation Building
12. Need to consolidate the status and operation of LSOs in order to effectively promote and
support worker education in all aspects.
13. Need to better coordinate worker education between different levels and forms of provision
and providers, in particular federations and unions and LSOs but also including university
providers.
14. Need to establish a pathway for worker education that builds organisations and learners.
15. Need to build up repositories of relevant high quality materials that are more easily
accessible
16. Need to improve information management and production to support efforts to extend
worker education, build organisation and improve representation and support to workers in
the labour market.
17. Need to consolidate and improve the capacity of educators and organisations to build the
upgraded delivery of WE nationally.
18. Need to consolidate the sustainability for the support for WE in line with the Objectives of
the NSDS.
19. Need to consolidate research in support of WE through evidence based approaches and
develop support for the creation of new knowledge from within worker controlled
institutions.
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6.6 Gap analysis focused at primary level target groups
There were several significant gaps identified. Of these the most significant gaps identified are;
 The low level of provision of WE education by trade unions and LSOs to organised workers
and shop stewards and the centralised nature of this delivery
 The large number of vulnerable unorganised workers who receive little to no WE, including
formal sector workers in flexible or precarious work forms, the unemployed, refugee
workers, youth, women and those engaged in the informal sector.
 Coordinated and articulated learning in worker education.
These are linked to the barriers identified earlier.
The gap analysis identifies clusters of primary target group populations and then sub populations
within these. There will often be overlap between these groups. For example an employed worker
could also be a union member and a vulnerable casualised worker. The clusters however reveal
trends. From the previous example we know from the contextual data that an employed worker in
the formal sector is most likely not unionised and it is very unlikely that a casualised vulnerable
worker is a union member. Since logistically union membership is usually is most likely to be an
indicator of accessing worker controlled education we can identify a significant gap in the vulnerable
worker group given the objectives of the needs analysis and WE more broadly being socio economic
justice. We can also develop a sense by looking at specific sub populations. For example a unionised
worker may be a shop steward or just a member. There is a significant need for the shop steward to
receive education in order to perform this function. If we know that only 35% of shop stewards
receive training in a year it is safe to assume that a very large and important gap exists in the
provision of WE to the general membership, again given the importance that this group understands
the role and strategies of unions in achieving the broad goals of WE in socioeconomic justice. Some
gaps can be described more specifically in numerical terms whereas others need to be described
conceptually (given the availability of data).
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6.6.1 Primary target Gap analysis
Population

Current provision

Gap and Strategy

Employed workers
(formal including
Agri)

16 192 000

There is generally very limited provision to
this group from the perspective of worker
controlled WE. It is a target for vocational
education. There are some examples of
unions engaging in VE in South Africa
however this is largely confined to the
public sector.

Stronger and better coordinated engagement by unions in VE
structures and processes is identified as an important means for
addressing needs and accessing this group with WE in general.
Broader media based methods of WE also offer potential here. As in
most of the subsequent groups the gap of a lack of any school
curriculum reflecting WE practice values and content could also
contribute significantly here and in other groups described below. This
is a long terms strategy which increases the urgency to address it now.

Non-Unionised
Workers (formal)

12 250 000

With a union density of 28% this is a
significant group. Such workers are however
far more likely to be employed in vulnerable
forms and work and be women.
There is very little chance of reaching this
group even through organic and informal
forms of WE. The group is also more likely
to be young.

Unemployed
Workers (formal)

6 616 000

This group is dispersed through
communities. They often have a high need
for vocational forms of education and have
a higher concentration of youth and
women.

Organising is the most important mechanism for growing WE access in
this group along with building solidarity towards the objective of
socioeconomic justice. Almost half of this group is found in vulnerable
work forms. Key to the organising focus must include research and
experiments to organise workers in these difficult labour market
positions. Unions and LSOs have sporadically attempted to do this but
have generally not achieved well with the conventional approaches.
Innovative methods and supporting WE will be critical in this instance.
Mobility and presence in community, transit and workspace are
identified as good potential access points here.
Again vocational skills engagement improvement in union and LSO
practice is important. The potential of VE schools run by organised
labour formations where unionised workers learn alongside
unemployed workers have been proven successful in other countries.
This approach is still in its infancy but require concerted worker
research initiatives.
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Unionised workers
(members) (formal
including
Agriculture)

3 942 000

Vulnerable
workers
(casualised)
(formal)

5 230 541

Vulnerable
workers Unionised

255 715

This group does engage in WE at a broad
level through informal means. Education
happens through interaction and practice.
Feedback from collective bargaining
processes, strike action internal disputes all
lead to education within this group. It is
largely uncoordinated and there is limited
supporting resources for this education. The
group is increasingly well educated largely
as a result of changes in the labour market
and the growing nature of public sector
employment and high union density rates in
the public sector. At the same time there is
also growing inequality amongst union
membership which has an impact on the
building of solidarity towards
socioeconomic justice. Union membership is
distributed throughout the country and
whilst there are concentrations in metro
centres, particularly in Gauteng in provinces
such as KZN there are members outside of a
metro than in it.
Very low union density and a fast growing
subgroup of the labour market. There has
been a growth in labour advice centres and
general community advice centres have
been found by research to play a significant
role in labour related disputes with this
group of workers.
A comparatively very small group as
opposed to their non-unionised counter

Growing inequality amongst union membership suggest the need for
strategies that lift the lowest levels of education in this group. ABET
type education is increasingly seen as a need by educators.
The development of supporting resources and the extension of
electronic forms of education are important consideration in building
WE amongst this group.
WE largely relies on cascading WE from higher concentrations and
through the development of worker leaders who in turn provide WE
in informal settings. With low provision rates amongst shop stewards
this indicates the need for prioritised action in this area.
The reach of WE to membership in general and SS in particular is a
serious challenge.

The growth of this group and very limited inroads in organisation
amongst them means this group possess a serious challenge to the
traditional union model. WE needs to be seen as an organising tool
rather than simply something that happens after a worker is recruited.
As mentioned with other sub groups important strategies must
include research and experimentation with different organising forms
and the dissemination of lessons in these endeavours. The plausibility
of developing representation support through advice centres and also
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Vulnerable
workers nonUnionised

4 974 826

Informal workers
excluding
Agriculture)

2 689 000

Women Workers
formal
Women workers
informal
Women workers
vulnerable
Women workers
vulnerable
Unionised
women workers
vulnerable nonunionised
Migrant workers
and refugee
workers

7 145 465
1 075 461
2 514 477
104 198

parts. A significant number of these workers
are found in services and construction.

A sizable group at over 2,5 million workers.
Not a traditional union organising focus
however such workers are often
economically marginalised and find it
difficult to access useful skills for their life
and work.
The gendered nature of vulnerability is
apparent in the labour market and the
community. It is a significant focus gap.

leveraging skills engagement and WE to access this group all offer
potential. This should be considered a high priority.
A small grouping of workers but an important strategic in road for the
development of worker education amongst vulnerable workers more
generally.
There have been some successful attempt in Africa in engaging this
group and some of the WE strategies employed here would be well
worth evaluating.

The gap is in a general failure to mainstream gender components
through all curriculum. The tendency exists for gender blind
approaches to much socioeconomic content.

Women’s needs across these different
components of the labour market do differ
but the general development of gender is
often side-lined to relatively specialised
areas or structures

Gender also provides organising opportunities particularly in more
marginalised and vulnerable working situations.

Often highly vulnerable.

There is a need to build on the lessons of unions that have organised
migrant workers learning lessons from these engagements. Refugee
workers are also often limited to advice office support and there is
even the instance of nationality based unions developing.’

2 410 278

Collaboration with broader civil society offer some potential here
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6.6.2 Current priority primary target groups for WE
Description
Shop stewards

Number
60 366

Provision, Gap and strategy
Current provision in this group is estimated at about 22 000 including union and federation based education.
There is a significant gap identified in this group. A well trained shop steward that can engage at workplace and sector
level, maintaining and promoting the interests of other workers and the working class in general whilst balancing the
need for the creation of jobs is a critically scarce skill across the labour market.
Very few sector skills plans acknowledge this as there as they tend to confuse numbers and occupational skills levels
with this unique economic function.
Accreditation attempts to build an occupational certificate are a useful proxy for the time taken to acquire such skills
and knowledge. A certificate can at a push be achieved in contact time over a period of 5 weeks. Using this as a broad
indicator not suggesting that all shop stewards attend an accredited course we can derive a minimal practicable
standard for the amount of provision loosely based on these curriculum areas.
Given that many shop stewards are elected for a 4 year term the argument is advanced that all shop stewards should
receive a minimum of 1 weeks WE per year. This does not reach a full five weeks but given other policy barriers such as
time off for education it is a reasonable and defendable minimum.

Union organisers,
full time shop
stewards and
N/POBs

3 500

At current provision levels this would indicate the need to educate an additional 40 000 shop stewards per year.
No disaggregated data for this group but it would be stronger than general shop steward population. Between 60%70%
A key consideration in this grouping is the quality, and nature of the provider with increasing numbers of this grouping
being educated by private providers, universities and the CCMA. Significant ideological influence is exercised through
this group who are subject to liberal interpretations of WE.
This group plays a strong role in organising and representation and are the strongest contact group for extending WE
for general membership and workers. They have particular learning needs that should be initially prioritised in
upscaling delivery.
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Further data on this group’s skill profile will be needed to adequately plan curriculum role out. This group also has
significant experience and would be served well through RPL processes as well as helping develop RPL methodologies
and polices with WE.

Union
Administration

850

The poor state of information management was a major impediment to the research process and also poses a
significant barrier to the successful planning and monitoring of WE that spans inform, formal and accredited forms at
multiple levels building systems and capacity amongst this group is a key gap to address.
The exact number of this grouping is not known but they generally overlap with the organiser, FTSS group.

Trade union and
LSO paralegals

Trade Union and
LSO Educators

Paralegals for
Vulnerable
Workers

No specific disaggregated data on provision to this grouping.

200-300

The provision for this group should be included in targeted interventions discussed under organiser FTSS. They
additionally have more specific curriculum needs and a gap in terms of Workers' College WE dealing with law in general
and labour law in particular has been identified. The polemic nature and an activist approach to the use of law is not
taught in the institutions such as university where many of this group are receiving education in this area.
Numbering between 200-300 there is no disaggregated data of provision to this sub-group. Anecdotally there has been
very limited focused education for this group in the last few years. Again many of this group are being schooled in
mainstream institutional contexts. They are a critical implementing group for any attempt to upscale WE and specific
provision needs to be developed and implemented for them. There are a number of curriculum gaps identified for this
group including materials development, AET/ABET capacity and electronic methods of education.
The number of paralegals focused on vulnerable workers is not known but unlikely to currently be beyond 30 or so. This
excludes general advice centre paralegals who would represent a larger population of between 400- 700.
Organised labour and LSOs have generally not engaged in paralegal support in labour matters beyond the membership
level. They do however represent the most organised and educated paralegal component in civil society in general.
Labour market realities and the challenge vulnerable unorganised worker pose to the traditional organisation servicing
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and support model suggest serious consideration of a broadening and indirect support for these workers. The DOL for
instance supports a number of advice centres for this very reason. Should labour be able to develop an
adoptable/workable model the provision of advice to a worker in need of support is a very strong form of worker
education and an organising opportunity particularly in case of group grievances or cases.

Women

General
membership
education

Should this approach be adopted there would be a significant gap both in personnel and capacity that would need to be
addressed. Research in terms of strategies and approaches would also be a critical gap in supporting this group.
Gender programmes exist in larger unions and federations but the gap is in a general failure to mainstream gender
components through all curriculum. The tendency exists for gender blind approaches to much socioeconomic content.
Gender also provides organising opportunities particularly in more marginalised and vulnerable working situations.
Significantly underserviced. There is a need to develop the practice and supporting resources here.
Potential linkages in the provision and in improving the provision of AET/ABET integrated with WE curriculum on a
geographical basis with concentrations of labour sending and industrial areas.
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6.7 Gap analysis focused at secondary level target groups – Organisational Capacity Development
Trade Unions
Large and better
organised unions

Number
189
16

Provision. Gaps and strategy
See SWOC
These unions on average reach about 60% of shopstewards with some education
They access significant SETA funding but often this entails private providers and universities in delivery
More specialised curriculum is generally not available in house
Coordinated engagement with skills development structures is a gap in this grouping.
Information management capacity varies but there are gaps in this grouping.
Certain curriculum gaps exist and a fairly low take up of LSO offerings and the large amount of time taken in
accredited education often funded through SETAs is also a cause for a widening of gaps.
Internal funding varies in this grouping but is certainly less than it could be in a number of cases. Reasons offered
by interview respondents varied although common issues were the political and organisational will to provide
further education and the increasing reliance on external funding sources with various conditionalities. Time off
issues were also often cited as a limiting factor in this group.
This is a fairly small group of organisations which strategically offers a low hanging fruit opportunity. A possible
strategy could include a focused development initiative for education in these unions that is linked to cooperating
LSOs and universities.
The large % of total membership in these organisations also means a close monitoring of provision and
development of adequate information management will achieve highly reliable data and surface the possibility of
specialist streams. WE focused more specifically on the nature of public sector work on the one hand and a strong
industrial policy capacity development programme for the larger manufacturing and service work focused unions
on the other.
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This grouping and particularly public sector workers present an opportunity to develop supplemental e-learning
methodologies through pilots along with the development of general membership education through innovative
technologies.
This group are the most likely are for unions to begin testing and expanding the extent of vocational education
directly provided by unions. Some already do which can be explored through a collaborative research
programmes and they are financially well placed to explore the opening of additional organisational capacity in
this regard.
A few unions have also extended their capacity to accredited education in this grouping and this could be further
supported again through collaborative interventions.
Educator capacities. A number of these unions do not have sufficient decentralised educator capacity. This
renders the provision either more costly or more unequal in nature. Extending provincial provision and rural
provision through collaborative means may help address these gaps.
Well organised administration would help to take advantage of strategies that extend the provision of worker
education nationally as learner and curriculum content needs to be monitored and coordinated. Centralised
infrastructure could assist upscaling provision significantly within these formations as huge amounts are currently
expended on hotel and travel costs. Care will be need however to ensure that decreasing education costs does
not mean that funds are then simply diverted to other organisational functions with no increase in general
provision as a result.
Educator, administration staff, organisers, office bearers and full time shop stewards are key target populations in
this well organised group and the institutional environment if enabling would lend itself to building articulated
learning paths from within the organisation to the highest levels of the NQF.
Medium and better
organised unions
Small unions many of
which are independent

5-15
153-169

There provision levels and gaps are fairly similar to those of the larger unions although the financial capacity is
often a little more limited. Some but not all of the strategies discussed in this grouping may be appropriate here.
Significant gaps in provision exist in this group. An estimate of around 20% provision is estimated.
This group tends to rely on LSOs for the delivery of basic content which is to some extent a waste of resources.
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There does exist a threshold below which a union is financially and logistically unsustainable this presents a
significant challenge to these organisations where no WE other than informal experiential based learning is
possible.
Better information networks are important for planning extended provision in this grouping. This group would
benefit substantially from upscaling capacity and delivery within federation first and then LSOs.
Decreasing the cost of education and facilitating flexible learning delivery modes would also significantly improve
provision here as these unions often do not have a majority or even sufficient representation in a workplace or
sufficient power and are unable to access s15 LRA rights for example. Flexible arrangements include weekend
learning, after hours learning and e-learning although the membership of these formations is less likely to be able
to access e-learning formats.
Developing significantly more capacity at federation level to provide centrally sourced funding based education
will be a key strategy but place heavy organisational demands which will need to be properly planned for.
The proliferation of unions is in itself an undesirable end however this needs to be balanced with the recognition
that substantial numbers of even organised workers are excluded from WE. This is counter to the objectives of
WE to build solidarity based resources towards socio economic justice.
Building capacity in unstainable union formation through providing direct often leads to less than desirable
outcomes. As a strategy then more centralised capacity development is possibly the better investment in
extending provision to key target groups in these organisations.
Sustainable unionism and organisational development capacity support is also likely to be of significant benefit
here.
Very little focused education around gender issues or political and ideological aspects of WE
Federations

3-5

Federations are delivering education and have more recently upscaled their delivery. The focus of the delivery
includes political and ideological content, gender has a strong focus as well although there is often a need to
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cover basic trade union knowledge and skills for smaller or less organised affiliates who tend to rely on federation
education more heavily.
Federations provide a key organisation hub for different clusters of organisations that may benefit from capacity
development. However current resource levels generally limit the extent to which federations can play this role
effectively.
A graduated upscaling of staff and supporting resources may be needed to allow these organisations to play this
role. Organisational assessments are sensitive processes but would benefit and support these organisations to
play a stronger centralised delivery role without the need to duplicate capacity given the number of unions there
are.
Federations are also likely first points for the distribution of secured funding and well placed to assess the
different levels of capacity and educational support needed by affiliates. From a capacity perspective most
federations have wildly different trade unions affiliated to them. Unions of 1 or two thousand members sit
alongside unions with several hundred thousand members. To support and engage with these differences will
require a significant upscaling in the curriculum and provision by these federations.
Current education capacity would need to at least double in federations in the next 1-3 years and triple after that
for these organisations to be able to drive the expansion of provision.
A specific action research process amongst federation based educators and organisers could support such a
process.
Federation already play a valuable role in extending gender related components of WE but again would need to
significantly upscale capacity in this area to be able to act as a hub provider to unions without institutional
capacity to do so. Federations could also play an invaluable role to mainstreaming gender awareness across WE
provision.
LSO

7-10

In theory collectively LSOs provide to all workers and all members in particular but some have more specifically
defined populations. This suggests a significant gap. If the entire organised membership is taken as a target group
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and even more so where LSOs also attempt to support unorganised and vulnerable workers and engage with
communities through the lens of WE.
The LSOs have high infrastructural and staff costs relative to delivery costs because funding support has not
allowed for economies of scale to take full advantage of the significant capacity that lies within these
organisations. The different and complementary nature of these organisations has not been adequately realised
because of poor coordination and cooperation.
These organisations are often stuck somewhere between specialist provision and general provision (in terms of
curriculum) achieving neither as effectively as possible.
To remedy this strategies that cheapen the cost of delivery, extend the amount of delivery and ring fence
specialised training in integrated learning paths need to be achieved.
Larger scale provision of research and paralegal services offer potential not only to the labour movement but to
government as well. To DHET in terms of potential for extending adult education and to the department of labour
in terms of extending research capacity and support to marginalised workers.
LSOs have significant capacity around gender curriculum however this needs to be extended across programme
delivery and research approaches. Collaboration with federations could add further impetus to such initiatives
LSO other and labour
focused CAOs

Community advice
offices

12-20

312

Potentially serving a large and underserviced component of the labour market and more significantly this gap is
growing due to greater numbers workers subject to flexible contracts despite changes in legislation. Secondly this
group also tends to have lower educational qualifications overall also increasing the need for supplemental basic
education in this constituency.
Strategies that support and learn about innovative organising strategies and extend the presence of organised
labour and its service organisations strongly into this area offer some potential for engaging this very extensive
gap.
Large demand and generally quite under resourced. Changes in legislation around legal practitioners will increase
the demand of this organisational grouping for paralegal education.
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Similar strategies would work with this grouping along with attempts to more formerly develop cooperation
between federations and advice centres initially though engagement with their APEX body ACCOSA.
There is also potential for combining adult education, paralegal support, community development support and
research through labour capacity and engagement with this grouping of organisations.

6.7.1 Other institutional capacity targets
Universities

6

These are universities with programmes linked to labour. A number of other institutions also offer general labour
studies. The principle gap identified here is the lack of control over curriculum and delivery. Whilst there is clearly
a demand for this instruction (in part stimulated by SETA requirements for funds access) it will be necessary to
engage these institutions in a more coordinated fashion.
A few strategic possibilities exist. Pairing certain programmes with LSOs having complimentary delivery and
curriculum control inputs.
Developing Higher education capacity within the labour movement. A worker education degree. This could be
part of university programmes or stand-alone within the labour movement through institutional accreditation by
CHE.
A number is not provided for here however currently there are 6 universities partnered with the CCMA and
bargaining councils providing a dispute resolution feeder programme. A number of trade unionists attend this.
The CCMA aside from providing non accredited short course is also investigating accreditation as a possibility.

Bargaining councils and
the CCMA

This falls outside of worker controlled worker education, and as already detailed fails to provide a significantly
critical view of the law and its use towards the ends of socio economic justice.

Community Colleges

9

Organised labour and its service organisations will need to address this curriculum and provision capacity gap
going forward. Other strategic options include engaging on content and delivery in order for additional
components to be added to this learning delivered through worker aligned organisations.
The 9 current community colleges are established at provincial level with adult learning centres operating as
satellites. The policy and legislation include worker education as subject matter along with vocational training
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Adult learning
centres

Other private providers

elements and AET. These may represent an opportunity in the future for addressing gaps in community directed
and AET education with an integrated WE framework.
A few strategic approaches could be developed
Offering AET type content as labour education institutions that is assured through such institutions
Developing content and curriculum and delivering this under such institutions directly or through capacitating
other to do so.
Using the scope of the legislation to establish a community of practice within WE that has the potential to
increase the income streams for WE and establish infrastructure that could significantly lower delivery costs
whilst maintaining independence worker controlled WE
Probably the most problematic organisations in terms of extending gaps. Largely as a result of accredited
education and an approach by skills authorities that required accredited education, many private providers
deliver content to unions and union representatives. There is often a mismatch in culture and focus of such
education and the value to the objectives of WE is therefore highly suspect.
Strategies include engaging and changing SETA requirements for support
Building an understanding of what WE is
Improving the provision of LSOs and unions directly to be able to administer provision and not just project
manage WE
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6.8 Gap Analysis focused at Tertiary level target
The gaps identified at a tertiary level include:






Financial resources for funding education activities
Financial resources for building institutional capacity
A lack of dedicated infrastructural support and resources for WE.
The non-existence of a sustainable and commonly agreed funding model for the
consolidation and development of worker controlled WE
The calculation of these gaps are provided in summary in the table below and are more fully
explored and detailed in the recommendations section.
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7 Recommendations
The TORs calls for needs analysis, baseline research, a five year plan to improve and consolidate WE
with recommended pilot projects, and a move to sustainable funding forms for WE.
The recommendations are thus structured in a five year programmatic approach that suggests a
transitional phase of structured learning through pilots towards the realisation of recommendations.
The TORs also specifically call for recommendations towards institutional capacity building
integrated with a sustainable funding model. In order to ensure a learning approach to the
transitional phase, an M&E system complimenting the approach is proposed. This should assist the
WE committee to use different areas of the recommendations in part or in total in order to pursue
the objectives of WE.
The needs analysis has identified 18 specific areas of need from the data collected in earlier phases
of the research. These needs can be broadly grouped into needs related to the 1. Contextual factors,
2. Extension and consolidation of priority areas of WE and 3. Institution building.
Barriers
Contextual Barriers
Operational Barriers
Policy Barriers

Needs
Contextual needs
Extension and consolidation of
priority areas based needs
Institutional development
needs

Targets
Primary Targets
Secondary Targets
Tertiary targets

Whilst there are many barriers to the realisation of WE objectives the three most consistently
identified barriers that form the basis of developing the recommendations are;
 The lack of sufficient and sustainable financial resources and the consequent lack of many
other resources such as infrastructure.
 The lack of time off for WE
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 The problem of coordination and collaboration
There were also several significant gaps identified. Of these the most significant gaps identified are;
 The low level of provision of WE education by trade unions and LSOs to organised workers
and shop stewards and the centralised nature of this delivery
 The large number of vulnerable unorganised workers who receive little to no WE, including
formal sector workers in flexible or precarious work forms, the unemployed, refugee
workers, youth, women and those engaged in the informal sector.
 Coordinated and articulated learning in worker education.
The various proposals and pilots are presented separately but should be considered integrated and
mutually supporting mechanisms developed in response to the different needs identified in the
needs analysis. Pilots proposed here are not simply experimental approaches but rather form a set
of building blocks through the transitional phase.
Because worker education spans multiple types of providers, multiple quality and government
authorities and implementing organisations as well as multiple constituencies the key to achieving
purposeful and implementable planning is an emergent coordination system.
In order to realise the implementation, a general institution building approach is developed and then
building from the needs analysis and organisational analysis a set of prioritised needs are listed
below which in turn provide a framework for a sequence of recommendations.
The recommendations cover the following 11 areas:
1. Coordination of WE initiatives
2. Extension of provision and building LSO support to the working class
2.1. Extension of provision by Trade Unions and their federations
2.2. Extension of provision by LSOs
3. Educator development Programme
3.1. Educator skills development
3.2. Building resources - organisation Capacity development and network -materials and
methodologies
3.2.1.shop stewards target group
3.2.2.general membership and workers target group
3.2.3.Collaborative Curriculum development and accreditation processes
3.2.4.Organisational capacity development
3.2.5.Worker controlled degree - pilot project
3.2.6.QCTO Occupational certificate trade unionist- materials development and Industrial
policy pilot
4. Information management Programme
5. Online materials repository
5.1. SS basic, intermediate and advanced collection pilot
5.2. LSO and university materials repository
6. Trade union capacity development
7. Labour Law Extension Project
7.1. L6 advanced certificate LL pilot
8. community development and activism pilot project
9. Skills Development engagement programme
10. Worker Education Research extension and M&E
11. Sustainable funding models and the Coordination of WE
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Areas 1-10 can be considered programmes where every programme is made up of a set of projects
or components. Each area begins describing the need to be addressed and then summarises some of
the data and findings giving rise to the need, and background considerations for the
recommendations that follow. Where possible recommendations have been costed to provide a
wide view of the funding needs and implications of the proposals.

7.1 Coordination of WE Initiatives and sustainable funding
models
These recommendations relate to the following identified needs:
 To better coordinate worker education between different levels and forms of provision and
providers, in particular federations and unions and LSOs but also including university
providers.
 To consolidate the status and operation of LSOs in order to effectively promote and support
worker education in all aspects.
 To consolidate the sustainability for the support for WE in line with the Objectives of the
NSDS.
 To facilitate responses to most of the other needs identified.
The research found low levels of provision, a change in the nature, and to some extent the culture of
WE, and also largely uncoordinated forms of WE within the provision of all providers, being trade
unions, LSOs, universities, and private providers. For instance, shop stewards with little to no basic
shop steward orientation attend a more advanced LSO programme or a federation based
programme with a specific subject to consider. SETAs fund a variety of worker activities but these
unions with the organisational basis to do so access such support at multiple SETAs whereas some
unions do not do this at all. SETA funding preferring accredited forms, linked to many learner
demands sees such supporting funding replacing union spending but altering the nature of the
education being provided and the providers and the approach taken to WE. These all speak to a
systemic wide lack of coordination and strategising.
The research found that LSOs have relative and complementary strengths in terms of their focus,
human capacity and linkages to organised labour along with efforts to support more vulnerable
workers. However scarce resources and an overly bureaucratic accredited skills system have forced
organisations to compete, and have undermined cooperative opportunities. The environment which
has a variety of union federations and forms, as well as perceived threats between organised and
unorganised formations also contributes to these problems. Very uneven delivery of basic shop
steward orientation means that LSOs and federations, which should be playing a more focused
delivery role often need to deliver fairly basic forms of union education. Unions having very different
organisational capacity and allocations towards internal WE also serve to reinforce a poorly
coordinated delivery mechanism. Finally, the fact that WE covers a broad range of constituencies
and areas means that it also encounters a range of post school institutions and government
departments. SETA funding of unions and federations directly is also relatively poorly coordinated,
and has led to large amounts of money being driven into higher level education for relatively few
unionists. Whilst there are SETA forums the issue of WE in the sense raised here is seldom a focus
area.
In 2009, delegates representing the four labour federations in South Africa, representatives of
workers in the informal economy in South Africa and internationally, labour service organisations,
leading education activists from within the academia and organisations committed to workers’
education, met at this first-ever National Summit on Workers’ Education on 12th-13th November
2009 at the University of Johannesburg. This has given rise to current efforts to better coordinate
and fund WE. The meeting endorsed a declaration that calls for:
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“Summit endorses the concept of a national council on workers’ education with the main aim of
promoting and advancing workers’ education guided by the excellent ideas that emerged at this
summit and those that exist with the movement. This concept needs further research and
discussions.
Ditsela together with LSOs committed to the promotion and advancement are mandate to establish
a small steering committee to give effect to this proposal by developing a terms of reference,
composition and an action plan which includes the possibility of reconvening this summit in the near
future to assess progress made.
In conclusion, the discussions, debates and the declaration adopted at this summit reflect a
wonderful sprit of unity, collaboration and commitment to the common principles, values and of
working class unity and struggle.” (proceedings, 2009, p. 4)
The Worker Education Committee represents an attempt to coordinate such a process. The role
going forward of a similar expanded, more representative body needs to be consolidated to drive an
agreed programme towards a more institutionalised mechanism in the future.
The UJ declaration also notes, “We need radical change not only to transform existing institutions
but also to create our own institutions. This change must not be driven by technocrats but through
mass involvement of the people and organisations across the system.“ (proceedings, 2009, p. 3)
The WE committee is however not an organisation with a legal persona in itself and for functional
and sustainability purposes this may need to change in the future to allow for operational issues
such as ownership of infrastructure, vesting accreditation etc. It does however currently and in the
interim represent an excellent forum for coordination.
Recommendations
We propose that the current WE committee mandate is extended, and representation expanded, by
MOU between the parties and with the support of the HRDC, DHET and the DOL. This could be
referred to as the WE coordination forum. This structure would constitute a transitional
arrangement towards the establishment of a Worker Education Council as envisaged by the Worker
Education Summit initiated by Ditsela in 2009.
The composition of an interim coordinating mechanism should include











Federations
LSOs
Organisations representing vulnerable workers
ACCAOSA/NACADO (national coordinating body for Community Advice Offices)
NSF & DHET
DoL
SAQA
QCTO
ETDP SETA
Universities with labour focused programmes that have MOUs with LSOs and or federations

Cluster committees can play a monitoring and evaluation role along with developing approaches to
help the WEC to drive other recommendations and pilots. Cluster committees should draw in well
placed individuals within state and institutional settings to assist in driving processes and accessing
resources. Individuals, NGOs and academics could also be called upon to advise, and give inputs.
Different LSOs could play a lead role in different areas so as to maximise the complementary
capacities of these organisations.
Thematic areas of focus for a small number of cluster committees:
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 Government engagement
 Trade union delivery extension
 LSO extension of provision and institutional stabilisation
 Institutional capacity development and consolidation of sustainable worker education.
 Worker education educator capacity development
 Extension of WE focused learning paths through higher education levels
 Vulnerable worker support and education
 Trade union engagement in vocational skills
 Research and M&E
This role would begin with a WE conference, at which it is recommended some of these
recommendations are discussed and debated towards the objective of establishing the most
inclusive form of delivery possible.
Final decisions would need to be taken as to the institutionalisation of coordination going forward,
i.e. what form a National Council for Worker Education would take. Some possible options for this
are explored under sustainable funding and coordination towards the end of this document.
WE competes with other education needs in an environment that favours a human capital approach
and is already significantly underfunded by government. The declaration notes, “We also must
confront the paradox and contradictions of the huge sums of money available for education yet
large and important areas of education including workers education are grossly underfunded. This
imbalance in funding must be corrected.” (proceedings, 2009, p. 4) The research has attempted to
detail the extent of the imbalance in the last section of this document dealing with sustainable
funding and coordination.
Whilst progress has been made initially through the inclusion of WE in the NSDS III prioritised areas,
and increase in funded support through the skills development levy in the last year or two, this still
falls far short of what is actually required, based on actual needs and gaps in provision.
Part of the role of the WE should therefore be the coordinated high level engagement as needed
with government departments and skills institutions from the NSA and NRF, SETAs and quality
assurance bodies.
Such mobilised resources would need to be managed carefully through a phased in process of
upscaling education delivery generally, closing gaps in materials and curriculum and improving
quality, reaching large gaps in general organisation of workers, (vulnerable, youth, women) and
building organisational capacity. Criteria would be established to ensure that available funds are
distributed fairly across the various constituencies for worker education. A series of pilot
programmes are developed below as a means to beginning these processes.
Management and coordination will be critical to reverse some of the tendencies that have
consolidated themselves since the UJ declaration. Typical examples would include, SETA funds have
in some instances replaced union subscriptions based education. Far greater funding is being
directed to private providers and universities for instance than worker controlled WE organisations
such as LSOs.
The coordination function would oversee an M&E process designed around the specific programmes
and projects once broadly agreed upon within the labour movement. The research has developed a
set of broad M&E instruments which would require specific development at project level going
forward.
The potential sums of money that would be involved are large and there are always organisational
risks in rapidly upscaling, including unintended consequences. The interim and final coordinating
mechanism should agree on a minimum set of organisational requirements so as to ensure that
funds that have been won to the cause of WE are optimally utilised for WE.
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Examples of such standards for the direct receipt of such funds could include:
Organisational requirements
1. The organisation should have up to date audited financial statements (no older than 18
months)
2. The organisation should be constitutionally in good standing to ensure governance
requirements through democratic structures.
3. The organisation should agree to and implement the completion of learner data capture.
4. Where infrastructure has been established for WE such funding should be utilised in these
facilities.
5. Where infrastructure has been established its use will need to be a condition of funding.
6. Unaccounted and unutilised funds are to be returned and invested in a WE fund.
7. Reporting requirements are to be adhered to and this includes M&E components that will
require participants and organisations to complete assessments of the various programmes.
8. Direct organisational recipients should be required to document current provision
programmes indicating current expenditure on WE, programmes content, and the number
of learning days involved. This would be necessary to complete on an annual basis and
submitted into an information management system. Any proportional drop in such spending
should be met by a proportional drop in support for extended delivery.
9. Funds should only be used for WE purposes and staff costs allocated to educator and
research functions with a maximum cap on administration costs.
Broader criteria that should be applied include the following:
 Organisations must demonstrably conduct worker education in the interests of workers
 Organisations must have democratic worker-controlled governance structures and
mechanisms in place, with transparent reporting mechanisms to membership
 There should be targeted support for organisations that represent and organise vulnerable
workers
 There should be targeted support for programmes that advance the needs and interests of
women workers and young workers
Both an interim and final coordination structure would require ring fenced and specific funding. This
is considered in more detail under the focus area of sustainable funding models and coordinating
mechanisms.
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7.2 Extension of provision
This focus area relates to the following needs:
 Need to extend the provision of basic shop stewards training
 Need to extend the intermediate and advanced training of trade unions
 Need to extend the curriculum of WE to fill gaps in curriculum and respond to needs arising
from the change in labour market and other contextual factors.
 Need to address general education gaps of workers in a post school education environment
 Need to consolidate the status and operation of LSOs in order to effectively promote and
support worker education in all aspects.
 Need to better coordinate worker education between different levels and forms of provision
and providers, in particular federations and unions and LSOs but also including university
providers.
 Need to improve information management and production to support efforts to extend
worker education, build organisation and improve representation and support to workers in
the labour market.

Key points
The proposed minimum standard of provision for trade unions and worker orgnisations is that
every shop steward/worker representative should receive 5 days of worker controlled WE per year.
In achieving this an extension of provision on the following basis is suggested over the period of
10 years:
TU current provision 35%
TU non accredited 45% Extension
Target trade union provision 80% of all Shop Stewards (1 week per year)
LSO current Non Accredited Provision 1%
LSO current Accredited Provision 0,6%
LSO non accredited – 14% Extension
LSO and other providers accredited - 4.4% Extension
The extension of provision is calculated as a theoretical cost of meeting a minimum level of
provision (closing and identified gap) to help in planning and to provide a broader context for
strategic engagement. It is not specifically proposed as a project. Some components of the costs
of extension overlap with some of the pilot project areas. As such components can not simply be
added together to find a total cost.
The theoretical costing of this extension is done so using the hotel/private accommodation
provision model and not the WE infrastructure based costing model discussed under the
sustainable funding model options. If these logistical costs were used as a base the overall cost
of provision would decrease substantially. In the trade union extension costing for example the
2018 overnight delivery cost would drop from R181 472 000 to R84 819 007. Less than half the
cost. This would allow far greater numbers of trade union representatives to be trained in the
future. Again this is provided as a theoretical comparison as infrastructural development requires
significant lead times. It does however assist in contextualising and assessing relative costs in
planning processes.
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These estimates are developed as a means to globally cost needs. The costs would overlap with
the costs estimated for pilot projects in the rest of the recommendations. These figures should
not therefore be simply added together. One figure is for globally reaching a minimum level of
provision. The pilot projects are developed as a means of building organisational capacity and
resources in order to be able to reach the minimum level and then extend beyond it.
There is a concern that for less capacitated unions the allocation of funds alone could well be
counterproductive and any such extension of provision would need to be accompanied by
organisational/institutional capacity development. Some of the pilot projects attempt to support
some of these areas but there would be a need for a broader process within labour to address
some of the current organisational constraints and shortcommings.
Whilst the primary focus of pilot projects is for a five year period it is suggested to achieve
broader organisational development and capacity development to support the increase in
provision could take upto 10 years. M&E should specifically identify and monitor progress across a
range of organisations and criteria inorder to meaningfully assess progress in this regard.
Given that it is not organisationally feasible (advisable) that such immediate upscaling would be
possible in a short period of time. For this reason a graduated (percentage based escalation in
provision rate of 15% per annum) is provided in the theoretical costing. Using the target
population of learners for closing the gap this is estimated to be achieved nominally by 2026/7
with such an approach but it is also likely that the total number of shopstewards would rise along
with nominal increases in union membership (already observed as a trend in the context section)
and as such the theoretical costing estimates 120% of extension of provision of the current target
group by 2028.
A number of prerequisites have been identified in the research to ensure the transparent and
efficient management of resources for WE. It is emphasised that any such extension would need
to be premised on a set of such criteria.
It will be very important to ringfence existing delivery and extension delivery, therefore additional
funds should not simply replace sources for existing provision. In the case of unions, this would
happen where for instance union subscription funded education currently taking place continues
but is funded by SDL money. This will require specific reporting, coordination and M&E activities
by a central co-ordinating body.
In addition the allocation of resources will not ensure the quality of the education that does take
place. Here the role of the WE committee or National Council for worker education would need to
play a quality assurance role, more specifically as applied to non accredited delivery. The pitfalls of
overly beauracratic quality assurance processes would need to be avoided here.
The other major policy barrier identified in the research as time off for worker education. Policy
and industry engagement to improve the time off for education and training is a prerequisite to
achieving this. Organisational and education capacity to extend provision must be addressed.
The Theoretical costing also deals with building trade union and LSO capacity to meet the delivery
needs. The number of additional trade union educators is estimated for this purpose and an
administrative cost estimated. In the case of LSOs a hypothetical LSO is constructed as a proxy for
the requirements of meeting the provision extension but also to build capacity for supporting
vulnerable workers and meeting research needs. During the phase-in period this costing also
works as a proxy for other providers such as universities.
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At 2018 prices the funds required for a full extension for trade unions over a period of 10 years,
would be R181 472 000. The target for the trade union based overnight extension costs is 27 290
shop stewards. The LSO overnight cost is estimated at R189 848 437 targetting an additional
12055 shop stewards. The costs are similar but the target participants quite different in number
because of the accredited components which require much longer contact time. For this reason
while the target numbers differ between 27 290 and 12 055 the total participant days are quite
similar. For the trade union extension would be 136 450 days and total participant days for the
LSO and other providers extension of provision would be 135 625 days.

7.2.1 Recommendations
The immediate concern surfaced by the research is the low level of current provision to the pivotal
layer of trade union representatives (shopstewards) in South Africa. The report has argued that this
is a large scale area of critical scarce skills which has been largely overlooked and unfunded by skills
levies as it is often assumed that it is made up by low skilled individuals in a vocational sense. The
demographics of the shop steward population has shown that this is a changing picture as a result of
changing labour market characteristics. The critical and multi-faceted role of the shop steward has
also demonstrated that without significant training input this body of representative carrying the
necessary knowledge and skills is in critical short supply.
The section on the extension of provision is divided into two parts relating to LSO provision and
trade union provision. The research has estimated the number of Shop stewards nationally at 60
000.
Of these estimated shop steward current provision (meaning simply some form of education from a
few days workshop to qualification level) by trade unions is estimated at 35% per year (21 000) and
LSO provision at about 1,6% per year (950).
Current LSO provision is very low as a proportion with an estimate of it reaching about 8% of the
shop steward population over a period of 5 years. This would on average equate to only 1% per year.
Of this a small proportion is accredited education. Most LSO provision in numbers terms is short
course in nature. Participants of LSO provided education were frequently reported as having
received little or no shop stewards education from the sending unions, making the delivery of more
specialised content inefficient as basic concepts often have to be covered first.
Trade union provided education varies dramatically between unions from almost 100% provision to
nothing. It also varies in depth, purpose and focus. Most trade unions that do provide WE do so in a
learning progression format of basic, intermediate and advanced either as a range of issues covered
in more depth or a menu of offerings with different topic focus which extend more complex issues.
Despite the concept of progression, poor information management and poor resources means this
progression is often haphazard. SETA and other funding has often been linked to accreditation or
bureaucratic requirements that have seen a gravitation towards universities and private providers,
making this uneven provision picture even more difficult to assess.
In addition, trade unions often educate shop stewards in particular in cycles because of elections,
turnover and available resources. These factors combined makes assessing provision coverage very
difficult. Based on data provided on provision by unions, and anecdotal reflections from key
informants, a figure of approximately 35% of shop stewards received some form of worker
controlled WE in the previous year. The nature of this would vary from a one or two day seminar to
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a formal qualification spanning many weeks of contact time (between 3-6 weeks and self-study time
on top of this).
For this reason and building from the gap/needs analysis process a minimum standard for WE for
union representatives is used as a basis for identifying and costing gap closure. This has been
described as, “every trade union representative should receive at least 1 week of worker
controlled WE per year.” It is emphasised that this is a minimum standard for all representatives.
Those in a full-time shop steward capacity and more senior leadership roles should initially receive at
least 25-30 days training. This is roughly equivalent to the time needed for a certificate qualification
or its non accredited equivalent.
The role of LSOs was ideally described by most organisations and key informants as ideally playing a
top up or more specialised content role but also in support of representatives in unions with little or
no education capacity and also in areas where labour market conditions making organising unlikely,
vulnerable workers. In some instances a role towards building working class communities through
education support and organisation is also identified.
A five year cycle based on minimum provision would thus see on average 4 weeks of Union based
provision and 1 week of LSO provision. This sets up an 80:20 ratio for provision. Given current
provision along with the need to build pathways for development the following proportion is
suggested as a starting point. In time these allocations should probably change but this serves as an
initial departure point from which recommendations and costings can be estimated.
Existing trade union provision

35%

Existing LSO provision

1.6%

Projected LSO and other providers (accredited)

4.4%

Projected LSO provision (unaccredited)

14%

Projected trade union and Federation Provision (unaccredited)

45%

As extended provision improves, shop steward turnover may well decline. The demand for longer
more in-depth curriculum would most likely rise along with the emergence of a worker controlled
degree/s which would involve multi-year roll overs, vulnerable sections of the working class are
supported, e-learning emerges more strongly and the creation of WE infrastructure allows for
different delivery models such as evening classes, and learning extends deeper into communities
these ratios would probably change a little. It would be for the monitoring process to make more
accurate assessments of the trends going forward. Potentially once minimum provision standards
are met the ratio of provision may well change. The following is provided as an example of such a
shift.
LSO and other providers accredited

10%

LSO non accredited (specialised) (provides bridging and RPL)

15%

Trade union/Federation provision (non Accredited)

70%

Trade union (accredited)

5%

It is also emphasised that the minimum standard of 1 week per shopsteward per year, is exactly that,
a minimum standard’. It is not an ideal. It should be the objective of planners going forward to
extend beyond this minimum standard.
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Along with these considerations could be a move towards trade unions focussing more at a
membership and general worker level through the development of trade union based mixed/integrated47 vocational training.
With additional institutional and funding support it is necessary to extend delivery to this group
through trade union federations, trade unions and LSOs.
Mass worker education must be linked to an organisational programme organically. Hence, the
most appropriate form of mass-worker education must take place through workplaces. The most
effective form is to ensure that regular general meetings are taking place in workplaces (on a weekly
or bi-monthly basis (and at a minimum monthly meetings). These meetings must be spaces for
raising workers problems, sharing of experiences, strategising, informing and mobilising. This
requires adequate provision for general meetings in union programmes, as well as provision for
appropriate meeting times for vulnerable workers, such as women workers (lunch-time meetings,
rather than after hours) and for casual workers (shift-based meetings).
The purposes of these estimates is to develop a broad enumeration of the closing of immediate gaps
to key layers of target groups to the minimum standard of 5 days of WE per union representative per
year. The delivery decisions as to whether it is a trade union, federation or LSO delivering the
courses, what level and curriculum to be covered would lie at an LSO, union and federation planning
level but would need to be integrated with a central planning and quality control process.
Finally, it will be very important to ringfence existing delivery and extension delivery, therefore
additional funds should not simply replace sources for existing provision. In the case of unions, this
would happen where for instance union subscription funded education currently taking place
continues but is funded by SDL money. This has already been occurring with the SETA grant process
which has seen a reduction in union spending in some cases and no significant increase in overall
provision. In the case of LSOs this could result in double funding of initiatives.
The WEC/National WE Council will need to develop monitoring and programme management
capacity, as will federations, in order to guard against such processes. Some possible organisational
requirements to assist with such monitoring are suggested. These standards were detailed in the
first section of the recommendations.
The projections that follow exclude vocationally orientated training.
Quality Assurance
One of the dangers of extension of provision on a large scale is that it becomes a scramble to access
and spend funds on education during which process the quality and ethos of WE is significantly
compromised. This is a real threat and would need to be actively monitored along with the
establishment of mechanisms to ensure this does not occur.
In the case of LSOs the potential benefits of a centralised quality control function are particularly
strong and realisable given the smaller organisational numbers and the potentially greater ease of
implementation. LSOs and a central WE coordination mechanism could potentially pilot such an
approach prior to extending the approach to union direct provision which represents a much larger
and more varied group in terms of capacity.
It is recommended that quality control be phased in organically through the pilot process, beginning
with reaching agreement around a common materials repository as detailed in that pilot area.
The problems of bureaucratic processes of quality assurance that currently define the skills terrain
have been identified as a major impediment to WE and have resulted in many unintended and
counterproductive tendencies.
47

i.e. emancipatory knowledge and orientation integrated into vocational skills curriculum.
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As such the actual quality control should not be overly burdensome and applies predominantly to
non accredited components as accredited programmes already have quality assurance mechanisms
and institutions attached. As the potential of a workers university is realised. however a peer system
of quality assurance would become increasingly beneficial. This would be valuable for course design,
since in the Higher education environment there is scope for innovation in determining the nature of
topics and indeed knowledge to be explored by learners.
A panel of experts from LSOs, universities and worker education practitioners could be established
under the WEC or National Council for WE and submissions referred to one or more of such a panel
for comment and suggestions. These could be public (within the community) as the model already
supports an open source approach.
This same approach could be adopted in terms of university programmes that target worker
learners.
This is also important to allow the development of uniform approaches and the integration of RPL
into both recognition of knowledge and development of curriculum is achieved. Pilot work would
need to be done in the development of materials and curriculum along with research processes to
more explicitly identify the processes and mechanisms for such quality assurance activities.
The role of the WEC/ Council would be to maintain a list of organisations generally deemed to
provide quality WE in keeping with the purpose and practice of WE which can be a basis for SETA
provider selection for WE components of their spend. As an M&E aspect of this function a good
practice lessons could be recorded greatly benefiting an collective institutional memory around
quality, and methodology.
This approach could be funded through the 10% administration component of the consolidated pilot
budget appearing in section 7.13 Consolidated Pilot Project Roll-out Budget Estimation on page 294
of this report.
The extension of provision as a concept and approach
The extension of provision is calculated as a theoretical cost of meeting a minimum level of
provision (closing and identified gap) to help in planning and to provide a broader context for
strategic engagement. It is not specifically proposed as a project. Some components of the costs of
extension overlap with some of the pilot project areas. As such components can not simply be added
together to find a total cost.
The 2018 overnight cost is adjusted for inflation (7%) and then a portion of implementation is
estimated in order to approximate a phased in approach. Such phasing in occurs only from 2021
inorder to allow for two years for pilot projects and monitoring recommendations to be affected
providing the groundwork for organisation and institutional capacities being developed.
The theoretical costing estimates the cost of closing the gap in shop stewards education provision
from what it is currently estimated to be to the minimum standard of 1 week of education per shop
steward per year. It therefore excludes the current cost of delivery. A provincial level breakdown is
also provided for planning purposes.
Current provision is also indicated. Target participant days are calculated by multiplying the target
provision by the number of days (in the case of the union extension 5 days). From this the number of
teaching days can be estimated and the a teaching formulae applied that allows for teaching and
other functions in the job to estimate the number of facilitators needed to close the gap in provision.
The formulae would be different in accredited and non accredited formats for example because of
assessment and other requirements. The % implementation amounts represent the possible cost of
a phased in provision beginning in 2021 after initial capacity development work at organisational
levels
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Unions/Federations LSOs
Theoretical overnight cost of extension 2018
R181 472 000
Estimated current learner provision per year
21000
Additional target participants
27290
Additional target participant days
136450
Additional target teaching days
7641
Additional Educator staff for additional provision requirements
52

R189 848 437
950
12055
135625
8438
60

7.2.2 Trade union and federation based theoretical cost of provision
extension
This component of the recommendations serves to attempt to extend trade union provision on the
minimum standard of at least 5 days provision to a shop steward per year from a current estimated
35% by an additional 45% of all shop stewards in the country.
This requires better information management, improved organisational capacity and increased
funding allocation. Dealing with time off related issues represents an additional challenge.
Trade union membership is concentrated in a few large (10-15) national trade unions. WE practice
amongst smaller unions was generally found to achieve lower levels of provision (this is not without
exception as there are most definitely well organised small to medium unions that achieve high
provision rates for at least basic to intermediate shop stewards education). It is however suggested
that given the high level of federation affiliated membership the federations play a key role in the
extension of provisions. Federations are generally less resourced in terms of self-generated income
however and funding support particularly through the NSF and SETA discretionary grants should play
a key role in achieving this extension. It should be a goal for engaging these bodies to change short
project cycles and adhoc support from multiple SETAs along with a limited proportion of access to
funding –(less than 0,4% of the skills levies to all federations and trade unions),in order to achieve
coordinated and long term effective provision that sees the reach extended and deepening of skills
over time.
It is recommended that funds are sourced through the federations (with due regard to the minimum
organisational standings e.g. financially in good standing) to both federation and trade union rollout. This is still proposed as a top up approach and should not replace the training already done by
the better organised unions. Federations should provide initially to those unions with insufficient
capacity and strengthen the federation’s role in providing socio-economic and ideological training in
the process.
The concept of progressing through basic, intermediate and advanced training to LSO specialist and
then possibly accredited education will require significant efforts to manage participant and shop
steward information. Proper planning needs clear information of the number of members and shop
stewards and databases that keep track of what training each shop steward has received and is yet
to receive. This was found to be a significant organisational weakness in many unions currently. It
was very difficult to extract numbers from many unions, such as how many shop stewards the union
had, how many people were trained in which curriculum and at what cost etc. Even where unions do
have such information it is often manual and then quite specific to a department or function. There
is limited information cross cutting in organisations. Ideally an educator or organiser should be able
to access information on their cell phone that relates to shop stewards, training events, who has
been trained etc. A specific area of recommendation (area 5) is suggested to address this.
Curriculum focus
At any given time in a particular union shop stewards will have participated in different amounts and
levels of WE and have different levels of general education. The curriculum focused upon would
therefore depend on where groups of shop stewards are currently, in this mix. It is often difficult to
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establish this given current levels of information management but also this will be different for
different unions and even regions within unions. It is difficult to estimate this in advance at a
programme level and thus it will be for unions and federations through consultative processes and
improved data collection to decide which shop stewards are provided which content.
As a general concept the components that should be covered over a three year period should
include
Knowledge of
1. Basic shop stewards induction
2. History and theories of Trade Unionism
3. Trade Union Organisation
4. Fundamentals of Labour law
5. Fundamentals of Economics, gender and political orientation
Skills to:
1. Participate in union meetings
2. Participate in statutory workplace committees
3. Participate in membership organising
4. Participate in bargaining processes
5. Participate in disciplinary processes
6. Speaking and educating membership
(a more detailed curriculum focus is available at appendix 3)
Organisational capacity
In order to develop union capacity for upscaled education delivery and also improve organisation
capacity in general the other key target groups include the organising role, the leadership role and
the administrative role. The trade union capacity development pilotrepresents the largest budget
component of the recommended pilot areas at 30,6% of the total and is intended to address the
difficult organisational development issues that currently represent organisational barriers to the full
realisation of the potential of WE to deliver to the working class constituency and potentially have a
transformative impact on unions as organisations themselves.
It does this through targeting key and influential roles in the movement such as office bearers,
general leadership, full time shop stewards, organisaers and administrators with content that
promotes stronger general membership engagement and potential mass based and democratic
education components.
Other Pilot areas such as the gender, labour law and education pilots are also intended to contribute
to this area.
Educator Capacity necessary to achieve the provision
45% of the shop steward population represents approximately 27 290 shop stewards who are the
primary target group of this component. The trade union capacity, the secondary target group is
considered through an estimate of the number of educators needed to deliver to a group this size. In
order to develop a sense of cost and capacity requirements shop stewards have been identified in
metro and non metro contexts. This also gives a sense of the relative cost of provision and options
for whether the metro and non metro engagements are residential or not. Finally this shows the
relative provincial costs involved.
Total metro
Total non metro

1872747
2069155

Estimated shop stewards
28811
31833
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The provincial distribution of the shop steward population show more shopstewards in non-metro
areas than metro areas. Even provincial level provision would therefore have to be mostly
residential in nature. This has cost implications.
Estimated Shop 45% of
Metro
Stewards
estimated shop
1 WC-City of Cape Town
6689
3010
2 EC-Buffalo City
860
387
3 EC-Nelson Mandela Bay
1506
678
4 FS-Mangaung
1613
726
5 KZN-eThekwini
3686
1659
6 GP-Ekurhuleni
4404
1982
7 GP-City of Johannesburg
4988
2244
8 GP-City of Tshwane
5066
2280
Total
28811
12965

The table shows the estimated total shop stewards per province located in a metro area and the
targeted number of these shop stewards for training to close the provision gap to a minimum
standard. These are estimated numbers only.
1 Non Metro
2 WC-Non Metro
3 EC-Non Metro
4 NC-Non Metro
5 FS-Non Metro
6 KZN-Non Metro
7 NW-Non Metro
8 GP-Non Metro
9 MP-Non Metro
LP-Non Metro
Total

Estimated Shop
Stewards
2639
2663
1204
2080
5498
4892
2693
4838
5326
31833

1188
1198
542
936
2474
2202
1212
2177
2397
14325

This shows the same data now focusing on shop stewards located in non-metro areas.
Additional Educator Requirements
SS to be
Metro
trained
WC-City of Cape Town
3010
EC-Buffalo City
387
EC-Nelson Mandela Bay
678
FS-Mangaung
726
KZN-eThekwini
1659
GP-Ekurhuleni
1982
GP-City of Johannesburg
2244
GP-City of Tshwane
2280
Total
12965

workshops Teaching and
of 25
preparation*
120
843
15
108
27
190
29
203
66
464
79
555
90
628
91
638
519
3630
* 7 days

Number of
facilitators
6
1
1
1
3
4
4
4
24

These would be provincially deployed educators at affiliate and federation level. This was a major
gap described by both educators and organisations where often there are only a few educators
across all unions at provincial level.
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Non Metro
WC-Non Metro
EC-Non Metro
NC-Non Metro
FS-Non Metro
KZN-Non Metro
NW-Non Metro
GP-Non Metro
MP-Non Metro
LP-Non Metro
Total

SS to be
trained

workshops Teaching and
of 25
preparation*
1188
48
1198
48
542
22
936
37
2474
99
2202
88
1212
48

2177
2397
14325

87
96
573

Number of
facilitators
needed
333
2
336
2
152
1
262
2
693
5
616
4
339
2
610
671
4011

4
4
27

* 7 days

This table estimates the number of facilitators necessary for reaching the target population of shop
stewards on an annual basis.
Theoretical Overnight cost of extension of provision to metro and non metro areas (2018 prices)
The costings are based on relatively standard logistics costing models with a slightly higher average
transport cost figure for non metro areas.
Non Metro residential residential
Venue conference
Accomodation meals
materials and printing
transport costs
Staff Costs
Sub-total
Administration fees 7%
Total
Metro residential
Venue conference
Accomodation and meals
materials and printing
transport costs
Staff Costs*
Subtotal
Administration fees 7%
Total
Combined Total

Unit cost
Workshops
R350
1
R650
1
R100
1
R300
1
R25 000

Total
R25 068 750
R46 556 250
R1 432 500
R8 595 000
R8 775 000
R90 427 500
R6 329 925
R96 757 425
Unit cost
Workshops
Total
%
R350
1
R22 688 750
R650
1
R42 136 250
R100
1
R1 296 500
R200
1
R5 186 000
R25 000
R7 865 000
R79 172 500
R5 542 075
R84 714 575
R181 472 000

%
26%
48%
1%
9%
9%
7%
100%
27%
50%
2%
6%
9%
7%
100%

Calculations can also be done on this basis for non redidential metro based workshops.
Theoretical costing of Trade union extension of provision phased in over a 10 year period.
The 2018 overnight cost is adjusted for inflation (7%) and then a portion of implementation is
estimated in order to approximate a phased in approach. Such phasing in occurs only from 2021
inorder to allow for two years for pilot projects and monitoring recommendations to be affected
providing the groundwork for organisation and institutional capacities being developed.
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The theoretical costing estimates the cost of closing the gap in shop stewards education provision
from what it is currently estimated to be to the minimum standard of 1 week of education per shop
steward per year. It therefore excludes the current cost of delivery.

Minimum standard based Target Cost 7% inflation
Percentage implementation**
Additional budget needed***
Current learner provision per year
Additional Target participants
Additional Target participant days
Additional target teaching days
Additional Educator staff for additional provision requirements

2018 (overnight
theoretical cost)
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
R181 472 000 R222 311 003 R237 872 774 R254 523 868 R272 340 538 R291 404 376 R311 802 682 R333 628 870 R356 982 891
15%
30%
45%
60%
75%
90%
105%
120%
R33 346 650 R71 361 832 R114 535 740 R163 404 323 R218 553 282 R280 622 414 R350 310 314 R428 379 469
21 000
27 290
136 450
7 641
52

4 094
20 468
1 146
8

8 187
40 935
2 292
16

12 281
61 403
3 438
23

16 374
81 870
4 585
31

20 468
102 338
5 731
39

24 561
122 805
6 877
47

28 655
143 273
8 023
55

32 748
163 740
9 169
62

Notes
* This represents educator staff only and does not include research and paralegal staff as in the case of the
LSO Estimates
**Total over ten years exceeds 100% in anticipation of an increase in the shop steward population and a
marginal improvement on the minimum provision standard
*** It is very hard based on data availability to estimate the current trade union expenditure on WE in total.
These Costs thus only relate to the specific extension to 27290 learners and not the total TU target population
of 48290 (which includes current provision) to reach 1 week per worker per year.

Comparison of cost of provision using WE infrastructure (regional hubs model of sustainable
provision.
Assuming a residency approach at 2018 prices a total cost of R181 472 400 is estimated for an
extension of trade union provision to 27 290 leaearners for 5 days of training.
The cost recovery user fee calculated in costing the provincial infrastructure hubs is R338 per
residential learner per day in 2018 prices. As an overnight cost this would suggest the same
provision of trade union learners could be achieved for R84 819 007 or 46% of the private
accommodation provider cost.
Unit cost
Venue conference
Accomodation and meals
materials and printing
transport costs
Staff Costs*
Subtotal
Administration fees 7%
Total

R0
R338
R100
R252
R25 000

Workshops

Total
1
1
1
1

R0
R46 120 100
R2 729 000
R13 781 000
R16 640 000
R79 270 100
R5 548 907
R84 819 007

%
0%
54%
3%
16%
20%
7%
100%

7.2.3 LSO and other providers (“theoretical” cost of extension of provision)
This component is for the extension of LSO provision to a total of 5% of shopstewards receiving an
accredited course per year and 15% receiving a 1 week specialised NGO delivered course per year.
It also provides the basis for consolidating the LSOs, to achieve better economies of scale on delivery,
and extend services to vulnerable workers.
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This provides an overview of the cost of achieving this through using a hypothetical LSO operating
nationally. Again funding is a significant hurdle to overcome here and in the case of accredited
courses the time off issue is a critical consideration.
The LSO sector is a significant but underfunded and underutilised resource to the labour movement.
In order to estimate the funding support for the extension of provision, a delivery structure of a
hypothetical LSO (representing LSOs acting in collaboration) has been developed. The proposal is to
maintain current research levels and increase delivery and national coverage on a project basis, as
outlined below.
The primary focus of the hypothetical delivery model has as primary targets;


To reach 15% of Shop stewards with 1 specialised non accredited 5 day course

15% is indicated as being a fraction more than the full time shop steward proportion of 2013 found
in the 2013 shop stewards survey. This also usually covers the office bearer contingent of the shop
stewards cadre.


To provide 5% of shop stewards with a Level 4 or level 5 120 credit certificate level
accredited programme or a non accredited equivalent course and university provision



To create a base for reaching vulnerable and unorganised workers in the labour market
through advice centres for workers.

The secondary target is the development of the delivery capacity amongst LSOs and relates to


Estimating staffing and resource requirements for LSOs to reach the primary targets

To do this time and cost calculations have been done. These are checked against LSO data provided
on current cost structures.
Facilitation time is calculated on the basis of 8 days in total for the delivery of a 5 day programme.
This is for facilitation and preparation of facilitation only and does not include materials
development. Materials development time and costs are carried in the estimate below of an overall
hypothetical LSO delivery mechanism that provides for an additional 25 researchers and 25 senior
specialists where no facilitation time is allocated.
In the case of accreditation 120 credits is divided into 6, 5 day 20 credit modules and including
marking and prep estimated at 70 days per programme. In a 224 day working year for a facilitator
who delivered 2 accredited programmes and approximately 8 additional non accredited workshops
this would leave approximately 5 weeks for other organisational functions, administration reports
etc.
This only accounts for currently organised members, however the estimates below make provision
for a small paralegal advice centre to support vulnerable and unorganised workers.
Trade unions currently access universities using SETA funding in many instances. The cost structures
employed here simulate the cost of a year at university at 33 000. The Accredited component
costing would also include provision and extension of provision this way. The estimate therefore
should not be interpreted as an LSO budget alone. It is purely an estimate to reach 5% accredited
education of shop stewards on an annual basis whilst also building LSO capacity. The longer term
goal is that the number of learners attending university for general degree and 1 year programme
education declines, but increases for post graduate access as LSO and Union capacity expands to
deliver degree level WE which is directly controlled through worker structures.
Additional Educator capacity neede for extension
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15 % of shop stewards and
leadership trained by LSO and
other providers non accredited

union
membership %

Western Cape

606352

15%

Eastern Cape

326854

8%

Northern Cape

78284

2%

Free State

240033

6%

KwaZulu-Natal

596982

15%

317995
1114770

8%
28%

Mpumalanga

314477

8%

Limpopo

346209

9%

Total

3941903

100%

LSO and other providers 5% accredited
Western Cape
Eastern Cape
Northern Cape
Free State
KwaZulu-Natal
North West
Gauteng
Mpumalanga
Limpopo
Total

606352
326854
78284
240033
596982
317995
1114770
314477
346209
3941903

0,1538
0,0829
0,0199
0,0609
0,1514
0,0807
0,2828
0,0798
0,0878
1

North West
Gauteng

no of
estemated SS to be
workshops Teaching facilitators
SS
trained
of 25
days
needed
9271
1391
56
501
8
4998
750
30
270
4
1197
180
7
65
1
3670
551
22
198
3
9128
1369
55
493
8
4862
729
29
263
4
17045
2557
102
920
15
4809
721
29
260
4
5294
794
32
286
5
60274
9041
362
3255
54
9271
4998
1197
3670
9128
4862
17045
4809
5294
60274

464
250
60
184
456
243
852
240
265
3014

19
10
1
7
18
10
34
10
11
121

1298
700
70
514
1278
681
2386
673
741
8438

9
5
1
4
9
5
17
5
5
60

This delivery would create demand for 60 additional LSO/other based educational staff.
The model of a hypothetical national LSO with provincial points of presence providing education,
research and paralegal advice centre support has been estimated, for the purpose of indicating the
potential cost of extended provision in a scenario of 5% accredited 15% non-accredited. This is also a
proxy for other provision (by universities) as indicated earlier and represents the costs of delivery
across various providers rather than an actual organisational structure. The exact costing structures
would need to be collectively discussed depending which LSO focused on which areas, etc. Salaries
are based on anecdotal accounts and also costed roughly in proportion to current budget costs and
compared back to overall staffing costs as reflected in LSO financial statements.
Hypothetical National LSO Staff Cost estimate 2018
per person cost
number
per
ofmonth
staff
per anum
senior management
R70 000
9
R630 000
R8 190 000
senior/specialist
R45 000
26 R1 170 000
R15 210 000
Research
R30 000
25
R750 000
R9 750 000
facilitator
R30 000
60 R1 800 000
R23 400 000
support staff
R25 000
25
R625 000
R8 125 000
paralegal
R30 000
24
R720 000
R9 360 000
Total
169 R5 695 000
R74 035 000

This would represent a roughly 66% increase in LSO staff capacity in order to achieve the indicated
increase in delivery, as well as contribute to paralegal advice. It would however represent a
significant increase in LSO delivery and a significant improvement in the per learner cost of
provision.
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Theoretical cost of extension as an overnight cost at 2018 prices
accredited
Venue conference
Accomodation and additional meals
materials and printing
transport costs

Unit cost
units participants workshops
R 350
5
3014
R 650
5
3014
R 100
1
3014
R 200
2
3014

Non accredited
Venue conference
Accomodation and additional meals
materials and printing
transport costs

Unit cost
units participants workshops
R350
5
9041
R650
5
9041
R100
1
9041
R200
2
9041

Overall delivery total
Staff Costs
Administration fees 7%
Total learners

12055

Total
%
R31 647 000
R58 773 000
R1 808 400
R7 233 600
R99 462 000
Total
%
1
R15 821 858
1
R29 383 450
1
R904 106
1
R3 616 425
R49 725 839
R149 187 839
R74 035 000
R15 625 599
R238 848 437
6
6
6
6

31,8%
59,1%
1,8%
7,3%
100,0%
31,8%
59,1%
1,8%
7,3%
100,0%
62,5%
31,0%
6,5%
100,0%

Specific Focused components around research, paralegal advice and education curriculum are
discussed in the pilot projects detailed elsewhere in the recommendations.
In the case of LSOs and other providers the accredited component (5% of shop stewards attending 6,
5 day workshops for 3014 workers) is estimated at R99 462 000. This equates to a course of
approximately R33 000 per learner per year which is comparable with 1 year of non residential
university fees. As these are residential based costings they represent a much better value for
money proposition than under the general Higher education provision arena, particulalrlry where
higher education is to be state sponsored. It is also an argument for a substantially stronger support
by the state in this area of education.
The non accredited component (15% of shop stewards attending 1, 5 day specialist programme is
estimated at R49 725 839. (The combined total is R149 187 839). Reaching a total of 12 055 shop
stewards.
Building capacity of the LSOs to meet the threefold needs of advice centres to vulnerable workers,
research and education would represent a total estimated cost of R75 035 000 in staff costs and
administrative costs for delivery of R15 696 599. (Staff costs of LSO respondents are currently an
estimated R28 703 062). This would represent a 62% increase in capacity.
Previously an estimate was made for an LSO budget in 2016/17 covering 7 major organisations. This
of course varies and jfrom year to year. It is however useful for estimating a cost associate with
extension of provision. In the following table the total cost of and overnight increase in provision by
LSOs.
LSO Theoreticle cost of extension of provision process 10 years
Overnight cost of LSO extension contribution (2018 prices)
Logistics extension Cost
Salaries & admin extension cost
Less estimated current expenditure (7 LSOs)

R238 848 437
R149 187 839
R89 660 599
R49 000 000
R189 848 437
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The table below reflects the theoretical overnight cost of this extension of provision. This gives both
an total cost and an additional extension budget estimate through the phased in process. As in the
case of trade union extension the cost estimates are done on a standard hotel based cost model.
Were the infrastructure hub approach become a reality these costs would again less than half the
currently indicated costs. It would also substantially reduce overhead costs for LSOs in the form of
rentals and facility access.

2018 (theoretical
overnight cost)
Minimum standard based Target Cost 7% inflation
Percentage extension **
Additional Extension Budget Estimate*
Current LSO budget estimate adjusted at 7% annualy
Total cost***
Current learner provision estimate

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

R189 848 437 R232 572 499 R248 852 574 R266 272 255 R284 911 312 R304 855 104 R326 194 962 R349 028 609 R373 460 611
15%
30%
45%
60%
75%
90%
105%
120%
R34 885 875 R74 655 772 R119 822 515 R170 946 787 R228 641 328 R293 575 465 R366 480 039 R448 152 734
R49 000 000 R60 027 107 R64 229 004 R68 725 035 R73 535 787 R78 683 292 R84 191 123 R90 084 501 R96 390 417
R238 848 437 R94 912 982 R138 884 777 R188 547 549 R244 482 575 R307 324 621 R377 766 588 R456 564 541 R544 543 150
950

Additional target number learners

12 055

1 808

3 617

5 425

7 233

9 041

10 850

12 658

14 466

Additional target participant days

135 625

20 344

40 688

61 031

81 375

101 719

122 063

142 407

162 750

8 438

1 266

2 531

3 797

5 063

6 329

7 594

8 860

10 126

60

9

18

27

36

45

54

63

72

Additional target teaching days
Additional educator staff needed
Cost per learner 2016/17 (2018 prices)****

R51 579

theoretical Cost per learner in 2028 (2018 prices)*****

R17 956

There is a significant difference in the organisational costs reflected in the trade union and LSO
extension models. This is for a number of reasons. Firstly the LSO staff and administrative costs (and
other providers) represent the total cost of operations of the organisations whereas in the union
context it only represents an extension of the education function. The LSO component also carries
the extension of advice centres for vulnerable unorganised workers to serve as a base for attempts
to organise such workers. The LSO component also represents the extension of research functions
and includes specialist positions which attract relatively higher remuneration in the market. Finally,
accredited forms of education require longer facilitator hours for assessment purposes.
The current provision relates to a cost per learner of R51 579. Whilst this seems expensive LSOs
perform many more functions than education. Given budget constraints and a lack of support to this
point they have been unable to achieve the necessary economies of scale. This theoretical model of
extension could see the cost per learner falling dramatically to only R17 956 over a 10 year period. If
the infrastructure hub approach is adopted this figure would be less than R10 000 per learner in
2018 prices.
* This is in addition to the current LSO expenditure estimate of R49 000 000 covering approximately
950 learners
**Total over ten years exceeds 100% in anticipation of an increase in the shop steward population
and a marginal improvement on the minimum provision standard
*** Note this includes all LSO current activity and outputs not just education although all relate to
WE.
****This cost is high as it includes all current functions and roles of WE including research,
operational costs and management. This provides a somewhat false perspective of per learner cost.
It is provided however for comparison with the following figure of the per learner cost after
extension to demonstrate the significant economies of scale achieved through such an extension of
provision. This would also represent the realisation and better utilisation of these organisations and
contributing resources of the labour movement.
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Curriculum
There are various possibilities for curriculum focus and it would depend on the specific focus area of
LSOs. As discussed the LSOs represent a unique asset to the working class in their varied and
conmplimentary focus areas. Such areas would include Health and safety, research, Gender, Climate
change, Trade Union Practice qualifications, alternative forms of organising and labour law.
The various other pilot components compliment the notion of extension through the development
of materials, educator and organisational capacities to engage in upscaled delivery.
Over time as more directly controlled WE capacity is established, for example through the
development of a WE degree held under LSOs or a National Council for WE, LSOs would hopefully
reach a point in capacity where they are providing more of the higher level accredited education
(level 4-7) that is currently provided through a series of universities and private providers.
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7.3 Educator Development Programme
This area of findings and recommendations relates to the following identified needs
 Need to consolidate and improve the capacity of educators and organisations to build the
upgraded delivery of WE nationally.
 Need to strengthen and extend worker controlled worker education confronting the human
capital approach and conception of worker education.
 Need to extend the reach of workers education to the broader membership and workers in
general.
 Need to consolidate worker education in a way that supports organisation building and
transformation.
 Need to extend the provision of basic shop stewards training
 Need to extend the intermediate and advanced training of trade unions
 Need to address general education gaps of workers in a post school education environment
Key Points
This programme aims at developing organisational and educator capacity in order to upscale
delivery. It is based on the principle of collective development and capacity building between
LSOS and Trade unions. It addresses capacity gaps and curriculum gaps.
It attempts to develop a number of educational resources/materials in an integrated way so as to
facilitate articulated learning pathways from AET through to degree level. It is also key in
developing additional methodologies that will extend the provision in order to reach general
membership and workers.
From a capacity perspective it is intended to develop:
 facilitation skills,
 materials development skills,
 competency in AET and bridging programme delivery, and
 electronic and print delivery of informal education directed at a mass base.
The programme identifies the development of accredited components such as the QCTO
occupational certificate for trade unionists, currently being finalised and the development of a
degree in WE. Non accredited and informal education resources are also developed where specific
gaps are indicated.
It envisages LSOs, progressive academics and trade unionists collaborating in these developments.
Any educational process must give attention to educators. LSOs staff frequently have significant
training in adult education (not ABET and its equivalent) and experience in worker education. This is
slightly less so amongst trade union based educators, however this group frequently has more union
experience and also more frequently have held elected leadership roles in trade unions.
In both LSO and union educator populations the average age of this grouping is fairly old at 47 and
particularly so amongst the LSO grouping. The general turnover of educators is however higher
amongst union educators who often move to other positions or leave to join government or enter
the private sector. This suggests a high turnover of educators in general and for LSOs in particular
will occur in the next 5 to 10 years. Therefore educator development will become an increasingly
important aspect of general organisational capacity development going forward.
The organisational analysis component of the research indicated that this group represents a
particular and unique collection of experience and practice that is currently underutilised and less
effective largely because of institutional constraints.
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These constraints include uneven delivery with a concentration in just 3 cities, a lack of resources
forcing competition between organisations, limited information management capacity, short
funding cycles which prevent organisation building and poor coordination of WE in general.
Many of the unionists and LSO educators with roots in earlier manifestations and traditional
practices of worker education have moved on or have relatively few working years left in the
movement. A repeating theme in key informant and general educator interviews was around the
changes that have happened in worker education and the negative consequences for both trade
union organisation in general and WE in particular. This represents an important opportunity to
create spaces for the interaction of educators (old and new) to attempt to consolidate some of these
experiences across the groups. This is also important for the revitalisation of worker controlled
worker education during a period where younger educators are schooled in a period where the
human capital approach to skills development has become hegemonic in nature.
Education itself is not a practice that is isolated to one or a specific professionalised group in unions
but spans many functions. Experiments with mixing the role of educator and organiser, however,
have often had mixed results mostly because of compounded expectations and role conflicts and or
overloads. Trade union educators do represent a key group for capacity development support but
any effort to do this needs to be integrated with organisational efforts to stimulate support for
worker education. Such measures should include improving union data and transparency on internal
funding of education, improving the curriculum and opportunities for WE through sustainable
funding, increasing exposure of the general membership to WE, and building capacity amongst
educators both in terms of pedagogic practice but also theoretical and ideological understanding
and commitment towards the emancipatory potential of WE. This is particularly necessary given the
tendencies within unions, identified by many respondents, of de-prioritising education, leading to a
drop off in the quantity and or quality of the education that has been delivered.
The experience and exposure of WE educators to continued Adult Education was found to be very
low amongst educators. A large number of educators however identified this as a specific
skills/knowledge gap amongst many WE learners. This is a general educational need but often a
requirement for learners to engage in a variety of areas in the workplace and sector environment
through both non accredited and accredited learning. A few unions do provide such education and 2
LSOs that are engaged in longer term accredited programmes attempt to provide bridging adult
education, but this is an exception not a norm.
Should the financial support and implementation barriers such as time off for union education be
improved through efforts of the WE committee it can be expected that the demand for educators
amongst trade unions and LSOs will rise significantly. These newly recruited educators will require
significant orientation and training if other initiatives to be driven through this focus on WE are to be
implemented successfully.
Finally there has been limited educator development programmes run in-house by federations or by
LSOs over the past 5 years.

7.3.1 Education Capacity development Recommendations
It is therefore recommended that a focused Educator development programme be designed and
established from early on in the five year process and extend beyond it. The programme should have
capacity and resource development as its objectives and feed into and support other areas of
recommendations. The programme should specifically address gaps identified by the needs analysis
particularly where there is currently very limited capacity within the worker controlled WE
community. The programme should facilitate and experiment with elements of improved
coordination and collaboration in the development of WE. The proposal for a network approach to
materials development and course design as articulated below is directed at this aim. An allocation
should be ring-fenced to ensure this occurs.
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The programme should have the following curriculum components;

7.3.1.1 Practice
Facilitation of worker education
The purpose of this component is to train new educators who will assist in the intensified roll-out of
the extension of provision by LSOs and trade unions. There would be approximately 50 new
educators within the trade unions and federations that would need immediate development and
orientation. Other participants could include newer educators with limited training that are already
established in these organisations. Some LSO facilitators brought on who may lack a labour
orientation would also need to go through the programme. Seasoned trade union educators and LSO
facilitators would participate at different key points as part of the design and facilitation teams, in
the programme to add experience and emphasise the values and culture in this form of education.
Core curriculum areas
Knowledge focus
Theory and ideology worker education and trade unionism
History and practice of worker education
Media and education
Skills focus
Facilitation (adult)
Research
Communication
Materials development
AET
This can be a combination of accredited and non accredited education as there are modules in the
QCTO trade union qualification. It is envisaged that Ditsela, the Workers College and Workers World
media productions, and other LSOs could collaborate directly in realising this element. LSOs with
research capacity could also assist with elements of the role of research in education.
A WE Educator focused conference – (such as Ditsela hosted –‘new ways of seeing and doing’ type
theme) showcasing experimental methodologies and advancing knowledge on cutting edge content
areas is recommended as a space to develop and share innovative approaches. It can also be used to
build knowledge of the growing repository of materials and outputs and lessons from the network
focused on building resources discussed at 5.2 below and research being conducted into WE both as
part of this set of proposals and the academic world. The focus however is to remain related to
education practice, not policy.
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Facilitator development

Base 2018 costing
workshops
Theory and ideology
History and practice
Media and WE
Materials development
AET and WE
Educators conference
admin
Total

Theory,Ideology,history and practice (10 days)
Media and WE (3 days)
Materials development (5 days)
AET and WE (5 days)
participants
Educator conference
participants
Annual Cost
admin 7%
Total

R1 000

R3 000

flights and
conferencing transport
R260 000
R260 000
R156 000
R260 000
R260 000
R1 300
R520 000

R200

Materials

R93 600
R93 600
R93 600
R93 600
R93 600

R20 800
R20 800
R20 800
R20 800
R20 800

R360 000

R40 000

R4 500

R4 500

Materials
Facilitation Development Total
R90 000
R90 000
R27 000
R22 500
R90 000

R240 000
R240 000
R180 000
R240 000
R240 000

R704 400
R704 400
R477 400
R636 900
R704 400
R3 227 500
R920 000
R920 000

Role Out
2019
R1 507 416

2020

2021
R1 245 841

50
R984 400
200

50
R1 053 308
200

R862 920
50
R1 127 040
200

50
R1 205 932
200

Total
R2 753 257
R992 349
R1 564 033
R987 957 R1 850 878
50 R7 160 516
R1 290 348 R5 661 027
200

R2 491 816
R174 427
R2 666 243

R2 329 070
R163 035
R2 492 105

R3 235 800
R226 506
R3 462 306

R2 486 552
R174 059
R2 660 611

R2 769 315
R193 852
R2 963 167

R546 575
R729 187

2022
R445 774
R834 846

2023

7.3.1.2 Building resources
This project focusses on the building of capacity and materials for worker education. The first focus
area is the more traditional formal contact learning environment such as a workshop. The second is
focused on broader education to membership and workers and includes elements of E-learning and
media use in adult education.

7.3.1.3 Materials development
The educator survey amongst LSOs and union educators identified the need to upskill in the area of
materials development. This component responds to this identified need and is linked to the
repository of worker education materials discussed in area 6. This would also offer a follow on from
facilitation training as the materials development focus would include elements of structuring and
sequencing learning in materials form following on from the theoretical and pedagogical aspects
covered in the first component of the educator development programme.
Other more focused component modules are recommended to address quite specific needs
identified by LSOs and unions. The first of these identified needs relates to the development of
materials and learning programmes or adaptation of existing materials for accredited education on
the one hand, but also for the development of learning process in non-accredited education in such
a way as to ensure the quality of the learning remains high and that such learning may be made
more easily accessible in the future should the learner or their organisation identify the need to do
so. E-learning, media based WE and general membership focused materials would be other specific
areas covered under part two below.
The approach recommended would be to establish a Network of individuals from LSOs, NGOs,
academic institutions and trade unions with significant materials development experience in the
different areas of focus being;
1. General materials development
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2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

a. Developing generic materials for Occupational Certificate: Trade Union
Representative (Trade Unionist) code 111402001
b. Developing generic shop stewards materials for accredited and non-accredited
learning
AET and materials development
E-learning materials development
a. Trade union representatives
b. Broad membership and workers
Media based delivery of WE (print, social and general media)
a. TU representatives
b. Broad membership and workers
Writing/adapting materials for accreditation
Non accredited course development in support of quality and RPL (see SAQA policy on
same)
WE materials and approach for inclusion in school curriculum

Different resource people could be drawn in for different focal areas however it would be useful to
maintain a core group throughout the process. This network itself would be building capacity and
understanding. The network would include at least 25 participants from LSOs and Unions and up to
10 experts with specific field focus. The delivery methodology would see practical and participatory
activities where participants produce and/or adapt materials to a particular setting, (union, industry,
federation or LSO) that participants are drawn from while contributing to building the repository.

7.3.1.4 E learning/Media based learning and Union representatives
There are a significant number of workers with access to the internet and this learning form certainly
does offer lower cost alternatives as another avenue for union representatives and general
members to access and use education processes. The methodology is however not without its
problems and the DHET has cautioned against the use of e learning in the absence of concrete
support (GOSA, 2017) as potentially increasing failure rates. This is of course a disqualify factor for
workers with poor access to IT and facilities, and low levels of formal education. At the same time a
significant gap was identified by the research in the provision of WE to the broader membership
base of trade unions and to workers more generally, and in particular vulnerable workers who are
difficult to organise into traditional union structures and form.
Non accredited forms of e-learning that rely on engaging and drawing the interest of the learner are
however very effective. Examples include film clips, podcasts, cartoons, memes and interactive slide
shows. There is currently very little capacity in the labour movement to develop this kind of learning
and a specialised course is envisaged here to begin to build some capacity and understanding around
this form of learning. International labour organisations and the ILO for instance do have
considerable experience in this area and it is suggested that some individuals be identified in this
component for the development of a longer terms programme and for building capacity within the
South African labour movement.

7.3.1.5 E learning/Media based learning and general membership/ broad
worker focused WE
There is potential overlap in the area of general membership education and the component on
Achieving integrated learning for general AET. Of course, needs differ significantly between different
union members and vulnerable workers whose education levels extend through no formal education
to PHD. This part of the project seeks to understand these differing information and education needs
of a very diverse group of worker learners and attempt to increase the WE reaching these groups.
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This approach integrates research and workshops to build an understanding around membership
and unorganised worker, education needs in such a way so as to contribute to exploring alternative
organising approaches and building and consolidating non-formal WE processes such as a union
general meeting, or bargaining feedback meeting at workplaces.
AET/ABET self-study materials developed around thematic areas dealing with citizenship, unity and
solidarity, labour market concerns such as the 4th industrial revolution and so on. The same
conceptual base will be developed in other ways for members and even representatives of workers.
A research component would run alongside the learning processes both shaping and being shaped
by collective discussions and practical efforts, examples and materials produced in workshop form. It
would also need to assess the particular feasibility and make recommendations on technological
platforms for the development of curriculum. It would also identify the necessary individuals within
labour organisations that could assist in these processes.

7.3.1.6 Achieving integrated learning
The need for AET type capacity was identified by a number of educator respondents where it was
identified that a number of participants lacked skills in this regard. This of greater significance in
industries with a larger number of elementary occupations. It was also identified in the contextual
data that the nature of education capacity has changed and gaps have opened up between a
growing number of more highly (formally) educated members and those that have been left behind.
There is also a tendency for those engaged in more vulnerable forms of employment to have less
education. Thus, despite the significant improvements in education provision and a changing profile
of union membership there are significant numbers of workers who have been ‘left behind’ and this
in turn also threatens the unity of workers.
Discussions with key informants and union educators surfaced the importance of integrating skills
and emancipatory knowledge in education delivery. For example an IT course can provide skills but
the subject matter for tasks in the skills course should include subject matter that develops
consciousness amongst participants. Similarly representation and knowledge of rights is important
but should be developed with regard to the political economy of the law and the implications for
organising and building the power of worker organisations.

7.3.1.7 Specific accredited materials and curriculum development areas
The education development programme is aimed at developing materials of different types including
membership/general worker education and the occupational qualification in trade unionism along
with adaptations of this curriculum for non accredited and AET use.
There are a few focal areas for specific material development areas that present a strategic
opportunity. As an approach to realising the goals of open education and to construct learning
pathways it is useful to begin from higher in the curriculum chain and then develop integrated
materials that carry common themes through various non accredited topic based programmes and
workshops to Basic education and training components.
One obvious point of entry is the Occupational Certificate: Trade Union Representative (Trade
Unionist) which is currently being finalised. Whilst it was submitted to SAQA for approval it was
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returned for some technical adjustments. Attempts to gain further information and an updated
version of the curriculum between the referring ETDP SETA and QCTO have not yet been successful.
An earlier draft of the areas covered by the qualification are provided below.
Draft learning areas in the QCTO 111402001
Representative (Trade Unionist)

Occupational Certificate: Trade Union

The early draft of the different elements to be covered in the qualification is listed below. It is
envisaged that these could be used as a base to develop any other nonaccredited materials which do
not already exist amongst the LSOs.
List of Knowledge Modules for which Specifications are included
111402002-KM-01,
111402002-KM-02,
111402002-KM-03,
111402002-KM-04,
111402002-KM-05,
111402002-KM-06,

History and theories of Trade Unionism, L4, Cr 10
Trade Union Organisation, L4, Cr8
Fundamentals of Labour law for trade unions, L5, Cr 15
Fundamentals of Economics for Trade Unions, L5, Cr 13
Basic Principles of Financial Management, L4, Cr 6
Information Technology for Trade Union, L4, Cr 3

Total credits 55
List of Practical Skill Module Specifications
•
111402002-PM-01: Develop a policy position for a trade union, L 4, Cr 10
•
111402002-PM-02: Build the capacity for a strong trade union, L3, Cr 25
•
111402002-PM-03: Participate in societal policy initiatives on behalf of trade union, L4, Cr 25
•
111402002-PM-04: Participate in different legislated structures to advance the interest of
the unions members, L4, Cr 30
Total Credits 90
List of Work Experience Module Specifications
•
•
•
•
•

111402001-WM-01, Participate in union meetings, L4 , Cr 5
111402001 -WM-02, Participate in statutory workplace committees, L4, Cr 5
111402001-WM-03, Participate in membership recruitment and servicing processes, L3, Cr 8
111402001 -WM-04, Participate in bargaining processes, L 5, Cr 10
111402001 -WM-05, Participate in disciplinary processes, L5, Cr 8

Total credits 36

7.3.1.8 Worker education/Trade unionism degree
It is recommended that the feasibility of a worker education degree be investigated. The purpose is
to gain equal recognition of worker knowledge alongside mainstream universities. This is a
forerunner of establishing a socialist/working class university. The Leadership of the Workers College
have pursued this idea as an end objective for some time but it is a daunting undertaking. The
Workers College having navigated the CHE landscape in pursuit of HEI status and recognition of a
number of L5 and 6 qualifications could strongly support the community in developing this. The
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other option is that an LSO or a partnership of specific LSOs could be supported to gain recognition
for a degree purpose with the community acting as a design reference group.
A second option is for LSOs and TUs to work closely with a network of university academics from
departments that already offer labour studies courses (modules) to develop such a degree. Ideally
this would be taught collaboratively with a team from a range of universities, but this might
bedifficult given university bureaucracy, hence it would need to be housed in 1-3 universities, but
developed collaboratively.
An RPL process linked to the design of non accredited modules that may later be recognised and the
QCTO trade unionist qualification with a number of level 5 and 6 modules would create a proportion
of modules that could be ported and recognised in the degree. This will facilitate articulation and
shorten the time for obtaining the degree in the longer term.

7.3.1.9 Development Approach and costing
The network would interact with research teams framing and shaping different enquiries and also
receiving inputs and feedback from them.
The collective time necessary is indicated in the time below. These are estimates based roughly on a
day equivalent of notional study hours for development.
For costing purposes attendance at network workshops is remunerated as participants are
producing outputs. The remaining development time is then costed on the basis of the following
time estimates and these costs are distributed through the five years program in the following table.
Developing Trade union Occupational Qualification materials
240
Devloping AET format of QCTO curriculum areas
240
E-learning materials
80
Degree curriculum
60
degree materials
500
Genral membership and worker education materials and media
200
WE materials and approach for inclusion in school curriculum
60
Non accredited course development in support of quality and RPL (see SAQA policy
400 on same)
WE and RPL policy
30

Research
The educator development programme will require a concerted research support process to both
develop and consolidate new knowledge and information and build towards apex qualifications that
will give recognition to the area of worker controlled WE practice and policy and form a base of
future researchers and practitioners.

7.3.1.10
1
2
3
4
5

Research projects are identified

Longitudinal study of Ditsela Danlep train the trainer programme participants
Publication – WE practice handbook
Participatory research process for design of a Workers Education Degree
General membership/worker education delivery mechanisms and curriculum
Consolidating and identifying good practice in non-formal WE situations

This can be annualised with the addition of research support in a cost framework as follows;
Network meeting involve 30 participants for 4 days twice a year.
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2019
2020
2021
2022
2023 5 year total
R1 280 790 R1 370 445 R1 466 376 R1 569 023 R1 678 854 R7 365 489

Network cost
additional development
and research time
R1 629 000 R1 743 030 R1 865 042 R1 995 595 R2 135 287 R9 367 954
Annual Total
R2 909 790 R3 113 475 R3 331 419 R3 564 618 R3 814 141 R16 733 443

In addition it is recommended that senior educators in the labour movement undergo preparatory
skills development covering the following areas. These workshops would also assist developing
materials for similarly focused educator development discussed in the facilitator development
component discussed above.
General materials development
E learning methodology
Media based and general membership education
AET practice
Writing/adapting materials for accreditation
Non accredited course development in support of quality
and RPL (see SAQA policy on same)
RPL Practitioner training
Organisation development for accreditation, navigating the
accreditation process
Annual Total

7.3.1.11












2019
R274 188

2020

2021

2022

2023

R313 917
R293 381
R293 381
R274 188
R313 917
R313 917

R548 375

R586 761

R941 752

R335 891
R335 891

Outputs

100 new educators are capacitated in terms of facilitation, materials development and basic
adult education and training methodologies.
An annual educator practice focused conference for 200 participants is used to popularise
and explore innovative ideas approaches and hone skills.
The development of an approach to materials development amongst union and LSO
educators through a materials development focused network of individuals meeting and
sharing approaches and experiences.
A set of materials development modules to be used in the building of capacity more
generally in WE.
To develop e-learning methodology the project will initially develop capacity amongst a core
group of educators across the LSOs and trade unions and attempt to produce a set of
learning materials in e format. These will serve as basis for a pilot group of learners to test
the approaches so developed in a latter phase in the programme. At the same time a pilot
module that includes assessment for an accredited module is developed to explore the
possibilities and identify potential users of such an approach.
A generic set of AET/ABET materials dealing with emancipatory and technical issues
confronting the labour movement and workers and their families more generally. (for print
and online dissemination). This would also be used as supporting resources for organisers
and fulltime shop stewards engaged in informal education.
A generic set of materials dealing with emancipatory and technical issues confronting the
labour movement and workers and their families more generally that lend themselves to a
non accredited e-learning format.
The research would make further recommendations for upscaling and extending the
capacity so developed amongst educators more broadly.
The development seeks to draw on the experience of bridging courses that have been
developed by LSOs and trade unions and experience of a few trade unions that have offered
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basic AET to membership, and academic and community college experience related to
literacy programmes in order to develop a generic set of materials that can be used within or
before other WE curriculum. The materials should span different topics related to worker
solidarity, working class consciousness, trade union related knowledge and skills, and basic
IT capacity.
The development of membership and general worker focused materials that have print,
social and general media focus. These would be integrated at different levels appealing to
needs of learners, ranging from numeracy and literacy through to understanding particular
issues in the workplace (functional focus) and industry, or public sector (policy focus), that
are integrated with building understanding of class divided and dominant society and the
need for working class solidarity.
Research identifying good practice in informal WE in situations such as strikes, feedback
sessions and general union meetings and how media of different forms can be used to
extend or build upon such learning. The application of such techniques in the setting of
representatives meeting in a local or larger workplace could also be assessed.
Learner/user assessments of the materials developed and recommendations of needed
changes.
Development of the following will be included in the outputs
o Developing Trade union Occupational Qualification materials
o Developing AET format of QCTO curriculum areas
o E-learning materials
o Degree curriculum
o degree materials
o General membership and worker education materials and media
o WE materials and approach for inclusion in school curriculum
o Non accredited course development in support of quality and RPL (see SAQA policy
on same)
o WE and RPL policy
Specific skills and focus areas for capacity development of more established educators
o General materials development
o E learning methodology
o Media based and general membership education
o AET practice
o Writing/adapting materials for accreditation
o Non accredited course development in support of quality and RPL (see SAQA policy
on same)
o RPL Practitioner training (50 participants)
o Organisation development for accreditation, navigating the accreditation process
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7.4 Information Management in WE
This programme relates to the following identified needs





Need to consolidate the status and operation of LSOs in order to effectively promote and
support worker education in all aspects.
Need to better coordinate worker education between different levels and forms of provision
and providers, in particular federations and unions and LSOs but also including university
providers.
Need to establish a pathway for worker education that builds organisations and learners.
Need to improve information management and production to support efforts to extend
worker education, build organisation and improve representation and support to workers in
the labour market.

Key Points
The programme will develop an information management system aimed at membership and WE
records later expanding to other areas.
The data field design will be used in the overall M&E process for the establishment of improved
capacity of WE delivery.
Implementers and decision makers are educated on the use and the processes of the system.
Elements of implementation education are also cascaded to the union capacity development
project for admin organising and leadership to both provide capacity for use and maintenance and
buy in/demand within the organisation for the system’s use.
The system will also be linked to the central repository of learner information and materials and
online options explored.

7.4.1 Enhancing Union Capacity to Collect and Maintain Data, Information
and Knowledge for more Effective Organising and Capacity Building
In order to plan effectively and develop appropriate policies and strategies, as well as to bargain and
engage employers, trade unions need accurate and accessible information. Trade unions have very
uneven systems and practices of collecting and maintaining information. One of the key findings of
this Worker Education Research process is that the majority of unions do not have systems in place
for collecting and storing their data and information. This has made the research process extremely
difficult, and will make future research and capacity building projects, planning and monitoring of
implementation very difficult. Having an effective data management system improves the
effectiveness of the organisation because accurate information is easily accessible, and less time is
spent trying to manually locate data. Furthermore, for trade unions to engage in any form of
meaningful negotiation and representation of members’ interests, there is a need for them to have
reliable and accurate data and information available.
There is a need to systematise the collection and maintenance of union information within each
Federation according to the common values and principles of accountability, worker control,
accessibility and transparency of information. There would still be room for diversity of systems to
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respond to specific union and sectoral needs, within an agreed framework based on the principles
mentioned above. Any information system development process must be linked to the union’s
organising strategy and plan, and must contribute to organisation building. It cannot be a mere
technical exercise which is developed separately from organisational needs and priorities.

7.4.1.1 Pilot Project Objectives
In order to support the overall aims outlined above, the pilot project would need to achieve the
following objectives
 Further research the existing information management systems in place in unions, and
analyse their strengths and weaknesses, utilising ‘good practice’ case studies
 Identify the information needs of unions and the Federation at various organisational levels
(linking this to organisation building, bargaining, education/capacity building and social
dialogue) drawing on the experience and findings of this research process
 Develop proposals for uniform systems for information collection and maintenance that take
account of specific conditions in affiliates, combining the use of technology with methods
that complement organising practices, and maintain and build on relationships and
communication at local levels.
 Develop learner data management and also online database covering education materials
and linked research data and information.
 Support a cluster of pilot unions to implement and maintains information systems, assess
the implementation, and identify areas for improvement.
 Create platforms for sharing of experiences and approaches to information management
across unions and federations (through a series of workshops for trade unions)

7.4.1.2 Methodology
The project will utilise a range of research methods to gather and feed-back information to unions.
These will include surveys (in-person and online) as well as interviews, focus groups and workshops.
There is a need to plan carefully with the unions involved to ensure that the people/teams of people
from unions combine administrative/technical expertise and organisational skills and experience.
The project will also need to draw on the experience and expertise of sister federations
internationally, as well as local labour service organisations in the development of information
management systems relevant to the labour movement.
The pilot will make proposals towards the development of new information systems (where needed)
and enhance existing systems (as required) in the areas of membership data, and information
relevant to organising, education and collective bargaining. The project will initially gather
information on all of these aspects, but will focus the first phase of information systems
development on membership data and worker by the union or with funds channelled through the
union for other providers of education delivery. By information systems, we refer to databases for
collection of information as well as the processes of collection and maintenance of information, and
its dissemination for use within the union and federation.
The project will run for two years initially, for the first phase, and will be followed by further phases,
after assessment.
The first phase will explore the development of systems with a maximum of 6 unions across
federations, including 2 public sector unions, 2 private sector unions and 2 unions organising
primarily vulnerable workers and 2 LSOs. The pilot would then be extended to a broader group for
further implementation. The research findings and learnings through the process of implementation
will be shared with all unions through a series of workshops. Which will also train prospective
implementers.
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Unions, federations and LSOs who receive levy monies will be required to implement the system or
be able to report timeously against the data fields developed in the project.
1. Activities and Timeframes
Activity
Tasks
Project Initiation
 Identify union partners and case studies
 Establish a research reference team that will meet
regularly throughout the project
Review of existing
 Interviews and focus groups with selected unions
systems
 Survey of international trade unions
 Key informant interviews
Workshop
 Workshop to assess existing systems and identify
information needs
First Research
 Write up research findings assessing existing
Report
systems and identifying information needs linked
to organisation building
Innovate
 Establish task team consisting of consultants,
new/existing
trade unionists and researchers to innovate
information in pilot
systems
cluster unions
 Pilot information systems
Assess and review
 Assess new information systems and
new systems
review/adapt problems identified in pilot phase
Second Research
 Draft research report reviewing pilot
Report
implementation phase
Project assessment
 Internal project assessment and reference team
assessment meetings
Phase 2:
 Roll-out information systems at various levels and
Implementation and
assess and monitor implementation
Review
simultaneously
Planning for future
 Identify areas of focus for the next phase of
phases
information systems development and develop
project plan

7.4.1.3 Proposed Budget
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Roll Out
2019
Workshops Participants
Road show and capacity
building workshops
Coordination
Research
IT consultants
sub total
admin 7%
Total

2020
540

2021

R504 000
R240 000 R120 000 R50 000
R160 000 R50 000 R25 000
R250 000 R25 000 R10 000
R650 000 R699 000 R85 000
R45 500 R48 930 R5 950
R695 500 R747 930 R90 950

2022
540

2023
1080

R539 280
R1 043 280
R120 000 R57 245
R587 245
R53 500 R100 000
R388 500
R10 700 R11 449
R307 149
R723 480 R168 694 R2 326 174
R50 644 R11 809
R162 832
R774 124 R180 503 R2 489 006

days/year Rate
Coordination
80
R3 000
Research
40
R4 000
IT consultants
50
R5 000
2x1 day workshops x30 participants 18 workshops
Workshop Costing

Total

modules days
participants
workshops
1
1
30
18
540
conferencing
transport materials facillitation Total
cost P.p.
R550
R100
R150
R4 000
R297 000 R54 000 R81 000
R72 000 R504 000
R933

The line item for consultants is a conservative estimate and costs may need to be revised if entirely
new systems were to be developed, which can only be determined during the project.

7.4.1.4 Outputs and Outcomes
The project aims to achieve and produce the following:
 A research report on the information needs of trade unions, with a review of existing
information systems
 Collaborative development of new and improved information systems for the selected
cluster of pilot unions
 Training for trade unionists across the federations on information management
 Basic research tools and methods for local organisers and educators
 A report assessing the implementation and utilisation of new systems
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7.5 Solidarity in building resources for WE collectively
The value and decline of solidarity resources and the level of cooperation has already been discussed
as part of the research findings. The results suggests a generally poor approach that often sees
efforts duplicated whilst forced competition for resources particularly amongst LSOs for funding, and
among unions for membership means that there exist significant barriers to the realisation of
solidarity as a basis for the collective development of WE.
The research has also identified a rich and diverse set of curriculum frameworks, education materials
and research that has already been produced but is generally difficult to access unless from inside a
specific organisation. Different organisations do of course have different approaches and or policies
in this regard and some organisations do attempt to make knowledge generally available and free.
However, some simply do not use or have the resources to use technologies for making same
generally available and some tend to guard the resources, usually for survival reasons.
Private providers and often universities consider this intellectual capital to be traded. This is an
incompatible model with the solidarity-based approach to developing WE and development more
broadly.
The open source movement emerging from the world of IT has demonstrated practical methods for
dealing with copyright and intellectual property across the profit and non-profit divide in a way that
sees development costs drastically reduced and the quality and speed of development significantly
improved. This emerged from the copyleft movement of the 1980’s. Copyleft is a general method for
making a program (or other work) free (in the sense of freedom, not necessarily “zero price”), and
requiring all modified and extended versions of the program to be free as well.
Extract from GNU project48 explaining the concept of copyleft as applied to one of the first
largely used licensing systems developed for the LINUX operating system.
In the GNU project, our aim is to give all users the freedom to redistribute and change GNU
software. If middlemen could strip off the freedom, our code might “have many users,” but it
would not give them freedom. So instead of putting GNU software in the public domain, we
“copyleft” it.
Copyleft says that anyone who redistributes the software, with or without changes, must pass
along the freedom to further copy and change it. Copyleft guarantees that every user has
freedom. Copyleft also helps programmers who want to contribute improvements to free
software get permission to do so. These programmers often work for companies or universities
that would do almost anything to get more money. A programmer may want to contribute her
changes to the community, but her employer may want to turn the changes into a proprietary
software product.
When we explain to the employer that it is illegal to distribute the improved version except as
free software, the employer usually decides to release it as free software rather than throw it
away.

48

The GNU Project is a free-software, mass-collaboration project, first announced on September 27, 1983 by Richard
Stallman at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology). Its aim is to give computer users freedom and control in their use
of their computers and computing devices, by collaboratively developing and providing software that is based on the
following freedom rights: users are free to run the software, share it (copy, distribute), study it and modify it. GNU software
guarantees these freedom-rights legally (via its license)
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To copyleft a program, we first state that it is copyrighted; then we add distribution terms, which
are a legal instrument that gives everyone the rights to use, modify, and redistribute the
program's code, or any program derived from it, but only if the distribution terms are unchanged.
Thus, the code and the freedoms become legally inseparable.
Proprietary software developers use copyright to take away the users' freedom; we use copyright
to guarantee their freedom. That's why we reverse the name, changing “copyright” into
“copyleft.”
Copyleft is a way of using the copyright on the program. It doesn't mean abandoning the
copyright; in fact, doing so would make copyleft impossible. The “left” in “copyleft” is not a
reference to the verb “to leave”—only to the direction which is the mirror image of “right”.
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/copyleft.en.html
The basic idea of the rules of open source and licencing is that the intellectual property in the form
of source code is made generally available in the public domain on condition that any use, part use
or reference to such property must in turn be placed back in the public domain. It does not
necessarily preclude the commercial use thereof as long as that commercial use product is also
redeposited in the public domain. These same principles can be used as a basis for developing WE
resources in a community model as opposed to private intellectual property model.
In South Africa Copyright is automatic once a creative work is recorded in some way. E.g. typed out.
This has implications for published works. Academics that publish the work often transfer copyrights
to the publisher, and the publisher always retains copyright over the typeset of a publication. Even
for education purposes there are significant restrictions on copying, including in the case of so called
fair use49. Ideally such practices should be challenged through building repositories of opensource or
copyleft-licensed materials.
To provide an example, an LSO developing a set of materials with funded support for a trade union
qualification uses another LSO’s materials on collective bargaining as part of the curriculum. All the
materials developed for this qualification are then placed in the public domain, potentially making it
far easier for roll-out of such a qualification more broadly. LSOs also routinely contract external freelance and other such providers with contracts that specifically seek to ensure that intellectual
property is vested in the contracting organisation. This slows the ultimate dissemination of
knowledge and resources if that organisation does not place the same in the public domain. It also
means that if the knowledge is education materials another organisation quite possibly funded by
the same or similar source will need to pay again for the development of a similar product or
concept. The net effect is a highly inefficient use of resources and a failure to develop the more
general infrastructure and capacity that would see the potential for significant multiplier effects. In a
community of practice that advocates the values of solidarity and unity this represents a fairly
bizarre set of practices and significantly undermines the moral and value proposition of public
benefit.

7.5.1.1 Recommendations
The process of collaboration and opening up of resources needs to be consolidated at an
organisational practice level which can be supported through technological means to facilitate
access to resources. Organisations would need to develop either a tacit or explicit agreement to
build resources in this way going forward. This is a process that should be graduated and requires
49

In its most general sense, a fair use is any copying of copyrighted material done for a limited and
“transformative” purpose, such as to comment upon, criticize, or parody a copyrighted work. Such uses can be
done without permission from the copyright owner.
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trust building as there are real survival concerns that have driven these practices to this point. This
will need to be complemented by a general increase in funding in the area and also more general
access to such resources. A general license agreement could be developed for use in such a process.
In time as research and publications are developed these can all be added to this licencing form.
There is also potential to distinguish between written content and typeset. Thus for instance a union
may publish a book that is illegal to simply photocopy or print the electronic version, to still be able
to sell the book and recoup expenses, but using extracts from the work is allowed as long as the
materials using these extracts makes those materials available on the same conditions.
As an initial process it is suggested that a repository of union representative based materials be
developed/created and the author institutions agree to making these available for fair use and under
such a license system. This repository of electronic materials can be downloaded and used

7.5.1.2 Pilot: repository of union representatives training materials
The pilot would serve as a basis to introduce the ideas to various organisations across the trade
union and LSO landscape. It should have a federation and collection of LSOs as a base set of
implementing partners. Would require the establishment of a website and database repository. This
could either be hosted under one of the participant organisations or all participating organisations
could use the common code and or location to include on their own website. For example the
communist university hosted on wikispaces
http://studycircle.wikispaces.com/Communist+University (this will need to change soon) is linked
and customised by several unions and organisations in South Africa. For example see the SADTU
website at http://www.sadtu.org.za/

7.5.1.3 Costing
network meetings
research component
technical space development
equipment and software
maintenance and upkeep on going
sourcing and scanning for information

2019
R84 000
R50 000
R50 000
R30 000

2020
2021
R44 940 R102 904

2022
R51 452

2023 Total
R55 053 R338 349
R65 540 R115 540
R50 000
R30 000

R321 000 R343 470 R367 513 R393 239
R535 000 R388 410 R470 417 R444 691

R420 766 R1 845 987
R541 359 R2 379 876

7.5.1.4 Outputs
Collection of materials developed and contributed by a WE community
Improved materials access and development
Ever growing information sources
Monitoring the use of the repository and scanning for commercial infringements of the open source
policy.
Would become a reference materials library for learners and also an e-learning site for WE generally
also phased in through the roll-out.
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7.6 Trade union capacity development
This set of recommendations are developed in response to the following identified needs
 Need to consolidate worker education in a way that supports organisation building
and transformation.
 Need to extend the curriculum of WE to fill gaps in curriculum and respond to needs
arising from the change in labour market and other contextual factors.
 Need to establish a pathway for worker education that builds organisations and
learners.
 Need to build up repositories of relevant high quality materials that are more easily
accessible
 Need to consolidate and improve the capacity of educators and organisations to
build the upgraded delivery of WE nationally.
 Need to consolidate research in support of WE through evidence based approaches
and develop support for the creation of new knowledge from within worker
controlled institutions.
Key points
In order to develop union capacity for upscaled education delivery and also improve organisation
capacity in general the other key target groups include the organising role, the leadership role and
the administrative role. This is the largest budget component of the recommended pilot areas at
30,6% of the total and is intended to address the difficult organisational development issues that
currently represent organisational barriers to the full realisation of the potential of WE to deliver
to the working class constituency and potentially have a transformative impact on unions as
organisations themselves.
The other reason for foregrounding this area is that it has potential for reaching large numbers of
general membership as worker learners through impacting on democratic culture and strongly
supporting the general meeting process as a point of learning and organisational renewal.
The organiser role plays a critical part particularly in informal and organic education however
there is little attempt to better equip people in this role to better coordinate and develop these
forms of informal learning. At the same time the organising role is also key to the other areas of
organisational engagement and coordination. The research identified that although this group
have in the past received educational development there are still large gaps in skills and
knowledge.
It is recommended that the organising role is better developed through focused pilots around
general membership/ worker education and supported through accessible materials that can
consolidate informal experiential learning that happens spontaneously in the core of pursing
other union objectives. This should be supplemented with skills components that relate to
different functional role elements including organising strategies and vulnerable workers, labour
law and representation skills, collective bargaining and research. A number of these areas are
covered in the trade union occupational qualification. This group are ideal for piloting and cocreating the development of these resources discussed in the education development
programme.
Administration and systems have been shown by the research to be of particular organisational
difficulty in the labour movement. A focused programme linked to information management
proposal that targets administration staff be developed and tested in the piloting period of the
recommendations period.
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7.6.1 Organiser, paralegal and fulltime shop stewards and N/POBs
development
The organising role is described by some as the engine room of unionism. Education and organising
has long been associated concepts in the labour movement but efforts to formalise these roles in a
single incumbent have often proved difficult dur to organisational demands and ultimately role
conflicts/overloads. It is recommended that a skills audit be conducted ahead of a concentrated rollout of a focused development project be implemented from a federation level. The population of
this group is estimated at 2750 if paralegals are included this group moves above 3000. Office
bearers, particularly national and provincial level, would tend to have some overlapping knowledge
and skills needs and in the case of full time shop stewards could also overlap in terms of role. An
additional number of 500 has been added to this grouping for cost estimate purposes.
Many have already received training and it is therefore suggested that an RPL type assessment be
done at federation level with member unions that will both identify specific learning gaps, recognise
skills and in the case of accredited modules lead to the award of credits, and serve to stream
individuals into different pilot components including the proposed Labour law capacity Programme
described below.
The pilot will serve as a basis for learning and refining RPL approaches for roll-out to the broader
learner population. It would also integrate the development of various materials and modules
through informal, non accredited and accredited defining multiple articulation routes. This process
would need to be complemented by the concept of LSOs partnering with certain university
programmes where RPL and portability of learning is pre negotiated as part of the MOU process.
This would allow for a greater number of articulation options and more specific areas of
specialisation into a postgraduate level.
It is further recommended for this group that a specific area of education be developed around
industrial policy development and engagement. Whilst this is not critical in all sectors it is key in the
manufacturing and allied industries, which are key to national economic development. This
component should also be extended to national office bearer level.
The education development programme is aimed at developing materials of different types including
membership/general worker education and the occupational qualification in trade unionism along
with adaptations of this curriculum for non-accredited and AET use. It is suggested that this group of
learners be streamed into different modules, qualifications and short courses. Information
management and coordination will be critical in the realisation of this pilot area.
The pilot should also feed into the recommendation for the development of a WE degree that is
controlled by labour. The RPL process linked to the design of non accredited modules that may later
be recognised and the QCTO trade unionist qualification with a number of level 5 and 6 modules
would create a proportion of modules that could be ported and recognised in the degree. This will
facilitate articulation and shorten the time for obtaining the degree in the longer term.
Questionnaire respondents identified the following prioritised list of knowledge and skills gaps
amongst this grouping
Knowledge
1. labour law and ccma
2. union and organisation building
3. representation
4. political education
5. strategic analysis and economics
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6. Health and Safety
Skills
1. interpersonal and communication
2. negotiation
3. case preparation and dispute resolution
4. facilitation
5. political economy analysis
6. time management
7. leadership and coordination
8. IT
Questionnaire respondents identified the following prioritised list of knowledge and skills gaps
amongst Office Bearers
1. governance, leadership and management
2. political economy
3. Financial analysis
4. labour law
5. media training
6. project management
7. collective agreements
8. Policy development
9. Ethics
Skills
1. interpersonal and communication
2. Organisation and self-management
3. leadership and coordination
4. minutes and records
5. project management
6. dispute resolution
7. economics
8. IT
These focus areas would form the core of the delivery programme. The QCTO based occupational
qualification will cover a number of the required areas however additional components will need to
be developed.
The idea of specifically targeting training interventions for this group means that it is difficult to do
cost estimates for roll-out prior to a skills audit process however an average education time is
indicated for the purposes of generating an estimated budget. A 5 week per learner model is costed
below this is one week short of the ideal contact time for a 120 credit certificate however the
development. This is because it is not suggested that all this education need be accredited rather
designed for later RPL.
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Organising and N/POB group
Target group number
3500
RPL process design
RPL assesment
1000
aditional module development
Informal education resource reproduction
programmes

Cost

R300 000
R3 500 000
R1 000 000
R1 000 000
modules
days
participants
programmes
5
5
25
140
conferencing transport
materials
facillitation
Total
cost P.p.
R1 000
R200
R1 000
R4 000
R87 500 000
R700 000
R3 500 000
R2 800 000 R100 000 000
R28 571
Roll Out
2019
100
R2 857 143

Participants
Total

2020
400
R11 428 571

2021
700
R20 000 000

2022
900
R25 714 286

2023
1400
R40 000 000

3500
R100 000 000

7.6.2 Administration
Capacity amongst administrators was observed to be mismatched at two levels. The first level
related to the general orientation to worker organisation and the knowledge of worker issues so as
to be able to support workers and refer issues in the absence of other people. The second relates to
organisational systems linked sometimes to administration capacity to use such systems. Many
union do have or potentially have sophisticated systems for administration however these often
remain unused. There have been projects before to enable unions to develop systems but these
have often failed to maintain ongoing administrator development. The current skills provision
environment has often seen the use of private providers to for accredited skills development linked
to administrative tasks but routinely fail to comprehend the complexity and uniqueness of the trade
union environment. This target group is relatively small at an estimated 840 but are critical for the
purposes of organisational planning, membership service and research and M&E. The development
of the information management pilot should include comrades from this group.
Key areas of development for this group could be,
1. IT
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Basic case handling
Organising practice
Financial management
Media
Data and information management

Admin
Target group number

840
modules

Cost

days

participants

workshops

3

5

25

34
conferencing transport
materials
facillitation
Total
cost P.p.
R1 000
R200
R600
R4 000
R12 600 000
R168 000
R504 000
R672 000
R13 944 000
R16 600

2019
50
R830 000

2020
150
R2 490 000

2021
200
R3 320 000

Roll Out
Participants
Total

2022
200
R3 320 000

2023
250
R4 150 000

850

7.6.3 Outputs
850 union administrative staff trained.
Implementation of information management systems in multiple participating unions and LSOs
RPL process designed and tested for wide scale use
Materials tested for the occupational certificate trade unionist.
Needs focused curriculum materials designed and tested (non-accredited)
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Capacity of organisers, paralegals and FTSSs and office bearers to conduct informal education with
the general membership and workers broadly is developed and supporting materials provided.
3500 organisers/FTSS/N/POBs RPL assessed
Learning streams for 3500 organisers/FTSS/N/POBs developed and education modules on the most
relevant aspects attended for on average up to 5 weeks in the project cycle.
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7.7 Labour Law Capacity Programme
This area relates to the identified needs of;
 Need to extend the curriculum of WE to fill gaps in curriculum and respond to needs arising
from the change in labour market and other contextual factors.
 Need to consolidate the status and operation of LSOs in order to effectively promote and
support worker education in all aspects.
 Need to establish a pathway for worker education that builds organisations and learners.
 Need to build up repositories of relevant high quality materials that are more easily
accessible
The issue of labour law was frequently raised as a skills and knowledge gap area but also as an area
of engagement that has co-opted much of the labour movement into a corporatist framework,
undermining the practice and traditions of militant organisation. Large unions routinely spend
millions per year on their legal budgets.
Institutions such as the CCMA and universities have become the predominant providers of labour
law knowledge and skills provision for a small fraction of union representatives and tend to do so in
a largely technocratic and seemingly ideologically neutral perspective. This serves to rather reinforce
than challenge the status quo. Law can be a useful instrument for achieving socioeconomic justice
but only if practised strategically by key institutions and a mass of practitioners. Labour used and
shaped the law considerably in the period before 1995 and to a lesser degree thereafter. An activist
and transformative approach to the law starts from a polemic understanding of its formation.
Meanwhile unions conduct a very restricted basic rights and minimal procedural information in their
curriculum and LSOs have seen decline in their capacity and curriculum focus in this area. The
assumption tends to be made that the law is a neutral instrument for which skills to navigate its
provisions are useful to the extent that they may result in the preservation of some rights. There is
also a general limitation on curriculum around the law to specific legislation that deals with labour
related issues. Trade unions however routinely engage in broad socio economic issues with very
little understanding being generated around broader developmental rights contained in the
Constitution of South Africa and what provisions of the law are important for pursuing a broader
developmental agenda. A few LSOs have or are attempting to broaden their base of focus to
communities on the one hand and also less organised workers who toil at the margins of the labour
market.
These issues speak to a gap at both a curriculum and provision in this arena.

7.7.1 Recommendations:
WE can play a key role in revitalising an activist approach to engagement with the law in general and
labour law in particular. A class perspective of labour law and the labour market and socioeconomic
provisions of labour law warrant both a deepened research scrutiny and need to be incorporated
into curriculum development.
It is recommended that a focused project looking at drawing this capacity and curriculum back under
worker controlled education initiatives is explored over the next five years.
The delivery target groups need to cut across the different levels of capacity amongst workers.
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It may be useful to start from a higher level curriculum and then work backwards from this to AET
level education that also informs members and workers in general of their rights and the political
economy surrounding the law.
The Workers College has already developed a framework for level 6 advanced certificate in labour
law that carries a focus on broader polemic issues and development questions relating to the law in
general which has been forwarded to the CHE for accreditation.50 Ditsela has in the past run Danlep
programmes with labour law as a focus.
These institutions could play a leading role in extending this curriculum through a pilot project
process. High quality materials developed with support from practicing attorneys and selected
academics could be developed for wider application by workers organisations and their support
structures.
Envisaged Outputs
 Materials accessible by organised labour generally.
 Establishing a critical perspective of the law in the recognised curriculum landscape of higher
education.
 Training 550 worker representatives and labour focused paralegals in an accredited level 6
qualification focused on the practice of activist labour law.

7.7.1.1 Pilot project and 5 year Roll-out
contact time
days

modules participants
6
25
Conferencing transport materials
facillitation
Total
2018 base costing
R1 000
R200
R1 200
R5 500
R750 000 R10 000
R30 000
R231 000
R1 021 000
2022 with infrastructure
R189 390 R10 700
R32 100
R247 170
R479 360
2023 with infrastructure
R202 647 R11 449
R34 347
R264 472
R512 915
5

Materials development
Guateng
Gaut. W.cape KZN
6 provinces
9 Provinces
Annual case law review
Annual total
Participants

2019
R780 000
R1 092 470

2020

2021

R3 506 829

2022 with WE 2023 with WE
infrastructure infrastructure Total

R1 438 080
R7 504 613

R43 469 R46 512
R1 915 939 R3 553 340
25
75

R49 767
R7 554 381
150

R53 251
R1 491 331
75

R4 616 237
R56 979
R4 673 215 R19 188 206
225
550

50

Confirmation from the Workers College as to the accreditation status of this application could lead the way to
a college led roll-out of the qualification using the institutions accreditation initially which in time could move
towards more general accreditation under a worker education community college system when policy clarity
emerges around these institutions and higher level qualifications.
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7.8 Community development and activism pilot project
This area of recommendations deals with following areas of needs identified











Need to extend the reach of Worker education to provinces more equally and to
extend worker education beyond metro centres.
Need to extend the reach of workers education to the broader membership and
workers in general.
Need to consolidate worker education in a way that supports organisation building
and transformation.
Need to extend the reach of worker education and consolidate or at least support
representation of highly vulnerable workers in the labour market.
Need to extend the curriculum of WE to fill gaps in curriculum and respond to needs
arising from the change in labour market and other contextual factors.
Need to address general education gaps of workers in a post school education
environment
Need to establish a pathway for worker education that builds organisations and
learners.
Need to build up repositories of relevant high quality materials that are more easily
accessible
Need to consolidate and improve the capacity of educators and organisations to
build the upgraded delivery of WE nationally.
Need to consolidate research in support of WE through evidence based approaches
and develop support for the creation of new knowledge from within worker
controlled institutions.

Key Points
This programme has 2 core components covering community development and reaching
vulnerable hard to organise workers through the provision of advice.
It develops materials for community development and activism and paralegal support through an
integrated learning pathway from AET level through to occupational certificates.
Recommendations include participatory action research involving workers and community
members together, while developing skills and knowledge of targeted learners.
The programme also covers recommendations around the piloting of mobile workers advice clinic
approach for reaching vulnerable workers where they live work and commute.
A number of organisations have already begun to extend constituencies of focus to include
communities and vulnerable workers. The labour movement has long engaged at community level
but this engagement has been in decline for many years.
In order to develop capacity in this area it is recommended that a combined research and education
approach be developed. Research should focus on attempts to draw vulnerable and unorganised
workers into union representation structures. Education should focus on areas of activism and also
community development. In terms of community development the curriculum should focus around
community capacitation to define and pursue a development path.
The Workers College and ILRIG for example have attempted to integrate community and worker
participation. WWMP also runs courses on media activism and engagement for community activists
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and workers, as well as youth forums. ILRIG has worked with specific communities around
developmental issues whereas the Workers College has drawn community participants, mainly from
SANCO, into their established programme. The College has also established a community
development certificate with the Durban University of Technology. This has encountered teething
difficulties through a University administration change but nevertheless the principle has been
established. QCTO has also established occupational certificates in community development which is
worth examining for other accredited options. There is space for both skills development in the
process of community organising, formal and informal education and accredited offerings to again
be integrated into learning pathways and facilitate articulation here.
The main difficulty in addressing this extensive gap in WE is the level of organisation of communities
and workers here, meaning that direct support is often on a community by community basis and in
the case of workers, individuals or groups of workers. This creates difficulties in sourcing funding and
also making institutional decisions around choice of learners can be difficult. The general approach
recommended is that there should be some linkage between community struggles and worker
struggles.
It is recommended that there be an allocated and ring-fenced amount of money that is controlled by
the WEC to develop research around the linkages between community and labour struggles through
participatory projects. Projects involving women, immigrant and migrant workers and unorganised
and vulnerable workers should be prioritised in the selection. The example costing of these projects
is non residential in nature as they should be located where workers are working, commuting
(stations and bus stops) and where communities live. It is recommended that the pilots are gradually
upscaled from 25 weeks per year to 100 weeks per year. A project should not exceed 5 weeks of
engagement. The general support research would interact with this element of the project by
documenting and assessing impacts and also strategies developed in organising communities and
vulnerable workers.
community activism costing
modules
days
participants weeks
1
5
25
1
conferencing
transport
materials
facillitation Total
cost P.p.
R300
R50
R150
R4 000
R37 500
R1 250
R3 750
R20 000
R62 500
R2 500

In addition, it is suggested that a participatory research approach be developed to support
community development. Ideally this should involve unionised workers learning research and then
working with communities they are actively engaged in. A key focus area example could be the
linking of health and safety issues that cut across workers and a community. For sustainability
amounts of funds should develop materials on a copy left basis as described in the earlier
programme on sharing resources. An allocation has been made for follow up support and education
on areas covered in the participatory research projects as these element of achieving change is
seldom achieved in a year.
Research should interact with the collaborative development of activism and community
development learning materials and pilot programmes for these materials. These can be developed
through a similar process as described in the education development programme above. The
integrated design approach suggests starting with needs of learners and purpose. Developing an
apex learning programme – this can include an accredited programme as this provides for
articulated learning paths. In turn developing learning materials that contain the building blocks for
specific needs areas but that are linked to the apex curriculum and finally cascading the knowledge
components into literacy and numeracy supporting learning programmes.
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Community development
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023 Beneficiaries
Occupational Certificate community development
Materials development
R500 000
Non accredited activism and development materials
R286 225
AET based materials and publication
R735 026
Coomunity development and activism - education scaling
up from 25 weeks to 100 weeks training per year
R1 562 500 R3 343 750 R5 742 389 R7 656 519
6250
1 pilot of the CD ocupational certificate - acredited
R936 250 R1 001 788 R1 071 913 R1 146 947
100
Community Participatory Research Projects
Community support and research (2 provincial pilots)
Materials development
follow up support education at community level
Sub total

R2 003 575 R2 143 825 R2 293 893 R2 454 466

200

R614 239 R657 236 R703 242
R750 000 R4 788 550 R7 838 627 R9 765 430 R11 961 173

1000
7 550

R250 000

This programme should interact closely with the recommendation for the establishment of worker
advice centres through LSOs and federations as there will often be close linkages.
As discussed there is some possibility to extend WE in a way that builds organisation and supports
vulnerable workers. This component seeks to develop paralegal (with a labour focus) capacity to be
used in developing outreach to difficult to organise workers. The same approach of tiered materials
development, as that for the community development component, is recommended here. There is a
paralegal occupational certificate under development at QCTO at the moment which should become
available at some point in 2019. Components of this should be coupled to aspects of the labour law
programme discussed earlier. The unaccredited programme must be developed in an RPL-able
manner and the AET level materials along with components of the non accredited programme
popularised into a support document for workers representation to be used by paralegals in
educating activities during advice. Informal education and supporting materials are a key component
of extending the reach of WE in this area. Having a problem and receiving advice is a very powerful
informal education opportunity.
Given the distribution of members and that vulnerable workers are often on projects or employed in
places away from the city a mobile advice clinic approach is recommended. The mobile clinic is
tethered to a walk in centre that has linkages to the formal legal fraternity to pursue important cases
that emerge, either because they make law or involve a larger group of workers. The mobile clinics
act as roving filters for this purpose. They should be clearly distinguishable and linked to labour in
terms of paintwork etc. The advice centre initial pilots could be housed by LSOs as they are generally
more neutral in orientation. Nevertheless the training of paralegals performing these tasks must
include elements of attempting to organise and link workers to formally organised labour. The
project suggests an initial single pilot by 2020 upscaled to 3 by 2022. The education and practice
components are linked through the deployment of learners of paralegal practice in the walk in and
mobile facilities. Federations should also consider establishing similar approaches which could well
strengthen this link further. The need in this area is vast. The needs analysis has documented the
potential user population of such services and part of the research and M&E coming from these pilot
projects should build a strategy for more fully reaching this constituency of workers.
Working on the principle of 5 cases per paralegal per day an estimated 28 800 workers could be
supported, informally educated, by the three pilots over the three years under the suggested rollout time frame.
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2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Beneficiaries

Paralegal support materials development
Accredited - occupational certificate paralegal (materials)
Non accredited (materials)
defend your rights (AET level) and publication
Worker advice centre paralegal training
3 provincial programmes programmes - non accredited
1 provincial pilot - accredited
Worker advice centre pilots
Planning and feasability
3 Provincial worker advice centre - mobile clinic approach
vehicles
logistics- petrol insurance accomodation
Salaries 3 paralegals per mobile clinic (1 at walk in centre
2 on mobile)
3 learner paralegals (shadowing) per centre (stipend)
3 LSO based walk in worker advice centre Pilot
Set up
operating cost
Sub total

R1 000 000
R286 225
R686 940
R525 000 R1 803 218 R1 929 443 R2 064 504
R1 071 913 R1 146 947 R1 227 233

225
75
28800

R150 000
R1 000 000
R114 000

R121 980

R2 289 800
R130 519

R139 655

R2 679 066 R2 866 601 R9 201 788 R9 845 913
R126 000 R404 460 R432 772
R150 000
R393 239
R42 000
R44 940
R48 086 R154 355 R165 160
R628 225 R6 049 946 R6 037 797 R15 650 550 R13 875 237

A general research budget that is utilised by those research organisations within organised labour
should also be allocated to further explore the issues of community and labour collective education
and support, making longer term strategic recommendations in this regard.

7.8.1 Pilot outputs
The following outputs are envisaged:








250 weeks of community and vulnerable workers focused education reaching up to 6250
workers/community members directly.
Assistance to 28800 marginalised and vulnerable workers
The creation of materials for 2 occupational certificates
Paralegal support capacity extended to 3 provinces in the initial pilots.
300 paralegals trained.
Recommendations and planning around good practice in organising vulnerable workers.
200 workers trained in participatory action research and at least 40 communities supported
In the process.

7.9 Worker education and migration
Having set out data on migration in South Africa, in Section 3 as part of the contextual analysis, this
section assesses implications for worker education. There are three main areas in which implications
can be grouped.
1. Building worker solidarity: As noted above, nationality is but one factor in shaping relationships
between South African and foreign workers. The nature of contract is another factor impacting
on worker solidarity. Worker education in this context, needs to:
a. Build consciousness of worker identities over narrow national identities: Specifically,
worker education needs to address questions of xenophobia and locate current working
conditions in a historical geopolitical context.
b. Campaigns for recognition of undocumented workers: One of the important
implications is that trade unions are unable to represent foreign workers, especially
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those without required legal documentation. Building campaigns to recognize the rights
of undocumented migrants has been a longstanding issue in South African trade unions,
but the campaigns have not materialized. Worker education processes could potentially
play a role in raising this issue so that it may receive prioritization.
2. Policy on scarce skills: An area requiring further development is how trade unions approach the
concept of “critical skills” or “scarce skills”. The South African government has a list of skills that
is updated annually. Worker education projects need to take account of this list, as it provides an
indicator of a mismatch between skills needed within the economy, and the available skills. The
very assertion of a “skills mismatch” is hotly contested, and it is precisely for this reason that
materials in this area may prove useful for workers to explore. In fact, as the list represents an
area in which government asserts jobs are available, it might prove a useful area for SETAs to
undertake specific skills development programmes.
3. Spatial and industrial focus: The different attitudes across South Africa are important to
understand, as they derive from histories of migrations in these areas. Even the resilience of
attitudes is important to understand. From a worker education perspective, this can be seen to
have two implications:
a. Material development: The development of training material would benefit from
recognition of different modes of interactions between local-born and foreign-born
workers. Specifically, it provides insights into the range of interactions between workers,
and challenges the dominant narrative of hostile relationships,
b. Industrial focus: The high number of undocumented workers in agriculture and other
sectors requires focus. This may include developing material for the sector and on
organising strategies for undocumented workers. However, at the level of economic
policy, especially with the introduction of a National Minimum Wage, this is an area that
will likely be higher on the policy agenda.
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7.10 WE and vocational skills engagement
This set of recommendations have general application but also relate more specifically to the
following identified needs.
 Need to strengthen and extend worker controlled worker education confronting the human
capital approach and conception of worker education.
 Need to strengthen union representation and role in vocational training forums
Key points
The WE and vocational skills engagement suggest the need for unions to better coordinate the
engagement with skills structures and institutions from workplace to state level. It also
recommends the space for the direct provision of vocational skills requires serious consideration
and what steps would be needed to establish this.
More specific recommendations relate to the establishment of a research agenda focused on
current skills structures representatives from workplace to national institutions.
A development programme and orientation for union representatives sitting on SETA boards.
A skills programme for workers participating on skills and equity committees at workplace level.
Extended research into the feasibility and current practices nationally and internationally of
Unions engaging directly in vocational training.

There has already been a considerable body of research conducted around WE along with critiques
regarding the shortcomings and dangers inherent in a human capital approach to workers in general
and to WE as defined in this report more particularly.
The critique of human capital theory is explored previously in this report, however we provide a
brief review on the main concerns with this approach here.
The central problem with the human capital approach is that is misdiagnoses the problem of
unemployment as related to a skills shortage, rather than due to the structural nature of capitalism.
It further implies that the individual unemployed workers are themselves at fault for not being
skilled enough, rather than identifying the real cause of the problem. This narrow approach sees
education as a mere instrument for economic growth. The solution then becomes the skilling of
individuals, which in itself further disempowers the working class from finding collective solutions to
the real problem, which is the nature of the exploitative, profit-based economic system. The reality
is that the growing areas of employment are in low-skilled, low-paid vulnerable work.
In essence, human capital theory sees human being (and specifically workers) as commodities,
whose sole purpose is to produce economic value. What they don’t say explicitly is that this ‘value’
is not for the good of society it is for the profit of the firm.
For further elaboration of this, see the following:
 Cruikshank, J (2008) Lifelong learning and the new economy: limitations of a market model
 Cooper, L (1998) From ‘rolling mass action’ to ‘RPL’: the changing discourse of experience
and learning in the South African labour movement. Studies in Continuing Education, Vol.
20, No. 2, 1998
 Hamilton, S (2014) (Re) Claiming Worker Education. In Vally and Motala (eds)
 Vally, S., Bofelo and Treat (2013) Worker Education in South Africa: Lessons and
Contradictions. McGill Journal of Education. Vol 48 No 3 Fall 2013.
Vally, S and Motala, E (2014) Eds. Education, Economy and Society. UNISA Press, Pretoria.
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It is broadly asserted that the nature of accredited education, despite progressive intentions of
policy such as RPL, tends to be cast in a human capital approach to education in general, and skills
development more particularly. However a number of commentators also point out that there is the
potential within the system to realise more progressive agendas and control curriculum in the
interests of working class needs and agendas.
As Hamilton (in press), drawing on Cooper (2005) has argued, with the transition to a liberal
democratic political regime, worker education has gone from having “a strong emancipatory
objective, emphasising the value of experience in the collective struggle to build new knowledge and
in developing democratic participation and decision-making for a socialist society” (Cooper, 2005: 3)
to one in which “a human capital approach to worker education, which emphasises individual access
to vocational educational and training and upward educational and economic mobility” (Cooper,
2009: 1) has become dominant within trade unions. Unions now “outsource” the training of shop
stewards to accredited private providers in order to access training funds available through Sector
Education and Training Authorities (SETAs) (Hamilton, in press). At the level of terminology, this has
led to a rise to dominance within policy discourses of terms like “adult education” and “lifelong
learning”. Of the latter term in particular, Mojab (2009: 5) wrote that it “shifts the burden of
increasing adaptability to the workers and at the same time, offers it as a ray of hope for a more
democratic engaged citizenry”. Stated another way, implicit in this shift in conception is the notion
that unemployment can and should be attributed to “deficits” among the un- or under-employed —
to a “skills gap”. Another key development affecting worker education in post-apartheid South Africa
was the introduction of the “National Qualifications Framework” (NQF) in the mid-1990s, which
imposed a standardised set of principles, guidelines and definitions for the creation of a national
certification system for educational qualifications, overseen by the South African Qualifications
Authority (SAQA). Hamilton (in press) cited Jones’ (2013) observation that the NQF “looks both
ways… [to] social upliftment through enabling access to educational opportunities for people to
improve their lives, but at the same time commodifies education, training and experience and
ascribes it with a market value; a credit currency”:

7.10.1Different approaches to union education
The changes in legislation and the institutional landscape in South Africa has raised criticism that the
focus is primarily on providing vocational training. Vally, Wa Bofelo and Treat explain this criticism,
with reference to the work of Cooper, as follows:
Cooper (2005) has argued, with the transition to a liberal democratic political regime, worker
education has gone from having “a strong emancipatory objective, emphasising the value of
experience in the collective struggle to build new knowledge and in developing democratic
participation and decision-making for a socialist society” (Cooper, 2005: 3) to one in which “a human
capital approach to worker education, which emphasises individual access to vocational educational
and training and upward educational and economic mobility” (Cooper, 2009: 1) has become
dominant within trade unions.
The shift being explained are important, and occur in several interviews conducted for this study.
Three changes are noted, that are summarized in the graphic below:

Objective
Educational Setting
Pedagogy

Emancipatory approach
Emancipatory education
Linked to worker struggle and
workplace
Collaborative and values
worker knowledge

Human capital approach
Individual access to mobility
Academic institutions and skills
development institutions
Expert driven
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The criticism of the human capital approach is thus concerned with increasing integration and
assimilation of workers into a system which promises individual mobility, without addressing the
structural nature of exclusion. In a sense, the forms of education centred on the individual, fragment
the union into individuals. This breaks chains of solidarity and the power of the collective.
It also raises an additional question: should worker education be concerned with individual mobility
at all? Three answers to this question emerge from the interviews:
1.
There is no fundamental contradiction between vocational training and worker education.
2.
Vocational training can be considered worker education if it builds skills needed to be an
effective union member.
3.
Worker education should not be concerned with vocational training, and should purely focus
on building the movement and building worker organization.
The debate is unresolved in South Africa, partly due to finances of trade unions. At present unions
are unable to allocate sufficient funds to worker education, and are increasingly reliant on funding
for programmes via the SETAs. This combination means that trade unions are required to both use
the system of skills development with an emphasis on vocational skills, and through that attempt to
build organizational competencies.
In general the responses from interviews suggests the need to strengthen worker controlled
education first. Accredited education is seen as playing a role but not a primary role, however there
is clearly demand from learners and workers in general for some form of qualifications. Whilst
vocational training is generally not seen as WE as defined in this report, this is not without
exception. The research finds that the need to consolidate and extend the primary delivery
mechanisms of worker controlled WE is a clear priority given that this is part of the organisational
base for labour and working class interests along with severe under delivery and fragile funding
support for these forms. However, it is recommended that in order to meet the objectives of WE,
integrated recommendations should include preliminary development of organised labour capacity
to engage with vocational skills at two levels.
1. Labour is currently indirectly engaged in that it is represented in vocational skills structures
at policy level through the NSA and Nedlac, institutionally through SETA boards and at a
workplace level through skills and employment equity committees.
2. Labour is directly engaged, to a lesser degree, in the provision of vocational skills.

7.10.1.1

Indirect/representational engagement

There are a considerable number of workplace representatives currently engaged in skills
development institutions and forums. This has seen limited improvement in skills development that
contributes meaningfully to working class emancipation; although there is a general lack of
consolidated theoretical positions around skills development that cut across labour. As such, much
of the representation, whilst informed by general union policy is not monitored or coordinated. This
tends to deteriorate as one moves from national representation to provincial and then to the
workplace. This has relevance to both worker controlled worker education and vocational skills
development. The former through funding support, the understanding of shop stewards as critical
scarce skills, and the recognition of paid time off for such education at an industry and workplace
level, the latter through the hegemonic and simplistic assumption from human capital theory that
skills create jobs. It is difficult for labour representatives to cooperate/coordinate a response around
these areas of engagement given very different capacity levels amongst unions and representatives
and the generally poor state of shop stewards education which for many is non-existent and for
many others fails to extend beyond a basic orientation, let alone capacity to engage meaningfully in
skills development. Whilst there is some movement in the SETAs in the last few years with more
SETAs adding funding support for shop steward education and softening the accreditation
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requirements around this; and attempts to strengthen representation around skills51, this is still far
from a coordinated approach and lacks an evidence-based conceptualisation of vocational skills and
working class interests.
Two gaps therefore exist. Firstly the need to develop a consolidated position around skills
development from a working class perspective and secondly training and coordination mechanisms
for worker representatives in skills development.

7.10.1.2

Unions involved in direct vocational skills training

There are already a number of unions that conduct vocational elements of education. Denosa,
SADTU, Hospersa, and others are examples of this element. Considerable numbers of workers are
reached through this form of education. It tends to be located in the public sector and for workers
already employed. Other unions engaged participate but do not control vocational education
directly. NULAW for example, actively contribute to curriculum development and materials for
vocational training in the Leather sector as was SAMWU with local government.
There is an important ideological consideration to the concept of vocational training to be controlled
by workers. Historically Capital has actively removed control over skills through controlling and
fragmenting the labour process. This is part of what Richard Hyman describes as the frontier of
control which is like a picture of class contestation at the level of workplace, industry and nation. As
Labour and capital exert their power the frontier moves as to who controls what. Recent study tours
of countries such as Chile, as well as the literature, suggests interesting international practices that
see worker controlled vocational skills development linked to ideological and citizenry focused
education. This challenges the simple relegation of worker to a resource input into a capitalist
controlled labour process.

7.10.2Recommendations
It is recommended that a combined approach that links WE research and better coordination
amongst trade union based representatives of skills structures is developed. This can take the form
of an LSO led research and education programme. Naledi is currently conducting WE related
research, The Chris Hani Institute has an emerging research programme in the area and the Workers
College has conducted preliminary research and conceptualisation in this area. These efforts could
be consolidated with different focal areas and through collaboration with University programmes
that are currently directed towards worker education and research. Such collaboration needs to
maintain multi-federational direction and support. University contributions should be guided by a
framework developed by the LSOs identified.
Research that specifically examines good practice amongst the unions that currently provide
vocational training and builds working class oriented theory and perspectives for the control of
vocational skills development by labour.
Research that develops a model for a labour controlled vocational skills centre through drawing on
international case studies and institutional practices.
Research focused upon
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The political economy of skills development in South Africa
Skills development and job creation dynamics
The distribution of skills funds between different job categories
Skills development and vulnerable workers
Time off provision practice and lost wage compensation by employers

51

For example, HWSETA ran a labour focused programme training shop stewards as skills development
facilitators.
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6. Labour strategy and policy for skills development engagement
7. Annual thematic research to support an annual skills development representative strategic
conference.
8. Development of a key trends in skills e-newsletter for labour representatives on a quarterly
basis.
9. Sector specific skills considerations and development of labour education materials for these
sectors. (skills and industrial policy considerations included)
10. Assessing union good practice in providing vocational training, assessing feasibility of the
expansion of vocational training through trade union provision.
11. Sector specific skills considerations including the trade union representative
Flowing from this research, there is a need for a development programme for SETA and other key
board representatives engaged with skills structures.
The orientation of new board members would be required only once per term.
An annual strategic engagement including all labour representatives on national skills structures is
suggested, accompanied by a thematic research area that feeds into the strategic discussion.
Key skills and knowledge development is recommended in the areas of the political economy of skills
and financial management.
Workplace skills and Equity representatives have received very little training and yet there is
significant potential at this level to engage skills on behalf of workers. This can be an accredited
training programme using the SDF learning programme under the ETDP seta, modified to reflect a
labour perspective. The Workers College and Ditsela currently have accreditation for such delivery,
however the materials will still require further adaptation.
The concept is that worker representatives should also have the same knowledge and understanding
of the practice of skills development facilitation, with the added integration of strategically using the
provision of the Employment Equity Act to push for meaningful workplace transformation.
The costing below is based on a provincial level roll-out of 14 programmes per year which would
reach 350 representatives annually. Should the infrastructure development be in place this cost
would come down substantially (through savings on hotel costs).
This has been estimated through the following cost structure.
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7.10.3Budget
Board representative
enaggement

transport
and
participants duration workshops conferencing flights
fees

component 1
labour orientation

80

2

80

2

1

Component 2
Strategic consideration
Research support and
theme development
Total
Component 3
Development
Political economy of
skills development
facillitation
Materials
Financial mangement
materails development
facilitation
Total

materails development
facilitation
Total
Roll-out annual total

R3 500

3
3
3
8
8
8

R3 500

2
2

R120 000
R12 000

R45 500

2

R320 000

2

R32 000

R4 500

R200
R70 000

25

12

14

R4 200 000

1

24
12

14

R168 000

2022

2023

R269 509

R120 000
R496 000

R530 720

R165 500
R66 000
R27 000
R320 000
R72 000
R176 000
R826 500

R884 355

R864 000

R924 480

R567 870

R607 621

R650 155

R695 666

R4 500

R72 000
R144 000

R1 000

2021

R376 000

R54 000
R27 000

24

2020

R5 000

R120 000

R1 000

2019

R220 000

R208 000 R168 000

24

Component 4 Research
support
Focus areas
8
Component 5
Workplace
SDF and Equity
Workplace
representatives

R500
R80 000 R140 000
R1 300

20
2
2
20
2
2

Total

R1 012 498

R989 194 R1 058 437 R1 132 528 R1 211 805

R4 270 000
R108 000
R756 000

R108 000
R924 000
R5 302 000 R5 673 140 R6 070 260 R6 495 178 R6 949 840 R7 436 329
R8 012 695 R7 627 324 R9 443 244 R8 732 523 R9 343 800

7.10.4Outputs
Envisaged putputs include:






Educational materials for workplace representation in skills and equity structures (As these
workplace structures are often combined)
Education materials directed at supporting negotiated vocational skills development for
sectors which are often more project focused such as construction are developed.
Educational materials focused on organising and skills amongst vulnerable and unorganised
workers which have crossover skills for self-representation are developed.
Nationally based skills representatives are upskilled and engage in strategic deliberation
from a labour perspective.
1750 Shop stewards/workplace representatives sitting on workplace skills structures are upskilled and engage effectively on equity and skills issues.

Labour representative at national and workplace level have access to focused research data on skills
provision and orientated to consider and argue in terms of polemic and labour market implications
of skills development planning.
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7.11Worker Education Research extension and M&E
Currently research on Worker Education occurs across various labour service organisations and
university-based initiatives. These initiatives are important and require support and development.
This section discusses these current initiatives, whilst acknowledging that these institutions each
have their own autonomy. At the same time, the research agenda offers significant space for
participatory research with workers and other persons attending training.
Going forward coordination amongst various LSOs and trade unions on a research agenda should
support an improved coverage and be supported through commonly available data sets. For
example the Chris Hani Institute is currently developing a research agenda around WE that would be
important to integrate with different elements canvassed here. Academic institutions that are
supportive of the labour organised research agenda should also be linked in, however this should
result in capacity developing within the labour movement and not a simple outsourcing of topics to
such institutions.

7.11.1Building on the current research process
This research process has collected rich data on the history and practice of WE through stakeholder,
key informant discussions and surveying of learners and educators. The richness of this data can
never be fully used in the process of developing such a report which is focused on the practical
issues of implementation and planning. As such it is suggested that as a second phase to this
research a publication is developed around WE that builds on the existing literature surveyed. Data
emerging through the other support research discussed below would also contribute to such a
publication.
This effort should serve as a basis for a popular version/series around WE that is used to alter the
narrative and perception of WE as discussed in the needs analysis. A worker education series
distributed widely amongst unions, locals and branches.
This could link to some of the piloting concepts discussed in this document that envisages an
integrated approach to broad membership and general worker education that follows common
themes through different levels of delivery. It could for instance deliver at a literacy and numeracy
level of WE in the form of a newspaper supplement.
The research has also started to develop a contact database. Efforts here could be further extended
and serve as a basis for wider scale electronic surveys on targeted areas of worker education. This
would support various areas of implementation and monitoring going forward. An online educator
survey has already been developed in the course of the current research project.
Finally there is a specific need identified to further research issues relating to time off and the use of
general meetings for mass based WE initiatives.

7.11.2Pilot linked research agenda
This section provides recommendations in three areas of research that will be required as the
programme unfold. These are:
1. Improving implementation
2. Assessing implementation
3. Curriculum and materials development
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Improving Implementation
The recommendations provided above provide a detailed account of what needs to happen under
each heading. The recommendations themselves require additional research to move from concept
to implementation. Research in this area are noted in the table below.
Topic /Area
Endowment

Educator development
programme

Worker Education Degree

Links between vocational
training and worker
education

Brief Description
An agreement on the concept of an endowment to support
Worker Education (WE) is a starting point. Once this has
happened, research on the options for establishing such an
option would need to be undertaken. This would include
accessing advice on:
 Legal and institutional mechanisms
 Investment options
 Means for raising funds for an endowment
The research in this area includes two aspects:
1. Financial and provision model: The costing of a model for
educator development programme is a key task for
implementing worker education. The research intended
would focus on costing and sustainability of various models,
linked to the learner provisioning model.
2. Upskilling materials development: The research would
provide a systemic review of means and methods to upskill
and improve capacity of trainers in unions. This would feed
into the process of designing the curriculum and designing a
provisioning model.
The feasibility of a worker education degree needs to be
investigated. This would include an exploration of direct delivery
versus delivery mode that includes LSOs and/or university
departments.
Research that specifically examines good practice amongst the
unions that currently provide vocational training and builds
working class-oriented theory and perspectives for the control of
vocational skills development by labour. The intent is to develop
a model that links worker education and vocational training in
ways that strengthen trade unions and workers.

7.11.3Assessing Implementation
The implementation of proposals contained in this document seek to support both an
institutionalisation and massification of worker education in South Africa. The vision and
implementation are deliberately bold, given the scale of the challenges our society faces. The
programme however will require consistent evaluation to assess whether it proceeds according to
plan, and if the goals of improving worker education are being realised. This section provides an
overview on how implementation of the programme will be undertaken.
An assessment of the implementation programme will occur at several levels. These are summarised
in the box below.
Indicator / Implementation Step

Research
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Closing the coverage gap for shop steward
training
Implementing the Educator development
programme
Developing an information management
system aimed at membership and WE records
later expanding to other areas.
Making choices and designing a WE objective

Organiser, FTSS and N/POB pilot programme

Vocational training pilot

Gathering information on attendance
Tracking performance of the implementation
once research has been completed.
The conducting of a pilot programme will
provide data on what works and what does not
work. This will inform the design of future
programmes.
The research will assess technological options
for a repository and document system for
inclusion of materials in the repository.
An evaluation of the pilot programme will be
undertaken, ideally using participatory
techniques.
This pilot will seek to link worker education
with vocational training

Underlying these research activities will be a monitoring and evaluation system that will consist of:
 Clearer action plans for each programme will be developed once trade unions have agreed
to participate.
 The action plans will be operationalised into a multiyear programme that will be
implemented and linked to Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
 Linked to a process of decision making that involves trade unions members involved in WE.
The details of such a monitoring and evaluation system is itself an area requiring further research.

7.11.4Curriculum and Materials Development
There are various areas that require curriculum and materials development. This section indicates
core material development activities that need to be undertaken.
1. Reviews of existing materials: A systemic review of existing WE materials needs to be
undertaken, which would provide a means to map out the existing materials. In addition, a
review of pedagogical and other themes will be undertaken. This will provide information on
what we know, and what we still need to know.
2. Shop steward Training: The core 5-day programme would need to be developed and such a
programme would require refinement each year.
3. Educator development programme: The educator development programme is akin to a
train-the-trainer programme and requires extensive development. The broad outline for the
course is outlined above and will serve as a guide for the development of materials.
4. Labour Law Capacity Programme: The development of curriculum in this area will be
undertaken. The curriculum will include a specific focus on the operational and tactical
elements of using the law as an instrument to further worker education.
5. Community development and activism: It develops materials for community development
and activism and paralegal support through an integrated learning pathway from AET level
through to occupational certificates.
6. Online pedagogics: A broader set of advices and guidance on using online platforms to
support worker education. The intent being that progressive pedagogical stances taken in
offline training be incorporated in online learning. The research will thus inform all projects
being undertaken.
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7.12 Sustainable funding models and the Coordination of WE
Coordination that must cut across multiple organisations means overcoming one of the primary
barriers to articulation generally, inter institutional barriers, whilst also spanning a hierarchy within
organisations and engaging a multiple of stakeholders, whilst dealing with a logistically large
population. This is going to require a multifaceted and consultative approach. It will of course
require resources to achieve. This section attempts to look at coordination through the lens of
sustainability. In doing so, various different options are provided in order to serve as a basis for
debate and democratic decision making within the WE community.
This area responds to the need to establish a long term sustainable funding model for worker
education. In terms of the needs analysis it specifically responds to the following needs:
 Need to strengthen and extend worker controlled worker education and challenge the
human capital approach and conception of worker education.
 Need to extend the reach of Worker education to provinces more equally and to extend
worker education beyond metro centres.
 Need to extend the reach of workers education to the broader membership and workers in
general.
 Need to consolidate worker education in a way that supports organisation building and
transformation.
 Need to extend the provision of basic shop stewards training
 Need to extend the intermediate and advanced training of trade unions
 Need to extend the reach of worker education and consolidate or at least support
representation of highly vulnerable workers in the labour market.
 Need to address general education gaps of workers in a post school education environment
 Need to consolidate the status and operation of LSOs in order to effectively promote and
support worker education in all aspects.
 Need to better coordinate worker education between different levels and forms of provision
and providers, in particular federations and unions and LSOs but also including university
providers.
 Need to consolidate the sustainability for the support for WE in line with the Objectives of
the NSDS.
Key Points
Coordination and sustainable funding models are interlinked
These recommendations include increasing the number of income streams for WE, while building
decentralised infrastructure for education delivery.
Different options are discussed for funding streams and general income and expenditure of the
post school education and training landscape discussed.
Different strategies could include building infrastructure under the state on the basis of an
interest free loan.
Self-funding
Building a capital endowment for worker education
Different ways of reducing costs are explored and contingency options where no increase in
funding is achieved are discussed. Bringing down logistical costs is a key consideration.
The recommended minimum standard of provision is for every shop steward to receive 5 days of
worker controlled WE per year and this is used as a basis for calculating demand and costing
infrastructural proposals.
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After a transition period where the WE committee plays a coordinating role it is suggested that a
more permanent structure be formed that has legal standing or different LSOs lead and provide
an institutional basis for different facets of WE.
Currently WE state funding is almost entirely at ministerial discretion which can make it
vulnerable in the longer term.
The possibility of a WE endowment fund approach is assessed.
The possibility of using a community college as a means of diversifying income streams and
providing infrastructure.
This measure would at least ringfence certain costs. There are provision in the national policy on
community colleges that could be used as a way of developing an alternate funding stream and
building infrastructural development and be used for coordination whilst maintaining
independent LSO structures. But this is not a clear cut strategy and careful consideration is
needed.
The section explores the idea of creating collaboration based provincial hubs for delivery. The
principle concept is the creation of 13 provincial Hubs based on the distribution of trade union
membership. 3 In Gauteng, 2 in KZN and the W. Cape and 1 each in the other provinces. These
should have training facilities, accommodation and office space to house LSOs and advice centres
for workers.
Unions/federations and LSOs become users of the infrastructure and pay costs associated with
facilities creation and recurring costs such as food and rental space for LSO’s and Unions. Staff
administering the accommodation and infrastructure up-keep and services are not included in this
component. User Fees would come from funding routed through the DOL and the skills
development levy.
Initial infrastructure can be developed through an interest free loan repaid over a period of 20
years. A headline infrastructural cost has been calculated at R877 445 824. This is the price of
development in 2021. It allows for a 10% escalation of construction costs per year. In current
prices this amount would be R639 658 006 which is roughly equivalent to 4% of the national skills
development levy. A cost comparison model with the current hotel provision model that costs the
same provision based on the minimum standard of 1 week of education per shop steward would
see the difference in costs financing the infrastructure in just 2.7 years.
The operational and capital costs by 2021 is estimated at R437 per user per night or R313 in
current Rands and includes the provision of office space in all provinces. The user fee component
that would come from union budgets and SDL and DOL funding streams is calculated at R236 in
2021 or R189 in current Rands If a community college model is able to be used as a means of
financing salaries related to the infrastructure. Based on full occupancy for 300 days per year this
user fee would in fact facilitate loan repayment within a 10 year period.

7.12.1 Funding sources and sustainable models
The research clearly identifies resources and an insecure funding environment as one of the key
factors undermining worker education and preventing the expansion and sustainability of these
efforts. Resource insecurity and/or vulnerability is from a number of sources. Trade union budget
allocations and support of WE has declined in a number of organisations. It may also be seen as
having greater or lesser priority by successive leadership formations. SETA funds were initially very
difficult to access and a number of conditionalities often undermined worker control over the
content and providers. This currently varies between sectors. NSF funding and direction towards
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SETAs lies with DHET and is subject to ministerial discretion. A shift in government focus or
ministerial appointment could result in a significant shift in allocations undermining provision
dependent on these resources. Funding cycles are short and undermine the potential for
organisational and capacity development within the institutions of WE. This effects the sustainability
of WE in a most profound way.
It is recommended that stakeholders within the WE environment pay particular attention to two
fundamental barriers identified being time off and the extent and nature of funding. Workshop
processes would need to unpack the strategic possibilities and threats and build consensus on a way
forward.
Sustainable funding models really need to consider three components.
1. Income
2. Spending priorities and approaches
3. Institutional arrangements for spending decisions (coordination)
Through discussions with various stakeholder informants the following broad principles relating to a
sustainable funding model seem to emerge;


The identification and coordination of multiple income streams is a critical to avoiding
overdependence on one source.



New income should preferably not replace old income but rather supplement it. For
example increasing SDL income possess the risk of unions allocating subscription income
elsewhere.



The ability to reduce the cost of provision that is driven by the location of target recipients
and the centralised nature of WE currently, is key to extending provision.



Building self-sustainable funding streams becomes increasingly important in the long term as
environmental uncertainty increases in the long term.



Collaborative approaches that minimise duplication and maximise the efficiency of the use
of resources are preferable ways of working.

WE has been discussed within the labour movement for some time and a previous summit reached
conclusion that talk to the sustainability of funding with particular reference to collaborative efforts.
Collaboration and coordination are key to removing the duplication of costs.
There are various income streams and possible income streams that can be considered.
Currently WE has as an income the following identifiable streams. Some estimates of the amounts
have been made but these should be interpreted cautiously as data is difficult to access from all of
the stakeholders, due to bureaucratic processes. 52

52

This is based on 2016 costing
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Funding source
Lower limit
LSO, union and union federation SDL (0,2%-0,4%)
R31 542 000
Union Budgets (this is a very rough estimate)
R80 000 000
LSO self generated
R1 100 000
DOL advice centres
R3 757 896
DOL to LSOs and Union federations
R16 065 100
International solidarity
R15 000 000
Totals
R147 464 996
LSO total budget
R49 417 676
R98 047 320
Spend per learner with LSO
R6 715
spend per learner without LSO
R4 641
Best estimate
R186 550 496

upper limit
R47 313 000
R63 084 000
R135 000 000
R150 000 000
R1 250 000
R1 500 000
R3 757 896
R3 757 896
R16 065 100
R16 065 100
R22 250 000
R30 000 000
R225 635 996
R264 406 996
R49 417 676
R49 417 676
R176 218 320
R214 989 320
R10 274
R12 040
R8 342
R10 177

Based on the estimates that were made and comparing cost per learner in the PSET system as a
comparative marker the current income probably lies between the lower limit and the midpoint or
around R180 million however it is emphasised that these are extremely rough estimates. The table is
useful in identifying sources of income and giving some sense of proportion. It is definitely not
meant to indicate total spend on worker education. The methodological approach has been to
rather estimate the gaps in provision and then estimate the cost of these gaps and steps that can be
taken to closing these gaps and what this would cost. Gaps by definition exclude current provision.
Nevertheless it is useful when discussing sustainable funding to have a broad sense of income
streams.
Previous research commissioned through the HRDC on WE came up with a universal
recommendation of funding WE through a proportion of the skills development levy. It is not entirely
clear from this recommendation or the subsequent powerpoint presentation circulated within the
WEC as to whether this meant, 5% of the total SDL or 5% of the NSF proportion, but on the face of it,
it seems to mean 5% of the SDL. The total SDL in 2016/17 was R15,3 billion and the revised budget
for 2017/18 puts this at 15,7 Billion. Various proportions are recommended as a breakdown of this
figure. This has been costed below to provide a comparable sense of allocations across the SDL
system.

Total levy
NSF
Proposed WE
SETA
mandatory
Admin
QCTO
Discretionary Grants
Disc grant Less Prop WE
Allocation of proposed WE funding
NEDLAC participating TU federations
LSO
WE Committee

100%
20%
5%
80%
20%
10%
0,5%
49,5%
44,5%

R000
R15 771 000
R3 154 200
R788 550
R12 616 800
R3 154 200
R1 577 100
R78 855
R7 806 645
R7 018 095
R551 985
R157 710
R78 855

The consolidation of funding for worker education will also require thought in terms of access to this
support through defined organisational associations. State funding will generally need to have a
broad non-partisan nature. If no state funding for WE reaches independent unions for example the
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scenario may well invite challenge. Consideration also needs to be given to the consequences for
LSOs who have different organisational make up and constituencies.
As a possibility the concept of securing a proportion of the SDL on this basis could be mixed with the
idea of a phased in budgetary approach to the extension of WE where unallocated funds could be
added to the endowment.
To contextualise this the next section examines the post school education and training environment.
The Cost Of Education: The Research Report on The Costing and Financing Of the White Paper on
Post-School Education and Training: September 2016 found that: “In 2014, they were about 1.9
million enrolments in public universities, TVET and community colleges. Government spent R54.9
billion, which represents about 70% of total expenditure on the PSET system. The White Paper for
PSET seeks to increase enrolment to 5.1 million by 2030 within universities, TVET and community
colleges while at the same time improving the quality of education and training programs. Under the
full policy scenario, about R655 billion will be needed for the public PSET system in 2030 (or R253.1
billion in real 2014 prices) compared to a total expenditure of R64 billion on public PSET in 2014…..In
terms of the Community college system by 2030 R26.8 billion will be needed by the sector to achieve
the target of 1 million enrolments.” (GOSA, 2017, p. 206)
The table is for 2014 and figures drawn from (Ministerial Committee on the review of the funding
frameworks of TVET Colleges and CET colleges, 2017) with WE expenditure adjusted for inflation
Community Coleges/PULCs
Tvet
university
WE

centres learners expenditure
cost/learner
2 457 270181 R1 731 890 000
R6 410
50 702000 R8 700 000 000
R12 393
26 990000 R52 900 000 000
R53 434
22000
R161 347 524
R7 334

It is very difficult to compare expenditure per student directly, especially in the case of WE, given its
varied nature of delivery, organisational arrangements and purposes behind delivery. The totals here
also do not represent gaps. An important feature to bear in mind when comparing is that the
enrolments in the PSET system have risen steeply over the last few years whereas workers education
seems to have been relatively static. Even where accredited courses have been introduced they have
not led to a dramatic increase in enrolment. The gaps in provision in WE are significantly large even
at the most critical layers of learners, such as shop stewards where the gap was established at 65%.
More than the total PSET enrolment by some margin. The PSET sector as a whole was found by the
(GOSA, 2017) to be significantly underfunded. The need to reach the general membership of trade
unions is a potential of nearly 4 million learners for example. The research suggests this is most
significantly the case for WE.

7.12.2The case for state funding of Worker Education
In the early years of democracy, COSATU was able to secure a commitment from the State, though
the Department of Labour, to fund workers’ education. Through this agreement, DITSELA was born.
This has made a significant impact on the landscape of worker education, both in qualitative and
quantitative terms. However, these resources are not adequate given the scale of need, and
worker education remains significantly underfunded.
Worker education is critically important because it is so crucial to the upliftment of workers
individually and the working class collectively. It is essential to building capacity within trade unions
and worker organisations to defend and advance workers’ rights. Worker education gives effect to
the constitutional right of workers to democratic participation in all forms of life. Without education
and empowerment to effect these rights, they are meaningless.
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As highlighted elsewhere in this report, in the current period of neo-liberal globalisation, workers are
under severe pressure with growing informalisation and casualisation of work. In response to the
growth of trade unions and improved workers’ rights in previous decades, employers have utilised a
strategy of changing the employment relationship in order to avoid labour legislation. Technological
change in workplaces are generally utilised for profit, to reduce the costs of labour, and to reduce
employment, rather than for improved working conditions. The levels of poverty and inequality in
South Africa are amongst the highest in the world, as reflected in previous sections of this report.
For labour to respond effectively to these enormous challenges requires strong and representative
trade unions and worker organisations, and good strategies for unity in action. Worker and union
education and labour research are critical to the development of both strong organisation and sound
strategies for the working class.
Workers education not only builds the capacity of trade unions and trade unionists, it also
contributes towards building worker unity, thus further strengthening the workers movement as a
whole.
Despite ideological and other differences across the broader workers’ movement, some forms of
centralisation, better coordination and pooling of resources makes sense. It is possible that this
might form the basis of greater co-operation and a potential stepping stone towards worker unity,
and the ultimate goal of one country one federation.
While there are different approaches across the three federations in NEDLAC, and with those
outside of NEDLAC, education spaces create the opportunity for reflection on common challenges,
creating opportunities for deeper learning and possible collaboration. Three areas provide a
motivation for state support for worker education.
Supporting Social Dialogue
Social dialogue in South Africa faces a range of challenges. These challenges include an inability to
craft common agendas, to develop workable solutions and to ensure that agreements reached are
implemented. In this context, support for worker education can provide a means for strengthening
the quality of the discussion. This is achieved through two primary mechanisms:

1. Unions will participate in social dialogue processes supported by processes of education that
support thinking skills and provide space for reflection within their organisations.
2. The tactical practice of unions requires a calibrating a range of issues, including strength of
union, the means of engagement and a range of other factors.
Worker Education programmes provide a means for unions to deepen the positions that they hold
and have a tactical toolbox at hand to further workers needs and a broader working-class agenda.
The process provides for a trade union movement that is better prepared for social dialogue, as an
empowered partner. The training thus seeks not compliance in social dialogue, but rather the
imaginative seeking of solutions that links the union base with social dialogue institutions. This end
of a motivated and empowered trade union partner in social dialogue is reason enough for
government support for Worker Education.
Building Organisation
Worker education serves an intrinsic goal, that of building and supporting trade unions. The right to
organisation is guaranteed in the Constitution, and is done so because of the importance of this right
to living a full life as a citizen. Worker education provides a means for the realisation of this right,
providing workers with a means to exercise their right to organisation in the fullest manner possible.
The building of organisation for workers is akin to religious freedoms and right to trade. In that
sense, government spending on worker education is within the ambit of Constitution.
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For some readers, this might seem a ‘conceptual stretch’. The reason advanced is that trade union
movement is akin to a membership organisation, and as such should use the fees of its members to
support its goals. The rejoinder is that is exactly what trade unions do with subscriptions across the
floor.
The building of the trade union movement is thus an intrinsic right of trade unions and one that
should have access to state funding with accountability channels in place. This already exists through
a range of means in practice. This includes funding through SETA, and through various funds. There
is however no direct transfer into worker education, for example through supporting a worker
college. In a society dominated by capitalist production, the large subsidies given to traditional
universities provide ample support for companies to recruit employees into their ranks, and for
innovation and development of intellectual property that supposed companies. The alternative
vision of education as empowering and searching not for accommodation within existing
relationships of production, but through transcendence of these relationship and the building of
alternatives is as legitimate a foundation for state funding as that of the traditional university.

7.12.3 Income options and streams.
The research clearly identifies resources and an insecure funding environment as one of the key
factors undermining worker education and preventing the expansion and sustainability of these
efforts. Resource insecurity and/or vulnerability is from a number of sources. Trade union budget
allocations and support of WE has declined in a number of organisations. It may also be seen as
having greater or lesser priority by successive leadership formations. SETA funds were initially very
difficult to access and a number of conditionalities often undermined worker control over the
content and providers. This currently varies between sectors. NSF funding and direction towards
SETAs lies with DHET and is subject to ministerial discretion. A shift in government focus or
ministerial appointment could result in a significant shift in allocations undermining provision
dependent on these resources. Funding cycles are short and undermine the potential for
organisational and capacity development within the institutions of WE. This effects the sustainability
of WE in a most profound way.
In order to develop strategies to build sustainable funding it is useful to develop and assessment of
what funding will be needed, but it will need to go beyond a simple number and also involve
institutional choices that have an impact on funding streams.
As a headline figure the following table is useful in providing a global figure. The considerations
behind these numbers are unpacked in subsequent sections of the recommendations.

Based on extending provision to a minimum standard of provision of 1 weeks training per year for
every shop steward in the following proportions
Existing trade union provision –

35%

Existing LSO provision

1.6%

Projected LSO and other providers (accredited)

4.4%

Projected LSO provision (unaccredited)

14%

Projected trade union and Federation Provision (unaccredited)

45%

And providing for the various institutional capacity development requirements to drive and support
such delivery including extending support into the vulnerable workers group it was estimated that
such an immediate extension would require approximately R392 million over and above current
spending of R189 million. Pilot project spending would start at R69 million and conclude at R263
million in five years’ time. In addition. A headline infrastructural cost has been calculated at R877
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445 824. This is the price of development in 2021. It allows for a 10% escalation of construction costs
per year. In current prices this amount would be R575 692 205 which is roughly equivalent to 4% of
the national skills development levy. A cost comparison model with the current hotel provision
model that costs the same provision based on the minimum standard of 1 week of education per
shop steward per year would see the difference in costs, financing the infrastructure in just 2.7
years.
As discussed later this is a hypothetical immediate cost but organisational development is such that
this would need to be phased in gradually so as to minimise the potentially disruptive consequences
of dumping large amounts of funds in a currently struggling system.
Various possibilities can be considered in terms of increasing income, varying the income streams,
lowering the costs and building longer term independence.
The principle hurdles that need to be addressed in attempting to reach the objectives of fuller
provision of worker education in a sustainable way. This is the ability to create longer term funding
cycles, with increased income streams with reduced discretion and decentralised institutional
capacity directed towards the most significant current cost factors being logistical costs.

7.12.3.1

Increasing income streams

Unlike short term ministerial discretion funding as provided currently by the NSF and SETAs
(institutional discretion) Long term non-discretionary funding allows for more sustainable
organisation building that is meaningful to this expansion and decentralised infrastructure means in
the medium to long terms costs large portions of current budgets can be directed towards extension
of provision.
The development of an endowment fund that generates income for WE through dividends and
interest is a potential for diversifying income streams.

7.12.3.2

Endowment Option For Worker Education

Ensuring sustainability of worker education initiatives is a priority. This section introduces a model
for an endowment model that provides for financial sustainability of worker education, and other
aspects of sustainability are covered in other parts of the report. This section starts by providing an
understanding of the fund and its operations. Next, the benefits and costs for the fund are
discussed.

7.12.3.2.1

Understanding The Fund

The financing model is simply that:
 An initial investment if made that yields dividends
 The dividends from the investment are used for activities related to worker education
 The initial investment remains intact.
The initial funding would thus be an endowment funded directly through worker and public funds.
Once the endowment is created, the challenge is managing and not squandering it. This is a
significant challenge but entirely possible. The Jobs Creation Trust is an example, and many churches
across faiths operate on exactly this model, as do many fellowships in universities.
The proposal to establish an endowment for worker education is an attempt to construct a longterm asset for the broader working class that operates in a manner different from conventional
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financing models. The model thus funds worker education, but also provides an example of social
forms of ownership. In this case of a fund, dedicated to worker education.
Several questions arise on the idea, and the box below answers these questions.
Who will provide
funding?

How often will funding be
needed?
How will the fund make
decisions?

Can an fund be a non
profit?
How will the fund
generate income?

How can we ensure that
there is transparency, and
there is no corruption?

Who can access the fund?

7.12.3.2.2

Several sources exist to develop a mechanism for seed funding.
These sources include:
 Pension funds: Workers representatives on pension funds will
play a crucial role in motivating for expenditure into a pool of
funds. Currently, several pension funds have investment
mandates and windows available that relate to socio-economic
investment and specifically on education.
 Union investment companies: Several union investment
companies are now profitable and there mandates require them
to invest in areas that support the union movement.
 Government funding: Several avenues for funding from
government exist, including those related to the National Skills
Fund, SETAs and other sources.
 Workers: Union members could contribute to such a fund,
through a small once off fee on membership fees.
The intended fund will require once off seed funding. Opportunities
to add additional funds will be open.
The fund will be established as a not-for-profit company and will
appoint directors. The establishment of the company would provide
an opportunity to determine the directors of the company and how
it will operate. Importantly is that the fund will be controlled by
worker representatives.
Yes. Existing donors operate in this environment as a not-for-profit
company and transfer funds to various organisations. Legal advice
will however be needed on the exact institutional setup.
The fund will generate income through a return on investment. This
can be achieved through investment in financial products, or
through investment in productive activities. The fund would need to
determine exactly where it will invest the money, in a prudent and
responsible manner.
As a not-for-profit company annual financial statements must be
provided. The purpose of the fund is to provide financial resources
for worker education and accountability of funds will be provided
through annual performance reviews of funds disbursed. In a wider
sense, the fund must play a role in strengthening the confidence of
working class and worker organisation, and ensure that worker
education is not contingent on vagaries of the market.
The fund will be open to all organisations, especially trade unions
and labour service organisations, that play a role in worker
education. The fund will seek to provide funding to organisations
that play a role in worker education, but do not have the means to
have contributed to the fund.

Evaluating The Idea
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The idea of an endowment for worker education has advantages and disadvantages. This section
evaluates the advantages and disadvantages for such a fund.
The disadvantages of the fund include:
 Longer to establish physical structure for the college: If the fund is the only source of
funding available, the time taken to establish a physical college would take longer. This
would be due to the initial seed funding remaining in tact. The lack of finances for a physical
structure may however provide an opportunity for developing pilots, understanding costing
and a range of other measures.
 Experience of a common pool of funds – The fund in a sense becomes a communal
property. This is consistent with union views on changing capitalism across the major union
federations, which all seek different models to the overtly profit driven ones dominant in
South Africa. Experience with working with such alternative models are not that common in
South Africa. However, experiences in social dialogue institutions, in community-based
organisation and on pensions and educational bodies will provide experiences that will
support the management and development of the fund.
The advantages of establishing such a fund are however significant:
 Perpetual funding: The fund will distribute dividends from investments at regular intervals
to beneficiary organisations. This will provide a regular source of funding to organisations
working in the field of worker education. By keeping the initial seed funding intact, and
prudent management of the fund, there is very likelihood that the fund could exist in
perpetuity.
 Better governance structure: The fund will be registered formally and comply with reporting
and governance requirements. As a fund that is however jointly “owned” by trade unions it
will provide a means for joint decision making, and for checks and balances in the
management of the fund.
 Creates a common pool of money with no individual ownership : The fund would create a
pool of money that will aim to support worker education, without linking funds to a specific
owner. Yes, the board of the fund will be accountable, but the decisions will not be based on
maximising profit but rather on supporting the development and growth of worker
education movement in South Africa. In so doing, it will provide a means to support worker
education in all forms, including artistic productions.

7.12.3.3

Ring fencing WE as a proportion of the SDL

The WEC and previous research on WE has recommended a specific percentage of the SDL be
allocated to WE. This has been set at 5%. This is costed in the sustainability discussion below.
Securing an allocation of this sort would certainly help significantly however the large amounts of
income based on the 5% recommendation may not be feasibly spent in the short term. As such this
could be coupled to the endowment approach or alternatively phased in.
Unions allocate a greater proportion of funds to WE
It is a long standing resolution of COSATU that affiliates spend 10% on education. This is not
universally achieved either within COSATU affiliates or by other unions. Federations should request
unions to make explicit their expenditure on education that is from union subscriptions and agency
fees. (excluding SDL based expenditure). SDL and other funding could be contingent on
improvements in internal expenditure.

7.12.3.3.1 Some funds currently spent on private providers and universities are
redirected into worker controlled WE
Large amounts of SETA based funding goes to private providers and Universities.
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Whilst there are progressive academics and academic programmes in universities these need to be
specifically identified and supported whilst the rest of the general provision is pulled away from
these institutions towards worker controlled education, in this instance in the form of the LSOs and
union direct delivery.

7.12.3.3.2 State budget absorbs some cost through a community college
approach
A number of key respondents when questioned on possible sustainable funding models suggested
the possibility of forming a community education and training college as a way of diversifying
funding streams and contributing to better coordination of planning and also accreditation and
quality assurance within WE.
In this approach the National Council for Worker education envisaged in the UJ declaration would
become a ‘Community of Interest/practice based College’.
The current legislative and policy environment in the post school education system includes worker
and continuing education. The current focus envisages the development of community colleges to
extend and consolidate adult education and link into vocational training.
Although originally conceived as running at district level, currently provincial level pilot community
colleges have been established and act in support of satellite delivery sites, including what have
historically been termed night schools. The Colleges fall under the DHET and are part of the national
budgeting process. It is not on a discretionary basis such as NSF allocation or project funding under
the DOL for example.
The current legislation and policy documents could be flexible enough to accommodate a WE college
that similarly acts in a supportive format and is able to provide the needed infrastructure in a
decentralised manner.
In discussion with DHET and on the face of the existing policy and legislation governing community
colleges it would seem that in principle this is a possibility. Section 8.1 states, “8.1 The establishment
or declaration of a Community Education and Training College vests with the Minister of Higher
Education and Training.” (DHET, 2015) while Section 8.2 of the National policy states, “The Minister
reserves the right to establish Community Education and Training Colleges that transcend
geographical boundaries based on the communities of interest or practice. In other words the term
community is not limited to a geographical community.” (DHET, 2015)
There are however practical constraints that would require careful consideration and further
discussion with government.
Governance may require a ministerial appointed council but the CET Act 2006 does provide for most
of the council to come from outside the ministry and the College itself. This could be worker
representation or a similar grouping to the labour component of the WEC.
Such a WE focused institution could be established as a national community of practice/interest
institution in partnership with labour. This would require engagement with DHET as the minister
establishes community colleges. In addition partnership based colleges are also contemplated in the
Policy at S9.7. “Education and Training Colleges may also be established on the basis of partnerships
between the DHET and the community owned or private institutions such as Faith -Based
Organisations or other education and training centres. Such partnerships will be entered into in line
with the appropriate Ministerial authority.” (DHET, 2015) This model would probably benefit from
this kind of approach.
There is a fair amount of flexibility in curriculum where a mixture of formal and in formal (accredited
and non accredited) education is contemplated. The decisions around curriculum would be made by
the broad governance structures. WE is also specifically mentioned in the national policy as one of
the areas of curriculum. A community of interest/practice should then be able to focus on this area
alone. Such a nationally organised college could drive for instance the QCTO trade unionist
qualification and part qualification offering a host of non accredited courses alongside this.
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There is potential in the approach to integrate AET/ABET education delivery with content focus
appropriate to WE and press for greater extension of this. The limitation is that currently the policy
contemplates such colleges dealing with NQF level 1-4. There are however recommendations for
extending this to higher levels which TVETS for example currently do with Higher education
institutions. An accredited LSO could provide this role. There are also recommendations that such
colleges be able to offer higher level qualifications at level 5 and 6. “, the suggestion that education
opportunities could be expanded by allowing TVET colleges to offer some Higher Education
qualifications (Cloete, 2009, HESA 2011) may be extended to suggest that the higher end of the
formal qualifications offered by Community Colleges could include specifically selected 120 credit
HEQF level 5 Higher Certificates, and possibly 120 credit HEQF level 6 Advanced Certificates (DHET
2015b).” (Land, September 2017, p. 34)
The community college model could also and possibly most importantly be used as a means of
developing infrastructure for accommodation. The funding model for TVET and CET does recognise
there may be a need for hostiles and residential delivery for skills where decentralised delivery is not
possible. Section 16.1, “The DHET intends to provide the infrastructure for Community Education
and Training Colleges in order to foster their distinct institutional identity.” (DHET, 2015) the policy
clearly contemplates infrastructure development but does not speak specifically to the issue of
residences. Presumably this is because of the highly decentralised delivery form contemplated in the
overall approach, ultimately with district level community colleges with satellites.

However other recommendations and policy documents certainly allow the argument of such. The
(Ministerial Committee on the review of the funding frameworks of TVET Colleges and CET colleges,
2017, p. 223) report states, “In principle, TVET and Community Colleges should enable access to
students within reasonable travel distances, though in some cases, local travel support may be
needed. Expenditure on residences would therefore not be a priority. However, there may be a need
for hostels in rural areas, especially where transport services cannot be provided. Hostels may be
needed for centres of specialisation or where various forms of artisan training attract students from
a wider geographical area.” Recommendation 45 states”: Student residences may not be a high
priority at this stage but, if deemed essential, should be funded through separate earmarked capital
grant (as is the case currently with universities) on project basis. (Ministerial Committee on the
review of the funding frameworks of TVET Colleges and CET colleges, 2017)
In principle some or most of the maintenance and salaried operational costs associated with such
infrastructure become part of the national department’s budget allocation (i.e. non-discretionary).
A partnership model is also accommodated in that funds can be made available for areas where
state employed educators would not have the capacity to deliver. This could be funds that support
LSO and trade union delivery within the infrastructure. This would need engagement by labour with
DHET to develop the funding models in terms of ratios of staff, to support staff to such provision, but
again in principle it has a possibility.
The diagram below from the (Ministerial Committee on the review of the funding frameworks of
TVET Colleges and CET colleges, 2017) shows the location of such earmarked funding.
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The policy extracts around these areas are provided under Appendix 7.
There are different possible options in this model to deal with issues such as staffing etc. one
possibility is a rationalisation of LSOs whose staff are taken into such a structure on a full time basis
and where LSOs then become highly specialised focus organisations. This is not recommended given
the unique characteristics these organisations represent along with the rich culture and traditions of
WE they carry. A collaborative LSO model linked to such delivery mechanisms seems more
appropriate. In time some teaching staff could well be brought into the model focussing on ABET
and TVET type curriculum that is constructed in the principles of WE.
A possible approach for WE using a community college model:
We propose the establishment of the Worker Education Community of Practice College in order to
secure sustainable funding provisions and build the decentralised infrastructure necessary for
extending and deepening the provision of worker controlled WE. It will play multiple roles in
achieving this. It can support, monitor and evaluate and play a quality assurance role for nonaccredited education in support of later recognition of such learning. It plays a coordination role but
also a facilitative role to access key decision making processes within state bureaucracies. It could
have an accreditation support role to assist LSOs and trade unions that wish to accredit and or
provide accreditation components. It would also in time come to act as a bridge or spearhead of
worker controlled WE into the more generalised occupational and skills component of WE.

7.12.4Provincial Satellite provision hubs model
The hubs can play multiple roles in improving, delivery, curriculum, and services offered. The
concept of a hub assists in building collaborative efforts between various providers and
specialisation. It is also envisaged that such hubs could assist in extending support and WE into
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unorganised and or vulnerable parts of the labour market. This can be done in such a way as to
provide practical experience for learners in providing advice to workers confronted by rights
violations and used as a base from which to support workers organising themselves. Shared
resources could facilitate specialist LSO courses and university support reaching national levels of
provision. For example a particular LSO specialising in health and safety could schedule and run
programmes at various centres or an LSO offering a qualification could occupy office space in a
number of different provincial hubs and administer the provision of such learning programmes using
the facilities available.
General institutional capacity development and coordination

7.12.4.1

Potential pilot of such a model and approach

This type of provision model would require a phased in approach and organisationally would require
the WEC to be established as asset ownership would need to vest in the state. Mixed support
methods should be investigated in the process of establishing three such pilot centres in Gauteng,
KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape. Three pilots are recommended for comparative purposes,
They have immediate potential to reach the largest body of unionised workers (approximately 60%)
and potentially vulnerable workers, and also because these centres will ultimately require more
than one centre allowing for a phased in approach to provision, time to adjust staffing and
implement lessons learned in the process.
The different LSOs should/could cooperate in establishing learning programmes during the initial
piloting phase, across all three centres. This would mainly be aimed at non accredited education
although accredited provision is also envisaged. LSOs should discuss potential complementarities
and possible cooperation within and across programmes between these three centres. Given
relative experience, specialisation and capacity, Ditsela, LRS, Workers College, IHRG and WWMP, Ilrig
and others in particular could establish a number of functional and directly collaborative
programmes.
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For instance, Ditsela could focus on provincial schools and the trade union practice qualification. The
workers college could lead on extending their CHE L5 qualifications, and their L6 labour law
advanced certificate to these three centres and participate on other non accredited modules. Ilrig
and the Workers College could collaborate on community development focused education efforts.
LRS could focus on collective bargaining and company research focused education both within these
programmes and or as stand alone components. IHRG could significantly bolster the delivery of
health and safety related modules within such programmes and as non accredited stand alone
offerings at the three centres. WWMP could develop similar focused offerings as to their current
areas of operation in the three centres.
Federations could use the centres for the role out of trade union support education particularly for
those unions which are not achieving significant internal WE.
This pilot would require in principle the following


The formation of a centralised community of practice based worker education college
through ministerial declaration. Buy in and commitment of DHET to provide the capital for
construction possibly through an extension of the TVET infrastructure programme.



Intra governmental cooperation to source land and possibly supporting financing costs
through municipal allocations.



Agreements between LSOs and unions around the use of facilities.



A scoping and precise costing of the pilots.



The assessment of relative value and possibilities of brownfields and greenfields
53
development options.



A budget for construction/conversion and operating expenditure by 2021 of R258 891 758



Support from DOL for the establishment of advice centres at these establishments

A final word on accreditation and different models for funding streams
Other possible innovations is the establishment of a workers Education higher education institution
accredited through CHE but funded as a public university. Again this can be driven by a collective.
Alternatively an LSO could drive the accreditation process and then all collaborate in delivery,
however the funding question again arises as presumably this would be technically classed a private
institution.

LSOs and some trade unions provide education that if accredited (and some already is) generally falls
between Levels 4-6 of the NQF. They also cover more general education, community focused needs
based education and more specific skills areas. In addition the vocational training component by
some unions is also of significance. As such these organisations exist somewhere between the
concept of a community college and a TVET and also extend into the sphere of higher education.

A critical assessment of the PSET landscape suggests that the case of WE needs to be made as a
special case with tremendous potential for piloting an integrated institution that spans the NQF. This
is the vision explained in the Workers College 2017 Prospectus and it is one that makes a lot of sense
for a few reasons.
53

Greenfields projects are building infrastructure from new, brownfields development is adapting current
buildings for the specified purpose.
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Already as discussed earlier community colleges and TVETS are bumping the glass ceiling of
level 5 qualifications necessitating special arrangements and collaboration.



It is understood that some of the biggest problems in realising articulation lie in interinstitutional barriers.



The design of RPL processes and integrated materials development approaches which allow
for the easy cascading of thematic content across formal, informal and non-formal learning
approaches would be greatly enabled through a common institution.



The quality control of informal (non-accredited) education would be significantly boosted.



Information management, research and planning would be considerably boosted and made
easier in a single institutional framework.



The existence of such an approach as a pilot would develop very valuable research data for
the rest of the PSET system in terms of the realisation of open learning.

In order to realise this suggestion, the obstacles of lack of harmony between policies and regulation
pertaining to Higher Education, TVET and Community Colleges would need to be overcome, staff
capacity in TVET and Community Colleges would need to be enhanced, a clear system of credit
recognition and transfer would need to be developed, and funding for these developments would
need to be found. In order to be responsive to the needs of learners, institutional and labour
markets, this would necessitate coordination and flexibility across departments and institutions, and
some structural connectedness, while still preserving institutional integrity and the distinctions
among them (Cloete, 2009). (Land, September 2017)

7.12.5Lowering Costs of delivery
Lowering the cost of delivery can be achieved by changing the way education is provided, for
example switching to e-learning, changing where it happens, changing who facilitates it, changing
what is taught and how much and lowering logistical costs such as accommodation.
One of the biggest lime items in WE is invariably the costs of accommodation and transport. Because
provision has been historically difficult to make universal more formal workshops have tended to be
based on a national or provincial level and this often requires a majority of participants to be
accommodated.

7.12.5.1

Infrastructure development

A few well-resourced unions have been able to develop worker education centres complete with
facilities for accommodation and the case of the NUM accredited programmes, including trade union
skills and cross cutting skills such as IT. These centres are generally national in nature meaning that
provision at such centres still requires significant costs in air and ground transport. The rationale in
the cost savings for accommodation, venue and meals however is clear and significant. However the
nationally centralised form means decentralised and equal provision remains a budget choice. Trade
unions do often have regional venue capacity for shorter educational forms. LSOs and federations
have not been able to develop similar capacity however, making provision by these institutions more
resource dependent and vulnerable. Project budgets relying on centralised residential delivery
routinely reflect between 50&70% of the cost structure comprising these infrastructural cost
elements. LSOs do however at least have representation in Gauteng, Cape Town and eThekwini.
They are still limited however in terms of reach beyond these immediate metros.
It is necessary to estimate what the need is that infrastructure to reduce the cost of provision would
have to respond to. An initial exploration has been done using the community college model to both
assess this need and estimate the costs involved. Other options for the development of such
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infrastructure follow this first option but do not contain the more detailed costing data. The are
essentially different ways of trying to get to the same place.
The lowering of logistical costs also potentially supports coordination. The basic accommodation and
education facilities model has also been costed with additional office and working spaces to create a
potential hub where trade unions and LSOs can develop a campus of worker education and support.
The full concept and detailed costing is developed in Appendix 8.

7.12.5.2

Facilities needed

This represents the space necessary to train the shop steward population for 1 week per year. A
class size is estimated at 25 students as this is the maximum number of students that can attend the
proposed QCTO trade union qualification (draft) as a maximum. It is also generally agreed by
facilitators that facilitation using participatory methods becomes difficult and time consuming
beyond this number.
50 weeks of training per year is the basis of estimating facilitation rooms necessary and beds are
estimated on a full residency basis. Thus a 4 room facilitation centre with 25 learners per room
would require 100 beds. Whilst this on the basis of 100% shop steward coverage which is feasible
should both trade unions and expanded LSO delivery programmes be run from the centre it should
also be remembered that the centre is envisaged to be used for WE for unorganised vulnerable
workers and that the nominal trade union membership number is still growing despite lower density
over the entire labour market. The formal employment in the labour market is also growing
nominally.

TU Membership
Province
Western Cape
606352
Eastern Cape
326854
Northern Cape
78284
Free State
240033
KwaZulu-Natal
596982
North West
317995
Gauteng
1114770
Mpumalanga
314477
Limpopo
346209
Total
3941903

number of
number of
facillitation
accomodation
training weeks facilitation
rooms budgeted rooms per
number of
national % shop stewards needed
rooms needed per centre
centre
centres
total beds

15,38%
8,29%
1,99%
6,09%
15,14%
8,07%
28,28%
7,98%
8,78%
100,00%

9243
4983
1193
3659
9100
4847
16993
4794
5278
60645

370
199
48
146
364
194
680
192
211
2426

7
4
1
3
7
4
14
4
4
48

4
4
1
3
4
4
4
4
4
32

100
100
25
75
100
100
100
100
100

2
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
13

Cost per Bed
It is then necessary to estimate cost per bed. Using DHET estimates and building in inflation costs it
is estimated that by 2021 it would cost R630 382 per bed.
Combining this cost with demand a total of approximately R756 million is derived. This would
represent the cost of development of the infrastructure in 2021.
The calculations and assumptions behind this cost is provided in Appendix 8. It is unlikely that all
developments would be achieved simultaneously and a role out costing over a period of years with
operating costs and inflation adjustments is also provided in this annexure.
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Accomodation
Cost per bed
2021

R630 383 Western Cape
R630 383 Eastern Cape
R630 383 Northern Cape
R630 383 Free State
R630 383 KwaZulu-Natal
R630 383 North West
R630 383 Gauteng
R630 383 Mpumalanga
R630 383 Limpopo
Total

Accomodation
Cost
R126 076 579
R63 038 290
R15 759 572
R47 278 717
R126 076 579
R63 038 290
R189 114 869
R63 038 290
R63 038 290
R756 459 475

Using the 2016/17 NSF annual report as a basis for estimating skills levies this would equate to
approximately 5% of Total skills levies. This is just for perspective purposes as it is recommended
that infrastructural costs a derived either as a once off contribution form skills levies funds as in the
case of the TVET college accommodation provision or directly through DHET funding. Operational
costs however are recommended to become part of the DHET budget.
Brownfields developments are considerably cheaper although there are a number of difficulties as
identified in the 2011 DHET report, “This ‘brownfields’ model of student housing, in which derelict or
unused buildings are refurbished to provide student accommodation, has a number of
disadvantages, including poor location, buildings not fit-for-purpose and distance from campus. Its
most significant advantage is the setup or establishment cost. According to Urban Nest, the
establishment cost of their facility was approximately R60 000 per bed, while South Point’s Diamond
facility cost R78 533 per bed to establish. Should minimum standards for student housing be
established, however, this per bed cost may well increase.” (DHET, 2011, p. 90) The average for
these developments when escalated for building cost inflation amounts to approximately R179 000
by 2021.

7.12.5.3

Developing the campus component

In addition to accommodation and facilitation rooms the hub should include office space for use by
non profit based LSOs and could also accommodate federations. The concept of extending WE and
support to vulnerable workers also contemplates a advice centre type facility which could be LSO or
federation based. The estimates of total office space per province is provided in the total national
costing. A large centre with 25 offices is costed below but most centres would have between 10 and
15 offices. These offices can be shared between organisations and a resources centre is costed also
for sharing use. The provision of internet is a minimum policy requirement and the provision of
computer facilities for a minimum of 25% of the total residency(learner population) is provided
within the resource centre.
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Facilities
offices
meeting rooms
facillitation rooms
Resource centre
subtotal
Accomodation
Total

number
offices/beds

construction
square meters Total m2
cost 2021/m2
Total
25
25
625
R14 233
R8 895 625
4
36
144
R14 233
R2 049 552
4
100
400
R14 233
R5 693 200
1
100
100
R14 233
R1 423 300
R18 061 677
100
R630 383
R63 038 290
R81 099 967

Again refer to Appendix 8 for details

7.12.5.3.1

National Cost 2021

The Total National cost for all centres in 2021 would be R887 445 824. This would represent the
capacity for 60 000 residential learners receiving 1 weeks education per year, excluding after hours
learning possibilities thus catering for a minimum WE criteria of every shop steward receiving at
least 5 days training per annum. It would also create 240 quality jobs nationally.
Accomodation

other facilities

Cost per bed
2021

R630 383 Western Cape
R630 383 Eastern Cape
R630 383 Northern Cape
R630 383 Free State
R630 383 KwaZulu-Natal
R630 383 North West
R630 383 Gauteng
R630 383 Mpumalanga
R630 383 Limpopo
Total

Accomodation Number of
facillitation
offices
Office Cost facilities
Cost
Total
R126 076 579
25 R8 895 625 R10 600 418 R145 572 623
R63 038 290
10 R3 558 250
R5 714 156 R72 310 696
R15 759 572
5 R1 791 934
R1 368 589 R18 920 096
R47 278 717
10 R3 583 868
R4 269 900 R55 132 485
R126 076 579
25 R8 959 670 R10 436 601 R145 472 850
R63 038 290
10 R3 583 868
R5 559 271 R72 181 429
R189 114 869
35 R12 543 538 R19 488 720 R221 147 126
R63 038 290
10 R3 583 868
R5 497 778 R72 119 935
R63 038 290
10 R6 052 517
R5 497 778 R74 588 584
R756 459 475
R52 553 137 R68 433 212 R877 445 824

The location of facilities should be in such a space for easy public transport access and secure for
after hours operation to facilitate classes in the evening and over weekends. The administration of
such facilities would be staffed through the WE College. Rentals and facilities use should be on a cost
basis for LSOs, trade unions and federations. For external use such facilities can be hired out on a
profit basis. The feasibility of running such facilities as a ‘hotel school’ learning centre driven by a
union based vocational education model also offers interesting opportunities.

7.12.5.3.2

Operational costs

Operational costs are of course key and in the long term more significant than capex. It is also these
costs that are critical for comparison with other delivery models such as the hotel approach.
The operational costs including the repayment of a loan at 0% interest over 20 years has been
calculated as follows. This suggests a cost price of R440 per day. See Appendix 8 for details.
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daily cost
2021 Annual cost per person
staff costs
R3 628 380
121
food input
costs per
person
R38 906
R130
all other
maintenance R1 530 000
R51
sub Total
R5 197 286
R302
Capital
facilities
R903 084
R30
capital accomodatio
Total
monthly cost

7.12.5.3.3

R3 151 914
R9 252 284
R771 024

R105 current rands
R437
R313

Comparison expenditure with the Hotel provision model

Using 2 actual LSO project proposals costs and a SETA funded residential labour programme the
following table explores the relative cost for 1 weeks training across all shop stewards nationally
(60633) for the two models. It uses the cost recovery and operational costs estimated for a WE
centre as calculated above.
Using an average of the 3 LSO projects per night cost adjusted for inflation to 2021 the comparison
shows that the capital expenditure for creating 13 provincial WE centres would be recouped in
under 3 years. This includes all facilities not just residential capacity.

LSO Project example 1
LSO project example 2
SETA based labour project
average
Cost to train all SS per night
Hub model cost per night
Hub model to train all SS per night

cost of 1 week of
Accomodation, venue training (5 nights)
and food 2021 per day equivalent to 1 years
cost
training cost
R1 403
R7 015
R1 052
R5 260
R2 033
R10 165
R1 496
R7 480
R90 722 668
R453 613 339
R437
R26 489 571

R132 447 855

Difference
b/wCAPEX
models
Total
National
on/year
Hub
Provision
equivalent training provision
period to recoup costs of CAPEX

R321 165 484
R877 445 824
2.7 years

7.12.6Collectively saving to build
This approach could still capture all the benefits of the idea of a hub for delivery discussed in the
previous model but could also place less reliance on the state overall.
It is possible that between unions and LSOs and in discussion with agencies for the distribution of
Skills levies that infrastructure including accommodation, learning and working spaces are developed
as funding becomes available. This can be supported by the government identifying potential
properties they own and are underutilised for these purposes. Here a portion of funding received by
all participating organisations is added to a fund administered by labour and over time provincial
delivery level hubs are developed.
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Ownership and management of such hubs would then reside with the fund/trust. The same
approach to estimating the need for space and costs involved can be extracted from the community
college option. Loans are generally not recommended as a financing means as this would add
significant costs to users. Sufficient capital would need to be generated through a series of different
projects. The potential benefits are still significant and with correctly calculated user fees to fully
deal with maintenance costs and other operating expenditure the approach would achieve greater
levels of sustainability. Organisations would need to recognise the mutual benefit of such
approaches however.
Using these very rough estimates of income as a base a 5% infrastructure levy would represent an
income of approximately 1,2 million per year. This would take a long time to reach the kind of capital
needed and would require additional support from other sources.
union and union federation SDL (0,4%)and DOL
Union Budgets (this is a very rough estimate)
LSO funding (self generated, commissioned work,
donor, DOL and SDL)

R63 084 000
R115 000 000
R52 417 676

DOL advice centres
Total

R3 757 896
R234 259 572

5%

R1 171 298

Other sources could include engaging support funders to widen the scope of funding to include
infrastructure, once off levies on the SDL, donations, support from union investment funds and
donations from better resourced unions.
A large scale hub of the sort described would cost in the region of R80 million to develop from
scratch by the time of construction in 2021 but this represents and ability to train a large number of
learners on a near full occupancy basis. Developing smaller hubs would obviously be considerably
cheaper especially if brownfields development options are available. A reduced capacity facility
could possibly established for between 10 and 20 million dependent of the facilities and size. This
could well make such an approach feasible.

7.12.7Contingencies for a low income environment
Many of the proposals outlined in this paper, are focused on scaling up and extending worker
education. It supposes the availability of resources and the sustainability of funding over a period.
This vision is one that the trade union movement must commit to if there is to be a substantial
impact by workers.
However, what happens in a context of scarcity, where worker education does not enjoy funding
and political support. This section outlines what unions can do, with limited resources to support
worker education. Three broad responses are explored. These are:
 Using existing resources
 Increasing usage of technology to deliver worker education
 Using open source models
 Open union culture
These are discussed in turn for clarity, but could be considered part of a coherent strategy.
Using Existing Resources
Trade unions have existing assets and resources that are available. These resources include:
 Human resources: The staff employed in unions, fulltime shop stewards, shop stewards and
union membership.
 Technological resources: The majority of trade unions have access to Internet, use email and
social media.
 Other resources: Unions have boardrooms, and other facilities that could support training.
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Trade unions under conditions of scarcity would need to utilise these resources more efficiently. This
would hark back to a time when unions were starting out with limited resources and had to make do
with what they had.

7.12.7.1

Use Of Technology

The usage of technology to support education will feature in any model of worker education. In the
context of scarcity of resources, technology becomes even more important as it provides a costeffective means of communicating materials, and increasingly providing means for students to
engage with each other.
In South Africa, the differences in access to technologies remains stark. Many unionists have access
to Internet at home and work, using computers, tablets and mobiles. Many workers however do not
have access even to basic computing and smartphones. The reality is one that must shape proposals
around technological developments.
In the case of workers without access to computers and Internet, access to basic feature phone
might be a route to provide workers with access to education. Using simple technologies
Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) several opportunities exist for the use of basic
feature phones to support educational materials. Unfortunately messaging costs are high, and a
mass SMS service for worker education might not be as cost effective in South Africa, as in other
countries with much more affordable text based services. One option might be to rely on sharing
between workers, as messages are shared from one worker to the next, which would bring down
overall costs but also transfer costs to workers themselves. Unfortunately, a platform such as MXIT
which was designed primarily for feature phones no longer exists, as this would have enabled
affordable usage and provide basic chat facilities. Nonetheless, some of the challenges can be
overcome through using USSD type services.
For workers with access to the Internet, affordable learning management systems can be developed.
A large number of free and open source learning management systems exist, and could provide an
affordable means to test online learning. The needs of unions and LSOs are however often more
complex than those provided for by open source systems. The proliferation of platforms providing
hosted learning spaces however may provide a solution to these problems, and provide unions with
an affordable (but not very customisable) solution.

7.12.7.2

Using Open Source Models

The development of materials constitutes one of the most expensive parts of delivering worker
education. The respondents interviewed for this paper, have indicated several initiatives aimed at
bringing together materials that have been developed and for that to be available online. The
intuition is a good one, and one that will provide a repository of materials designed by educators
with experience with worker education, and often with direct input of workers.
Scaling these initiatives requires changing the rules of material development within trade unions.
Simply stated, the implicit understanding that materials developed in a union will be available for
others needs to be formalised. This process of formalisation not only allows usage, but encouraging
remixing and development. The process is simply marking materials as being available for using,
change and remixing. The legal system are developed, with Creative Commons and CopyLeft being
too popular ways to provide access to resources and invite input, while recognising the originators of
the work.
Through combining an online repository and providing permissions for usage and modifications, an
effective and affordable means of accessing information can be fairly easily developed. The
challenge will be sustaining the participation of organisations, curating collections of work, and
receiving permissions for usage by authors of old works.
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7.13 Consolidated Pilot Project Roll-out Budget Estimation
The following table combines the costs of the different pilots and the phased in extension of trade
union based WE over a five year period. The LSO component of extension is not included in the
totals as there are some cost overlaps between the pilots and the general model of upscaled LSO
delivery. This is provided as a separate line item at the end of the table. The figures on projects are
escalated at a 7% inflation rate.
This does not represent a total figure for WE but the difference or gap to move from current levels
and content to a point where WE can achieve objectives detailed in the needs analysis component of
the report.
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2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

5 year total

Education Capacity Development Pilot
Facilitation capacity development Project
Collaborative methodology, materials and
curriculum development
Senior educators skills development
Information management Pilot
Development and piloting of systems
Common materials repository Pilot
Networking for agreement and technical collection
Union Capacity Development Pilot
Organisers/FTSS/N/POBs
Admin
Labour Law Extension Project
Level 6 certificate pilot
Worker advice centres, community development
and activism Pilot
Labour in community development
Worker advice
Research
Skills devlopment engagement
National representative development
Workplace representatives development
Resarch Component
Gender Education and Research Programme
Train trainer, Action Research and Participatory
materials development
Provincial based education Programme
Network and conferencing activities
Resaerch Extension
Publications and M&E activities
Sub Total Pilot based spending
10% of total for coordination and quality assurance
e.g. National WE council
Total Pilot based spending
Theoretical Cost Of TU Provision Extension
Cost estimate
Learners
Theoretical LSO Provision Extension
Cost estimate
Learners

R2 666 243

R2 492 105

R3 462 306

R2 660 611

R2 963 167

R14 244 433

R2 909 790
R548 375

R3 113 475
R586 761

R3 331 419
R941 752

R3 564 618
R335 891

R3 814 141

R16 733 443
R2 412 780

R695 500

R747 930

R90 950

R774 124

R180 503

R2 489 006

R535 000

R388 410

R470 417

R444 691

R541 359

R2 379 876

R2 857 143
R830 000

R11 428 571
R2 490 000

R20 000 000
R3 320 000

R25 714 286
R3 320 000

R40 000 000
R4 150 000

R100 000 000
R14 110 000

R1 915 939

R3 553 340

R7 554 381

R4 068 219

R8 649 011

R25 740 890

R750 000
R628 225
R180 000

R4 788 550
R6 049 946
R192 600

R7 838 627
R6 037 797
R206 082

R9 765 430
R15 650 550
R220 508

R11 961 173
R13 875 237
R235 943

R35 103 781
R42 241 755
R1 035 133

R1 415 075
R5 673 140
R924 480

R567 870
R6 070 260
R989 194

R1 889 629
R6 495 178
R1 058 437

R650 155
R6 949 840
R1 132 528

R695 666
R7 436 329
R1 211 805

R5 218 395
R32 624 748
R5 316 443

Component Component
Total
%
Participants
R33 390 655
9,2%
1708

R2 489 006

0,7%

540

R2 379 876

0,7%

R114 110 000

31,6%

5340

R25 740 890

7,1%

475

R78 380 668

21,7%

36350

R43 159 585

11,9%

550

R21 513 236

6,0%

725

R716 900
R0
R682 660

R767 083
R3 106 972
R1 322 753

R239 284
R3 324 460
R888 577

R256 034
R3 557 173
R950 778

R273 956
R3 806 175
R1 620 430

R2 253 257
R13 794 780
R5 465 198

R1 337 500
R49 993 322

R1 431 125
R68 580 421

R1 531 304
R81 546 739

R1 638 495
R103 053 389

R7 188 424
R7 188 424
R328 352 340 R328 352 340

2,0%

R1 250 000
R25 178 470
R2 517 847
R27 696 317

R4 999 332
R54 992 654

R6 858 042
R75 438 463

R8 154 674
R89 701 413

R10 305 339
R113 358 728

R32 835 234
R361 187 574

9,1%
100%

2021
R33 346 650
4 094

2022
R71 361 832
8 187

2023
R114 535 740
12 281

2024
R163 404 323
16 374

2025
R218 553 282
20 468

2026
2027
2028
Total
R280 622 414 R350 310 314 R428 379 469 R1 660 514 025
24 561
28 655
32 748
147 366

R34 885 875
1 808

R74 655 772
3 617

R119 822 515
5 425

R170 946 787
7 233

R228 641 328
9 041

R293 575 465 R366 480 039 R448 152 734 R1 737 160 516
10 850
12 658
14 466
65 097

45688
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Infrastructure operational cost model
If implemented this would considerably reduce the operating costs of logistics in the previous estimates from 2021 onwards
Expenses
Construction
CAPEX
OPEX
Total
CAPEX Total
Income
Stream 1 (DHET
allocation)
Stream 2
(rental)
Stream 3 (user
fees)
total
CAPEX Loan
repayment
Balance of Loan

2021
3 new centres
R243 299 900
R15 591 858
R258 891 758
R1 263 861 879

2022

2023
2024
6 new centres 4 new centres
R588 785 758
R431 776 222
R16 683 288
R53 553 356
R89 136 586
R642 339 114
R520 912 808

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

R95 376 147
R95 376 147

R102 052 477 R109 196 151 R116 839 881 R125 018 673 R133 769 980 R143 133 879
R102 052 477 R109 196 151 R116 839 881 R125 018 673 R133 769 980

R15 480 000

R16 563 600

R53 169 156

R82 175 884

R87 928 196

R94 083 170 R100 668 992 R107 715 821 R115 255 929 R123 323 844 R131 956 513

R2 700 000

R2 889 000

R9 273 690

R14 333 003

R15 336 313

R16 409 855

R21 240 000
R39 420 000

R22 726 800
R42 179 400

R72 953 028
R135 395 874

R112 752 958 R120 645 665
R209 261 845 R223 910 174

R129 090 861 R138 127 222 R147 796 127 R158 141 856 R169 211 786 R181 056 611
R239 583 887 R256 354 759 R274 299 592 R293 500 563 R314 045 603 R336 028 795

R23 828 142
R25 496 112
R1 240 033 738 R1 214 537 626

R81 842 518
R1 132 695 108

R120 125 259 R128 534 027
R1 012 569 849 R884 035 822

R137 531 409 R147 158 608 R157 459 711 R168 481 890 R180 275 623 R192 894 916
R746 504 413 R599 345 805 R441 886 094 R273 404 204 R93 128 581 -R99 766 335

R17 558 545 R18 787 643 R20 102 778

2030

R21 509 973

2031

R23 015 671
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8 Conclusions
The research has identified key policy areas and points of intervention as well as defining the learner
population and needs at learner and institutional level. The report builds on this through identifying
clear policy focus areas and recommendations for debate within the labour movement and beyond. This
followed by a set of proposals around institutional forms, funding models, coordination, curriculum and
delivery methodologies along with testable pilot activities to act as a basis for consultation and
participation in the process of finalising strategies.
Because worker education spans multiple types of providers, multiple quality and government
authorities and implementing organisations as well as multiple constituencies, the key to achieving
purposeful and implementable planning is an emergent coordination system.
Worker Education
Worker education is a complex and multifaceted concept that is a contested terrain both between
labour and capital but within labour itself.
It is necessary to realise the implications for conceptualising worker education holistically to not only
defend the traditional terrain of emancipatory union education but also extend a challenge to the
absolute dominance of capital interest of the ownership and definition of workplace or vocational skills
that is extended into the institutional provision by providers and universities.
Such a challenge offers the potential for job creation, enrichment and the more equitable distribution of
profits providing opportunities for the betterment of a working class constituency.
Trade union focused WE has a rich tradition and much to offer going forward but a multitude of
contextual and organisational challenges see many of the traditions that shaped this focus of worker
education in decline.
There are advantages and disadvantages to accredited and unaccredited forms of education and it is
possible that such forms can be complimentary rather than oppositional. However this needs a clearly
articulated approach and a bridging mechanism such as RPL to be achieved.
Key contextual issues
The nature of trade union membership has changed. It has become dominated by public sector
employment, is characterised by aging profile of better educated workers.
Structural unemployment and underperforming manufacturing and primary sectors add to these
tendencies.
Neoliberal based ideological hegemony further challenge the traditions of collectivism and worker
control.
WE has to therefore engage with issues of working class knowledge survival strategies, mobilisation and
employment creation. It is of course not a simplistic conception of skills create jobs but the need for
greater control and provision of skills from within the working class and its organisations that potentially
leads to the creation of production.
These have implications for the content and delivery of all forms of WE giving rise to increasing demands
for accreditation and the potential for greater contributions by workers to knowledge.
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Union membership as a proportion of the total workforce has declined substantially from the 80’s and
90’s despite overall growth. This provides a challenge for WE to act as a mechanism against this decline.
This will require a significant change in support from with the labour movement for education.
Membership in unions is also highly concentrated in a few organisations with 20 unions comprising
three quarters of all membership nationally. Developing strategies to extend union focused WE must
take advantage of the low hanging fruit. As most members belong to federated unions, federations offer
key coordinating capacity for the multitude of unions that represent the other 25% of union members
without overburdening a multitude of organisations as delivery mechanisms.
Key provisional issues
Union focused WE and vocational training is severely underprovided. The reality is many shop stewards
receive no education at all and for those that do it often does not go beyond induction or basic
education.
Different organisation providers focus on different content areas but lack of coordination and under
resourced environments mean that any specialization benefits that may potentially exist are diluted.
SETA funding has emphasized accredited education which in turn has increased reliance on universities
and private providers diluting the potential of developing capacity while retaining an emancipatory
context and sub frame to the education. In turn this reinforces the hegemonic nature of knowledge and
skills provision in favour of the status quo.
LSO provision has to now made limited progress in challenging this status quo but there is potential
developments which if supported could begin to reverse these tendencies. LSOs also potential offer a
bridge for under capacitated unions to engage the system more effectively.
LSOs are reaching a small proportion of union representatives and other than a few instances no
membership based constituencies at all. LSOs are also unable to plan and take advantage of economies
of scale as they are insecurely and underfunded. There is no real national provision presence by LSOs.
Provision is uncoordinated and there is limited cooperation between unions and LSOs and LSOs
themselves. A coordinating mechanism is clearly required.
Most efforts are focused on union representative education but very little broad membership based
education is happening at union ore LSO levels.
Despite the increasingly educated nature of membership as more formalised programmes are
developed there is a growing realisation that an exclusionary AET gap exists.
There does exist a wealth of curriculum content for delivery although labour law itself is under provided
from within trade unions and LSOs that can be used, however what curriculum exists is under provided
as a result of resource constraints.
Worker based research is also significantly limited and not sufficiently integrated with education
practice. There is a lack of evidence based approach to education particularly in functional areas of
education.
Besides a few more professionally orientated unions there is very limited vocational provision from
trade unions, but there are examples of the curriculum development participation of some
manufacturing unions in vocational training but no provision or ownership.
There are clearly recognised barriers to provision in the form of time off availability and funding for WE.
These need to be dealt with through coordinated policy focused interventions.
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Way forward in the research and planning process
The Worker education environment by criteria is democratic, worker controlled and collaborative. In
order to turn around a serious under provision scenario it is necessary to use this opportunity afforded
by the HRDC and the WE Committee to develop an action and reflection process. Various stakeholders
engaged in the process thus far have used the interviews as a consultative opportunity to forward ideas
and strategies. To bring these to life in practice means that moving to recommendation needs to be a
collaborative effort. As such there is a need to:







Make additional funding available for the development of an integrated set of worker and
community development focused pilot programmes.
Plan, and Pilot implementation sites for recommendations and processes emergent from the
research and WE conference.
Make additional funding available for deepening research into worker controlled vocationally
focused education.
Make additional funding available for an implementation task group that is drawn from across
relevant government departments, LSOs, Organised Labour and Skills authorities.
Use the WE conference as an implementation springboard. Continue a longitudinal research and
evaluation process of pilot implementation.
Integrate recommendations into the National skills development planning process as a priority
area
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9 Appendix One
Table 27: Data comparing age group by unionisation and employment
(A)Trade Union Membership by industry group
by Age Group

29 and
less

30-39

40-49

50-59

60 plus

Total

Agriculture; hunting; forestry and fishing

14.5%

33.9%

29.0%

19.4%

3.2%

100.0%

Mining and quarrying

12.9%

43.3%

26.9%

16.4%

0.5%

100.0%

Manufacturing

16.7%

32.2%

27.3%

21.8%

1.9%

100.0%

9.5%

36.2%

26.7%

21.0%

6.7%

100.0%

Construction

10.7%

34.0%

24.7%

25.3%

5.3%

100.0%

Wholesale and retail trade

30.8%

34.1%

23.6%

10.7%

0.8%

100.0%

Transport; storage and communication

16.3%

36.5%

22.6%

20.2%

4.4%

100.0%

Financial intermediation; insurance; real estate
and business

17.6%

37.3%

29.6%

12.4%

3.1%

100.0%

Community; social and personal services

8.8%

27.4%

34.3%

24.9%

4.6%

100.0%

Private households

0.0%

50.0%

33.3%

16.7%

0.0%

100.0%

Other

0.0%

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

Total

14.2%

32.3%

29.8%

20.3%

3.4%

100.0%

29 and
less

30-39

40-49

50-59

60 plus

Total

Agriculture; hunting; forestry and fishing

26.4%

32.0%

20.9%

16.8%

By 3.8%

100.0%

Mining and quarrying

15.8%

41.4%

27.2%

15.0%

0.6%

100.0%

Manufacturing

24.2%

32.6%

23.6%

16.1%

3.4%

100.0%

Electricity; gas and water supply

13.3%

37.3%

25.3%

19.0%

5.1%

100.0%

Construction

28.0%

32.9%

21.0%

15.4%

2.8%

100.0%

Wholesale and retail trade

35.7%

32.9%

20.4%

9.0%

2.0%

100.0%

Transport; storage and communication

25.1%

36.8%

21.5%

13.0%

3.6%

100.0%

Financial intermediation; insurance; real estate
and business

25.5%

36.6%

24.5%

10.8%

2.7%

100.0%

Community; social and personal services

15.7%

28.4%

29.9%

21.7%

4.3%

100.0%

Private households

10.8%

25.1%

31.9%

26.4%

5.8%

100.0%

Other

0.0%

33.3%

0.0%

33.3%

33.3%

100.0%

Total

22.9%

32.0%

25.3%

16.4%

3.4%

100.0%

Electricity; gas and water supply

(B)Employment by sector by industry group by
Age Group
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(A) - (B)

Agriculture; hunting; forestry and fishing

29 and
less

30-39

40-49

50-59

60 plus

Total

-11.9%

1.8%

8.2%

2.5%

-0.6%

0.0%

Mining and quarrying

-2.9%

1.9%

-0.3%

1.4%

-0.1%

0.0%

Manufacturing

-7.5%

-0.4%

3.7%

5.7%

-1.5%

0.0%

Electricity; gas and water supply

-3.8%

-1.2%

1.4%

2.0%

1.6%

0.0%

-17.4%

1.1%

3.7%

10.0%

2.6%

0.0%

Wholesale and retail trade

-4.9%

1.2%

3.2%

1.6%

-1.2%

0.0%

Transport; storage and communication

-8.8%

-0.3%

1.1%

7.2%

0.7%

0.0%

Financial intermediation; insurance; real estate
and business

-7.9%

0.7%

5.1%

1.7%

0.4%

0.0%

Community; social and personal services

-6.9%

-1.0%

4.4%

3.2%

0.3%

0.0%

-10.8%

24.9%

1.5%

-9.7%

-5.8%

0.0%

Other

0.0%

66.7%

0.0%

-33.3%

-33.3%

0.0%

Total

-8.7%

0.4%

4.5%

3.9%

-0.1%

0.0%

Construction

Private households

Source: QLFS 3rd Quarter 2017, Authors Calculations
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10 Appendix Two: Data used for
comparing inequality and
unemployment
In the report data from the World Bank is used to compare inequality and unemployment. One of the requests was
to have an expanded dataset that covered more countries, including developing countries, and especially middle
income countries. A dataset was constructed using available and most relevant data from World Bank and ILO
data. The list of countries are included at the end of this section.

South Africa however faces a deeper challenge than other countries in that it is an outlier – high unemployment
and high inequality exist in South Africa. Several international studies show South Africa as one of the few – and in
many cases the only – country with high levels of unemployment and inequality. Figure 1-2 below provides an
indication of this picture, and compares 88 countries using data on unemployment rates and on reported Gini
Coefficients. This larger dataset confirms the arguments presented in the paper and is shown below.

Figure 10-1: Comparing unemployment and inequality
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Source: Authors Calculations Based on World Bank Data
The full data for each of the countries in the sample is provided below.
Country Name

Gini

Unemployment

South Africa

63.38

25.1

Haiti

60.79

6.8

Colombia

53.5

10.1

Paraguay

51.67

4.5

Brazil

51.48

6.8

50.7

4.3

Honduras

50.64

3.9

Chile

50.45

6.4

Rwanda

50.44

0.6

Guatemala

48.66

2.9

Costa Rica

48.53

8.3

Bolivia

48.4

2.7

Mexico

48.21

4.9

Dominican Republic

47.07

15.0

Panama
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Nicaragua

47.05

5.3

Togo

46.02

6.9

Ecuador

45.38

4.6

Peru

44.14

4.2

Benin

43.44

1.0

Chad

43.32

7.0

Zimbabwe

43.15

5.4

Philippines

43.04

7.1

Argentina

42.67

8.2

Madagascar

42.65

3.6

China

42.16

4.7

42.1

8.0

41.84

6.2

41.6

7.0

Russian Federation

41.59

5.1

United States

41.06

6.2

Uganda

41.01

3.8

Senegal

40.29

10.0

Turkey

40.18

9.2

Georgia

40.09

13.4

Indonesia

39.47

6.2

Sri Lanka

39.16

4.6

Lao PDR

37.89

1.4

Thailand

37.85

0.9

Tanzania

37.78

3.1

Vietnam

37.59

2.3

Iran, Islamic Rep.

37.35

12.8

Greece

36.68

26.3

Portugal

36.04

14.2

Spain

35.89

24.7

Mauritius

35.84

7.7

Latvia

35.48

10.0

Italy

35.16

12.5

India

35.15

3.6

Lithuania

35.15

11.3

Luxembourg

34.79

6.1

Niger

33.99

5.1

Sierra Leone

33.99

3.3

Estonia

33.15

7.7

France

33.1

9.9

United Kingdom

32.57

6.3

Ireland

32.52

11.6

Croatia

32.51

16.7

Congo, Dem. Rep.
El Salvador
Uruguay
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Mauritania

32.42

31.0

Poland

32.08

9.2

Mongolia

32.04

4.8

Montenegro

31.93

19.1

Switzerland

31.64

4.5

Armenia

31.48

17.1

Cambodia

30.76

0.4

Tajikistan

30.76

10.9

Pakistan

30.69

5.2

Hungary

30.55

7.8

Austria

30.48

5.0

Germany

30.13

5.0

Denmark

29.08

6.6

Serbia

29.06

22.2

Albania

28.96

16.1

Netherlands

27.99

6.9

Belgium

27.59

8.5

Romania

27.45

7.0

Sweden

27.32

8.0

Finland

27.12

8.6

Iceland

26.94

5.0

Moldova

26.83

3.4

Kyrgyz Republic

26.82

8.1

Kazakhstan

26.33

4.1

Czech Republic

26.13

6.2

Slovak Republic

26.12

13.3

Norway

25.9

3.4

Slovenia

25.59

9.5

Ukraine

24.09

7.7
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11 Appendix Three: Curriculum Focus
areas currently available amongst LSO
providers
Focus areas

Curriculum content

Labour economics

Knowledge
What is economics
Economic theories
Marxist analysis of capitalist production
Types of economies
4th industrial revolution
Globalisation of labour market
Neoliberal economic theory
Labour market dynamics
Labour market theories
What is the labour Market
A little bit of economics and key labour market concepts
How is the labour market made up or divided down
Labour market theories and the persistent problems confronting labour markets
Discrimination
Employment: flexibility vs security
Skills development
Regulation theory – trade unions and the labour market
Data sources and data analysis for labour markets

Skills
Generic skills

Collective bargaining

Knowledge
CB theory
Centralised bargaining (BC)
Law of collective disputes e.g. strike procedure
Theories and models of collective bargaining
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Forms and levels of collective bargaining
The nature and role of power in collective bargaining
Relationships in inter and intra organisational bargaining
The history of collective bargaining in South Africa
Legal framework of collective bargaining in South Africa
Contextual factors influencing collective bargaining in South Africa
The Negotiation Process
Key information requirements for Negotiation

skills
Negotiation strategy
Negotiation issues
Negotiation skills
Nominal/real wages and negotiation calculations
CCMA/Council
representation

Knowledge
Law of evidence
LRA
Procedural and substantive fairness
Dismissal and ULP jurisprudence
CCMA rules
Labour court rules

Skills
Taking statements
Preparing witnesses
Cross examination
Preparing papers of disputes
Writing affidavits and pleadings
Leading evidence
Case strategy

Labour law general

Knowledge
Introduction to labour law
Political economy of Labour law
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History of the LRA
General labour law intro to the Acts
LRA
BCEA
OHSA
Compensation Act
SDA
EEA
Common law and contracts
The current labour law dispensation.
The current individual law framework
Legislation
Understand the interplay and scope of labour legislation – viz the LRA, the BCEA and
the EEA.
The doctrine of fairness.
Common law principles applied to contract
The formulation of contracts of employment.
Dispute forums for contractual and other individual disputes

Skills
reading legislation
finding relevant provisions
advising members of their rights

Gender

Knowledge
Gender theories
Women in the workplace
Women in South Africa
Gender discrimination
Gender based violence
Sexual Harassment
Building gender structures
Gender in collective bargaining
Gender in development
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Equal pay for equal work (EEA 2015 Amendments)
Pre-capitalist society and property
Feudalism to capitalism and gender
Stages of early capitalist development and industrialisation
Role of women and their absence from economic history
“golden age” of capitalism
Social reproduction through the stages of capitalism
Financialisation of Capitalism
Globalisation with feminist perspectives
Modern Capitalist crisis
Marxist-Feminism, Domestic Labour, and Dual Systems Theory
Intersectionality – race class and gender
Basic tenets of gender activism
Introduction to gender activism
Gender approaches and theories
Gendered social and economic analysis
Gender in organisations
Intersection of race, class and gender
Sexual Harassment in the workplace
Gender and Sexuality
Gender quality
Maternity protection
Women workers rights
Organizing
How to facilitate dialogues and conversations
Gender Action Learning
Women Leadership
Gender and Collective bargaining
Non-discrimination and women workers rights
Participatory gender audit
Young women Leadership
Male champions for gender equality
Facilitation methodologies Skills
Generic skills
Organising
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Activism/campaigning

TU history

Knowledge
International labour history
Forms of trade unions
Unions linked to politics and economics
Workerist and populist debates
Own union history
Tendencies for unions to become incorporated into systems
The development of the SA labour movement
Basic understanding of the history and role of labour movements
Evolution of forms of work and related forms of trade unions and trade unionisms.
Ideologies and theoretical perspectives on trade unions and trade unionism.
Historical evolution of the labour movement in South Africa
Trade unions in the context of globalization and new forms of work
International comparison of trade unionism.

Skills
Generic skills

TU Induction

Knowledge
What is a union
Trade union history
Rights at work
Duties of a shop Steward
Trade union constitution
Federation
Mandates and representation
Meeting procedures

Skills
Generic skills
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Globalisation and
economics

Knowledge
What is development
What is globalisation (theories of globalisation)
The rise of MNCs and financial capital
Economics of globalisation
Politics of globalisation
Individualism and other social impacts of globalisation
Responses to globalisation
Organising in global supply chains and MNCs
Definitions and forms of globalisation?
Historical overview of globalisation – economic, technological, political and cultural.
Theorising globalisation.
Impacts of globalisation on the world of work and economy.
Labour Market impacts of globalisation.
Globalised work and production and the rise of the trans national corporation.
Responses to globalisation by trade unions, civil societies and human rights
movements.
Case study of an industrial sector.

Skills
Generic skills

OHS

Knowledge
H and S in the Workplace
The Law and H and S and compensation
Rights in the workplace around OHS
Representing workers on OHS issues
•

Compensation

•

Incapacity dismissals

Identifying and controlling hazards in the workplace
HIV/Aids and the workplace
Engaging the employer and OHS committees
Sector level focus
•

Chemicals\

•

Construction
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•

mining

Skills
Risk assessment
Representation
Compensation support
Engaging DOL
Investigating an accident
Medical surveillance

organising

Knowledge
Trade union history
Organising cultures
Planning for organising
Servicing workers
Analysing workplaces
Flexible labour markets and threats to organising
Globalisation of the workforce
Global organising and international solidarity
South African union organising theory and practice in different periods
Community and union organising approaches, Community Unionism as an example.
Changing labour markets and power, organising vulnerable workers globally and
locally. Industry case studies.
International comparisons of organising and campaigning.
Social media for campaigning and organising
Planning and implementing a campaign.

Skills
Public speaking
Campaigning methods
Planning skills

Politics and economics
SA

Knowledge
Political economic history
Marxist POLECO analysis – Wolpe and beyond
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Globalisation and neoliberalism
Macro-economic policy
Industrial policy
Political economy: looking at South Africa’s past.
Key concepts and themes in South African political economy.
Introduction to Macroeconomic policy.
Contemporary political economy and policy directions in South Africa. Implications
for workers and the poor.
Causes, impacts, and policy implications of the challenges of poverty, inequality and
unemployment.
Exploring alternative poverty eradication strategies
Skills
Generic

Disciplinary and
grievance
representation

Knowledge
The purpose and process of company disciplinary and grievance processes
Representation as organising for a trade union
The legal framework of discipline and grievance processes in South Africa
Historical role and rights of shop stewards and trade union officials in representation
of workers
The strategic compromise of negotiating disciplinary codes and procedures
Procedural fairness and substantive fairness in disciplinary and grievance processes
Case preparation
Case representation

Skills
Taking minutes
Strategy in cases

Human rights

Knowledge
The framework of international rights law and human and labour rights
The African regional human rights framework
Human rights and the South African legal framework. Socioeconomic rights and
development. (rights based approach to development)
Labour rights in a global supply chain.
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Business and human rights the history and debate.
Non judicial mechanisms.
Enforcing human rights.
Case studies, garment and mining industries and human rights.
Identifying and selecting appropriate human rights standards and instruments.
Skills

Marxism and political
economy

Knowledge
Ideology and Philosophy
Introduction to Marx and Lenin
The Philosophical traditions in Marxist Leninism
Nationalism, the state and transition to socialism -implications for the working class
Gramsci and others on ideology and the working class
Marxist ideology and historical interpretations of working class struggles in South
Africa
Gender, race and class a Marxist orientation.
Skills

Industrial relations
systems SA

Knowledge
Historical development of industrial relations comparing 3 different country systems.
Industrial relations theories.
The evolution of South African industrial relations and the policy implications of this
process.
Conflict management approaches in industrial relations and the implications of these
for workers interests in collective bargaining and worker participation.
Collective bargaining theories and approaches.
The role of the state and tripartite policy and legislative development in south Africa.
The importance of labour process on the nature of industrial relations systems.
Global contextual elements and their impact on the South African Labour relations
system
Skills

Research

Knowledge
The application of research to union organisational functions
Finding relevant research information
Analysing secondary data sources
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Quantitative and qualitative approaches to collecting primary data
Research instrument design
Descriptive statistical analysis of research data
Research reporting
Conducting research in the field
Ethical and practical considerations in conducting research

Skills
Reading
Analysing
planning
critical thinking

Academic literacy

Knowledge
Introduction to language and communication
Building academic literacy
Academic discourse
Critical thinking and problem solving
Teamwork and communication
Reading and writing for academic purpose
Intercultural communication
Translation and interpretation
Independent and group research skills
Essay, report and creative writing skills
Media and communication
Writing for transformation
Language and power

Skills

Media and
communication

Knowledge
History and role of community media (radio, print, TV and Online) in South Africa and
how they operate in terms of content, funding, governance.
History, role and examples of alternative media in SA and around the world
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Gathering information/Collecting information for journalistic use
Skills
Write stories- Write stories for a variety of journalistic purpose
Assess the quality of written text ( editing)
Interview for a variety of journalistic purposes
Report for a variety of journalistic purposes
Interview and lead discussion for radio purposes

Train the Trainer

Knowledge
Role of Trade union education
Concepts and practices in Worker Education
Skills development in the South African Economy
Engaging in skills development in the workplace
RPL in Worker Education
Learning theories
Facilitation skills
Material development
Skills
Planning
Facilitation
Communication
Educating

Leading in organisations

The differences between collective and individual labour law
The current collective law framework
The doctrine of freedom of association
Organisational rights.
The rights and duties of trade unions and employer organisations.
Collective bargaining and strike action. Important juris prudence
Dispute settlement mechanisms for collective disputes

Climate Change
Information
Management Systems
for Collective Bargaining
and Organising Support
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Additional Areas
Community development
Activism
Administration
Policy development
Policy analysis
Policy participation
IT Literacy
IT skills
International labour Rights
Information Management Systems for Collective Bargaining and Organising Support
And Multi national programme LRS
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12 Appendix Four: University provided
qualifications related to Union focused
WE content
Labour Law Related Qualifications
Qualification Title

NQF Level

Originator

Diploma in Labour Law

NQF Level 06

Vaal University of Technology

Diploma: Labour Law

Level TBA: Pre2009 was L7

GIMT School of Business (Pty) Ltd

Diploma: Labour Law

Level TBA: Pre2009 was L6

University of Western Cape

Doctor of Laws in Comparative Labour Law

NQF Level 10

University of Western Cape

Doctor of Philosophy in Comparative Labour Law

NQF Level 10

University of Western Cape

Higher Diploma: Labour Law

NQF Level 08

University of Witwatersrand

Master of Laws in Labour Law

NQF Level 09

University of Stellenbosch

Master of Laws in Labour Law

NQF Level 09

University of Johannesburg

Master of Laws in Labour Law

NQF Level 09

University of Pretoria

Master of Laws in Labour Law

NQF Level 09

University of Cape Town

Master of Laws in Labour Law

NQF Level 09

University of South Africa

Master of Laws: Labour Law

NQF Level 09

Vista University

Master of Laws: Labour Law

NQF Level 09

University of North West

Master of Laws: Labour Law

NQF Level 09

Rand Afrikaans University

Master of Philosophy: Labour Law and Employment
Relations

NQF Level 09

University of Johannesburg

Postgraduate Diploma in Labour Law

NQF Level 08

University of the Free State

Postgraduate Diploma in Labour Law

NQF Level 08

University of Western Cape

Postgraduate Diploma in Labour Law

NQF Level 08

North West University

Postgraduate Diploma in Labour Law Practice

NQF Level 08

Nelson Mandela University

Postgraduate Diploma: Labour Law

NQF Level 08

University of South Africa

Postgraduate Diploma: Labour Law

NQF Level 08

University of KwaZulu-Natal

Industrial and or Labour Relations Qualifications
Qualification Title

NQF Level
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Advanced Diploma: Management: Industrial
Relations

NQF Level 07

University of Western Cape

Bachelor of Business Science: Industrial Relations
and Technology

NQF Level 07

University of KwaZulu-Natal

Bachelor of Commerce Honours in Industrial
Relations

NQF Level 08

University of KwaZulu-Natal

Master of Arts: Labour and Industrial Relations

NQF Level 09

University of Zululand

Postgraduate Diploma in Industrial Relations

NQF Level 08

University of KwaZulu-Natal

Postgraduate Diploma: Labour and Industrial
Relations

NQF Level 08

University of Zululand

Bachelor of Administration Honours in Labour
Relations

NQF Level 08

North West University

Bachelor of Technology: Labour Relations

Level TBA: Pre2009 was L7

University of South Africa

Bachelor of Technology: Labour Relations
Management

Level TBA: Pre2009 was L7

Tshwane University of Technology (TUT)

Doctor of Administration: Labour Relations
Management

NQF Level 10

University of Pretoria

Doctor of Commerce in Labour Relations
Management

NQF Level 10

University of Pretoria

Doctor of Management Sciences in Labour
Relations

NQF Level 10

Tshwane University of Technology (TUT)

Higher Certificate: Commerce: Labour Relations

NQF Level 05

Intec College

Higher Diploma: Commerce: Labour Relations

NQF Level 06

Intec College

Master of Administration: Labour Relations
Management

NQF Level 09

University of Pretoria

Master of Arts in Labour Relations Management

NQF Level 09

North West University

Master of Commerce in Labour Relations
Management

NQF Level 09

Vaal University of Technology

Master of Commerce: Labour Relations
Management

NQF Level 09

University of Pretoria

Master of Management Sciences in Labour
Relations Management

NQF Level 09

Tshwane University of Technology (TUT)

National Diploma: Labour Relations

NQF Level 06

Vaal University of Technology

National Diploma: Labour Relations

NQF Level 06

Tshwane University of Technology (TUT)

Postgraduate Diploma: Labour Relations
Management

NQF Level 08

University of South Africa

Note: Different faculty options that duplicate the same qualifications have been deleted for ease of
reference. For instance masters of commerce and masters of Arts in Labour Relations both offered by
the University of North West.
General Provider based generic qualifications Labour relations
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There are also a large number of Generic unit standards in the area of labour law and Industrial/Labour
relations – too numerous to outline here. Examples include,





National Certificate: Labour Relations Practice
National Certificate: Labour Relations Practice: Industrial Relation Support
National Diploma: Labour Relations Practice: Dispute Resolution
National Diploma: Labour Relations Practice: Dispute Resolution: Legislation and Human
Resource Support
There are also a number of unit standards focused on labour law, again too many to mention.
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13 Appendix Five: List of participating
organisations in LSO Provision 2013-2017
Rank

Organisation

Participants

1

NEHAWU

139

2

SADTU

120

3

SAMWU

113

4

SATAWU

113

5

POPCRU

103

6

HOSPERSA

95

7

SACTWU

74

8

NUMSA

69

9

NUM

61

10

CSAAWU

58

11

SANCO

57

12

DENOSA

55

13

NUPSAW

54

14

SACCAWU

51

15

CEPPWAWU

44

16

GIWUSA

49

17

IMATU

37

18

NUCWOSA

37

19

SACWU

33

20

SAPSWU

33

21

BCAWU

32

22

COSATU

29

23

CWU

25

24

MEWUSA

25

25

PAWUSA

20

26

PEU

20

27

NACTU

19

28

UNIPSAWU

19

29

Hotelicca

18

30

PTAWU

16

31

FAWU

15

32

NULAW

14

33

SASBO

12

34

LIMUSA

11

35

YCL

11
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36

AMCU

10

37

ITU

10

38

TOWU

9

39

FEDCRAW

8

40

AWU

6

41

HIAWU

6

42

NAGEWU

6

43

NDCAWU

6

44

PSA

6

45

SADNU

6

46

TAWUSA

6

47

Ditsela

5

48

FEDUSA

4

49

UNTU

4

50

SALIPSWU

3

51

SAMA

3

52

UTATU

3

53

ECCAWUSA

2

54

MWASA

2

55

NASARAIEU

2

56

SAYC

2

57

UASA

2

58

WWMP

2

59

CHW

1

60

DEMAWUSA

1

61

FSEJ

1

62

Medwusa

1

63

NASUWU

1

64

NDCAWU

1

65

NLC

1

66

NPSWU

1

67

NUFBSAWU

1

68

SCDO

1

69

SLA

1

70

UPM

1
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14 Appendix Six: Extracts on Time Off from
the LRA
11.

Trade union representativeness

In this Part, unless otherwise stated, “representative trade union” means a registered trade union, or
two or more registered trade unions acting jointly, that are sufficiently representative of the employees
employed by an employer in a workplace.
This gives rights to TU access to the workplace and deductions.
12.

Trade union access to workplace

(1)
Any office-bearer or official of a representative trade union is entitled to enter the employer’s
premises in order to recruit members or communicate with members, or otherwise serve their interests.

(2)
A representative trade union is entitled to hold meetings with employees outside their working
hours at the employer’s premises.

(3)
The members of a representative trade union are entitled to vote at the employer’s premises in
any election or ballot contemplated by that trade union’s constitution.

(4)
The rights conferred by this section are subject to any conditions as to time and place that are
reasonable and necessary to safeguard life or property or to prevent the undue disruption of work.

14.

Trade union representatives

(1)
In this section, “representative trade union” means a registered trade union, or two or more
registered trade unions acting jointly, that have as members the majority of the employees employed by
an employer in a workplace.

(5)
Subject to reasonable conditions, a trade union representative is entitled to take reasonable
time off with pay during working hours -

(a)

to perform the functions of a trade union representative; and

(b)
to be trained in any subject relevant to the performance of the functions of a trade union
representative.
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15.

Leave for trade union activities

(1)
An employee who is an office-bearer of a representative trade union, or of a federation of trade
unions to which the representative trade union is affiliated, is entitled to take reasonable leave during
working hours for the purpose of performing the functions of that office.

(2)
The representative trade union and the employer may agree to the number of days of leave, the
number of days of paid leave and the conditions attached to any leave.

(3)
An arbitration award in terms of section 21 (7) regulating any of the matters referred to in
subsection (2) remains in force for 12 months from the date of the award.

18.

Right to establish thresholds of representativeness

(1)
An employer and a registered trade union whose members are a majority of the employees
employed by that employer in a workplace, or the parties to a bargaining council, may conclude a
collective agreement establishing a threshold of representativeness required in respect of one or more
of the organisational rights referred to in sections 12, 13 and 15.

(2)
A collective agreement concluded in terms of subsection (1) is not binding unless the thresholds
of representativeness in the collective agreement are applied equally to any registered trade union
seeking any of the organisational rights referred to in that subsection.

21.

Exercise of rights conferred by this Part 4

(1)
Any registered trade union may notify an employer in writing that it seeks to exercise one or
more of the rights conferred by this Part in a workplace.

(8)
If the unresolved dispute is about whether or not the registered trade union is a representative
trade union, the commissioner -

(a)

must seek -

(i)
to minimise the proliferation of trade union representation in a single workplace and, where
possible, to encourage a system of a representative trade union in a workplace; and
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(ii)
to minimise the financial and administrative burden of requiring an employer to grant
organisational rights to more than one registered trade union;

(8A)
Subject to the provisions of subsection (8), a commissioner may in an arbitration conducted in
terms of subsection (7) grant a registered trade union that does not have as members the majority of
employees employed by an employer in a workplace-

(a)

the rights referred to in section 14, despite any provision to the contrary in that section, if-

(i)
the trade union is entitled to all of the rights referred to in sections 12, 13 and 15 in that
workplace; and

(ii)

no other trade union has been granted the rights referred to in section 14 in that workplace.

(8C)
Subject to the provisions of subsection (8), a commissioner may in an arbitration conducted in
terms of subsection (7) grant the rights referred to in sections 12, 13 or 15 to a registered trade union,
or two or more registered trade unions acting jointly, that does not meet thresholds of
representativeness established by a collective agreement in terms of section 18, if-

(a)
all parties to the collective agreement have been given an opportunity to participate in the
arbitration proceedings; and

(b)
the trade union, or trade unions acting jointly, represent a significant interest, or a substantial
number of employees, in the workplace.
[Subs. (8C) inserted by s. 2 of Act 6/2014 w.e.f. 1 January 2015]
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15 Appendix 7: Policy Components of
Community college approach
Is it possible to extend the community college model to worker education?

In discussion with DHET and on the face of the existing policy and legislation governing
community colleges it would seem that in principle this is a distinct possibility. There are however
practical constraints that would require careful consideration and further discussion with
government.

Such a WE focused institution could be established as a national community of practice/interest
institution in partnership with labour. This would require engagement with DHET as the minister
establishes community colleges.

Section 8.1 states, “8.1 The establishment or declaration of a Community Education and Training
College vests with the Minister of Higher Education and Training.” (DHET, 2015) while Section 8.2
of the National policy states, “The Minister reserves the right to establish Community Education
and Training Colleges that transcend geographical boundaries based on the communities of
interest or practice. In other words the term community is not limited to a geographical
community.” (DHET, 2015)

In addition partnership based colleges are also contemplated in the Policy at S9.7. “Education and
Training Colleges may also be established on the basis of partnerships between the DHET and the
community owned or private institutions such as Faith -Based Organisations or other education
and training centres. Such partnerships will be entered into in line with the appropriate
Ministerial authority.” (DHET, 2015) This model would probably benefit from this kind of
approach.

Interestingly the governance requirements in the policy at section 11 make specific reference to
S8.1 only suggesting there may be greater flexibility of interpretation as to the nature and
governance of an institution established in terms of S8.2.

In considering this approach it is useful to consider the broad principles and objectives of the
Community college policy to assess what overlap or convergence of interest exists.
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Firstly the definition of community at Section 2.1 states, “Community is defined as being located
within and contributing to local needs and local development, building social agency and social
cohesion (Ministerial Task Team (Report: 2012).” Section 4.1 then goes on to state,

“4.1 The establishment and operations of Community Education and Training Colleges must be
founded on a set of principles, which, when construed as a collective, should define what
Community Education and Training Colleges are about. Accordingly, the following principles must
underpin the establishment and declaration of Community Education and Training Colleges:
a) Expansion of access to education and training to all youth and adults,
especially those who have limited opportunities for structured learning,
including learners with disabilities;
b) Diversification and transformation of institutions that promote the goals and objectives of a
progressive socio- economic agenda
b) Provision of good quality formal and non - formal education and training programmes;
c) Provision of vocational training that prepares people for participation in both the formal and
informal economy;
d) Close partnerships with local communities, including local government, civil Society
Organisations, employers' and workers' organisations and alignment of programmes with their
needs;
e) Partnerships with government's community development projects;
f) Local community participation in governance; and
g) Collaboration and articulation with other sections of the post- school system.

CONTINUING EDUCATION AND TRAINING ACT, 2006 (ACT NO. 16 OF 2006) NATIONAL POLICY ON
COMMUNITY COLLEGES

SECTION 8: ESTABLISHMENT OF A COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND TRAINING COLLEGE
8.1 The establishment or declaration of a Community Education and Training College vests with
the Minister of Higher Education and Training.
8.2 The Minister reserves the right to establish Community Education and Training Colleges that
transcend geographical boundaries based on the communities of interest or practice. In other
words the term community is not limited to a geographical community.

9.7 The DHET may establish new Community Education and Training Colleges and CLCs as the
Minister deems necessary. Community Education and Training Colleges may also be established
on the basis of partnerships between the DHET and the community owned or private institutions
such as Faith -Based Organisations or other education and training centres. Such partnerships will
be entered into in line with the appropriate Ministerial authority.
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SECTION 15: PROGRAMMES AND QUALIFICATION OFFERINGS
15.4 Formal qualifications that shall initially be offered under the auspices of the
Department of Higher Education and Training shall include:
b) Community Development Works Programmes;
c) Worker Education;
i) Civic Education, Community Mobilisatión and Organisation;
What are the potential curriculum implications of such a model?

The policy does establish young people and adults who are not employed as a primary target
group, but does not exclude employed learners at all. AET is a clear focus area as community
colleges are essentially meant to transfer competence from provincial government to a national
competence.

Section 15 of the national policy emphasis flexibility, specifically includes worker education and
also recognises the role of ‘informal education.

S15.1 states “15.1 Community Education and Training Colleges shall be flexible in their
programme offerings and include programmes driven by the community developmental priorities,
as well as the priorities of the State.”

Accordingly, a Community Education and Training College shall offer programmes
that are driven and funded by the State, as well as programmes that respond to the
immediate needs of the community and funded from other funding sources as identified
in section 24 of the Act.
15.4 Formal qualifications that shall initially be offered under the auspices of the
Department of Higher Education and Training shall include:

a) General Education and Training Certificate for Adults;
b) Senior Certificate;
c) National Senior Certificate for Adults;and

15.5 Programme offerings offered in collaboration with local authorities, SETAs,
community organisations and other Government Departments, as well as industry may
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include but are not limited to:

b) Community Development Works Programmes;
c) Worker Education;
i) Civic Education, Community Mobilisatión and Organisation

15.6 Non -formal programmes shall take place on a `needs' basis, and shall be aligned
strongly to local contexts, and to employment and community development
opportunities. Non -formal offerings that do not lead to qualifications or part qualifications, however, may also be made available to learners participating in adult
education programmes in varied institutional, workplace and community -based
settings.

15.7 The Guidelines for Good Practice for Learning that Does Not Lead to a Qualification or
Part- Qualification (LNQ) that were published by the South African Qualifications
Authority (SAQA) in Government Gazette No. 38672 on 1 April 2015, defines
Non - formal learning as planned learning activities not explicitly designated as learning
towards the achievement of a qualification or part- qualification; often associated with
learning that results in improved workplace practice.
Community Education and Training Colleges may offer non - formal programmes which
may include, but are not limited to:
b) Civic and Citizenship Education;
d) Co- operatives Training;
h) Consumer Education.

Does the community Education model require only accredited education delivery?
No,

Section 15.6 states, “ Non -formal programmes shall take place on a `needs' basis, and shall be
aligned strongly to local contexts, and to employment and community development
opportunities. Non -formal offerings that do not lead to qualifications or part - qualifications,
however, may also be made available to learners participating in adult education programmes in
varied institutional, workplace and community -based settings.
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15.7 The Guidelines for Good Practice for Learning that Does Not Lead to a Qualification or
Part- Qualification (LNQ) that were published by the South African Qualifications
Authority (SAQA) in Government Gazette No. 38672 on 1 April 2015, defines
Non - formal learning as planned learning activities not explicitly designated as learning
towards the achievement of a qualification or part- qualification; often associated with
learning that results in improved workplace practice.

However in terms of accreditation it speaks of level 1-4 qualifications but does however envisage
the need to integrate with higher levels. This would be important to establish from the outset if
L5, 6 and 7 programmes are ultimately to be driven through worker controlled education.
(Ministerial Committee on the review of the funding frameworks of TVET Colleges and CET
colleges, 2017)
Funding for curriculum
For Community colleges there is the laudable idea of ‘’curriculum development from below’’
encouragement of non-formal courses responding to local community needs, and entrepreneurial
building partnerships at the local level. This will however, be impossible unless there is some
budgetary allowance to support these at the college level.

Recommendation 28: Funding for programme diversification is necessary, both for the so-called
ministerial-approved programmes (currently two in TVET and the two (or potentially three) in
Community colleges) and via a generic ‘’other vocational, occupational and non-formal
programmes’’ funding category.

Portability and moving to level 5 and 6-7?

Recommendation 38: for the next five years there should be a substantial budget for the research
and development of first class study materials, including those delivered via ICT means, especially
for the community colleges.

Sandra p58
The DHET Task Team of 2012 proposed that Community Colleges should provide not only the
basic suite of formal programmes noted above, but also, like liberal arts colleges elsewhere, some
post-secondary qualifications, and bridging programmes to support students with the potential to
study further and to facilitate entry into HEIs. It is recognised that the shortage of skills in South
Africa is at the middle level of skills, an area for which qualifications in the college sector are
appropriate (Cloete, 2009, DHET 2013a). With regard to the above points, the suggestion that
education opportunities could be expanded by allowing TVET colleges to offer some Higher
Education qualifications (Cloete, 2009, HESA 2011) may be extended to suggest that the higher
end of the formal qualifications offered by Community Colleges could include specifically selected
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120 credit HEQF level 5 Higher Certificates, and possibly 120 credit HEQF level 6 Advanced
Certificates (DHET 2015b). In view of the well documented threats to food security and energy,
perhaps particularly useful here would be qualifications in the agricultural and sustainable energy
fields. These certificates would be vocationally oriented (Cloete, 2009), but could bring the
advantage of flexibility, since they could offer learners vocational post school options and an
alternative route to access to HEIs. In addition, offering these qualifications would be a rational
strategy in pursuance of the target to produce 30 000 artisans by the year 2030 (DHET 2013a).

Non formal

absence of ready work opportunities for those with technical skills, HIV/AIDS and TB, harassment
of informal traders by police, boredom, the lack of libraries, and recreational, sport and cultural
facilities (DHET 2012c). All of these factors depress the quality of life of many people, and all could
be addressed to some extent in non-formal community education. Community Colleges should
offer face to face and open and distant learning related to options such as: • citizen and public
education programmes, • community organisation, including training for ward committees, school
governing bodies, and community policing; • voter education and political tolerance; • resolving
conflict in homes and communities without resort to violence; • useful skills for home making and
managing a household; • optimal use of social grants; • driver training and road safety; • skills
development such as plumbing, hairdressing, sewing, carpentry etc; • community health care, and
home-based care for the aged; care for those with HIV/AIDS and other chronic diseases; • living
with alcoholism, drug abuse or other addictions; • para-legal issues, and understanding the law; •
support for SMMEs and cooperatives, and self-employed people, including small-scale
manufacture, how to market crafts and produce, use of current technology to keep track of
income and expenditure etc; • ICT skills, especially in relation to smart phones and all the ways
they make life easier, such as through cell phone banking; • parenting and childcare; early
childhood development; • making effective use of new technologies for various purposes such as
seeking information or marketing local products; • practical subjects, gardening and market
gardening, and cooperative crop growing or animal health and management, or other communal
ventures; • how to live in drought conditions; • training to keep pace with ever faster
technological change, both for individuals and to employers who need retraining for their work
force; • general interest classes on world politics, history, music, and so on. (DHET 2012c; DHET
2013a; DHET 2015a; Lolwana 2009) Offering learning opportunities such as these would have
helped achieve at least some of

SECTION 17: QUALITY ASSURANCE
17.1 Community Education and Training Colleges shall offer qualifications or partqualifications
that are registered on Levels 1 to 4 of the National Qualifications
Framework (NQF).
17.2 General academic or vocational qualifications or part- qualifications shall be quality assured by Umalusi.
173 Occupational qualifications or part- qualifications shall be quality- assured by the
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Quality Council for Trades and Occupations (QCTO).

17.5 Non -formal programmes that do not lead to qualifications will be quality assured
through the agreed institutional quality assurance processes.
Are their governance constraints that would undermine the independence of labour?

S11.1 A Community Education and Training College referred to in paragraph 8.1 shall be
governed by a Council constituted in terms of section 10 of the Continuing Education
and Training Act, 2006

It is interesting that s11.1 refers specifically to section 8.1, and not section 8 as a whole. This could
be interpreted to mean that a community of interest or practice college could be established with
different governance arrangements that are more appropriate to this type of structure. This may
well then also open up other provision issues such as staffing and funding flows for different
interpretation.

Should S11.1 be interpreted to mean the same requirement would apply there still exists some
scope for independence and control for labour in S10 of the CET Act 16/2016.

This legislation requires at least 60% of the council to come from outside of the employees or
students of the College, or people employed by the minister. It also requires a student and staff
representative.

At least 5 external persons are appointed by the minister and this is a long term threat to
independence for labour which would need careful consideration.

A college may have an academic board made up by a principle academic staff, students and
persons appointed by the council. If there is no such body, DHET would play this role. There is
flexibility here but an academic board would probably be a benefit. Worker representatives
should be appointed to this body by the council.

SECTION 11: GOVERNANCE
11.1 A Community Education and Training College referred to in paragraph 8.1 shall be
governed by a Council constituted in terms of section 10 of the Continuing Education
and Training Act, 2006
11.2 Regulations that accommodate the nature and model of Community Education and
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Training Colleges may be developed to guide the establishment of the councils.

(1)
The council of a public college must perform all the functions, including the development
of a college statute, which are necessary to govern the public college, subject to this Act and any
applicable national or provincial law.

11.4 A Community Education and Training College must have a student representative
council constituted in terms of the Continuing Education and Training Act, 2006 and
the Standard College Statutes which is contained in Schedule 1 of the Continuing
Education and Training Act, 2006.
11.5 If deemed necessary by the Minister, a Community Education and Training College
may constitute an Academic Board, otherwise the DHET shall execute the
responsibilities of the Academic Board as defined in the Continuing Education and
Training Act, 2006.

CET Act 16/2016
College Council

S10 CET Act 16/2016
(2)

The council must, with the concurrence of the academic board—

(a)

develop a strategic plan for the public college which must—

(i)

incorporate the mission, vision, goals and planning for funding of the college;

(ii)

address past imbalances and gender and disability matters;

(iii)
include safety measures for a safe learning environment for students, lecturers and
support staff; and
(iv)

be approved by the Minister;

[Subparagraph (iv) substituted by section 8(a) of Act No. 3 of 2012]

(b)
determine the language policy of the public college, subject to the approval of the
Minister; and
[Paragraph (b) substituted by section 8(b) of Act No. 3 of 2012]
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(c)
ensure that the public college complies with accreditation requirements necessary to
provide learning programmes in terms of standards and qualifications as registered on the
National Qualifications Framework.

(4)

The council of a public college consists of—

(a)

the principal;

(b)

five external persons appointed by the Minister;

[Paragraph (b) substituted by section 8(c) of Act No. 3 of 2012]

(c)

one member of the academic board elected by the academic board;

(d)

one external member representing donors;

(e)

one lecturer of the public college, elected by the lecturers of the college;

(f)

one member of the support staff of the public college, elected by the support staff; and

(g)
two students of the public college, elected by the student representative council of the
public college.

(5)
The chairperson, vice-chairperson or other office-bearers of the council may not be
students or members of the staff of the college, but the secretary may be a member of staff.

(6)
The council must, in consultation with the Minister, appoint four additional external
persons with financial, human resources and legal skills as members of the council.
[Subsection (6) substituted by section 8(d) of Act No. 3 of 2012]

At least 60 per cent of the members of a council must be external persons who are not—
(a)

students or support staff of the public college;

(b)

employed by the Minister;

[Paragraph (b) substituted by section 8(f) of Act No. 3 of 2012]

(c)

employed by the college.

Academic Board
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(1)

The academic board of a public college is accountable to the council for—

(a)
the academic functions of the public college and the promotion of the participation of
women and the disabled in the learning programmes;
(b)

establishing internal academic monitoring and quality promotion mechanism;

(c)
ensuring that the requirements of accreditation to provide learning against standards and
qualifications registered on the National Qualifications Framework are met; and
(d)

performing such other functions as may be delegated or assigned to it by the council.

(2)
Subject to the approval of the council and to any applicable policy, the academic board
must determine the learning programmes contemplated in section 43 that will be offered at the
public college.

(3)

The academic board of a public college consists of—

(a)

the principal;

(b)

the vice-principal or vice-principals;

(c)

lecturers;

(d)

members of the council;

(e)

members of the student representative council; and

(f)

such additional persons as may be determined by the council.

(4)
The number of persons contemplated in subsection (3)(c), (d), (e) and (f) and the manner
in which they are appointed or elected, as the case may be, must be determined by the council in
accordance with the college statute.

(5)

The majority of the members of the academic board must be lecturers.

(6)
The Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, determine that a community education and
training college specified in that Gazette does not require an academic board contemplated in
section 9(1) if—
(a)
the diversity of qualifications or part-qualifications do not justify the establishment of an
academic board; and
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(b)
the decision is taken in the best interest of the college and delivering of continuing
education and training within that college.
[Subsection (6) added by section 5 of Act No. 1 of 2013]

(7)
If the Minister publishes a notice in terms of subsection (6), the Department must
perform the functions of the academic board applicable to the college.
[Subsection (7) added by section 5 of Act No. 1 of 2013]

Could accommodation infrastructure be developed in such a model?

The funding model for TVET and CET does recognise there may be a need for hostiles and
residential delivery for skills where decentralised delivery is not possible
Section 16.1, “The DHET intends to provide the infrastructure for Community Education and
Training Colleges in order to foster their distinct institutional identity.” (DHET, 2015) the policy
clearly contemplates infrastructure development but does not speak specifically to the issue of
residences. Presumably this is because of the highly decentralised delivery form contemplated in
the overall approach, ultimately with district level community colleges with satellites.

However other recommendations and policy documents certainly allow the argument of such.
The (Ministerial Committee on the review of the funding frameworks of TVET Colleges and CET
colleges, 2017, p. 223) report states, “In principle, TVET and Community Colleges should enable
access to students within reasonable travel distances, though in some cases, local travel support
may be needed. Expenditure on residences would therefore not be a priority. However, there may
be a need for hostels in rural areas, especially where transport services cannot be provided.
Hostels may be needed for centres of specialisation or where various forms of artisan training
attract students from a wider geographical area.”

Recommendation 45: Student residences may not be a high priority at this stage but, if deemed
essential, should be funded through separate earmarked capital grant (as is the case currently
with universities) on project basis. Development finance institutions and the banking sector
should be encouraged to partner with institutions to provide loans matching the funding from the
Ministry. Local government sponsorship may he needed here also.

Recommendation 25: Given the low likelihood of massive funding for new infrastructure in the
near future, it should be incumbent on the state to encourage optimum use of spare capacity in
all public college and university facilities that can be made available for reasonable regulated use
by the adult and community education system and that private non-profit facilities also be used
on fair contractual terms, in addition, DHET should commence a process of negotiations with
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municipalities across the country to identify available facilities for this purpose. The south African
Local Government Association could be useful ally in this regard. There is also considerable scupe
for the use of schools that have closed down. (Ministerial Committee on the review of the funding
frameworks of TVET Colleges and CET colleges, 2017)

16.2 In the short- to medium term, the DHET may use the existing infrastructure of schools,
TVET Colleges and faith -based organisations.
Is their basis to fund independent LSOs, federations and or unions through a Community College
budget?
CET funding model recognises the importance of collaboration with NGOs for delivery and this is
built into policy and the developed framework.

Does the community Education model require only accredited education delivery?
No,

Section 15.6 states, “ Non -formal programmes shall take place on a `needs' basis, and shall be
aligned strongly to local contexts, and to employment and community development
opportunities. Non -formal offerings that do not lead to qualifications or part - qualifications,
however, may also be made available to learners participating in adult education programmes in
varied institutional, workplace and community -based settings.

15.7 The Guidelines for Good Practice for Learning that Does Not Lead to a Qualification or
Part- Qualification (LNQ) that were published by the South African Qualifications
Authority (SAQA) in Government Gazette No. 38672 on 1 April 2015, defines
Non - formal learning as planned learning activities not explicitly designated as learning
towards the achievement of a qualification or part- qualification; often associated with
learning that results in improved workplace practice.

However in terms of accreditation it speaks of level 1-4 qualifications but does however envisage
the need to integrate with higher levels. This would be important to establish from the outset if
L5, 6 and 7 programmes are ultimately to be driven through worker controlled education.
(Ministerial Committee on the review of the funding frameworks of TVET Colleges and CET
colleges, 2017)
Funding for curriculum
For Community colleges there is the laudable idea of ‘’curriculum development from below’’
encouragement of non-formal courses responding to local community needs, and entrepreneurial
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building partnerships at the local level. This will however, be impossible unless there is some
budgetary allowance to support these at the college level.

Recommendation 28: Funding for programme diversification is necessary, both for the so-called
ministerial-approved programmes (currently two in TVET and the two (or potentially three) in
Community colleges) and via a generic ‘’other vocational, occupational and non-formal
programmes’’ funding category.

Recommendation 38: for the next five years there should be a substantial budget for the research
and development of first class study materials, including those delivered via ICT means, especially
for the community colleges.

The DHET Task Team of 2012 proposed that Community Colleges should provide not only the
basic suite of formal programmes noted above, but also, like liberal arts colleges elsewhere, some
post-secondary qualifications, and bridging programmes to support students with the potential to
study further and to facilitate entry into HEIs. It is recognised that the shortage of skills in South
Africa is at the middle level of skills, an area for which qualifications in the college sector are
appropriate (Cloete, 2009, DHET 2013a). With regard to the above points, the suggestion that
education opportunities could be expanded by allowing TVET colleges to offer some Higher
Education qualifications (Cloete, 2009, HESA 2011) may be extended to suggest that the higher
end of the formal qualifications offered by Community Colleges could include specifically selected
120 credit HEQF level 5 Higher Certificates, and possibly 120 credit HEQF level 6 Advanced
Certificates (DHET 2015b). In view of the well documented threats to food security and energy,
perhaps particularly useful here would be qualifications in the agricultural and sustainable energy
fields. These certificates would be vocationally oriented (Cloete, 2009), but could bring the
advantage of flexibility, since they could offer learners vocational post school options and an
alternative route to access to HEIs. In addition, offering these qualifications would be a rational
strategy in pursuance of the target to produce 30 000 artisans by the year 2030 (DHET 2013a).
(Land, September 2017)

Non formal

absence of ready work opportunities for those with technical skills, HIV/AIDS and TB, harassment
of informal traders by police, boredom, the lack of libraries, and recreational, sport and cultural
facilities (DHET 2012c). All of these factors depress the quality of life of many people, and all could
be addressed to some extent in non-formal community education. Community Colleges should
offer face to face and open and distant learning related to options such as: • citizen and public
education programmes, • community organisation, including training for ward committees, school
governing bodies, and community policing; • voter education and political tolerance; • resolving
conflict in homes and communities without resort to violence; • useful skills for home making and
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managing a household; • optimal use of social grants; • driver training and road safety; • skills
development such as plumbing, hairdressing, sewing, carpentry etc; • community health care, and
home-based care for the aged; care for those with HIV/AIDS and other chronic diseases; • living
with alcoholism, drug abuse or other addictions; • para-legal issues, and understanding the law; •
support for SMMEs and cooperatives, and self-employed people, including small-scale
manufacture, how to market crafts and produce, use of current technology to keep track of
income and expenditure etc; • ICT skills, especially in relation to smart phones and all the ways
they make life easier, such as through cell phone banking; • parenting and childcare; early
childhood development; • making effective use of new technologies for various purposes such as
seeking information or marketing local products; • practical subjects, gardening and market
gardening, and cooperative crop growing or animal health and management, or other communal
ventures; • how to live in drought conditions; • training to keep pace with ever faster
technological change, both for individuals and to employers who need retraining for their work
force; • general interest classes on world politics, history, music, and so on. (DHET 2012c; DHET
2013a; DHET 2015a; Lolwana 2009) Offering learning opportunities such as these would have
helped achieve at least some of
What would the information management requirements be?
Accurate data in a functional EMIS (that addresses planning, funding, monitoring and research
needs) is an essential requirement for an effective system. The fair and accurate division of
funding needs to be based on accurate, reliable and timeous data. The inadequate as well as
unreliable data for the existing Public Adult Learning Centre system are a huge problem both for
the review as well as the future planning of the new Community College system and need to be
addressed as a matter of urgency. Although there are data available for TVET colleges, there are a
number of shortcomings. It is also important that SETA databases be linked to TVET College ones.
This EMIS development work needs to involve all the necessary stakeholders to ensure the real
functionality of the developed system.” (Ministerial Committee on the review of the funding
frameworks of TVET Colleges and CET colleges, 2017, p. 223)
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16 Appendix 8: Detailed Costing of
infrastructure development and
provincial delivery hubs
Estimate of costs of decentralised provision hub
In order to build collaborative institutional arrangements and consolidate the costs of residential
workshops decentralised to provincial level the following demand model has been used as a basis for
costing of infrastructural needs.

The type of accommodation envisaged is single room accommodation with a minimum of 14 square
meters. This meets the policy requirements for double room accommodation and thus provides
flexibility to double facility capacity in need. The DHET minimum standards require shared ablutions
however it is recommended that there be single room ablutions as the nature of learners are older and
diverse and for some there may be resistance to the use of such facilities.

The costing shown here is for greenfields development (development of new infrastructure). There are
potentially a number of brownfields development options (upgrading of existing facilities) for unused
buildings and also the potential to share facilities with universities. The problem with this option is the
severe shortage of student accommodation which means shared facilities are only generally available
between academic periods and the envisaged usage is far higher in the estimates below.

The (DHET, 2011) report also suggests various models for funding. This includes a PPP based approach,
State Fiscus approach and also a model whereby particularly in large metros where the municipality
supports the establishment. It is recommended that following the pilot and as part of the process of
establishing a pilot hub that a combination of options be pursued – i.e. Greenfields and brownfields and
local and central government allocations for the establishment of the same.

Funding on the basis of a state loan without interest over 20 years has been used as a basis for later
calculating the cost recovery components of the usage price calculations. It was found that commercial
interest rates would be prohibitive in developing a new education infrastructure in this sector.

Facilities needed
This represents the space necessary to train the shop steward population for 1 week per year. A class
size is estimated at 25 students as this is the maximum number of students that can attend the
proposed QCTO trade union qualification (draft) as a maximum. It is also generally agreed by facilitators
that facilitation using participatory methods becomes difficult and time consuming beyond this number.
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50 weeks of training per year is the basis of estimating facilitation rooms necessary and beds are
estimated on a full residency basis. Thus a 4 room facilitation centre with 25 learners per room would
require 100 beds. Whilst this on the basis of 100% shop steward coverage which is feasible should both
trade unions and expanded LSO delivery programmes be run from the centre it should also be
remembered that the centre is envisaged to be used for WE for non organised vulnerable workers and
that the nominal trade union membership number is still growing despite lower density over the entire
labour market. The formal employment in the labour market is also growing nominally.

TU Membership
Province
Western Cape
606352
Eastern Cape
326854
Northern Cape
78284
Free State
240033
KwaZulu-Natal
596982
North West
317995
Gauteng
1114770
Mpumalanga
314477
Limpopo
346209
Total
3941903

number of
number of
facillitation
accomodation
training weeks facilitation
rooms budgeted rooms per
number of
national % shop stewards needed
rooms needed per centre
centre
centres
total beds

15,38%
8,29%
1,99%
6,09%
15,14%
8,07%
28,28%
7,98%
8,78%
100,00%

9243
4983
1193
3659
9100
4847
16993
4794
5278
60645

370
199
48
146
364
194
680
192
211
2426

7
4
1
3
7
4
14
4
4
48

4
4
1
3
4
4
4
4
4
32

100
100
25
75
100
100
100
100
100

2
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
13

Cost per bed
In order to estimate the cost of the infrastructural development for WE a cost per bed methodology is
used and adapted from similar methodologies employed in the Higher education sector for student
accommodation.

The size of rooms and cost estimates per bed are drawn from the following sources; (DHET, 2011),
(DHET, 2015), (GOSA, 2017). In particular an extensive investigation and costing exercise was
commissioned by the DHET in 2011. The Per room costs as indicated in DHET documentation is between
R180 000 and R240 000 per bed in 2011. Because this figure has operating cost calculations it is used
after building cost inflation escalation as a base figure for estimating costs. The possible building of pilot
hub premises would take a minimum of three years to achieve and thus the inflation adjustment is to
2021. The figure is also used for estimation purposes in order to exercise precaution of under costing
but also because this amount is a recently used state produced figure and includes the requirements for
common areas and canteen facilities which are not separately costed.. The minimum standards would
represent a lower number and private sector built accommodations have estimates as low as R150 00054
for minimum standard compliant accommodation.

The cost per bed includes common areas a canteen, all furnishings and management/staff
accommodation, internet access points in all rooms, biometric access points, laundry facilities and
landscaping. The base cost of R240 000 was further escalated by 15% to include en suite bathroom
facilities which extends above minimum standards as described in (DHET, 2015) before inflation
54

See for example https://www.cnbcafrica.com/news/southern-africa/2016/07/19/green-construction-to-address-sastudent-accommodation-crises/
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adjustments were done. A 10% building cost inflation adjustment as used in the methodology of (DHET,
2011) and (GOSA, 2017) was used.
Costing is also on the basis of a minimum of 14 m2 per room which allows for 2 beds. The
accommodation would be on the basis of single occupancy but this allows the flexibility to double the
amount of accommodation in need.

The cost per bed therefore estimated for 2021 is R630 382.

Using this as a basis the accommodation component of the recommendations is costed at approximately
R756 million. This would represent the cost of development of the infrastructure in 2021. It is unlikely
that all developments would be achieved simultaneously and a roll-out costing over a period of years
with operating costs and inflation adjustments is provided below.

Accomodation
Cost per bed
2021

R630 383 Western Cape
R630 383 Eastern Cape
R630 383 Northern Cape
R630 383 Free State
R630 383 KwaZulu-Natal
R630 383 North West
R630 383 Gauteng
R630 383 Mpumalanga
R630 383 Limpopo
Total

Accomodation
Cost
R126 076 579
R63 038 290
R15 759 572
R47 278 717
R126 076 579
R63 038 290
R189 114 869
R63 038 290
R63 038 290
R756 459 475

Using the 2016/17 NSF annual report as a basis for estimating skills levies this would equate to
approximately 5% of Total skills levies. This is just for perspective purposes as it is recommended that
infrastructural costs a derived either as a once off contribution form skills levies funds as in the case of
the TVET college accommodation provision or directly through DHET funding. Operational costs
however are recommended to become part of the DHET budget.

Brownfields developments are considerably cheaper although there are a number of difficulties as
identified in the 2011 DHET report, “This ‘brownfields’ model of student housing, in which derelict or
unused buildings are refurbished to provide student accommodation, has a number of disadvantages,
including poor location, buildings not fit-for-purpose and distance from campus. Its most significant
advantage is the setup or establishment cost. According to Urban Nest, the establishment cost of their
facility was approximately R60 000 per bed, while South Point’s Diamond facility cost R78 533 per bed to
establish. Should minimum standards for student housing be established, however, this per bed cost
may well increase.” (DHET, 2011, p. 90) The average for these developments when escalated for building
cost inflation amounts to approximately R179 000 by 2021.
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Developing the campus component

In addition to accommodation and facilitation rooms the WE college satellite hub should include office
space for use by non profit based LSOs and could also accommodate federations. The concept of
extending WE and support to vulnerable workers also contemplates a advice centre type facility which
could be LSO or federation based. The estimates of total office space per province is provided in the
total national costing. A large centre with 25 offices is costed below but most centres would have
between 10 and 15 offices. These offices can be shared between organisations and a resources centre is
costed also for sharing use. The provision of internet is a minimum policy requirement and the provision
of computer facilities for a minimum of 25% of the total residency(learner population) is provided within
the resource centre.

Facilities
offices
meeting rooms
facillitation rooms
Resource centre
subtotal
Accomodation
Total

number
offices/beds

construction
square meters Total m2
cost 2021/m2
Total
25
25
625
R14 233
R8 895 625
4
36
144
R14 233
R2 049 552
4
100
400
R14 233
R5 693 200
1
100
100
R14 233
R1 423 300
R18 061 677
100
R630 383
R63 038 290
R81 099 967

Operational costs
Operational costs are of course key and in the long term more significant than capex. It is also these
costs that are critical for comparison with other delivery models such as the hotel approach.

The DHET study using current operating costs for university residences calculated the following cost
structure which has been adapted for the suggested model and then inflation linked increases have
been used to estimate to 2021 and beyond. (average inflation of 7% has been used for this however
food inflation uses a higher 10%). These are annual figures and the basis of residential fees structure in
2011.
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EXPENDITURE
Total staff costs
Training expenses
Skills development levy
Student meals (3 meals per day)
Cleaning materials
Staff transport
Access control
Vehicle expenses
Health care centre
Power and water
Municipal rates
Telephones
Insurance
Hall committee grants
Printing and stationery
Sundries and uniforms
Furniture and equipment renewals
Security contract costs
Residence maintenance and renovations
Residence refurbishment
Loan/financing costs
Provision for bad debts
TOTAL EXPENDITURE/RESIDENCE FEE

2011
7 642
40
85
15 000
315
8
57
56
63
2 060
1 148
41
95
261
64
182
796
300
2 365
285
3 756
266
R30 884

2021
R28 666
R65
R287
R38 906
R620
R47
R112
R110
R124
R4 128
R2 258
R81
R187
R126
R358
R1 566
R4 652
R561

R82 854

The original figures had food at 2 meals per day for 11 000 this was increased by a third to three meals a
day. Staffing costs have been adjusted to have more maintenance staff. This is reflected in the 2021
figure. Those items unnecessary for the model based on short term occupancies and the proposed
funding approach are omitted in 2021. Security staff are not outsourced in this model and included in
staff costs. Staffing levels are costed at with a minimum wage of R14335 by 2021.

Manager
reception and admin
maintence staff
Security

1
4
12
3

In addition campus infrastructure facilities are costed into the model.
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staff costs

daily cost per
2021 Annual cost
person
R3 628 380
121

food input costs per person
all other maintenance and
services
sub Total
Capital facilities -Office and
resource centre

R38 906

R130

R1 632 011
R5 299 297

R54
R305

R903 084

R30

capital accomodation
Total

R3 151 914
R9 354 296

R105
R440

CAPEX Cost are calculated as a division of capital costs (without interest) over 20 years per learner per
day (based on full occupancy for 300 days per year)
Food input costs are based on R130 per day per learner. This could well be lowered. This is also
calculated on the basis of escalating the fair cost of residency (DHET, 2011). This is calculated with
regard to Killojule requirements and varied diet menus.
Staff costs for facilities are included and staffing levels adjusted for full service facilities. Minimum wage
paid at universities have been adjusted for inflation to the base of the 2011 costing study for keeping
uniformity. The office space allocation is included on a cost basis per learner. This can be removed or if
included could provide the occupying organisations with near free facilities thus substantially
contributing to the expansion of LSO delivery.
Facilitator and other salaries are not included in the cost structure
Office space is calculated at the national average for office space per square meter for 2015 of R809255
adjusted for inflation to 2021.
In terms of Policy, (DHET, 2015), the financial records of the accommodation component of a centre
would need to be kept and administered separately.
This is a staff to student ratio of around 1:5 which is high compared to universities. However this costing
assumes serviced rooms as these are short duration stay accommodation facilities not semi permanent.
This is quite different to a university setting. According to (DHET, 2011) the minimum ratio in South
Africa was 1:19 but some universities operated at ratios over 1: 500.
On this cost structure, in 2021 a large provincial hub capable of running 50 weeks of education for 100
learners on a residential basis would cost approximately R81 million to establish. It could provide this
service at a cost of approximately R437 per residential learner per day including capital expenditure
recovery. If capital recovery is excluded the daily basis cost per learner drops to R302 per day. It would
also provide infrastructural support for up to 25 offices, a resource centre and facilitation facilities at a
cost basis of R50 171 per month, including Capital expenditure recovery on a non interest loan basis
repaid over 20 years. (this component would equate to the combined rental of office facilities. This
could accommodate 4-5 provincially represented LSOs and an advice centre comfortably. Not all hubs
would need the same extent of facilities provision particularly where more than one such satellite is
55

Source STATSSA from municipal building costs submissions for office space. Note there are provincial variances.
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established in a province. The total cost per month of a cost recovery based facility would be R771 525
per month.

staff costs

daily cost per
2021 Annual cost
person
R3 628 380
121

food input costs per person
all other maintenance and
services
sub Total
Capital facilities -Office and
resource centre

R38 906

R130

R1 530 000
R5 197 286

R51
R302

R903 084

R30

capital accomodation
Total
monthly cost

R3 151 914
R9 252 284
R771 024

R105
R437

The costing above then represents the learner cost per day (based on 300 day occupancy basis) on a full
cost recovery (less interest) over a period of 20 years for capital infrastructure expenditure. This includes
the expenditure on creating supporting/ office infrastructure from which WE and research is developed
and rolled out through facilitation facilities.

This would provide for 5 000 residential learners receiving 1 week’s education per year, excluding afterhours learning possibilities.

Fees and cost recovery.
There are various income stream options available for this purpose. Transition periods would see lower
occupancy rates initially and may require such adjustment. A possible approach could be through
multiple stream options (these are at 2021 prices)

Stream 1 would see salaries paid under the DHET as employees of the combined Community of practice
college along with maintenance and services. This equates to R171 of the nightly cost.

Stream 2 would be represented on a cost base rental to labour and labour service organisations for use
of office, and resource centre facilities. This would equate to R30 per night cost.

Stream 3 would be user fees, including LSOs and trade unions/federations funded through skills levies,
self funded through union subscriptions and foreign donors. This would equate to the balance of R236
per night. This user fee in current Rands would be approximately R189. This is considerably less than
current residential costs paid by these organisations, in most cases less than a quarter. The logic being
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that this on its own should see 75% more workers being educated before other initiatives are
considered. If we take current provision at an estimated level of around 30% this would go a long way to
closing the gap to a minimum standard of 1 weeks education per trade union representative per annum.

It is important however that unions use these facilities. It is suggested that at a minimum skills levies
funded education be conditional upon the use of such centres. In addition broad agreement amongst
union federations and LSOs would be necessary to realise the potential of such an approach.

National Cost 2021
The Total National cost for all centres in 2021 would be R887 445 824. This would represent the capacity
for 60 000 residential learners receiving 1 weeks education per year, excluding after hours learning
possibilities thus catering for a minimum WE criteria of every shop steward receiving at least 5 days
training per annum. It would also create 240 quality jobs nationally.

Accomodation
Cost per bed
2021

R630 383 Western Cape
R630 383 Eastern Cape
R630 383 Northern Cape
R630 383 Free State
R630 383 KwaZulu-Natal
R630 383 North West
R630 383 Gauteng
R630 383 Mpumalanga
R630 383 Limpopo
Total

other facilities

Accomodation Number of
facillitation
offices
Office Cost facilities
Cost
Total
R126 076 579
25 R8 895 625 R10 600 418 R145 572 623
R63 038 290
10 R3 558 250
R5 714 156 R72 310 696
R15 759 572
5 R1 791 934
R1 368 589 R18 920 096
R47 278 717
10 R3 583 868
R4 269 900 R55 132 485
R126 076 579
25 R8 959 670 R10 436 601 R145 472 850
R63 038 290
10 R3 583 868
R5 559 271 R72 181 429
R189 114 869
35 R12 543 538 R19 488 720 R221 147 126
R63 038 290
10 R3 583 868
R5 497 778 R72 119 935
R63 038 290
10 R6 052 517
R5 497 778 R74 588 584
R756 459 475
R52 553 137 R68 433 212 R877 445 824

The location of facilities should be in such a space for easy public transport access and secure for afterhours operation to facilitate classes in the evening and over weekends. The administration of such
facilities would be staffed through the WE College. Rentals and facilities use should be on a cost basis for
LSOs, trade unions and federations. For external use such facilities can be hired out on a profit basis. The
feasibility of running such facilities as a ‘hotel school’ learning centre driven by a union based vocational
education model also offers interesting opportunities.

Comparison expenditure with the Hotel provision model.

Using 2 actual LSO project proposals costs and a SETA funded residential labour programme the
following table explores the relative cost for 1 week’s training across all shop stewards nationally (60
655) for the two models. It uses the cost recovery and operational costs estimated for a WE centre as
calculated above.
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Using an average of the 3 LSO projects per night cost adjusted for inflation to 2021 the comparison
shows that the capital expenditure for creating 13 provincial WE centres would be recouped in under 3
years. This includes all facilities not just residential capacity.
cost of 1 week of
Accomodation, venue training (5 nights)
and food 2021 per day equivalent to 1 years
cost
training cost
R1 403
R7 015
R1 052
R5 260
R2 033
R10 165
R1 496
R7 480
R90 722 668
R453 613 339
R437

LSO Project example 1
LSO project example 2
SETA based labour project
average
Cost to train all SS per night
Hub model cost per night
Hub model to train all SS per night

R26 489 571

R132 447 855

Difference
b/wCAPEX
models
Total
National
on/year
Hub
Provision

R321 165 484
R877 445 824

equivalent training provision
period to recoup costs of CAPEX

2.7 years

Loan repayment

If the income stream model is projected at a 7% inflation rate the total capex loan could in fact be
consolidated within 10 years based on 13 national centres. User fees could at this point be used to begin
to extend additional centres or if capex repayment is slowed over 20 years as per the costing then the
provision user fee could be reduced annually.

Expenses
Construction
CAPEX
OPEX
Total
CAPEX Total
Income
Stream 1 (DHET
allocation)
Stream 2
(rental)
Stream 3 (user
fees)
total
CAPEX Loan
repayment
Balance of Loan

2021
3 new centres
R243 299 900
R15 591 858
R258 891 758
R1 263 861 879

2022

2023
2024
6 new centres 4 new centres
R588 785 758
R431 776 222
R16 683 288
R53 553 356
R89 136 586
R642 339 114
R520 912 808

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

R95 376 147
R95 376 147

R102 052 477 R109 196 151 R116 839 881 R125 018 673 R133 769 980 R143 133 879
R102 052 477 R109 196 151 R116 839 881 R125 018 673 R133 769 980

R15 480 000

R16 563 600

R53 169 156

R82 175 884

R87 928 196

R94 083 170 R100 668 992 R107 715 821 R115 255 929 R123 323 844 R131 956 513

R2 700 000

R2 889 000

R9 273 690

R14 333 003

R15 336 313

R16 409 855

R21 240 000
R39 420 000

R22 726 800
R42 179 400

R72 953 028
R135 395 874

R112 752 958 R120 645 665
R209 261 845 R223 910 174

R129 090 861 R138 127 222 R147 796 127 R158 141 856 R169 211 786 R181 056 611
R239 583 887 R256 354 759 R274 299 592 R293 500 563 R314 045 603 R336 028 795

R23 828 142
R25 496 112
R1 240 033 738 R1 214 537 626

R81 842 518
R1 132 695 108

R120 125 259 R128 534 027
R1 012 569 849 R884 035 822

R137 531 409 R147 158 608 R157 459 711 R168 481 890 R180 275 623 R192 894 916
R746 504 413 R599 345 805 R441 886 094 R273 404 204 R93 128 581 -R99 766 335

R17 558 545 R18 787 643 R20 102 778

2030

R21 509 973

These calculations are broad feasibility estimates. They do not take into account construction time
assuming a full year of operation and are based on full occupancy for 300 days per year.
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Pilot
This type of provision model would require a phased-in approach and organisationally would require
asset ownership. Coordination models would therefore need to be decided upfront. would need to vest
in the state. It is recommended that mixed support methods be investigated in the process of
establishing three such pilot centres in Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape. Three pilots are
recommended for comparative purposes, They have immediate potential to reach the largest body of
unionised workers (approximately 60%) and potentially vulnerable workers, and also because these
centres will ultimately require more than one centre allowing for a phased in approach to provision,
time to adjust staffing and implement lessons learned in the process.
The different LSOs should/could cooperate in establishing learning programmes during the initial
piloting phase, across all three centres. This would mainly be aimed at non accredited education
although accredited provision is also envisaged. LSOs should discuss potential complementarities and
possible cooperation within and across programmes between these three centres. Given relative
experience, specialisation and capacity, Ditsela, LRS, Workers College, IHRG and WWMP, Ilrig and others
in particular could establish a number of functional and directly collaborative programmes.
For Instance Ditsela could focus on provincial schools and the trade union practice qualification. The
workers college could lead on extending their CHE L5 qualifications, and their L6 labour law advanced
certificate to these three centres and participate on other non-accredited modules. Ilrig and the
Workers College could collaborate on community development focused education efforts. LRS could
focus on collective bargaining and company research focused education both within these programmes
and or as stand-alone components. IHRG could significantly bolster the delivery of health and safety
related modules within such programmes and as non-accredited stand-alone offerings at the three
centres. WWMP could develop similar focused offerings as to their current areas of operation in the
three centres.
Federations could use the centres for the roll-out of trade union support education particularly for those
unions which are not achieving significant internal WE.

This pilot would require in principle the following


The formation of a centralised community of practice based worker education college through
ministerial declaration. Buy in and commitment of DHET to provide the capital for construction
possibly through an extension of the TVET infrastructure programme.



Intra governmental cooperation to source land and possibly supporting financing costs through
municipal allocations.



Agreements between LSOs and unions around the use of facilities.



A scoping and precise costing of the pilots.



The assessment of relative value and possibilities of brownfields and greenfields development
options.



A budget for construction/conversion and operating expenditure by 2021 of R258 891 758



Support from DOL for the establishment of advice centres at these establishments
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